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PREFACE
The Engineering Design Handbook Series of the US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Corn-

mand is a coordinated series of handbooks containing basic information and fundamental data useful in
the analysis, design, and development of Army materiel and systems.

This handbook treats the braking of motor vehicles such as passenger cars, trucks, and trailers. No
attempt has been made to address fully the braking of specizlty vehicles. However, the engineering
relationships presented can be applied to the analysis of any automotive braking system, including those of
tanks and special carriers.

'Th text is structured so that it can be used by junior engineers with a minimum of supervision provided
by v senior engineer. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 present the analjsis of brake system components and should
provide sufficient detail for the computations required for the analysis of entire brake systems. Chapter 7
and those that follow address the analysis and design of the brake system of motor vehicles including the
computation of partial braking performance with the brake system in a failed condition. The examples in
Chapter 14 are presented in considerable detail to provide the engineer with insight into the methodology
used in solving brake problems. A brief description of brake system hardware is provided in Chapter 15 forI the engineer not fully familiar with the functioning of various brake system components.

This Handbook was written by Dr. Rudolf Limpert, Salt Lake City, Utah, for the Engineering Hand-
book Office, Research Triangle Institute, prime contractor to the US Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command. The handbook is based on lecture material and practical experience gained in in-
dustry and university research.

The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those approved for release and sale,
and those classified for security reasons, The US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command
policy is to release these Engineering Design Handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive
7230.7, dated 18 September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be obtained from the National Technical
Informnaton Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring these Handbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks must submit their request on an of-
ficial requisition form (DA Form 17, date Jan 70) directly to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: DRXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

(Requests for classified documents must be submitted, with appropriate "Need to Know" justification, to
Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities will not requisition Handbooks for further free distribution.

o. All other requestors, DOD, Navy, Air 'orce, Marine Corps, nonmilitary Government agencies, con-
tractors, private industry, individuals, uni'- tsities, and others must purchase these Handbooks from:

National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfietld, VA 22151

Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" basis verified by an official Department of
Army representative and processed from Deferse Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DI)C.TSR,
Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and shoula tuc addressed to:
Commander
US Army Materiel D'.velopment and Readiness Commar.d
Alexandria, VA 22333

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which arc available through normal
-publications supply channels, may be used for comments/suggestions.)

xv
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In this chapter some basic relationships are presented that show how stopping distance is
dependent upon speed, deceleration, and time. The concept of tire-rood friction utilization is
introduced briefly. Significant problems of braking are introduced, Methods for improving
braking perfornmance are reviewed briefly.

1-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS is not the case for a variety of loading and road con-
a - deceleration, g-units ditions, the stopping distance S, associated with the

a, = mean deceleration, g-units maximum deceleration , attainable prior to wheel
a,.= maximum deceleration, g-units lockup will be given by the expression

g - gravitational constant, ft/s'

S, = stopping distance associated with maxi- VwSmum deceleration, ft S"=2g• ft (1-2)
SSa,.tualatual stopping distance, f
SS•,,- minimum stopping distance, ft where

t, = application time, s anwr = maximum deceleration, g-units
=t, - buildup time, s In Eq. 1-2 the deceleration is assumed to reach its

V = vehicle speed, ft/s maximum value at the instant of pedal application.
S= tire-road friction coefficient, d'less* The actual stopping distance is also affected by time

delays required to apply the brakes and to build up
1-1 FACTORS INFLUENCING brake force. If the application time ta and buildup

STOPPING DISTANCE time th are idealized as shown in Fig. 1-1, the stopping
The vehicle is connected to the roadway by the distance associated with those time delays is given by

traction forces produced by the tires. Consequently, the relationship
only circumferential tire forces equal to or less than
the product of normal force and tire-roadway friction
coefficient can be transmitted by the wheels. Ex- V, ( t vf
ceptions are provided by special designs using aero- Sa. =2a - + + 2/ ft

dynamic effects or rocket down thrusters resulting in 2 24 )
greater normal forces on the tires than the vehicle
weight. where

This fundamenta! consideration yields a possible ta = application time, s
all wheels locked minimum stopping distance S, as th = buildup time, s
given by the relationship The mean deceleration am, as indicated in Fig. I-I,

is assumed to be constant over the entire braking
.,, - , ft (1-I)

where
g = gravitation constant, ft/sl
V = vehicle speed, ft/s
u = tire-road friction coefficient (assumed con-

"stant in the derivation of Eq. I-I). d'less
The stopping distance obtained from Eq. I-I repre-
sents the minimum possible for the tire-roadway con-
dition specified by p. However, this stopping dis-
tance will be achieved only when all wheels approach 'a . b

wheel slide conditions at the same instant. Since this ,,M, f.,

dlcss dimensionless Figure I-I. Idealized Deceleration Diagram

I-I
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process and may be determined from the initial where the ratio a,,/,u expresses the extent to which
velocity (ft/s), the maximum deceleration (g-units) the vehicle brake system uses the available tire-road
and the application and buildup time (s) by the rz- friction, often termed braking efficiency. For exam-
lationship pie, when amax/p is less than unity, the available

friction is not utilized fully. When a•°x/•I is greater
than unity, the wheel approaches wheel slide con-

,aa,, "/ , g-units (1-4) dition, i.e., the wheel is overbraked. Overbraking

+ I" (i means that the ratio of actual brake force to dynamic
Y axle load is greater than the deceleration expressed in

g-units. If the required friction utilization for a par-
Ea f aa ticular axle is greater than the tire-road friction avail-

, a,, will depnd oat V. i i., for otherwise o dentical able, tl:--i the wheels tend to lock up and the lateral
braking processes the mean deceleration will be dif- tire forces are decreased considerably. If wheel lock-
ferent proeses tha brakng velocition Fig. I - up is to be prevented, then the deceleration can be in-ferent for different initial braking velcities. In Fig. l creased only to a level for which the friction utiliza-
2 the different characteristans of ab as a function of tion corresponds to the tire-ioadway friction coef-,•.different velocities at the instant of brake pedal apj- fcetaalbe ie h'cniin h eil e•:; ficient available. Given thi- ! -)ndition, the vehicle de-
plication and time delays of 0.2 s, 0.4 s, and 0.54 s are celeration in g-units is smaller than the tire-roadway
illustrated for a maximurn decohkration ofv,,,,, 0,8 1 clrto nguisi mle hntetr-odSillstrtedfora mxim• deeh~atin oc~a = .81 friction coefficient, excluding the case in which all

g. A closer inspection of these curves indicates that,
for example, for a velocity of 25 mph and a time delay axles lock up simultaneously.

(1a + tb/ 2) o,'0.4 s, the mean deceleration is only 0.50 1-2 BRAKING DYNAMICS
g for a maximum deceleration of 0.81 g. For a veloci-
ty of 60 mph, the corresponding mean deceleration A significant problem of braking arises as a result
would be 0.65 g, indicating a significant difference in of dynamic load transfer induced by vehicle de-
mean deceleration for otherwise identical braking cc.leration. This is especially important in the design
conditions. oi vehicles wherein a significant difference in center-

.1-3 may be rewritten in the form o'-gravity location exists between loaded and un-
loaded cases, e.g., station wagons and trucks. For
example, a typical 3/4-ton pickup truck will exper-

,=t Vf 2 +- [(ta + tb/2) ]V icince a dynamic load transfer onto the front axle of
a____ approximately 500 lb for the empty case and 1000 lb2gu - for the loaded case for a deceleration of 16 ft/s2 . The

static axle load distribution, the height of the center

ga Ma(tb)2  of gravity above the road surface, the wheel base, as
4/ ,ft (1-5) well as the level of vehicle deceleration are factors in-

.24 fluencing dynamic load transfer. The relationships
for determining the dynamic axle loads for a variety
of vehicles are presented in detail in Chapters 8 and 9.
For a typical two-axle tractor coupled to a single-axle

i j trailer, commonly termed as a 2-SI combination, the
I0.2s dynamic axle loads as a function of vehicle de-0-.7 celeration are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. These curves in-

SJ. 0.54 dicate that the rear axle load of the tractor is little af-
o- fected by deceleration, whereas the front axle and theroo X.. /• •,,SOX-0.81 s' trailer axle show significant changes in their re-

/ spective dynamic axle loads.
o 0.30 For vehicles having a significant change of axle

S/ load during braking, the distribution of braking
12.5 25 7 so 625 forces among the axles needs to be analyzed care-

SVLL~OC.IF" i: •,tIML •0, MPH fully in order to achieve acceptable braking per-
formance on slippery and dry road surfaces for both

Figure 1-2. Mean Deceleratlen as a Function of the empty and loaded dr;:ing conditions.
Initial Velocity for a Maximum Deceleration of Another si aificiint problem of braking stems from

0.81g arl Different Time Delay s the frictional character of the tire-roadway interface.

1-2
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30,000o anisms have been suggested for this purpose. A de-
tailed discussion and analysis of proportional

z Tractor rear braking are presented in Chapter 9.
Z The time delays, especially in the case of air brakes,
STractor font can be decreased significantly through the use of

-:"larger brake lines, smoother fittings, and special
:0,0o0 designs.

Trailer The iistabilty inherent in the friction-slip curve of
automobile tires has led to several designs using

-- availabla friction. Wheel antilock systems have been
0.0 .4 o6 0. .0 develope, that modulate the rotational velocity of

DECELERATION os-UNlTS the wheel, oraventing wheel lockup. Experimental re-

.Figure 1-3. Dynamic Axle Load of a 3-Axle suits indicate that improvements in braking per-
Tractor-Semitrailer formance along with a significant increase in vehicle

stability are possible. In light of Eq. 1-5, this means
that tne vehicle brake system automatically operates

Fig. 6-1 shows a typical friction-slip curve for a near the maximum value ofu, tending to maximize
standard automobile tire. The friction force in- the ratio amax/M and to minimize the time delay. A de-
creases with increasing value-. of slip up to the peak tailed discussion of wheel antilock braking is pre-
friction point. Beyond this point the friction force sented in Chapter 10.
generally decreases with incieasing slip values as in-
dicated in Fig. 6-2 for speeds from 20 to 40 mph and
in Fig. 6-3 for all speeds. This instability inherent in 1-4 OVERVIEW OF BRAKE
the friction curve calls for special provisions to use SYSTEM DESIGN
available friction near or at the peak friction value. The analysis and design of automotive brake

systems draw mainly upon the physical laws of
1-3 METHODS TO IMPROVE statics, dynamics, and heat transfer. In most casesBRAKING CAPAEILITY practical engineering equations are used to de-

Inspec'ion of Eq. 1-5 indicates that the actual atop- termine braking performance and thermal response
ping distarnce i- limited by four factors: in a variety of braking situations.

I. Tire-roadway friction coefficient 1 The analysis and design of a brake system begin
2. Efficient use of available road friction a with an analysis of the brake torque produced by the
3. Application time to strongly dependent upon the wheel brakes. The mechanical analysis of friction

driver brakes is presented in Chapter 2. Drum and disc
4. Buildup time tb strongly dependent upon the brakes are considered. The drum brakes are divided

brake and suspension system. into internal shoe brakes - the common drum wheel
Tire-road interface tests indicate that the tire-road brake - and band brakes. Shoe brakes include
friction coefficient of truck tirts, both peak and leading, trailing, two-leading, and duo-servo brakes;
sliding, is significantly less than that of passenger car these are the most common types of shoe brakes. The
tires. Carefully controlled road tests point up con- engineering equations presented in Chapter 2 can be,
siderable variation in tire-road friction coefficient modified easily to determine the torque production of
among the various types of truck tires. However, an other brake shoe configurations. Several band brake
overall increase in available tire-roadway friction configurations are analyze( . Band brakes are used as
levels will tend to decrease the stopping distance. Ef- emergency or parking brakes. The torque pro-
ficient use of the available friction requires: (a) that duction of disc brakes is analyzed for the non-self-
the distribution of LUaking forces among the axles is energizing disc brake - which is the most common
adjusted according to the normal forces on those one in use today - and the self-energizing disc brake.
axles during braking, and (b) that the brake torque The equations presented in. Chapter 2 may be used to
levels are great enough for wheel slide conditions to determine the brake torque of brakes as part of a ser-
be approached for all possible driving conditions, vice brake system, or parking brake system.
particularly for the loaded vehicle on dry road sur- The thermal analysis of drum and disc brakes is
faces. Static and dynamic axle load sensitive devices presented in Chapter 3. The dete:-mination of brake
h•,ve been used to distribute the braking forces ac- temperature is important for the analysis and design
cording to the dynamic axle load.i. Several mech- of a brake system. Excessive temperatures will cause

1-3
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a decrease in brake torque production - commonly Fixed ratio brake systc~rs are designed so that the
called brake fade - and may cause increased brake brake force distribution - front-to-rear -- does not
lining wear, brake system failure, and damage to ad- change. Engineering equations for the optimum
jacent components such as bearings and tires. The en- brak: force distribution for straight line stops are
ginecring equations used for determining brake presented. The important design diffrence for opti-
temperatures for different braking modes are pre- mizing brake systems for straight and cu'ved braking
sented. Equations used for determining heat transfer are discussed. The engineering zquations required in
coefficients for both drum and disc brakes t.re in- the Braking Performance Calculation Program of
cluded. The development and computation of ther- Chapter 7 for a large number of solid frame and
mal stresses in disc brakes are discussed, tractor-trailer combinations with and without tan-

The analysis of auxiliary brakes is discussed in dem axles are presented. By the use of the Braking
Chapter 4. Auxiliary brakes are provided in addition Performance Calculation Program the braking per-
to the wheel brakes and are designed mainly to re- formance of a tandem axle truck, tractor-semitrailer
tard the vehicle in continued downhill braking opera- (with and without tandem axles) and a tractor-
tion. Engineering equations for engine braking, and semitrailer-double trailer combination are analyzed.
hydrodynamic and electric retarders are presented. The equations presented in Chapter 8 may be used to

The actual brake force production is discussed in evaluate the braking performance of vehicles towing
Chapter 5. Engineering equations for pedal force, unbraked trailers.
brake line pressure, brake torque. and tire braking The braking analysis of vehicles equipped with
force are presented for non-powered hydraulic brake variable-ratio braking systems is presented in Chap-
systems, vacuum assisted brake systems, full power ter 9. A variable-ratio braking system exists when an
hydraulic brake systems, air brake systems, air-.over- intended variation of brake force distribution -

hydraulic brake systems, and mechanical systems. front-to-rear - is designed into the brake system.
The mechanical systems are used commonly in Engineering equations for the determination of the
emergency or parking brakes. Brake system design optimum variable ratio brake force distribution for
charts are provided for the size selection of vacuum straight-line braking are presented, Design con-r assisted ,zid full power hydraulic brakes. Engineering siderations for straight versus curved line braking are
equations requir-,d for a brake fluid volume analysis reviewed. Engineering equations for the design of

Sare presented, variable-ratio brake systems for tractor-semitrailers
The effects of tire characteristics on bra!hing are are presented. By use of the Braking Performance

distassed in Chapter 6. The contribution of tire Calculation Program of Chapter 7, the variable ratio
rolling resistance to braking are reviewed. Tire fric- braking performance of a tandem axle equipped
tion measurement schemes are evaluated and actual tractor-semitrailer is analyzed.
test data which are useful for the determination of

tThe fundamentals involved in an analysis of wheel-Stire braking forces are presented.

The effects of wheel brakes, tire characteristics, ve- antilock brake systems are presented in Chapter 10.
Shice geometry, and loading conditions on braking Engineering equations associated with the locking
performance are considered in Chapter 7. Presented process of a wheel are presented and general design
are the five important measures or evaluation considerations are reviewed. The functional relation-

parameters of braking performance. A braking per- ships associated with air-brake-antiskid systems are
Sformcncc calculation program which permits the presented. Vacuum-powered antiskid systems are
calculation of vehicle deceleration including tandem analyzed and reasons for their below-optimum per-
axle load transfer and brake fade is outlined. A step- formance are noted. Experimental results and com-
, by-tep description of the operation of the computer parison of different antiskid systems are presented.
programn for a tractor-semitrailer is presented. A brief introduction to the dynamic analysis of
Dynamic braking programs and tractor-trailer hand- brake systems is presented in Chapter 11. A theo-
ling programs are reviewed. Engineering equations retical analysis of brake system dynamics requires ex-
for the determination of aerodynamic drag and drag tensive use of advanced dynamic and mathematical
due to shock absorbers and a vehicle turning are pre- principles and is beyond the scope of this handbook.
sented. The braking performance calculation pro- The discussion of hydraulic brake system dynamics is
gram of Chaptei 7 is used as a basis for all braking limited to an identification of critical components.
performance calculations that follow. For air brake systems functional relationships,

The braking analysis of vehicles equipped with developed from experiment, that determine the ap-
fixed-ratio braking systems is presented in Chapter 8. proximate time delay are presented. Brake response
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times measured on u tractor-semitrailer combination cedures developed by the US Department of Trans-
are presented. portation relative, to hydraulic and air brake systems

Analyses of brrike system failures are presented in are reviewed. The brake test procedures for military
Chapter 12. The, development of brake failures and vehicles, including track vehicles, are presented in
their causes are. noted. The engineering equations to greater detail. Some details associated with brake
determine the reduced braking performance as- lining laboratory testing are provided.
sociated with brake failure are presented for loss of The concepts of brake system analysis are applied
line pressure in dual brake systems, loss of vacuum in in Chapter 14 to various design examples. Specific
an assisted brake system, and loss of braking ef- design measures are presentcd and upper limits are
fectiveness due to brake fade. Theoretice! results in provided. A brake system design check list is in-
the form of increased pedal travels associated with eluded. Design examples are a brake factor analysis,
loss of line pressure in dual brake systems are pre- light and heavy truck bre.ke analysis, vacuum as-
sented. A comparison of system complexity of sisted and full power hydraulic system analysis, tank
various dual brake system designs is provided. The disc brake analysis, and drum brake temperature
consequences of brake failure on increased stopping analysis.
distance and vehicle instability are discussed. A description o. autmotive brake systems and

Fundamentals involved in brake system testing are their components is presented in Chapter IS. The ob-
presented in Chapter 13. Major elements of a braking jective is to provide a basis for the -eader not familiar
standard are introduced and measurement of braking with brake system details to obtain sufficient infor-
performance is discussed. The effects of brake usage mation on component funct-ons to be able to pet-
and brake maintenance and inspection on braking form braking performance calculations. Chapter IS is
performance are di-cussed. Various schemes used for not intended to replace btake service rnanw:ils pro-
brake testing are evaluated. The brake test pro- vided by manufacturerG.

J
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CHAPTER 2

'MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF FRICTION BRAKES
In this chapter the relatior, ahips important in the design and allalysis of wheel brakes are

preserted. Brae shoe displacement, self-energizing and self-locking, and brake torque ppi)-
"duction of drum and disc brakes are analyzed. The problems involved in computing the brake
torqtie developed by a nonrigid brake shoe are introduced briefly. Practical engineering
equations for computing brake torque of a variety of disc and d'um brakes are presented.

2-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS i = ratio of applica:ion arms, d'less
a =-- brake dimension, in. K = application force for band brake, lb

a, = brake dimension,;n. k = constant for determining pressure distri-
a2 = brake dimension, in. bution between lining and drum, d'less
a" = brake dimension, in. K, - wear constant, sin.4 /lb

BF = brake factor, dfless* K2 = wear constant, s'in /lb
BF, = brake factor of first shoe, dfless I = brake dimension, in.
BF2 = brake factor of second shle, d'less M moment about brake shoe pivot point,

b = brake dimension, in. lb'in.
C, = factor collecting brak. dii nensions, d'less n = numerals 1,2,3,4, .... d'less
C2 = factor collecting brmKe di nensions, d'less o brake dimension, in.
V = constant for do, termini ig pressure distri- p = pressure, psi

bution between lining aid drum, psi p,,,,,,, = mean pressure between pad and rotor, psi
c = brake dimension, in. p(r) = pressure as function of radius, psi

D = drum diameter, in. R. = inner radius of swept rotor area, in.
D D8 = factor collecting brake dimensions, d'less R,, = outer radius of swept rotor area, in.

d = shoe tip displacement, in. r = brake drum radius, in.
di = lining compression, in. rd = radius, in.

dL,, = orig'nal lining thickness, in. rk = disc brake dimension, in.
d, = shoe tip displacement due to temperature, r = disc brake dimension, in.

in, $8 = brake sensitivity, d'less
dr = differential radius rdement, in. SH = band force, lb

E = elastic modulus of :he lining material, psi S2 = band force, lb
E8 = factor collecting brake dimensions, d'less v1 = sliding speed, in./s

e = base of natural logarithms, d'less wt = wear measure, in.3
Fa = application force, lb a = lining angle, deg or radi• F,., =internal application force, lb a11 = band angle, rad

F# = factor collecting brake dime.-ions, d'less a,, = brake dimension, deg
Fd = drag force, lb a, = thermal expansion coefficient, in./in..OFS/, drag force jn ith segment, lb a1o = lining angle, deg

!iFd; = drag force on first shoe or segment, lb a) brake dimcnsion, deg
Fdj = drag force on second shoe or segment, lb a, = brake dimension, deg
Ft2 = drag force on third segment, lb a3 = brake dimension, deg

F,14 = drag force on fourth segment, lb a0 = arc of angle a0 , rad
r,, = normal force, lb 0 = brake dimension, degF•= resultant drag force, lb ABF = brake factor changes, d'less

G;7 = factor collecting brake dimensions, d'less AT= brake temperature increase, deg F
1-j = factor collecting brake dimensions, d'less -y = brake dimension, deg

h =brake dimension, in. f disc brake ramp angle, deg

S= strain of lining material, d'less
,diens-anless pl. = lining friction coefficient, d'less

2-1
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ULý = value 3f lining friction coefficient causing g,'.i° ,CVnWK

self-locking of brake, d'less
u, coefficient of frictioui for steel on steel,

d'less
p frictior radius, in. S.,.

shoe rotation, deg or rad
inclination angle, deg

L,4inl-Trlinir Sho. 6rDik,

2-1 DIFFERENT BRAKE DESIGNS
The friction brakes generally used in automotive

applications can be divided into drum and disc Whis Cyitidet

brakes. The drum brakes subdivide into external
band and internal shoe brakes. Typical shoe brakes
subdivide further according to the shoe arrangement
into leading-trailing, two-leadinZ shoe, or duo-servo Sb,, Sdtuh,. A0

brakes. Drum brakes may be further divided ac- LiidgShot

cording to the shoe abutment or anchorage into shoes Ld.0 Shot fliticlAdputt

supported by parallel or inclined sliding abutment, or Ek"Wric Adl.-,ftM Ra,,h,,AdjuI ......

pivoted shoes. A sliding abutment supports the tip of Two.Luding Shot ,skes

the shoe but permits a sliding of the shoe relative to
the fixed abutment. If the abutment surface is SIAAV Ab,,s, Pi- ALm....

oriented vertically, it is called parallel, otherwise in-
clined. The brake shoe actuation may be grouped
into hydraulic wheel cylinder, wedge, cam, andS~mechanical linkage actuation.. The disc brakes may

be divided according to the caliper design into ningle P ....... 0
cylinder floating caliper or opposing cylinder fixed bdn1 Ab.l-, Piot Abuiatnt

caliper, and into fully covered disc brakes. The latter
involve a circular pad covering the entire swept area Vuo-S..oo B,.kn

of the disc brake rotor.
The basic shoe arrangements for drum brakes are Figure 2-1. Basic Drum Brakes

illustrated in Fig. 2-1. In the case of the duo-servo
brake both shoes serve the function of a leading shoe,
however the individual shoes are called primary and
secondary shoe. The basic caliper disc brake is shown Drum as well as brake shoe distortion hav- not
in Fig. 2-2. The fixed and floating caliper disc brake been incorporated in this analysis and should be con-

designs are illustrated in Fig. 2-3. sidered by allowing an increased shoe displacement.
Shoe tip displacement d, resulting from a temperat',.e

2-2 BRAKE SHOE DISPLACEMENT increase ATmay be approximated by

AND APPLICATION
The shoe tip travel required to displace the brake d, = 0,5 (h/a; y I) AT , in. (2-2)

shoc a certain distance is dependent upon a variety of where
factors among which are clearance, wear, lining com-
pression, and drum distortion due to tem perature D = tr ,,, di expansin.

and mechanical pressure. With the notation shown in erake expansincefie, n/g F
Fig. 2-4, the *hoe tip displacement d for "(old" AT= brake temperature increase, deg F

brakes may b- computed with sufficient accuracy by =Application of Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2 to a brake with D
raef. my 10 in., h/a = 2.0, (w, = 6.6 X 10-1 in./in.'OF, and

AT = 700 deg F yields a total shoe tip displacement
(d + 4,) of 0.25 in.

d 0.1 h/a , in. (2-1) For disc brakes the wheel cylinder piston travel re-
where quired to cover clearance, caliper distortion, pad

a = brake dimension, in. compre.-io,i, and wear is approximately equal to
h = brake d!imension, in. 0.024 to 0,028 in,

2-2
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Fixed Caliper

SRotor
Pistons

Wheel Cylinder

J

SCaliper
Rotor

\ l * Opposing Piston-Fixed Caliper Brake

"Floating Caliper

FIgire 2-2. Disc Brake Piston

Wheel Cylinder

r 2"3 BRAKE SHOE ADJUSTMENT
In order' to keep the clearance between brake lining

and drum at a minimum, adjustr.rat becomes neces-
sary as the linings wear. To accomplish this, either Rotor
manual or automatic adjastment mechanisms are
provided.

Manual adjusters should be adjusted only wh,n the
brakes are cold and the parking brake is released. The Single Piston-Floating Caliper Brake
adjustment mechanism may be located on the shoe.
At the wheel cylinder (see Fig. 13-6), or at the fixed or
floating shoe abutment (see. Fig. 15-9), In the case of
the fxed abutment brake, two adjuster slots are pro-
vided in the backing plate; in the case of a floating
abutment brake, only one slot is provided, design is such that each wheel cylinder piston adjusts

Automatic adjusters use the reverse braking action independently of the other.
as input for brake adjustment. In one .application, Brake adjustment in the case of disc brakes is ac-
friction washers are used Lo produce the adjustment. complished automatically by the wheel cylinder pis-
The friction force must be greater than the shoe ton sop.]. The seal is designed so that in the event of a
return spring force. Another ratchet type mechanism piston displacement, it distorts elastically for about
consists of a threaded eye-bolt and a split sl~eoe with 0.006 in. Provided no pad wear has occurred, the
corresponding thread fixed to the brake shoe. The ad- piston seal pulls the piston back on releasing the
justment is produced when the split sleeve springs brake line pressure, as shown in Fig. 2-5. If the clear-
into the next thread. The ratchet adjuster has also ance betwern pad and rotor becomes greater due to
been designed to fit into the ,,heei cylinder. The wear, the piston travels in excess of 0.006 in., and the
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Rotor
Brake Pad

Seal, undistorted
Wheal Cylinder

Released

Seal, distorted

0.006 in.

Applied

Figure 2-5. Disc Brake Clearance Adjustment
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J _b asina
F. ~C r +acosa

sin a
s r , d'less (2-7)

a

wherer = drum radius, in.

a = lining angle, deg or rad
Fd b in the form of

A Fd F ~()( "- lb (2-8)

S- --
If furthermore, 2 h/b = 2 hl(a sin a) is introduced,
then the rat-o of drum drag to application force in the
case of the leading shoe may be expressed byFigure 2-6. Self-Energizing in a Drum Brake

h I

In the case of a reversal of rotation, the brake be- F- l AL + Cos
comes a "trailing shoe" brake resulting in a self- a
deenergizing effect described by

- d's (2-9)
Fd F. lb (2-6) AL

(I +PLL b/)

where

Inspection of Eq. 2-4 indicates that for a firi 'e ap- C = 2 h/(a sin a)

plication force F, the drum drag Fd approaches in- Similarly, for the trailing shoe
finity when the denominator approaches zero, i.e..,
when the lining friction coefficientML approaches the /(c,
magnitude expressed by the ratio b/c. Under these JAL

conditions the brake will self-lock in spite of a finite Fd ______(2-10

application force. Self-locking is only a function of F. + dL
the lining friction coefficient and the geometry of the L +
brake. and should not be confused with wheel lock-
up found to occur when increased brake line pres-
sure causes the brake force to exceed the tire road-
way traction limit.

If i.j designates the lining friction resulting in self- 2-4.2 LEADING AND TRAILING SHOE
locking, then with the terminology of Fig. 2-6, Eq. 2- For a brake of typical design with longer linings,
4 may be rewritten with the entire lining may be considered to consist of
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several small brake lining segments as shown in Fig. Eq. 2-12 may be rewritten in the form
2-7. Each individual lining segment produces a fric-
tion force Fd1. The algebraic summation of all indi-
vidual contributions Fd8 results in the total drum drag
force Fd. Fd = , d'less (2-13)

For purposes of i;omputation, all individual fric- F. AL
tion forces F81 are geometrically collected into one re- l -

sultant F, acting a distance p (the friction radius)
from the center point of the brake shoe, Since the where
condition Fd r - F, p has to be satisfied, it follows that
p exceeds r, since the geometrical summation of Fd, is sin 2 p/r d'lesi (2-14)
less than the algebraic summation of FdI. If the a-sin a,,
normal force between lining and drum is located
perpendicular to F, and under the angle a, to a )L- =, d'less (2-15)
straight line connecting shoe pivot point and brakep/r (r Cos an
center, then an analysis identical to that of a single sina,, .a pr)
brake lining segment will yield a similar brake force
relationship. In this case, F, replaces Fd, p replaces r, The relationship for the trailing shoe is
and a, replaces a.

Hence, from Eq. 2-9 for the leading shoe
•~ Fd • (•

A L( ) f+a) 'es(2I)8 ____ less (2-16)
--- les (2-11 1o '°+ -

F I -AL- a

Detailed mathemati,.al analyses show that the ratio
Using the equation F, = Fd (r/p), the following ex- of Fd to F, and p to r may be found from geometrical
pression results considerations and the pressure distribution along

the brake lining. Since the mathematics involved in
h p~deriving the ratio p/r is rather complicated, only the

! (h \•( Prfinal expressions for computing the shoe drag are pre-
F= (7 \ sl /'les (212 sented in this chapter, In the next paragraphs some
Fa / PU + cosa. fundamentals relating to pressure distribution and

- .. s ),\I a+ lining wear are discussed.

2-4.3 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
ALONG BRAKE LINING

If it is assumed that the brake drum and brake shoe
are rigid and that all deformation occurs within the
lining material, then the compression dL of the lining

dIF /as a result of the shoe displacement against the drum

I / measured by the angle rotation ýp is related to the
d2 - \strain e and the original lining thickness dLo by

Fd = dL/dLo ,d'less (2-17)

d 90 do,•,.. " dr.= lining compression, in.
dLo = original lining thickness, in.

Tests have shown that the prt..sure p is approx-
imately proportional to strain, i.e., Hooke's Law is

Figure 2-7. Leading Shoe Analysis valid provided excessive mean pressures arc avoided.
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The actual pressure distribution between lining and 270-

drum is bound by functional relationships of the
form 2-

240-

p = E -9--a-sna , psi (2-18)

and
p = c'{exp[(k Posina)/dLj]-l) ,psi (2-19) ISO-

whis-
a - brake dimension, in. , on / 9
c'- constant for determining pressure distri- 1s-

bution between lining and drum, psi -
E - elastic modulus of the lining, psi -
k = constant for determining pressure distri- , 15-

bution between lining and drum, d'less 'ft Lining
a = lining angle, deg t _o. 1256c"

= shoe rotation, rad Q._s--__ : 160 - Li
= = strain of lining material, d'less -- 73.5(e 1 ) H- rd Lining

The experimental results obtained for several lining 45-

materials with different elastic behaviors are pre- 30

sented in Fig. 2-8 where the pressure distribution over
the lining angle is shown (Ref. I). Inspection of Fig.
"2-8 indicates that constant c' varies between 2.94 and 0 I
73.5 psi for the linings tested. The information con- 30 40 so 60 70 60 90

L tained in Fig. 2-8 may be used to compute the up-
proximate strain values, At a lining angle of 50 deg LINING ANGLE a dog

the strain t of the soft lining is approximately 0.05, Figure 2-8. Measured Pressure Distribution Over
that of the hard lining 0.005. The corresponding Lining Angle a for Different Linings
values of the elastic modulus are 2,400 and 17,500 psi
for the soft and hard lining, respectively.

With Eq. 2-20 a sinusoidal pressure distribution
2-4A4 LINING WEAR AND may be found to exist along the brake lining.

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION The pressure distributions obtained analytically
The lining material is in all practical applicatiom. after successive brake applications, and thus wear,

the wear component of the brake, i.e., the wear of tht: arc presented in Fig. 2-9. Inspection of Fig. 2-9 in-
drum or disc is negligible compared with the lining dicates that a sinusoidal distribution p - 132.2 sin a
wear. If the wear behavior of the lining material is is developed after I I brake applications.
known, then it becomes possible to determine the For a wear relationship of the form
pressure distribution along the lining. A detailed
analysis is beyond the scope of this handbook, and W k2 P1 p' in.' (2-21)
only some of the important results obtained for a
pivoted leading shoe are presented. A wear relation- where
ship w, of the form k2 = wear constant, s2'in. 5/lb

a pressure distribution of the form p = constant
w k, ALP VI , in.' (2-20) X 4s is obtained, This pressure distribution is il-

lustrated also in Fig. 2-9.
is assumed, Inspection of the curves in Fig. 2-9 indicates that
where new brakes will have a different pressure distribution

ki = wear constant, s'in.1/lb than brakes in service. For an exact prediction of
p = pressure, psi pressure distribution, hence brake torque, a knowl-
vi = sliding speed, in./s edge of both the wear relationship and the elastic be-

AL = lining drum friction coefficient, d'less havior of the lining material is essential. It is a known

.4.2+
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'44
SSwept Rotor Area

120

[ .... A tI.,~Fgre2-0 Prese DitiuinonaDs rk

Fuctono WarAfe Sucesivet~

e i- RRotor.
I itA1"1a

4

most ,asesiit isassumed,,however thateither th

10 40 so 60 70 so 90

u c e b Gy aL sri Figure 2-10. Pressure Distributit ont a Disc Brake
Figure 2-9. Computed Pressure Distribution as a

Function of Wear After Successive
Brake Applications The pressure distribution is determined by the

earstic and wear characteristics of pad and rotor. In
most cases it is assumed, however, that either the

fact that the pressure distribution changes during the pressure (p n constant) or the product of pressurerun-in period (Refs. 2 and 3). Burnishing procedures and sliding speed relative velocity is constant over the

subject the vehicle brake system to a series of brake obtai t a p v, - constant cnditonawici
applications during which the pressure distribution of typical disc brakes has shown that the condition p

R,, dition. For most practical cases the presst :e there-
p(r)rdr fore may be assumed to be inversely propoi•onal to

Fo r dispsi (2-22) the radius. The mean effective radius may be as-
nd usumed to be equal to the average value between outer

n, r dr and inner radius.

where 2.4.5 BRAKE FACTOR AND
dr = differential radius element, in. BRAKE SENSITIVITY

p(r) = pressure distribution as a function of The brake factor BF is defined as the ratio of drum
radius , psi or rotor drag force to the actuating force of one shoe
R, =tinner radius of swept rotor area, in. or pad. The brake factor of the entire brake consists

R) = outer radius of swept rotor area, in. of the summation of all brake factors associated with
rd = radius, in. the individual brake shoes of the brake. The brake

2-9
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factor may be considered as the gain of the brake. tion surface; i.e., the drag on the drum or disc, di-
For example, for a leading-trailing shoe brake as il- vided by the actuating force of one shoe or pad. la
lustrated in Fig, 2-6 the brake factor of the leading the analysis for computing the brake factor it is as-
shoe is given by (see Eq. 2-13). sumed that brake drum, shoe, and shoe pivot are

rigid, and that the motion of the lining is constrained
IC) /\to the cylindrical shape of the drum. All equations

B F JL .given in the remainder of this chapter determine the
dl.. , d'less brake factor as a function of brake geometry and
F. I lining friction only. Although drum distortions have

L- -been computed analytically and measured, the in-
"fluence of distortion has not yet been incorporated

and that of the trailing shoe by (see Eq. 2-16) into the brake factor analysis.
Current design practice yields brake factor and

2 sensitivity values (approximate values for lining co-
AL FS2 efficient of friction of 0.35 and changes in PL of

d'less 0.05) as tabulated in Table 2-1,
Fa I+ A For purposes of brake factor calculations, drurn.

"L- brakes can he grouped according to design (a) by
brake shoe configuration, i.e., duo-servo, two-Ilading

and conse.ftaently, the brake factor of the entire brake shoe, and one leading-one trailing shoe brakes; (b) by
is given by the way the brake torque is transmitted to the

backing plate into pivot or sliding (parallel or in-
S+clined) abutments; and (c) by internal shoe or ex-

BF= F , d'less (2-23) ternal band arrangement.

2-4.6 BRAKE FACTOR OF AI' •CALIPER DISC BRAKE

Since the brake factor is only a function of the For a nonself-energizing caliper disc brake, the
lining friction coefficient for a given brake geometry, brake factor BF is equal to
it seems adv:sable to determine the changes in brake
factor associuted with changes in lining friction coef- Fd
ficient. Changes in lining friction coefficient will oc- BF = - , dess (2-25)
cur as a result of changes in, e.g., temperature, speed,
pressure, and moisture encountered during braking.
The slope of the brake factor-friction coefficient where
curve may be used as a sensitivity indicator for the u,. = lining coefficient of friction, d'less
brake. The slope can be expressed in the form of The sensitivity S8 is constant with S8 - 2.
brake sensitivity S8 - d(BF)/d(sL). For the leading-
"trailing shoe brake this results in

C2  +(") TABLE 2-1
SS8 = -" , d'less (2-24) DISC AND DRUM BRAKE COMPARISON

(2 ) _______(2-24) AB__ (%) So
PL disc brake 0,7 +14to-14 2

•"lead ing/trail ing
l itl 2.0 to 2.8 +26 to -21 8

For most practical purposes the brake sensitivity shoe brake

may be determined from the brake factor curve by two-leading 2.5 to 3,5 +36 to -28 12
piece-wise differentiation, shoe brake

The brake factor of a brake is defined as the ratio duo-servo brake 3,0 to 7.0 +51 to -33 4
of the sum of all tangential forces acting on the fric-
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2-4.7 BRAKE FACTOR OF A LEADING- with Fd1/F, determined from Eq. 2-27 usirg the
TRAILING SHOE BRAKE WITH minus sign in the denominator.
PIVOT ON EACH SHOE

The schematic of one shoe is illustrfe.f in Fig. 2-
1I. The total brake factor is the summatiojn of the in-

dividual brake factors of the leading shoe BF, and of
the railng soe S 2.Drumi Ho~taboI Sitaight Low, Co'iutectilul"'thetrailing shoe 2.Cir 

and Pivot Poout

"F - F, + SF2  Fdl + -F,,- d'less (2-26)
F0. F.

Tebrake factor of the leading shoe is given 1-. the '
The /
following expression using the minus sign in the L-e-
nominator: d

F, 1
BF, -

Figure 2-11. Leading Shoe W'th Pivot
ra 0 & - s i n o o s 0 '

4si sin-

/al abc + Cos- cosa' d'less
2 2

(2-27) .2. l , r l

where
a' brake dimension, in.

= arc of the angle ao, rad /
U. a I + a2 , deg (as defined in Fig. 2-11) 0 41)

The brake factor of the trailing shoe is determined 1
by using the plus sign in Eq. 2-27. The dimension a' U-w
has a major effect on the brake factor of the leading- vi,
trailing shoe brake for a given lining coefficient of c/
friction as illustrated in Fig. 2-12.

2.4.8 BRAKE FACTOR OF A TWO-
"LEADING SHOE BRAKE WITH - --- -----------
PIVOT ON EACH SHOE 0 -

"For this case, the brake factor can simply be de- LINING FRICTION COEFFICIENT pL' DIMENSIONLESS

termined from

F = 2 SF = 2 F d'less (2-28) Figure 2-12. Brake Factor Curves for DifferentFF / Lengths of Distance a'

2-11
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2-4.9 BRAKE FACfOR OF A LEADING- 2-4.11 BRAKE FACrOR OF A LEADING-
TRAILING SHOE BRAKE WITH TRAILING SHOE BRAKE WITH
PARALLEL SLIDING ABUTMENT INCLINED ABUTMENT

The schematic of one shoe is illustrated in Fig. 2- A schematic of a typical shoe is illustrated in Fig.
13. The brake factor BF is determined by Eq. 2-26. 2-14. The total brake factor may be determined from
The individual brake factors are: Eq. 2-26, Eqs. 2-29a and 2-29b with the abutment

for the leading shoe friction coefficient ; replaced by (Ast + tan 0) where
f d is the inclinatioli angle of the abutment in deg.

FL \Ft e T LG + A'Il 8) H) Drum Rotation

for the trailing shoe " Fa

-V \F +/•L; + • H.'/2 ,d'iess(2-29b) Cotr~ittl~n € - •l •''=•'•

L 1111)Horizurntal

wlhere

o [, ,+ + At, )Cos'
+ (ýS.) sin# f dless

Efl (.- cos Figure 2-13. Leading Shoe With Para'"l

-[L + ± + •"(2)jsin' , d'lessrSliding Abutment

&0 4 sin a2 a + dDrum RotafioiiF11 s• ( o/ ) + • d'less

Gi cos# + j,,sinO ,d'less j / Fa

fin = 171 - (At. cos# sin 0) , d'lessQ

The value of A, is associated with the sliding friction Hari,'.untal
between the lip of the; shoe and the abomnent, For Gow~er Line , --

steel on steel A, - 0.2 to 0.3. The value of the angle o
is positive when -y > a0 /2, and negative when ' < /,ao/2.K

2-4.10 BRAKE FACTOR OF A TWO-
LEADING SHOE BRAKE WITH
PARALLEL SLIDING ABUTMENT 6

The brake factor can be determined from the
general expression for two-leading shoe brakes, Eo
2-2q, with the brtake factor of one shoe determine5 by
Eq. 2-29a. Figure 2-14. Leading Shoe With Inclined Abutment

2-12
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2"4.12 BRAKE FACTOR OF A TWO- The relative support force F,,/F, is given by
LEADING SHOE BRAKE WITH
INCLINED ABUTMENT F., c d

The total brake factor may be determined from Eq. -- - + -, d'less (2-31)
2-28 and Eq. 2-29a with A, replaced by (g, + tan 0) 0 \
where 0 is the inclination angle in deg.•,,2-4.14 BRAKE FACTOR OF A DUO-SERVO

2-4.13 BRAKE FACTOR OF A DUO-SERVO BRAKE WITH PIVOT SUPPORT
BRAKE WITH SLIDING ABUTMENT A schematic of the brake is shown in Fig. 2-16, The

The schematic of the brake is illustrated in Fig. 2- total brake factor can be determined from Eqs. 2-30
IS. The relationships shown earlier can be used to de- and 2-31, with the brake factor of the primary shoe
termine the brake factor, In this case, however, the given by Eq. 2-29a and the brake factor F 2I/F,, of the
internal application force F,,. of the primary shoe secondary shoe given by Eq, 2-27; the minus sign is
designated by 1, becomes the actuation force of the used in the denominator,
secondary shoe designated by 2,

The total brake factor BF is determined by 2-5 EFFECT OF SHOE AND DRUM

fdi F ThSTIFFNESS ON BRAKE TORQUE
BF - BF, + SF2  - + -2 The derivation of the brake factor in the previous

F. F. paragraphs was based on a rigid shoe and drum. All

&I+F F,,,e) s elastic deformation was assumed to occur in the
F. F) d'less (2-30) lining materialTest results show a significant effect
F - .ii a ,T r toof brake shoe elasticity on brake torque. Experi-

where mental data )btaincd for the "rigid" and "elastic"

Fd1  uMLD8 + AI 4y brake shoe geometries shown in Fig. 2-17 are pre-
F,, F.l - ALGH + JAI Hg d'less sented in Fig. 2-18 (Ref. 4), Although both shoes ex-

hibit ;dentical dimensions, their actual brake force
production is different, Reasons for this difference

F,I2 i.Dn + L Ed'less are found in the change in pressure distribution be-Far FB - MLGM + Alt E8 ' tween lining and drum in the case of the elastic brake

Urum Rotaticii

. 15 ax ru Rotatioti

Figure 1-15. Duo-Servo Brake With Sliding Abutment
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Drum Rotation /

HorizontalY2 d2Center Line --

Horizontal Center line

Drum Rotation

Figure 2-16. Duo-Serve Brake With Pivot

k..

Higid Broke Sho Elastic Brake Shoe

Figure 2-17. Brake Shoes of Different Stiffness

shoe. As indicated by Eq. 2-18, in the case of a rigid yields fairly complicated equations for predicting
shoe the pressure distribution is approximated by p = brake torque. The analysis is made difficult by the
(E a v sin o)/djo. An elastic shoe produces a pres- complicated designs found in many brake ahoes
sure distribution that exhibits higher pressure con- which prevent the establishment of a simple equation
centrations at or near the ends of the lining. The pres- for the elastic deformation.
sure distribution may be approximated by The effect of the difference in pressure distribution

may be analyzed by increasing the angle # (Fig. 2-13)
p = (a v E/dr.,,) (2 sin a + cos 2a) , psi (2-32) from a typical value of 3 deg to 30 or 40 deg (Refs. 4

and 5). 1 his change would effectively alter the pres-
Application of this pressure distribution to the brake sure distribution so as to concentrate pressure near
factor analysis under consideration of an elastic shoe the end of the lining. Application of this change to

2-14
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I where
-• I a, - brake dimension, in.

a2 = brake dimension, in.
"K = application force, lb
I - brake dimension, in.

.__ S, = band force, lb
S2=- band force, lb
all band angle, rad

(AS P, In terms of the brake factor as defined earlier, the
o ,ratio of Fd to F, r.presents the gain of the brake. The

___,_________- ___ _ 00 p... application f.;, 'ore -imple band brake (a, - 0,
4W --- ----- 1P a2 - a) is given

_..... __ _, ___ __ __.__F, = Ki/a , lb (2-34)
too ISO 2ý0 2'W 300 DO

,.EMANE, 't The brake factor and brake sensitivity are given in the
following paragraphs for most common band brakes

Figure 2-18. Brake Torque vs Temperature for illustrated in Figs. 2.20 through 2-22.
Different Brake Line Pressures The band brake shown in Fig. 2-20 yields a brake

(21S, 430, 645 psi) factor for a clockwise rotation o'

F,,
BF = T _ e - I , d'less (2-35a)

the brake factor equations yields significantly higher and a brake sensitivity of
brake factors at moderate values of lining friction co-
efficients. The undesirable side effect is increased S1 = agt" . d'less (2-35b)
lining wear.

Truck brakes generally are designed so that they do For counterclockwise rotation of the same band
nut exhibit any appreciable elastic effects on the brake, the rcsults are:
brake torque poduction. Some earlier passenger car
brakes of US manufacture were designed to produce Fd e" .
"a limited amount of elastic deformation, and hence BF f , d'less (2-36a)
an increase in brake torque production. ,

2-6 ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL S1 1 "-" , d'iess (2-36b)
BAND BRAKES

Motor vehicles are sometimes equipped with
emergency or parking brakes mounted directly on the
drive shaft, In most caues, the brakes are so-called
band or external friction brakes. Some of the dis-
advantages are high bearing forces, possibility for ex-
tensive contamination, and often degraded thermal
capacity.

For the band brake shown in Fig. 2-19 the follow-
ing equilibrium conditions apply:

KI - Sia, - S 2a2  0 -l 2

, ,$S IS2 = Fd I lb (2-33) ' 1 2

e ,- d'less
$2 Figure 2-19. General Design of External Band Brake
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For the hand brake shown in Fig. 2-21, the results are 2-7 ANALYSIS OF SELF-
d I es ENERGIZING DISC BRAKES

BF = . d'ess 2-37a) The basic wedge design of a self-energizing disc
F, I -brake is illustrated in Fig. 2-23. The sclf-e'nergizing

a e0, (41- ) effect is accomplished by means of a wedge shaped
S - es"• , diess (2-37b) disc brake pad. The friction force between pad and

rot( tends to force the pid into the wedge shaped
where piston. This small displacement of the pad causes an

i = ratio of application arms as r-fi'sed in increased force between pad and piston and conse-
Fig. 2-21, d'less quently between pad ani rotor friction surface. This

For the brake shown in Fig, 2-22 the results for increased normal r-hrce between pad and rotir re-
brake factor and sensitivity are suits in a larger rotor drag force and hence increased

br•ke force, Caliper disc brakee commonly in use on
BF .. . , d'less (2-38a) iutomobiles and trucks do not use self-eneorgizingF es,', + I mechanisms. Fully covered disc brakes have been de-

2a eAILO signed to use the wedging effect to increase brake fac-
Sb d'less (2-38b) tor. The self-energizing mechanism consists in most

cases of a ball-and-ramp type design as illustrated in
Fig. 2-24. The actuating force is the force directly
pressing against the disc. This force is increased by
the, friction force which causc ai, additional relative
rotation arid hence pushing apart of the circular
brake pads and increased normal force by means of
the ball-wid-ramp mechanism, thus introducing self-
energizing.

By use of the notation of' Fig. 2-24, the friction
force of one circular brake pad is given by the re..
lationship

1 14L4[F. + Fd(! cot5 6 lb

Va t, k

Figure 2-20. Single Application External Band Brake --- :) , dless (2-39)

=(t an ) A

a13a

Figure 2-21. Opposing Application External
Band Brake Figure 2-22. Inline Application External Band Brake
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Rotor

Wedge Angle Wheel Cylinder

Piston

Brake Line Pressure

iiPad

Figure 2-23. Self-Energizing of Caliper Disc Brake

where

rk. = disc brake dimension, in./
r,,-disc brake dimension, in.

6 = disc brake ramp angie, deg-
IA,= pad friction coefficient, d'less taDikPd

Since two friction surfaces are present, the total brake AA

factor becomes

BF 2d'iess (2-40)

JAL Flues, Puttood Apett Out to Widge Actiot

where the self-locking limit is given by A

Ramp

A,=(tan 6)- d'iess

The sensitivity of the brake is expressed by thc re- j.
lationship of the form: Aple aima d Ni ulce /

-I 2 cot 6 d'icss (2-41) -j"u M, 11.11- A-A

- ALFigure 2-24. Schemnati of Self-Energizing Full
;t - Covered Disc Brake
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2-8 COMPARISON OF BRAKES
Duo-servo brakes show the highest brake factor

and hence brake torque/line pressure gain. How-
ever, its high sensitivity is a disadvantage (Ref. 6). A
vehicle equipped with the high gain duo-servo brakes
easily may experience a yawing moment or change in _
front to rear brake force distribution during the •
braking process (Ref. 2). Also, the lining on the
secondary shoe wears more rapidly than on the pri- g
mary shoe. This often is provided for by using dif- 1.
ferent friction materials on primary and secondary _
shoe.

Two-leading shoe brakes show a moderate brake
factor as well as brake sensitivity. Their main dis-
advantage lies in the fact that in the case of a reversal
of direction of rotation the brake factor may de-
crease by as much as 70% due to a change from a two-
leading shoe to a two-trailing shoe operation. Expen- Figure 2-25. Comparison of Measured Braking
sive designs may be used to avoid this change in Performance of Disc and Drum Brakes for a
brake factor due to a reversal of rotation.

Leading-trailing shoe brakes exhibit the lowest

brake factor and sensitivity. Since approximately 70%
of the brake torque is generated on the leading shoe,
the leading shoe lining will wear more rapidly than
the trailing shoe, the brake factor of up to 20%, and hence lower brake

The wear along a lining ideally should be uniform, performance, During the cooling period the drum
A shoe held by an abutment will wear more uni- will attain lower temperatures than the brake shoe,
formly than a pivoted shoe. An inclined abutment and will therefore have a smaller effective drum
may result in a more uniform wear than a parallel radius. This may result in a high pressure between
abutment. The wear life predicted theoretically for lining and drum at both ends of the lining and in an
"S" cam and wedge actuated drum brake agrees with increase of up to 40% in brake factor over normal
experimental results. The wedge brake is expected to operating conditions.
have a better wear life than the "S'" cam brake (Ref. The greatest disadvantage of disc brakes is their

rl 3). (More details on "S" cam and wedge brakes are low brake factor. On the average, the brake factor is
presented in Chapter 15,) only about 25% of that for a two-leading shoe brake,

Experiments with disc brakes on commercial ye- However, this can easily be resolved by using power
hides were carried out in Europe as early as 1957. Ex- assisted braking systems, Also, disc brakes tend to
perimental results on trucks equipped with disc produce somewhat smaller brake torques during run-
brakes were published in the United States in 1969 in conditions than in the new condition, while drum
and are presented in Fig. 2-25. The decelerations of brakes exhibit the opposite behavior
0.8g to Ig were exceptionally high compared with de-
celerations of 0.6g to 0,65g achieved with vehicles
equipped with drum brakes. The linear relationship
between brake factors and lining friction coefficient REFERENCES
and hence constant sensitivity, is one of the main ad-
vantages of disc brakes over self-energizing drum I. H. Strien, Computation and Testing of Automotive
brakes. For constant lining friction coefficient the Brakes. Dissertation, Technical University,
brake factor is little affected by thermal expansion of Braunschweig, Germany, 1949.
the caliper or disc. For drums however, during 2. J. L. Wing,, Instrumentation and Methods for the
severe braking the effective drum radius will increase Evaluation of Variables in Passenger Car Brakes,
more than the radius of the brake shoe due to the SAE Paper No. 361B, SAE Summer Meeting
smaller thermal conductivity of the brake linings 1961.
(Ref. 2). This may result in a change of pressure dis- 3. G. B. Stroh, M. 14. Lawrence, and W. T. Deibel,
tribution over the brake lining and in a reduction of Effects of Shoe Force Geometry on Heavy Duty
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Internal Shoe Brake Performance, SAE Paper 5. G. A. G. Fazekas, "Brake Torque", Automobile
No. 680432, May 1968. Engineer, Vol. 41, No. 540, May 1959, pp. 185-

4. W. Muller, "Contribution to the Analysis and 39.
Testing of Motor-Vehicle Drum Brake", Deut- 6. J. G. Octzel, Relating Lining Characteristics to
sche Kraftfahrtforschung und Strassenverkehrs- R.-ake Design, SAE Preprmnt, Summer Meeting,
technik No. 207, 1971. June 5-9, 1961.
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CHAPTER 3

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF FRICTION BRAKES
In this chapter Mhe basic relationships for predicting brake temperature av a result 9j a

single, repeated, or continued brake application are presented. Equations for the computation
of the convective heat transfer coefficients of drum and disc brakes are given. Finite-
difference techniques are discussed for the case of a one-dimensional analysis.

In the thermal stress analysis, relationships for predicting surface stresses of solid rotors
are developed. Solution outlines for the ventilated rotor are discussed.

3-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
A= friction area of one rotor side, ft2  k = thermal conductivity of the rotor,

4i, = inlet area, ft' T/'Ff
Aut = Outlet area, ft' ks = thermal conductivity of the pad support,

Ap = oadsutl aet area, ft' fteBTU/h.-F-ft
AR = pad surface area, ft2  L = one-half rotor thickness, ft

A =rtor surface area, ft ' L = drum thickness, ft
Awed = w clinde areaofrdar, in.' L,. w characteristic length, ft

/ n length of cooling vane, ft
a = vehicle deceleration, g-unitsparameter, d'less
a, = thermal diffusivity, ft 2/h m = heat transfer parameter, d'less

a, = vehicle deceleration, ft/s2 m = hai frate, f te/s
BF brke actr, 'ies*m, = air flow rate, ftl/s

BFP - brake factor, d'less* N = parAmeter, d'less
b = plate width, ft Nu = Nusselt number, d'less'
C = heat transfer constant, d'lessc = specific heat of air, BTU/lbnF na = number of brake application, d'less
c,,= specific heat of the pad, BTU/Ibm'°F nh = heat transfer parameter, d'lessL i = specific heat of the pad, BTU/ibm'°F n, = revolutions per minute of the rotor, rpm
cR specific heat of the rotor, BTU/lbm,*Fn=nueas12,3 esDn = numerals 1, 2, 3, ... d'lessn, = number of calipers per axle, d'less
D i outer diameter, ft Pr = Prandtl number, d'less
d = inner diameter, ft
d = differential operator, d'less Pi= brake line pressure, psihydraulic diameter, t= heat flow between nodal points i and j,
h esBTU/h
E = elastic modulus, psi q", = average braking energy of the vehicle,
f = thermal fade factor, (vIBUI

G = road gradient, d'less q braking energy absorbed by the rotor,
h" = convective heat transfer coefficient of pad, bTU/hBTU/h'F'ft• TU/h

tiheattq,, = braking energy absorbed by a single
S = convective heat transfer coefficient ofbrake, BTU/h

ilqrotor or drum, BTU/h'RF'ft, = braking energy absorbed per rear brake,
hRrad = radiative heat transfer coefficient, BTU/h

BTU/h'Fft�t nhh, BficnetiveheaF-t tase oefcet q~o = time-varying heat flux into rotor at time
,,d- convective heat transfer coefficicnt of t = 0, BTU/h'ft'

radiator, BTU/h'°F'ft2  q = average heat flux into rotor, BTU/h'ft2
k = thermal conductivity of drum, q'p = heat flux into pad, BTU/hft2

BTU/h.-F-ft q'R = heat flux into rotor, BTU/h'ft 2

ka = thermal conductivity cf air, BTU/h°0 F'ft q",d = radiation heat flux, BTU/h'It•
kp = thermal conductivity of the pad material, q'(1) = time varying heat flux, BTU/h'ft2

BTU/h'°F'ft qw(r) = time varying heat flux, BTU/h'ft2

R = effective tire radius, ft
*d'less dimensionless Re = Reynolds number, d'less
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Rp = thermal resistance to conductive heat flow A Td = mean temperature difference of cooling
in pad, h'°F/BTU liquid and air in radiator, deg F

RR - thermal resistance to conductive heat flow At = time interval, s or h
in rotor, h'°F/BTU Ax = horizontal distance between two adjacent

R, = tire rolling resistance coefficient, d'less nodal points, ft
r= distance of nodal point I from center of Ay= vertical distance between two adjacent

rotor, ft nodal points, ft
r., = effective rotor radius, ft 6,, = differential mass, Ibm
s = tire slip, d'less a, = pad thickness, ft
T - temperature at time t, OF 6 = pad support thickness, ft
T, = temperature of node; i, OF eR = rotor surface emissivity, d'less
T, - initial temperature, ýF 1 = mechanical efficiency, d'less
Tj = temperature of nodej, OF O(z, tl = T(z, t) - T., relative temperature of

TR = rotor surface temperature, OR brake resulting from time-varying heat
T(t) = maximum temperature, OF flux, deg F
T(z) - temperature distribution over z, OF 0, = initial temperature difference betweenSTýz, t) = transient temperature distribution in brake and ambient T, - T., deg F

rotor, OF 0,,(z, t) = T0(z, t) - T,, relative temperature of
To - temperature of surface node, OF brake resulting from constant heat flux,

To(z, t) = transient temperature distribution in rotor deg F
due to a constant heat flux, OF X,, nwr/L, ft-'

T, temperature of node I, OF A,= viscosity of air, Ibm/ft's
T2 = temperature of node 2, OF As. - lining/rotor friction coefficient, d'less
T3 - temperature of node 3, *F AL,. = lining/rotor friction coefficient for cold

T ', = temperature of node 0 after time interval k'rake, d'less
At, OF ul.h - lining/rotor friction coefficient for hot

T '2 = temperature of node 2 after time interval brake, d'less
At, OF v = Poisson's ratio, d'less

Tý = ambient temperature, *F or *R p = density, Ibm/ft3

T, - temperature of node n, *F nd = density of air, Ibm/ft3

T '. = temperature of node n after time interval pp. = density of the pad, Ibm/ft3
At, OF PR = density of the rotor, lbm/ft3

t = time, h or s a = stress, psi
t, = time during which brakes are applied, h a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 0.1714 X
t, = cooling time, h 10-' BTU/h'ft',0 R4

= braking tim- to a stop, h a, = stress in x-direction, psi
V = vehicle speed, ft/s ,. = stress in y-direction, psi

Vatrae = average velocity in vane, ft/s a(z, t) = stress resulting from time-varying heat
V, = inlet velocity, ft/s flux, psi

V,,,, = outlet velocity, ft/s a,,(z, t) = stress resulting from constant heat flux,
v. = rotor volume, ft3  psi
V, initial vehicle speed, ft/s r = time, h
V2 = final vehicle speed, ft/s = rear axle brake force divided by total
W = vehicle weight, lb brake force, d'less
z = horizontal distance measured from center DT/Ox = temperature gradient, deg F/ft

of rotor, ft
z = distanxe measured from friction surface, ft 3-1 TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS

a, = thermal expansion coefficient, in./*F'in. 3-1.1 THE FRICTION BRAKE AS A
0 = parameter, BTU's/h'*F'tf HEAT EXCHANGER
y = relative braking energy absorbed by rotor, During braking, the potential energy and kinetic

d'less energy of a vehicle are converted into thermal energy
Ah = enthalpy change, BTU/Ibm via the mechanism of deforming the friction partners.
AT = temperature change, deg F In the automobile retarding mechanism, there are
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two different locations where frictional forces are duration of the effectiveness stop is 4.55 s - comn-
produced and where heat generation may occur. Hcat puted by dividing speed by deceleration expressed as
generation occurs when a relative motion exists ft/s2.
between the friction partners. A vehicle that is boing During a continued downhill brake application,
derelerated with its tires operating near their maxi- the energy per hour q, absorbed by the vehicle brakes
mum braking capability, without complete wheel is
lockup occurring, will have the tires operatint, at ap-
proximately 8 to 12% slip. A tire slip of 12%, for W V(G-R,) 3600
example, means that the circumferential velocity of q,,BTU/h (3-2)
the tire is only 88% of the longitudinal velocity of the 778
vehicle. This indicates that only 88% of the kinetic
energj of the vehicle is absorbed by the brakes. The where
remaining 12% is absorbed by the tires and the road G - road gradient, d'wss
surface. For conditions in which the brake torque is tire rolling resistance coefficient, d'less
significantly less than that associated with maximum V = vehicle speed, ft/s
tire braking forces, most braking energy will be ab- Use the vehicle data of the earlier example and
sorbed by the brakes. V = 58.67 ft/s on a gradient G - 7%, R, = 0.015

SThe average braking energy q,, of the vehicle, (value obtained from Table 6-1) and apply Eq. 3-2; a
thought to be constant over the entire braking pro. brake power of 298,629 BTU/h or 117 hp is yielded.
cess, may be obtained from the summation of the Comparison of the brake power values obtained for a
forces in a horizontal plane and is given by single stop and continued braking appears to identify

the effectiveness stop as the more critical application.
(I -s) W(Vt + V2) a X 3600 However, as shown earlier, this high level of braking,

2 + 778 , BTU/h (3-1) power is limited to 4.55 s, whereas a continued brake
application may eventually lead to high tempera-
tures and a significant decrease in braking perform-

where ance.
a - vehicle deceleration, g-units The thermil capacity of a brake may be compared
s = tire slip, defined by the ratio of difference to that of a combustion engine. A vehicle having a

between vehicle forward speed and circum- gross vehicle weight of 20,000 lb may have an engine
ferential tire speed to vehicle forward speed, of 130-180 hp. An approximate estimate of the total

i d'less energy balance indicates that about 1/3 of the fuel
V, = initial vehicle speed, ft/s energy is dissipated through the cooling system, 1/3
YV2 = final vehicle speed, ft/s through the exhaust gases, and 1/3 in the form of me-
w = vehicle weight, lb chanical engine work. Consequently, an epgine rated

If an unbraked trailer is towed by the vehicle, the at 130 hp has a cooling system designed for dis-
combination weight must be used in Eq. 3-1. sipating approximately 130 hp, Upon comparing the

The maximum braking energy produced at the elaborate design of a motor-cooling system to that
onset of braking is equal to 2q,. available to the foundation brakes, it is apparent that

Not included in the braking energy given by Eq. 3- most brakes found on our trucks today are ill-suited
I are the rotational energies of wheels, axles, and for prolonged brake application unless special provi-
shafts, In many applications these additional energies sion for cooling is provided.
are assumed equal to retarding effects produced by
rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag. To account
for rotational energies of a particular vehicle, the 3-1.2 FUNDAMENTALS ASSOCIATED WITH
vehicle weight must be multiplied by a factor whosc. BRAKE TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS
value is determined from the rotational masses and One of the functions of a brake is to store and/or
transmission ratios. dissipate thermal energy generated at the interface.

Use the example of w = 20,000 lb, V, = 88 ft/s, Since the structural integrity of a brake can be related
V2 = 0, a = 0.6g, and s = 0.1, and apply Eq. 3-1; a to the temperature at the friction surface, most thco-
maximum rate of braking energy at the instant of retical investigations are addressed to the determina-
brake initiation of 4,397,738 BTU/h or 1727 hp is tion of the temperature rise expected during braking
yielded. The average brake horsepower of 863 hp in a single stop and during repeated or continuous
must be absorbed by the vehicle brake system. The braking, Results indicate that in the case of braking
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to a single stop the friction surface should be as large It becomes convenient to exprei s the portion of the
as possible to reduce the temperature. However, for total heat generation absorbed by the rotor in terms
continued braking, the heat capacity and convective of the material properties. The requirement that the
heat-transfer are essential, i.e., the important design total heat generated equals q' + qp and Eq. 3-4
parameters for stop-braking differ from those for yield for the relative braking energy Y absorbed by
continued braking. The theoretical investigations the rotor
also indicate for organic linings that, of the heat
generated during stop-braking, approximately 95% is
absorbed by the drum or disc, and 5% by the brake
lining or pad. Sintered-iron linings use metal plugs in q; + q;,
the lining to transfer a greater portion of the I
generated heat to the brake shoes or pad support /__ , \_dess (3-5)
because of the increased thermal conductivity of this I + P(p \l' (-
friction material.R lp kR kx /

The distribution of braking energy between pad
and rotor cannot be predicted readily. The distribu- For continued braking or repeated brake appli-
tion of thermal energy between the pad and the rotor cations, Eq. 3-5 assumes a more complicated form
is related directly to the thermal resistance associated due to the convective heat transfer occurring as a
with both sides of the interface. It is assumed that the result of higher brake temperatures. The schematic is
heat transfer into the rotor and pad may be deter- illustrated in Fig, 3-1. For steady-state conditions no
mined from the equivalent resistance network. For
the steady-state conditions this may be expressed as thermal resistance dR associated with the rotor is
(Ref. 1) given by

q -# -- p- d'less (3-3) =

q,, T~7R ERR h-O~- ~ F/BTU (3-6)

where
q' = heat flux into rotor, BTU/h'ft'

q, = heat flux into pad, BTU/h'ftP
Rp - thermal resistance to conductive heat flow Pad

in pad, h*°F/BTU Half of Rotor
RR = thermal resistance to conductive heat flow J Pad Support

in rotor, h,°F/BTU (Steel)
For short brake application times, the pad and qp

rotor may be considered as semi-infinite solids. "
Under these conditions, the requirement for identical A
temperatures at the interface and that the total heat A/ h To
generation equals the heat generation absorbed by I
the rotor and the pad yields with Eq, 3-3

1/2 AP
q_ (PR CR kR dtle /L p p k , d'less (3-4) -

q qR

where 2
ce = pad specific heat, BTU/Ihm 0'F A h 7.
cR = rotor specific heat, 3TU/Ibm'°F AR. hR, 00
kp = pad thermal conductivity, BTU/'>.- "OFft
kR = rotor thermal conductivity, BTU/h°0 F'ft L
pp = pad density, lbm/it'
PR = rotor density, Ibm/ft2  Figure 3-1. Heat Distribution for Continued Braking
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where 10% to the heat transfer from the drum or disc. How-
AR - rotor surface area, ft' ever, for brakes attaining high temperatures, as can
hx = convective heat transfer coefficient of the be expected in the case of sintered iron plug linings,

rotor, BTU/h*F-ft2  thermal radiation may contribute substantially to the
The thermal resistance Rp associated with the pad is heat transfer. In a complete thermal analysis of
(Ref. 2) brakes, the entire brake assembly should be con-

sidered - i.e., wheel cylinder, axle bearings, and tire
I 6p 5 should be included.
- + - + -- ,p h'F/BTU (3-7) Certain other design variations, such as bimetallic

/ Abrake drums, liquid-cooled brakes, as well as the
mentioned modified brake linings, have been used to

where reduce temperature.
A p - pad surface area, ft'
hp - convective heat transfer coefficient of the 3-1.3 PREDICi'ION OF BRAKE

pad, BTU/h*'F'ft' TEMPERATURE DURING CONTINUED
kp - thermal conductivity of pad material, BRAKING

BTU/h'-F-ft The derivation of the temperature distribution
ks = thermal conductivity of pad support, through the thickness of the rotor in case of a venti-

BTU/h' 0 F'ft lated rotor is extremely complicated (Ref. 3).
6,5 = pad thickness, ft For a solid rotor, the conditions permit an
bs. = pad support thickness, ft analytical solution (Fig. 3-2).

With the heat distribution factor defined in Eqs. 3-5
and 3-3 as

dss,,(z,) = i -

"-Y = _qR --- •- d'less
+ ± sin(X'L)

:R ,XL + sin(X• os(kL)e (

the heat distribution to the rotor is given by "+

yt= I

LhR AR (k, ks + 6phpk, + 5s hpkp)J

(3-8)

Some difficulty may arise from the determination R
of the convective heat transfer coefficient of the disc. - q
Investigations of heat transfer from a rotating disc
have been carried out. However, the influence of a T Utluo •I
caliper located on the disc has not yet been incor- Ar
porated in any theoretical analysis.

If the ventilated and solid disc are of equal weight. i
only a small average temperature difference can be
expected during the first few stops, but ultimately, or -
during continued braking, the ventilated disc will
tend to reach approximately 60% of the temperature -2I.
of the solid disc.

The effects of radiation are neglected in most Figure 3-2. Physical System Representing
upplications since they contribute only about 5 to Brake Rotor

3-5
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where where
a, = kR/(ppcR) = thermal diffusivity, ft2/h k = thermal conductivity of drum,

hR, = convective heat transfer coefficient of rotor, BTU/h.°F-ft
BTU/h'Fft2  L = drum thickness, ft

L = one-half rotor thickness, ft z = distance measured from friction surface, ft
n = numerals 1,2, 3 ... , d'less Eq. 3-10 also may be used for computing the brake

q' = average heat flux into rotor, BTU/h'ft2  temperatures of ventilated rotors when the convective
T. = initial temperature, °F heat transfer at the friction surfaces is negligible as in

T,(z, t) = transient temperature distribution in rotor the case of a shielded rotor. A few roots of the
due to a constant heat flux, OF transcendental equation of practical importance for

T, = ambient temperature, °F typical brakes are ptesented in Table 3-1.
t = time, h
z horizontal distance measured from center 3-1.4 PREDICTION OF BRAKE

of rotor, ft TEMPERATURE DURING
0 = Initial temperature difference between A SINGLE STOP

brake and ambient T, - T,, deg F Eq. 3-9 computes the temperature response re-
9
0 (z, 1) = T,(z, t) - T. relative temperature of brake suiting from a constant heat flux at the rotor surface.resulting from constant heat flux, deg F When the vehicle is decelerated in a single stop, the

X, - nw/L, (ft)-1 heat flux varies with time, In most cases a linearly
The value of X,1L is determined from the transcenden- decreasing heat flux can be assumed. The tempera-' tal equation ture response of the brake rotor may be obtained

,0 directly from the temperature solution associated
(Lt(L- kwith the time independent heat flux q,*, by application

inherent in the derivation of Eq. 3-9 are the following of Duhamel's theorem. The application of Duhamel's
assumptions: superposition integral resuls in the following cxpres-

I. The temperature is only a function of the coor- sion for the temperature .tiange resulting from a
dinate normal to the friction surface and time. time-varying heat flux (Rcf. 3)

2. The heat transfer coefficient hR is constant and
evaluated at some mean velocity,

3. The heat flux is in the direction of the normal to 0(:, 1) - O( )

the friction surface. Heat conduction parallel to the
friction surface is negligible. First, the heat flux into
the rotor is assumed to be constant. The analysis will + - f d(r)-t-de
yield the equations describing the temperature d()
response for continued braking. Later the application
of Duhamel's theorem will produce the equations
describing the temperature response resulting from a where
time-vatying heat flux. d differential operator, d'lcss

4. The thermal properties of both friction partners q',,, time-varying heat flux into rotor at time
are constant when evaluated at some mean tempera- t 0, BTU/h'ft2
ture. q"(r) = time-varying heat flux, BTU/hft'

5. The ambient temp, ature T, = constant. i time. h
6. Radiative heat transfer is included in terms of 0,,(:. t) i;,(zt) - T. - relative temperature uf

an equivalent radiative heat transfer coefficient (see brake resulting from constant heat flux,
Fig. 3-4). deg F

The temperature attained by a drum brake is (Ref. 7 time, h
3,(z ) = q,, -k TABi.E 3-1

-k - + h•L ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EQUATION

)e X [ X" cos(XnZ) h } A, L XýL AL XI A, . Xý1-
-2 LL) ) 0.0998 3.14.8 6 2M 9 4258 12 5672 1 S 70K6

(X )[XL +snXL csX~ 0.02 0 1410 3.1479 6.306,4 9.4269 12.55690 15, 7092
0.0,4 0.1987 3.15.43 6.288955 94290 12_56% 15.7 105

deg F (3-10) 0.06 0.0774 31435 ,•2841 94254 2 5668 7095
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If a time-varying heat flux q'(t) necessary for a critical evaluation of more compli.
cated finite-difference methods used for predicting
temperature response. They also are used in corn-

qMQt) 974) BTU/h'ft2  (3-12) puting the thermal stresses developed during rapid
' - and severe braking to a stop.

In r.nany cases a simpler equation is helpful in pre-
is assumed, where t time, h and t, - braking time dictinmg the temperature response during a single stop.
to a stop, h; then integration of Eq. 3-11 with Eq. 3.9 For the time domain in which the heat flux has not
and 0, = 0 yields the temperature response resulting yet penetrated through the drum or flange thickness
from a time-varying heat flux (Refs. 2 and 4) of the ventilated rotor, practical solutions to the

differential equation yield as the maximnum tempera-
ture T(t) at the friction surface (Ref. 5)

O(z, t) = 1) /

2 sin(XL) 7" = 0.52 q•'o (t,1 '2  + 7; , 
0F (3-15)

X - L + sin(k L) cos( ,L) (AR cJ kR)"'

( I ~ 1Eq. 3-15 assumnes that all braking energy is absorbed
X ae cos(Qz ,deg F (3-13) and stored by the rotor during the single stop.

The evaluation of the temperature equations
requires information of the thermal properties of

where lining and pad materials of drum and disc brakes,
qt,,) time varying heat flux into the rotor at time respectively, as well as for the brake rotors.

t= 0, BTU/h'ft' No specific thermal properties can be assigned
average heat flux into rotor, BTU/h'ft2  since they are a function of lining composition, bur-
q *,, / 2 nishing procedures, and temperature. The values

t, - braking time to a stop, h shown in Table 3-2 may be used for design evalua.
,,z, t) = relative temperature of brake resulting from tion only when typical drum and lining materials are

constant heat flux, deg F (obtained from use- (Refs. 2 and 6).
Eq. 3-9)

The temperature response of a drum brake result- 3-1.5 PREDICTION OF BRAKE
ing 1'rom a time-varying heat flux is TEMPERATURE DURING

REPEATED BRAKING

q,,) q (,,) L During repeated braking, the vehicle is decel-
O(Z 0 • Z ,) crated at a given deceleration from, e.g., 60 mph toO (z, t) = -•,k t zero speed, after which the vehicle is accelerated

again to test speed and the next braking cycle is
carried out. Repeated brvke applications if not de-

St + hRL ) celerated to zero speed usually are termed snubs. The

rotor temperatures attained during repeated braking

Ssin (XL) J may be computed from simple analytical solutions,
(kNL) + sin (XL) cos (L) provided the 'braking energy, cooling intervals, or

braking times remain uncnanged during the test.

x a cos(Xz) . deg F (3-14) TABLE 3-2

BRAKE DESIGN VALUFS

where
8,,(z, t) is obtainec, from Eq. 3-10. LINING PAD DRUM OR DISC UNITS
An evaluation of the prior equations for the tem- P 127 162 455 Ibm/Ift

c 0.30 0.35 0.10 BTU/Ibmr"F
perature response of a brake requires the use of some k 0.67 0.7 28 BTU/h"F'ft
kind of computing machine. The equations are , 0.0176 0.0124 0.615 rt'/h
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Under these conditions the equation for computing where
the temperature increase during repeated brake appli- n, = number of brake application, d'less
cations may be expressed in a simple form. Assump- t,, = cooling time - cycle time, h
tions are that the rotor can be treated as a lumped The relative brake temperature after the nth appli-
system - i.e., the rotor temperature is uniform cation is
throughout, that the heat transfer coefficient is con-
stant, and that the thermal properties are constant, If
the braking time is considerably less than the cooling
time, then the cooling during braking may be = iT(I-exp [-njIRAR/(pRcRvR)j t,)
neglected. In this case the rotor temperature will in-
crease uniformly by (Ref. 2) I-exp{ [-AR /(PRCI)] tc , deg F (3-20)

The limit values of the temperature before and
AT - constant, deg F (3-16) after braking for a large number of cycles (n-. ) may

be obtained from Eqs. 3-19 and 3-20 by dropping the

Swhere term involving the factor nr,
Road tests have shown that the minimum cooling,= braking energy absorbed by the rotor, times of most cars and light trucks are approx-SBTU/h imately 60 s between stops due to engine power limi-

"Mt, braking time to a stop, h tations. The minimum braking time from 60 mph is
vA specific heat of rotor, BW U/lbm.*F approximately 5 s. Consequently, Eqs. 3-19 and 3-20pR rotor volume, bm/ft may be used in many applications for evaluating the
pR - rotor density, lbm/ft: brake temperatures attained during repeated braking.

SThe lumped formulation results in a differential 1However, if the braking time is not negligible as
equation describing the cooling of the brake after a compared with the cooling time, then the cooling
brake application during braking has to be included in the analysis. The

formulation results in the temperature response
PH"R-R = - hRA R (T - T.) , BTU/h (3-17)

T(t) = (T, - [T, + q./(AjthRt)1)
where X exp(i -hRAR/(PRCR•R)] ti

A , = rotor surface area, ft4
hn = heat transfer coefficient, BTU/h'*F'ft(3
T = temperature at time t, OF

7', = ambient temperature, OF where
With an initial temperature of T7, integration of Eq, q,, = braking energy absorbed by rotor, BTU/h
3-17 yields a cooling temperature response 1,, = time during which brakes are applied, h

Eq. 3-21 gives the temperature rise during the brake
At) -- T, period,

Ti -7- exp1EhRAR!(PacRvs)]t, d'less (3-18) An analysis including heat transfer during braking
may be developed in a similar fashion. In this case,

An analysis combining heating by means of Eq. Eq. 3-21 replaces Eq. 3-16. The cooling characteris-
3-16 and cooling by means of Eq. 3-18 may be tics of the brake again are determined from Eq. 3-17.
developed to derive the temperatures of a brake The resulting equations are lengthy and are not
before or after the first, second, third or nth brake presented here.
application. The relative brake temperature before
the nth brake application 3-1,6 PREDICTION OF CONVECTIVE HEAT

'(t )-T, ]h TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
The computation of brake temperatures requires

A ( I -expi [-(n.- l)hjiAR/(PRCRVR)lj information on the convective heat transfer coeffi-
× Cxp({_hRA1/(pjcsvs)lt,) cient which varies with vehicle speed. In many cases itCX, Ris sufficient to t;valuate the heat transfer coefficient at

(I - exp{[-hRAR/(pRcRvR)jt,)),deg F(3-19) some mean speed.
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Computer solutions make it convenient to predict Textbooks on heat transfer provide a large number
brake temperatures when the heat generation or con- of empirical equations for predicting the convective
vective heat transfer coefficient is variable during the heat transfer coefficient for a variety of test con-
braking process. Repeated brake applications, for ditions and geometries. These equations generally
example, which are encountered during snub testing, apply to rotors not obstructed by tire and rim or disc
also may be evaluated by means of computer brake caliper and are those associated with a cylinder
methods. (brake drum) or rotating circular disc (disc brake

At the outset it should be stated that any relation- rotor).
ships expressing the convective heat transfer coeffi- For brake drums fully exposed to the air flow, the
cient will yield only approximate results. A difference heat transfer coefficient hR is (Ref. 7)
between predicted and measured temperature levels
of 10 to 30% may be considered normal. Often / \
excellent "correlation" is obtained by adjusting the hR 0,1 (-) Re2/3 

, BTU/hOF ft 2  (3-23)
convective heat transfer coefficient until agreement \D
between prediction and measurement is achieved.

It has been shown that experimental results of a where
cooling analysis can be represetd by the product of D = drum diameter, ft
dimensionless numbers raised to some power (Ref 6). k, = thermal conductivity of air, BTU/h'°F'ft

For example, a 15-in. diameter drum moving
through air at a speed of 60 mph at an ambient tem-I Nu = C Re' Pr` , d'less (3-22) perature of 100 0F will exhibit a convective heat
transfer coefficient of approximately 9 BTU/

where h'°F'ft2 . At 20 mph the convective heat transfer co-
Nu = hRL,,/kU Nusselt number, d'less efficient will only be about 3,5 BTU/ h'°Fft2. Eq. 3-

C - heat transfer constant, d'less 23 is valid only foi Reynolds numbers greater than
Re = vpa,./Ma Reynolds number, d'less 1000, i.e., driving conditions in which the forced con-

Pr = 36 00 cA/k - Prandtl number, d'less vection outweighs the contribution due to natural
c, = specific heat of air, BTU/Ibm,*F convection.

hR - convective heat transfer coefficient, For solid-rotor disc brakes the convection heat
BTU/h*F'ft2  transfer coefficient associated with laminar flow may

L, = characteristic length, ft be approximated by
ka - thermal conductivity of air, BTU/h'0 F'ft
m - heat transfer parameter, d'lessnh = heat transfer parameter, d'less 00T(
V= vehicle speed, ft/s D).)

p, - density of air, Ibm/ft3

M= viscosity of air, lbm/ft's whereThe constant C in Eq. 3-22 is a function of the
geometry of the brake and assumes different values D outer diameter, ftFor Re > 2.4 x 105 the flow characteristics will be-
for brake drums, solid rotors, and ventilated rotors.
For ventilated rotors the value of C depends upon the come turbulent and the heat transfer coefficient may

shape ef the vanes used for ventilation, be expressed as
The heat transfer parameter m is a function of the

type of flow, i.e., turbulent, laminar, or transition = kBf
flow. For most practical cases m is a function of vehi- 0.04 Re0 s ,BTU/h'°F'ft2  (3-25)
cle velocity and the associated brake rotor angular
velocity. The heat transfer parameter nh depends
upon the therlial properties of the air. Since these Eqs. 3-24 and 3-25 were obtained from experimental
properties are a function of temperature, the Prandtl data collected with a disc brake system of a light
number effect is nearly constant for most cases and is truck (Ref. 2). Use the data of the previc us cxample,
often included in the constant C of Eq. 3-22. The a 15-in. outer diametor rotor at 60 mph will exhil-it a
characteristic length 4, is either a length or diameter convective heat transfer coefficient of approximately
depending on the definition of the Nusselt or 20 BTU/h'0 F'ft2 . For the example chosen. the transi-
Reynolds number. tion from laminar to turbulent flow lies at about 24
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mph. Consequently, the convective heat transfer co- Wetted Perimeter
efficient at 20 mph is computed by Eq. 3-24 to be ap-
proximately 7 BTU/h' 0F'ft'. Wetted Area

A comparison of the computed heat transfer coef-
ficient indicates clearly that a disc brake exhibits a
higher convective heat transfer coefficient than a
drumn brake.

It should be noted that Eqs. 3-24 and 3-25 were ob-
tained from experiments with two calipers located
horizontally 180 dog apart (Ref. 2). The particular
location of the caliper relative to the air flow mayhave a significant effect upon the cooling capacity of

the disc brake.
Ventilated disc brakes generally exhibit convective

heat transfer coefficients approximately twice as large Section A-A
as those associated with solid discs. The cooling effec-
tiveness associated with the internal vanes tends to
dew ease somewhat for higher speeds due to the in-
creased stagnation pressure of the air. The pumping
action of the rotor is reduced as ambient air tends to
enter the rotor at the front portion of brake due to
vehicle speed.

For estimating purposes the following relation-
ship may be used to obtain the heat coefficient inside

the vanes of the brake rotor (Refs, 6 and 7).

_o r + (4Y7
hx 0.023 L+\/

x R e " P r ° d -) B T U / h ' °F 'ft ' ( 3 -2 6 )

where Air How
Re - (padh/a) Vveage, d'less
d, = hydraulic diameter, ft
I = length of cooli.,g vane, ft

Vav.rag, . average velocity in vane, ft/s

Eq. 3-26 is valid for Re > 101, i.e., for turbulent flow.
The hydraulic diameter is defined as the ratio of four -+
times the cross-sectiona! flow area (wetted area)
divided by the wetted perimeter as illustrated in Fig. Figure 3-3. Ventilated Disc
3-3. For vanes with varying cross-sectional size, an
average hydraulic diameter is determined from the
dimensions of the inlet and outlet locations or the
vane.

The velocity associated with the Reynolds number
is that existing in the vanes which ' not identical to hR 1.86(Re Pr)"'

the foward speed of the vehicle.
For low values of velocity, laminar flow will exist

in the vanes. For Re < 10' the convective heat x ,BT U /h 'F'ft (3-27)
transfer coefficient may be approximated by (Ref. 6)
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The average velocity through the cooling vanes can where
be computed by TR - rotor surface temperature, *R

Tý - ambient temperature, "R
S+ V, 4

R - rotor surface emissivity, d'less
Va,,e + , ft/s (3-28) a - Stefan-Boltzmann constant

2 - 0.1714 x 10-1 BTU/h'ft2 'OR'

Evaluatior of Eq. 3-30 using t R - 0.55, a value typi-
where cal of machined cast iron surfaces of brake rotors,

yields the radiative heat transfer characteristics il-
V0, - 0.052 n. (D2 - d1)1 2' ft/s lustrated in Fig. 3-4. It is apparent that significant

V, - V1,, (Aj. 1/A.,), ft/s radiation cooling does not occur until high brake
oAt = inlet area, ft 2  temperatures are attained,

A,,ut - outlet area, ft' Road test data obtained from testing of heavy
D - outer diameter, ft vehicles indicate that the convective heat transfer co-
d = inner diameter, ft efficient associated with drum brakes may be approx-
n, = revolutions per minute of rotor, rpm imated by a functional relationship of the form (Ref.

The air flow rate tN is determined by 8)

ina - .052 r. [(D2 - d') AjIn"Y/' ft3/s (3-29) hR 0,92 + fiV
x exp (- V/328) , BTU/h'OF'ft2  (3-31)

1 The following example illustrates the use of Eqs. 3-
26 through 3-28, A ventilated rotor with an outer where
diameter D - 1.25 ft, an inner diameter d = 0.75 ft, V = vehicle speed, ft/s
rotating at 800 rpm exhibits an inlet velocity of 41.6 = 0)70 for front brake drum, BTU's/h'F't3

ft/s as computed by the prior equation for inlet
velocity. If the rotor has 30 vanes with a fin thickness Te 0.30 for rear brake drum, BTU's/h'0 F-ft 3

oThe corresponding values of 0 associated with theof 0,25 in., then the ratio of inlet area to outlet area is heat transfer from the brake shoes inside the brake
0.521. The outlet velocity is 21,68 ft/s. Consequently,
the average velocity will be 31,64 ft/s. The Reynolds
number is 10,719 based on ar- average hydraulic
diameter of 0.974 in. The hydraulic diameter was
computed for an inner vane width of I in. The con-
vective heat transfer coefficient computed with Eq. 3-
26 is 10.8 BTU/hl*F'ft2. The detailed analysis of Eq. 4;
3-26 indicates that the entrance effects cause an in-

t, crease of the convective heat transfer coefficient by *
approximately 47%. If the rotor rotates at 300 rpm, 1.
the convective heat transfer coefficient is 3.8 -
BTU/h'°F'ft2 as computed by Eq. 3-27.

If the ventilated rotor is exposed to the air, i.e,, the 6.
friction surfaces are not shielded, then the convective 1 .,yU

heat transfer coefficient is obtained by the summa- W
"tion of the heat transfer coefficients of Eq. 3-25 and
3-26, or 3-24 and 3-27, depending on whether turbu- 2.5
lent or laminar flow exists.

At higher temperatures the radiative cooling
capacity of the brake has to be considered, A radia-
live heat transfer coefficient hR, ad may be defined by ) 20o 400 Bo0 100 1000 2000
(Refs. 2 and 6)

ROTORI TEMPERATURE 7T,

o"ER (T - Ts')
hR, ad ,TR BTU/h-'F'Wft (3-30) Figure 3-4. Radiative Heat Transfer Coefficient as

TR 7- TFunction of Temperature
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assembly were found to be 0.15 and 0.06, re- Law and may be stated in the form of an exact in-
spectively. When the vehicle is braked to rest, the tegral
convective cooling capacity is reduced to that of nat-
ural convection indicated by 0.92 BTU/h 0*F'ft2 in 'Tb
Eq. 3-31. q1iJ -k b\-) dy,BTU/h

3-1.7 COMPUTER METHODS FOR /dTy
PREDICTING BRAKE TEMPERATURE -k d b bAy -k bAX-bAy

The numerical methods for solving steady-state
problems are not discussed here, since the steady- (3-32)
stat, temperatures are of less importance in braking
analysis than time-dependent temperature distribu-
tions. The reader is referred to standard text books where
on heat transfer (Refs. 3 and 6). In the unsteady-state qyj heat flow between nodal points i andj,
system the initial temperature distribution is known; BTU/h
however, its variation with time must be determined. b = width of plate, ft

The system, i.e., the drum or disc thickness is Ax horizontal distance between two adjacent
divided into a number of discrete nodal points as il- nodal points, ft
lustrated in Fig. 3-5. Application of the first law of Ay = vertical distance betwecn two adjacent
thermodynamics to each individual nodc results in a nodal points, ft
set of algebraic equations whose solution will yield aT1/ax temperature gradient, deg F/ft
individual nodal temperatures for each finite time in- The distances Ax, Ay, and b designate control
terval. It is therefore necessary to deduce the temper- volume size, and k the thermal conductivity of the
ature distribution at some future time from a given material. Eq. 3-32 may be rewritten in the form of the
distribution at an earlier time, the earliest time being temperature of the two nodal points
that associated with the known initial distribution.

The relationship expressing heat conduction be- k(Tj - TI) b Ay
tween two nodes is known as Fourier's Conduction q=- Ax , BTU/h (3-33)

where
"7 = temperature of node i, *F

T/ = temperature of nodej, 'F
For two-dimensional problems and a square grid

0.a ow,, u,,.ownI,, Nu with Ax = Ay, the basic heat conduction between
2 - two nodal points becomes

S I I q= k(TI - Tj)b , BTU/Ih (3-34)

0 ['\Ij 21- 1 I 16

6.1"1, Nod) For one-dimensional systems such' as brake rotors
under consideration, the basic heat conduction equa-

* i' I tion with Ay equal to unity becomes

kR (TI -Tj) b
( A j , BTU/h (3-35)quJ AX

With the mass contained in the control volume of
Figure 3-5. Thermal Model for Finite Difference thickness Ax, bm = pRAxb(l), and the change in en-

Computation (Drum Brake Shown) thalpy, Ah = ce AT, the first law of thermodynamics
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applied, e.g., to the interior node 2 results in the ex- Stability conditions require that M be chosen equal
pression (Fig. 3-5) to or greater than 2N + 2, i.e.,

-T 2  M ! 2N + 2 , d'less (3-39)pRAx b cR lAt/

Otherwise the coefficient of T0 assunics negative
(TITAT 3 - 2 \values resulting in an unstable temperature solution.kR k Tb + k, b BTU/h The time step At and grid size may be chosen arbi-7x) /trarily, provided the condition in Eq. 3-39 is satisfied.

This type of finite difference method is somretimes
Here T2 represents the temperature attained by node called "marching type solution" since the new tern-
2 after the time interval At has elapsed. Solving for 7ý' peratures of each node after the first time step are
yields computed from Eqs. 3-37 and 3-38 with the initial

temperatures introduced on the right-hand side of the
equations. The computed temperatures are then used

"- T + (- T2 , OF (3-36) to determine the new temperature of each nodal point
(T 3 + TO+I i after the second time interval,

Other important equations used in the finite-dif-

where ference analysis are presented next.
M (Ax) 2/(aAt), d'less The deceleration a, of the vehicle can be deter-
a, = thermal diffusivity, ftl/h mined from design information (Ref. 4) as

At - time interval, h
Eq. 3-36 may be expressed for any arbitrary interi- I t.s

or point n in the form 32.
a. W kA Awe. BF , ft/s2 (3-40)

v, lb i,( T,,, + t o . ' o , F 0 -3 7 ) h r

A(,( ) wheel cylinder area, in.s
BF brake factor, defined as ratio of rotor drag

Applwce0on of the first law to a surface point yields force to applying normal force of one cali-
(Fig, 3-5) per or brake shoo, dk ess

th.= number of calipers per axle, dOess

Nr h-P/ brake line pryf trelaio e, psi

(I 2[N, + 46)T N (T. + 46)] BT U/hft

' "•: (I 2N +2) N 2 R = effective tire radius f

heat fu absorbed rbt = effective rotor radius, ft
W = test weight of the vehicle, ab

/2Ax\ • 2,1x\ n, =Fr/ mechanical efficiency, 0.96 accounting for

+ iiqvt, - 0.8 fb, du sf -38) frictional losses in the wheel cylinder, d'fc ss
The coefficient of friction required for computing the

brake factor was assumed to be a function of brake
where temperature. The frictional characteristics of' the

0 T(Ax)/(afAt), d'ss brake pads used in this investigation can be described
N -- hRAx/k, dMest- by a functional relationship of the form

€q', = radiation heat flux away from surface
= r e(TO, + 460)1 - (T,. + 460)'], B7-U/h'ft"

ig heat flux absorbed by the rotor c:omputted z= ,.-' Tdlss3-)

from Eq. 3-43, BTU/h'ftl
T, ambient temperature, °F where
(R emissivity, -, 0.8 for black drum surfaces, f = (Pt.,. - I~h)/A7", a thermal fade factor

0.55 for metallic disc surfaces, d'less expressing the change in pad friction
a= Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 0. 1714 x coefficienit per ° F, (0 F)- I

10-9, BTU/h'ft2"*-R' AT' = brake temperature change, deg F
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I. = lining/rotor friction coefficient, d'less to a certain value. Typical results obtained for a
IL,. = coefficient of friction for the cold brake 25,000-lb GVW are illustrated in Fig. 3-7, in which

(below 200'F), d'less the measured brake lining tempcratures, averaged
tth = coefficient of friction at high temperatures, between the left and right rear brakes, are compared

d'less to theoretical predictions.
The instantaneous velocity V of the test vehicle is

given by the relationship 3-1.8 ANALYSIS OF SEALED BRAKES
The sealed brake is d~signrd to accomplish two

V = V, - a,. At, ft/s (3-42) basic functions:
I. Absorb and dissipate the kinetic energy of the

vehicle at its maximum speed.
where 2. Protect the brake against damage from adverse

a, - vehicle deceleration, ft/s 2  environment such as ice, snow, water, mud, dirt, and
V, = speed at commencement of At, ft/s dust.
At = time step used in the finite-difference pro-

gram, s
The instantaneous heat flux q"R per rotor friction sur-
face is determined from

qZ R ULpAjc,7( - s) V(,/R) (,1./2)

X(778)(2.) A] Uh~t

where
At = friction area of one rotor side, ft2

ri = distance of nodal point i from the center of
rotor, ft

s = tire slip, d'less -

"= heat distribution to the rotor computed SNUB NU, R .U..LNONL

from Eq. 3-5 or 3-8, d"less
For drum brakes r, = constant = radius to drum fric- Figure 3-6. Brake Lining Temperature Attained in
tion surface and A, = total swept area, Fade Test

Some results obtained with computer programs for
predicting brake temperature during repeated (fade
test) and continuous application (brake rating test)
aie presented next.

In the fade test the vehicle was decelerated from 60 '"

mph to 10 mph and subsequently accelerated again to ,e
6) mph as fast as possible. Typical temperatures ob.. -
tained for a 25,000-lb GVW truck after each snub W
during a three snub test are presented in Fig. 3-6 in /
which the lining temperature, measured approx- -
imately 0.1 in. below the friction surface, is compared _
to theoretical predictions. The test data shown are the __
average values between the left and right rear wheels. W.
Although the correlation as shown in Fig. 3-6 is e
good, in general, differences betw een experim ental ___Co_ ... ._..... ..

and theoretical results as high as 20-30% may be en- U

countered in experimental and analytical results. TIME t,s

In the brake rating test the vehicle is pulled with its
brakes applied to a specific brake line pressure. The Figure 3-7. Brake Lining Temperature Attained in
test is continued until tne draw bar pull has decreased Brake Rating Test
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Sealing the brakes allows the vehicle to be operated As braking action takes place between stationary
in an off-road environment by keeping the internal and rotating discs, cooling oil is pumped through the
brake parts free from outside contamination. The assembly to absorb the heat generated. The coolant is
exclusion of abrasive elements results in greater safe- pumped either by an integral turbine type pump
ty, high reliability, and increased life for lining and which is driven by a floating gear between two driven
metal surfaces. This reduces vehicle down time discs, or by an external pump. The cooling oil flows
required for replacement and servicing of brake parts from the brake asst;mbly through piping to an oil-to-
due to normal wear. An important consideration is water heat exchanger mounted within the truck
the rubbing speed of the seals. Sealed brakes are often radiator. Piping returns the cooled oil to the brake
designed so that the seal is resting on the sliding sur- disc pack cavity, completing the cooling oil hydrau-
face only at low speeds, while at higher speeds cen- lic loop. A "zero" line also is routed from the oil
trifugal force or air pressure forces the seal off the reservoir to the pump inlet to eliminate the possibility
siiding surface. Since high vehicle speeds in off-road of cavitation.
terrain are unlikely, the life of the seals is increased During braking, the cooling oil pump delivers
significantly with speed sensitive scaling designs. maximum oil flow under low pressure to the heat cx-Dissipation of heat generated during braking is ac- changer, However, when the brake actuating force is

complished by circulating cooling fluid around the removed, releasing the brake disc, the pump drive
metal surfaces of the brake. A study of the energy ab- gear settles into a neutral position between its two
sorption capacity of the various fluids shows that oil adjacent driven discs. The increased operating
has an outstanding capacity, and that air is reason- clearances between the pump and the discs reduces
ably close to oil. Water is also good, but its freezing the output effectiveness of the coolant pump. The
characteristics make it a poor candidate, An eutectic resulting reduced cooling flow provides sufficient
mixture of water and ethlene glycol eliminates the after cooling with neigligible spin losses when tie
freezing problem but has only about one-third of the brakes are not applied.
energy absorption capacity of oil and one-half that of Assembly sealing is divided into two elements: (I)
air, as shown in Table 3-3. sealing the hydraulic supply system from the cooling

An example of an oil-cooled disc brake system is oil system and (2) sealing internal components fromSrepresented by a sealed-oil-cooled, multi-disc, self- the exte:rnal environment.

adjusting service brake. The brake assembly is made To provide adequate cooling at the surface of the
up of a set of multiple disc plates, an annular piston, disc plates, the cooling oil must be distributed uni-
a coolant pump, a face type seal assembly, a laby- formly to all the discs and directed through the discs
rinth seal assembly, an automatic adjuster sleeve, and to obtain maximum heat transfer from the discs to
a piston return spring assembled within the brake the oil. Uniform distribution of oil to all discs in the
housing and cover. The brake is actuated by hydrau- stack is obtained by design of plate hubs and housing
lic pressure from a hydraulic supply system acting on for optimum coolant flow and by proper location of
the annular piston. oil inlet and outlet connections to the brake housing.

The direction of oil flow must be from the outside pe-
riphery to the inside diameter of the discs in order to
counter the natural pimping action of the plates and

TABLE 3-3 insure even distribution of cooling oil across the face
ENERGY ABSORPTION CAPACITY of the discs. Experience has shown that oil flowing

OF VARIOUS FLUIDS from inside to outside diameter tends to channel in a
few grooves in the! lined discs, resulting in local hot
spots. Oil flow through the discs is provided by

Fluid State Energy Absorption Capacity, ft'lb/lbm grooves cut in the friction material, The engine
Air Gas 74,000 radiator is used frequently as heat exchanger for
Water Liquid 62,200 cooling the liquid (Ref. 9).

Oil Liquid 99,500 In specialty vehicles such as earth moving equip-
u Lment sealed oil-cocled brakes use a large reservoir in

Mixture Liquid r the wheel rather than a pump circulating the coolant.

and The temperature analysis of liquid cooled brakes is
ethylene similar to that of an engine heat exchange process.
glycol The heat generated at the wheel brakes is dissipated

to the ambient air by means of a heat exchanger or
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radiator. The heat generation at the friction brake is culated in the brake system is much greater than for a
determined from Eq. 3-1 or 3-2. liquid. Therefore, the air ducting is larger than hy-

For example, for the downhill braking mode the draulic tubing.
energy q,,. R8 absorbed by one brake of the rear axle of 2. The sealing problem was not considered to be
a two-axle vehicle is (Ref. 10) serious because it is necessary to circulate air through

the brake enclosure. The air being expelled past a
W V(G - Rr) € 360 simple labyrinth at a slight pressure prevents con-

q,,.R a (778)(2), BTU/h (3-44) tarninates from entering the brake assembly.
3. Cooling is accomplished by circulating the air

from the blower around the disc to dissipate the heat
where generated by each stop within the time the vehicle can

= rear axle brake force divided by total brake be accelerated again to full speed.
force, d'less 4. Dust generated by the friction material is blown

For continued braking, the capacity of the liquid from the enclosed brake.
cooled brakes is not limited, provided the radiator 5. The ducts bringing the cooling air into the
heat transfer is sealed brake assembly are flexible, to allow front

wheel steering movement and the relative motion
no. of between the axles and the vehicle frame,
brakes The design of the brake rotor is based on Eq. 3-21

Ah 4 A Ta ., , BTU/h (3-45) for a continued downhill brake operation. The con-
vective heat transfer coefficient required for suffi-
cient cooling may be determined from par. 3-1.6. The

where heat transfer coefficient necessitates a minimum level
hId = convective heat transfer coefficient of the of air convected over the rotor surfaces. Conse-

radiator, BTU/h'OF-ft quently, the blower must satisfy the requirements for
Ad04 = cooling area of radiator, ft2  sufficient air flow as well as for sufficient air pressure

= mean temperature difference of cooling to keep the brakes free from contamination. The
liquid and air in radiator, deg F minimum air pressure required to push water out of

q,,, - energy absorbed per single brake, BTU/h the brake depends upon the water depth through
A rough estimate indicates that the cooling ca- which the vehicle may travel and the specific weight

pacity of the engine radiator is approximately 90 to of the water or mud.
100% of the engine horsepower. Additional cooling
of about 10 to 20% is provided by external heattransfer from the wheel brake surfaces and con- 3-2 THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS
necting lines being exposed to convective air flow,
The heat transfer coefficient of the engine radiator is 3-2.1 FUNDAMENrALS ASSOCIATED WITH
dependent on speed and assumes values between 20 THERMAL CRACKS
to 30 BTU/h-0F'ftl for vehicle speeds of 60 mph, Surface cracking due to thermal loading may occur

For a sealed brake of another design, air was as the result of two phenomena: thermal shock
selected as the coolant for the brakes since its heat ab- and/or thermal fatigue. Thermal shock exists when a
sorption capacity based on mass compares favorably single application of the heat flux and subsequent
with other suitable fluids. A ventilated or fan type cooling produce surface failure. Thermal fatigue
disc was selected to aid in circulating the cooling air exists when a series of heating and cooling cycles
and to increase the heat exchange surface by the area results in surface failure. If temperature changes of
of the radial fan blades. This cooling action is needed sufficient magnitude exist at the rotor surface, then
to disperse the heat which has been stored during the heat cracks generally oriented in a radial direction
stop from the disc. When the vehicle is regaining will develop. One of the requirements for heat
speed, the ventilated disc has about twice the dissipa- cracking to occur is that the thermal stresses exceed
tion rate of a solid disc. The greater kinetic energy the elastic limit of the material, causing plastic de-
conversion capacity of the ventilated disc makes it formations to develop at the surface. In the subse-
most appropriate for the system, quent cooling cycle the original dimensions can no

After air was selected as a coolant the following longer be attained, thus producing tensile stresses
design problems were considered: which exceed the ultimate strength of the material

I. Since air is a gas, the volume of fluid to be cir- (Rcf. 4).
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This process may be illustrated by the simple anal- temperature. Also, the elastic modulus may vary. If
ysis that follows. An element taken out of the x-y one considers these factors, a sudden temperature in-
plane of the surface of an infinite plate is illustrated in crease at the surface of only 300 to 500 deg F may be
Fig. 3-8, Upon severe thermal loading the high tern- sufficient for failure to occur.
perature difference between the sufface and the in- Temperature analyses have shown that the brake
terior will cause compressive stresses. At the instant r,,tor is almost at a uniformly decreasing tempera-
the material near the surface exceeds the yield ture during cooling. However, thermal fatigue will
strength, the stress state can only cause a material exist when the cooling characteristics of the brake are
flow in the direction of the surface as schematically such that the highly elongated surface layer can no
indicated in Fig, 3-8. During the cooling period the longer attain the original length, resulting in residual
compressive stresses change into tensile stresses. The tensile stresses in the generally highly loaded friction
plastic flow in the opposite direction cannot be corn- surface.
pleted to its original geometrical form, giving rise to The occurrence of surface cracking depends,
tensile stresses that exceed the ultimate strength of among other things, upon the sensitivity of the
the material. This may be considered as the onset of material to temperature changes at the surface as
surface cracking. expressed by Eq. 3-46. In a more complete analysis at

The approximat," compressive stresses o developed least the following parameters or variables are con-
in the surface layer of a flat plate as a result of a sidered to have an effect upon the sensitivi'.y of the
sudden temperature increase are (,Refs. 4 and II) material to thermal shock fatigue produced by tem-

perature changes:
I. Thermal diffusivity

! - aT ATpsi (3-46) 2. Thermal expansion coefficient
3. Elastic modulus
4. Poisson's ratio

where 5. Rate of change of temperature
E = elastic modulus, psi 6. Temperature gradient at the surface
a, = thermal cxpansion coefficient, in,/°Flin. 7. Maximum and minimum temperature differ-

AT = temperature increase, deg F ence during repeated braking
P = Poisson's ratio, d'less 8. The change of stress produced by a change of

If one uses typical cast iron material properties, thc strain
theoretical temperature increase required for the 9. Geometry of the rotor,
compressive stresses to exceed tme yield strength of Furthermore, some of the parameters are depend-
the material is approximately equal to 1500 deg F. ent upon the stress state and temperature, indicating
However, data on material properties of cast iron are that an exact theoretical prediction, e.g., the number
not too reliable. For example, the tensile strength of of cycles required frr surface failure to occur is a dif-
ferritic malleable iron decreases with temperature to ficult task. Fiowýver, the number of cycles of re-
as much as 20% of the strength exhibited at room peated braking has been found to be cor 'enient for

z

2 ; Material Flow
1 1 2

44 W. X urfaceCo inpmi sive Stress

Interior

Figure 3-8. Thermally Loaded Surface I.hment Reiltling in Surface Rupture
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expressing the capability of the brake rotor to with- The stress analysis of a free plate yields the expres-
stand surface failure under certain thermal braking sion for computing the thermal stresses in the rotor
conditions. The sensitivity of the rotor to changes in
surface temperature may then be expressed by the aE f L
reciprocal of the number of cycles required for sur- -[-7z) + 7(z) dz] psi (3-47)
face failure to occur. L 0

3-2.2 THERMAL STRESSES IN where
SOLID-ROTCR DISC BRAKES

L = one half rotor thickness, ftThe thermal stresses result from nonuniform tem- T(z) = temperature distribution over z, OF
perature distributions. In addition, mechanical a, = stress in x-direction, psi
stresses may arise from body deformation or body a, = ,tresa in y-direction, psi
forces. In most practical thermal stress problems it is The thermal stresses a(z, t) produced by a linearly
permissible to separate the temperature problem decreasing heat flux are determined from the temper-
from the stress problem and solve both consecutively, ature response given by Eq. 3-13 for a solid rotor and
This approach contains the assumption that the tem- Eq. 3-47 as (Ref. 4)
perature response is only a function of thermal con-
ditions and is not affected by body deformation. It
also is assumed that inertia effects resulting from a(z, t) a qo (z, t) + 24)% E
body deformiation are negligible. qo t(I1- VAR

In Eq. 3-46 the approximate surface stresses at-
tained in an infinite plane were determined. An im- (
provement can be obtained by treating the rotor as a _" sin (_ _ _L)

thin plate as illustrated in Fig. 3-9, yielding a plane kL + sin (XL) cos(N1L)
stress problem. Although this approximation does
not describe the stresses accurately over the entire
friction surface, adequate accuracy is obtained at dis- - e 01
tances from the edges larger than about one-half x
plate thickness. The assumptions which follow were
made using the schematic shown in Fig. 3-9:Is in (k

I. Surface traction is negligible. Lo , psi 1348)2. Body forces are negligible. cos(N'z)
3. The temperature is a function of thickness z and

time t only. where
4. The temperature distribution is symmetrical, where L = one-half rotor thickness, ft

(, = stopping time, h
ao,(z, 1) = stress produced by a constant heat flux,

psi
The stress o,(z. t) produced by a constant heat flux

Rotor is (Ref. 4)

2aEq' Z • sin (0 L) e

=-...) ",,(') = (l-v)h, X L + sin (,L)cos(N1L)

21.~~ [sn(1)-Cos (NýZ]} 'psi (3-49)

d

Inspection of Eq. 3-48 indicates that a reliable
Figure 3-9. Flat Plate Representation of Brake Rotor evaluation requires the use of a computer.
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The theoretical thermal stresses at the surface com- unity (Refs. 12 and 13). However, this approach
puted from Eq. 3-48 for stops from 60 and 80 mph would exclude a large number of brakes, especially
are illustrated in Fig. 3-10. The stresses at the surface those for heavy vehicles.
are also the maximum stresses exhibited by the rotor. A rough estimate of the thermal stresses produced
This is evident from the term cos (kz) in Eq. 3-48. in a single stop may be obtained from Eq. 4-46.
For example, the stresses at the mid plane with z - 0
will be at a minimum since cos 0 - 1. Inspection of
the curves in Fig. 3-10 indicates a maximum near a
braking time of I s, The maximum compressive stress REFERENCES
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF AUXILIARY BRAKES
In this chapter several different auxiliary retarding devices are discussed. Exhaust brakes,

and hydrodynamic and electric retarders are compared in their effectiveness.
Simplified engineering equations are presentedjor a general evaluation of auxiliaryv brakes.

The advantages of integrated retarder/foundation brake controls are discussed.

4-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS tion. The propeller shaft brake, once applied, can be

A,, = cooling area of radiator, ft' disconnected from the retarded wheels only through

-specific heat of air at constant pressure, release of the control lever.

BTU/sFlibm The engine of a vehicle in moti-,n will, if the throt-

F,, = retarding force at vehicle drive wheels, lb tie is closed, exert a rrtarding force on the vehicle as a

G f road gradient, d'less portion of the kinetic energy is absorbed by the fric-

ha r heat transfed coefficient ofengine radiator, tional, compressive, and other mechanical losses in
BTU/h.,F.ft2 the engine (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). This retarding force is,

lbfthowever, very limited, and various methods have
M, = enis owretarding torque, Ibm/h been devised for increasing the effectiveness of the
p m = average retarding pressure in combustion engine as a brake. One such improvement consists of

rha etarding prsincreasing the compressor action of the engine by
R - effective tire radius, ft closing off the exhaust. Retarders of this type are

R R,-rolling resistancecoefficient, d'less generally termed exhaust brakes. This type of
V = vehicle speed, ft/s retarder consists of a throttle in the exhaust system

which can be closed either by mechanical, electrical,v, = engine displacement, in.'
W - vehicle weight, lb or pneumatic means. The brake torque generated

W, = weight of truck, lb depends on the gearing and engine speed. In general,
W2 - weight of trailer, lb at moderate and high velocities the primary braking

a =slope angle, deg system also must be applied since the generated brake

ATR = difference of temperature of air entering torque is limited to about 70% of the motor drive

and leaving rotor, deg F torque. The major limiting design factor of an

= mean temperature difference of water and exhaust brake is associated w.,h the exit valve spring,
air in radiator, deg F Increased pressure in the exhaust system tends to

nr. = efficiency of transmission, d'less overcome the valve spring, forcing the valve to stay

uR = tire-road friction coefficient of braoed rear pen and consequently limiting the compressor ac-
axle, d'less tion.

p = transmission ratio between engine and Further improvement in engine brake torque can
wheels, d'less be achieved by altering the camshaft timing such that

x = height of center of gravity of truck divided the compressor action of the engine is increased. The
by wheel base of truck, d'less engine brake torque may be over 100% of the maxi-

' = static rear axle load of truck divided by mum drive torque of the engine. Large retarding
truck weight, d'less torques, however, can only be achieved by using alow gear, which in turr results in undesirably low

cruising speeds and thus increased per mile operating
4-1 EXHAUST BRAKES costs. No adverse effects on engine wear have been

Auxiliary brakes may be divided into two classes: observed with this type of brake (Ref. 4). It is claimed
that shoe and drum wear can be reduced from 25-50%

engine brakes and transmission or propeller shaft teuco xas rks eedn ncn
brakes, In the case of the engine brake, the retarding Refrne thrugt has been o del-
torque transmission can be interrupted by dis-
engaging the clutch or selecting a neutral gear posi- engine equipped vehicles for which the brake

specifically is intended, but an exhaust brake also can
*d'less = dimensionless be fitted to a gasoline tngine. Its performance may be
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slightly lower since the gasoline engine, operating on where
a lower compression ratio, necessarily has a larger R = effective tire radius, ft
clearance volume and is thus less effective when used 'T = efficiency of transmission, d'less
as a compressor. Of significance is the effect of engine p = transmission ratio between engine and
braking on the thermal state of the combustion wheels, d'less
engine. Changing thermal conditions (undercooling)
may cause premature wear and related problems. 4-2 HYDRODYNAMIC RETARDERS
Research findings indicate that, when braking on a
downhill grade while using the wheel brakes, the The hydrodynamic retarder is a device that uses
combustion cylinder surface temperature decreased viscous damping as the mechanism for producing a
from 4010 to 167*F. The same test with exhaust retarding torque (Refs. 6, 7, and 8). The viscous
brakes showed a temperature decrease from 4010 to damping or internal fluid friction is transformed into
3020 F, indicating more favorable thermal engine thermal energy and dissipated by a heat exchanger. In
operating conditions, its design, the hydrodynamic retarder is similar to

The main findings regarding exhaust brakes may that of a hydrodynamic clutch; however, its turbine
be summarized as: or drive rotor is stationary. The retarding torque is

1. There was only a small increase in the maxi- produced by the rotor which pumps a fluid against
mum braking performance of the vehicle when using the stator. The stator reflects the fluid back against
the exhaust brake in addition to the normal wheel the rotor, and a continuous internal pumping cycle is
brakes for an emergency stop. developed, The reaction forces, and hence the retard-

2. The mean overall vehicle deceleration when ing torque, arc abso-bed by the rotor which is con-
using the engine alone was approximately 0.015g; nucted to the drive wheels of the vehicle. The magni-
with the exhaust brake in operation, the mean overall tude of the retarding torque depends upon the
deceleration increased to nearly 0.03g, amount of fluid in the retarder and the pressure level

3, To maintain a steady speed of about 20 mph on at which it is introduced into the retarder.
down gradients with the vehicle in top gear, it was not The application o" khe retarder may result from a
necessary to use the foundation brake on slopes of I hand lever movement or a combined service

in 22 or less. On gradients of I in 10, a savings of brake/ retarder control such as the foot pedal as
about 33% in usage of the main brakes was observed, shown in Fig. 4-1. Depending upon the level of

4. In normal traffic applications, savings of about applied control force, compressed air travels over the
20% in usage of the main wheel brakes may be relay valve to the charge tank and control valve, The
expected. compressed air in the charge tank forces the retarder

The retarding moment Me of a combustion engine fluid into the hydrodynamic brake, simultaneously
may be computed from the approximate relationship disconnecting the line between the control valve and
(Ref. 5). the retarder, For a given control input force the con-

trol valve allows a constant retarding torque to
develop. The degree of fluid application to the

M,, = 0.0065p,,,, , lb'ft (4-1) retarder determines the amount of fluid and fluid
where pressure and, consequently, retarding torque. Due to

p = average retarding pressure in combustion the pumping action of the rotor of the hydrody-
chamber, psi namic brake, a pressure difference is produced at the

,,= engine displacement, in.3  inlet and exit ports, allowing a portion of the service

The average retarding pressure associated with fluid to be circulated through the retarder fluid/water
engine braking ranges from approximately 45 to 75 heat exchanger.
psi for gasoline engines and 60 to 95 psi for diesel One important advantage of this type of retarder isengines. The upper values are associated with high that the retarding force is greater at higher vehicle
levels of revolutions per minute of the engine crank speeds (Ref. 9). Hydrodynamic retarders operate in-
shaft, the lower values with low levels, dependently of the engine, clutch, transmission, or

The retarding force Frt at the drive wheels of the electrical power supply, They are connected to the
vehicle is drive axle and represent an almost indestructible no-

wear braking element when designed properly. When
used on a trailer, a separate cooler becomes neces-

Mp t sary. Skidding at the wheelise impossible since the
117.R retarding torque approaches zero with decreasing
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V = vehicle speed, ft/s
W = vehicle weight, lb

AT,,a = mean temperature difference of water and
air in radiator, deg F

The right-hand term of Eq, 4-3 identifies the cooling
capacity available in the engine radiator in connec-

A, ~ tion with an additional water/retarder fluid heat
exchanger. A rough estimat, indicates that the cool-
ing capacity of the engine radiator is approximately

..................... 90-100% of the engine horsepower. Additional
h-b-cooling of about 10% is provided by the retarder and

connecting lines being exposed to convective air flow.
The heat transfer coefficient of the engine radiators

4 A &,h 4w may be estimated from heat transfer relationships,

Typical values range from 20-30 BTU/h'°F'ft.
Eq. 4-3 can be used to determine the maximum safe

-' traffic speed a truck may travel for a given road

SI /gradient without having to use the foundation
brakes.

4-3 ELECTRIC RETARDERS
The principle of the electric retarder is based on the

•-• production of eddy currents within a metal disc ro-
tating hetween two electromagnets which develop a

Figure 4-1. Integrated Foundation Brake/Retarder retarding torque on the rotating disc. When the elec-
Control System tromagnets are partially energized, the retarding

, L torque is reduced. When the electromagnets are not
energized, the retarding torque is zero, The eddy

retarder drive shaft speed. When the retarder is In- currents result in the heating of the disc, The cooling
stalled in a powered unit, it prevents undercooling of of the disc is accomplished by means of convection
the engine below normal operating temperature on heat transfer with ventilated rotors. Initially, all
long mountain grades by transferring the thermal retarding energy is absorbed by and stored in the
energy generated through viscous damping in the rotor material, Only at elevated temperatures does
retarder to the engine cooling system. cooling occur. The major problem of the eddy

Depending on the downhill operating conditions, current retarder is associated with the necessity of
the retarder may absorb all or a portion of the vehicle high brake temperatures for efficient convective
braking energy, For economic reasons, the retarding cooling capa9ity - similar to that experienced with
capacity has to be a function ofintended vehicle use, friction-type wheel brakes. The high temperatures
traffic conditions, and other related factors. For a cause a decrease in retarding effectiveness due to the
continued application in downhill operation, the demagnetizing of the rotor, Depending on the par-
retarding capacity of the hydrodynamic retarder is ticular material composition involved, this limiting
not limited, provided the following relationship is temperature ties near 13500F.
satisfied The maximum retarding performance of an eddy

current retarder is limited by the cooling capacity of
W V(G - R,) x 3600 the ventilated rotor. Eq. 4-3 may be vrstated for this

778 = bh, A.d,. ATrad , BTU/h case as,, (4-3)

where W V(G - R,) x 3600
Arad - cooling area of radiator, ft1 778 = ma c. ATX , BTU/h (4-4)

G = road gradient, d'less

h,,d = heat transfer coefficient of engine radiator, where
BTU/h.-F-ft2  c= specific heat of air at constant pressure,

R= rolling resistance coefficient, d'less BTU/°F-Ibm
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m,, = mass flow rate of cooling air pumped deceleration. The retarding characteristics of a
through the rotor, Ibm/h typical hydrodynarr ic retarder are shown in Fig. 4-2

A TR = difference of temperature of air entering (Ref. 7). The maximum retarding torque of 2100 lb'ft
and leaving rotor, deg F is attained for a charge pressure of approximately 75

In order to limit the demagnetizing effects, the psi. Inspection of the curves indicates that the retard-
operating temperatures should not exceed values of ing torque is nearly constant for shaft speeds ranging
7000 to 900°F. At these levels a reduction in retard- from 800-2800 rpm.
ing effectiveness of approximately 20 to 30% exists. In an integrated system designed for a frame vehi-

cle such that the full retarder performance produces a
4-4 ANALYSIS OF INTEGRATED loaded vehicle deceleration of 0.3g, the portions of

braking energy absorbed by the hydrodynamicRETARDER/FOUNDATION retarder and foundation brakes are distributed as
BRAKE SYSTEMS shown in Fig. 4-3. In this case the integrated control

If the retarder-foundation brake system is designed system is designed so that only after complete uti-
so that, for any braking requirement first the lization of the retarder capacity do the foundation
retarder, and then the foundation brakes are applied, brakes produce brake force and absorb any kinetic
a truck brake system may be developed that provides energy of the vehicle. For the empty loading condi-
essentially fade-free brakes and significantly extended tion the retarder/brake energy ratio is increased, in-
brake-lining life. Since nearly all continued braking dicating more braking energy absorbed by the
energy will be absorbed by the retarder, no tempera- retarder at deceleration levels above 0.3g. Inspection
ture increases exist during downhill braking. Under of the curves in Fig. 4-3 indicates that for stops below
these conditions approximately 40% lower weight 0,3g (about 10 ft/sl) the foundation brakes are used
foundation brakes may be installed. This weight only to absorb the small remaining kinetic energy of
saving more than compensates for the weight of the the vehicle associated with speeds below i 5-20 mph.
retarder. Consequently, no payload penalties are suf- At this low level of speed the hydrodynamic retarder
fered by the truck (Ref. 10), braking capacity is reduced significantly and ap-

In order to utilize better the retarder for both single proaches zero for a stationary propeller shaft as
and repeated brake applications, as may be experi- shown in Fig. 4-2.
enced in city-type operation (as well as during down-
hill braking), the foundation brake and retarder must
be integrated with the help of a control system so 0,, 100o /
that, for each brake application, first the retarder and
then the foundation brakes are applied. The maijor 2I,' ,,K)
portion of the kinetic energy of the vehicle is ab- d
sorbed by the retarder, When the vehicle speed is ,
decreased, the foundation brakes are required to ab- 2,,, loll

sorb the remaining kinetic energy of the vehicle due
to the reduced brake torque of the ie~tarder, resulting I , .,,,,,,
from a drop in drive shaft speed. Furthermore, the
control system should be adjustable to both static I st ill ) /
and dynamic parameters during the braking process
to redistribute better the kinetic energy f the vehicle ,2 4
between the retarder and foundation brakes.

If the hydrodynamic retarder produced braking
performance is not sufficient, increased levels of foot-
pedal force will result in application of the founda-
tion brakes and hence further increased deceleration .
levels,

A simplified integrated hydrodynamic retar- - -- ,
der/brake schem atic is shown in Fig. 4-1, identifying Hi Kll), ,2:x, ) 21600 ) 2..000 2 ,,,) ) A

the essential components for retarder application and RI P k MINI I

heat exchange.
The design of the control system may be optimized Figure 4-2. Hydrodynamic Retarder Performance

relative to maximum lining life or maximum Characteristics

4-4
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Lining wear has been found to be nearly propor- for animundaton Brak esi6 n

tional to brake energy but to increase rapidly with for Minimum Stopping Distance Design
brake temperature. Since retarder-equipped vehicles
operate at much lower brake temperatures and truck Since safety considerations may require that inte-
highway decelerations in excess of 0.3g rarely are grated brake systems be designed rclative to maxi-
required, significant increases in brake-lining life mum deceleration, it appears desirable to make the
result. The brake-lining life may increase by a factor operational mode of the brake system an automatic
as high as ten, provided vehicle decelerations do tiot function of the braking severity, Brake applications
exceed the retarder design limit of 0.3g, Practical in- that do not require minimum stopping distance may
creases of brake i".kng life are expected to be three to allow the system to operate in the lining-saving mode,
six times those associated with standard brake whereas emergency stops automatically force the
systems. Additional cost savings result from less out- system to operate in the maximum deceleration
of-service times and increased operating speeds, mode. The automatic adjustment could be achieved

If maximum levels of braking are required, then by means of sensing the rate of change of vehicle de-
the integrated system must be designed such that all celeration or related parameters. It is expected that
axles are braked near their tire-road friction limit stopping-distaiice differences for trucks designed for
with a minimum level of delay. When a 0.3g-limit either maximum lining life or minimum stopping dis-
retarder and with the control systrn design directed tance do not assume significant values. A prelimi-
towards maximum deceleration is installed into a nary estimate indicates increases in stopping distance
frame vehicle, the braking energy absorbed by of less than 20-30 ft for stops from 60 mph for a truck
retarder and foundation brakes is distributed as having an integrated brake system designed for maxi-
shown in Fig. 4-4. The accomplishment of these mum lining life.
design objectives requires the use of load or decelera- Since existing and proposed braking standards
tion sensitive proportioning valves for the retarder necessitate the use of wheel-antilock brake systems,
braked axle in order to increase the utility of the con- the function of both control systems must be matched
trol system. Comparison of Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 shows properly to achieve optimal braking performance un-
that integrated brake systems in typical stops at de- der all operating conditions. For example, when
celerations less than 0.3g have 55-90% of the total braking on a slippery road surface at less than 0.3g
energy absorbed by the retarder for speeds in excess deceleration, the antiskid unit associated with the
of 15-20 mph. retarder-equipped axle needs to operate only for
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speeds below 15-20 mph, a level at which the retarder where

force drops to zero. W, = truck weight, lb
Retarders installed in tractor-semitrai•e.r combina- W2 = trailer weight, lb

tions similarly will yield significant savings in brake-
lining life. Since economic considerations require the
installation of the retarder in the tra~ctor rather than
in the trailer, integrated brake system designs will
result in approximately 25-30% of the toial efftc-
tiveness stop braking energy absorbed by the
retarder. This is because only the tractor drive wheels
are retarded by means of the hydrodynamic retarder. REFERENCES
For continued downhill braking, the retarder can be
designed to absorb all braking energy developed on 1. "Auxiliary Braking Systems", Automobile Engl-
existing highway gradients. neer, Vol, 47, No. 7, July 1957, pp. 282-86.
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CHAPTER 5

BRAKE FORCE PRODUCTION
In this chapter the brake forces produced by hydraulic, pneunatlc. and mechaniccl brak,'

systems are analyzed. Equations that determine the maximum vehicle weight that can be d.-
celerated safely with manual or vacuum-assisted brakes are derived. The dijferent cum-
ponents used in powered brake systems are described briefly. Electrical brakes are reviewed.

5-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS 1, = effective slack adjuster length, in.
A,4 = assist unit area, in. 11 = brake dimension, in.
Afr h 12 = bra'k dimension, in.

A.= brake chamber area, in.'
A = master cylinder area, in.' 13= brake dimension, in.

214 = brake dimension, in.
A;,( = wheel cylinder area, in. = brake dimension, in.A5 = control piston area, iin.

A2 = control disc area, in.' nB = number of wheel brakes, d'less
=deceleration, g-units n = number of brake shoes, dfless

a, - deceleration of truck, g-units P -i booster pressure ratio, d'less
a, = deceleration of trailer, g-units Pa =ff accumulator pressure, psi

pH=booster pressure, psi8 = assist characteristic, d'less* P ose rsue s

P(. = control pressure, psi
,BF = brake factoros, d'less p, = charging pressure of accumulator gas,BFl, = brake factor of front brakes, d'lessps

psi
BFR brke acto ofrea brkesd'lss , =brake line pressure, psi

Di ph booster piston diameter, in. A, - pushout pressure, psi
Dc = output or master cylinder diameter, in.effect tresraiu, i

= pushrod diameter, in. R = effective tire radius, in.
r = drum or rotor radius, in.

= wheel cylinder piston displacement, in. - brake torque, lb in.
d = displacement of tip of brake shoe, in. TA = acu ltorvue, in,

d. - brake chamber piston displacement, in. VM ms c ylindr volume, in)
dk = wheel cylinder piston displacement of V v ratio delesfrn wels n Vat,, = volume ratio, dfless

vfront wheels, in,
dR = wheel cylinder piston displacement of v = relative portion of master cylindervolume required for hose expansion,

rear wheels, in. dlsd'less
14F - effective assist unit force, lb W vehicle weight, lb
FA' = assist unit force plus return spring force, W - maximum vehicle weight which can be

lb decelerated safely, lb
•LFl. = tongue force, lb

F7  togu focelbW, = weight of truck, lb
F(, = control piston force, lb W2 = weight of trailer, lbS~~~~~~Fi =f hand force, Ib W egto rieI
F,, = hand force, lb X = master cylinder piston travel, in.
F1 = pedal force, lb Y = pedal travel, in,

F;= brake force, lb
F. total = total brake force, lb Yl - available hand (or foot) travel for

emergency brake, in.
F = brake force of truck, lb eegnybae nF, = brake force of trailer, lb a = wedge angle, deg
G = system gain, d'lest = ?7,t? efficiency, d'less

IC = booster input characteristic, d'less il, =. efficiency of wheel cylinder, d'less
1h = x/d, hydraulic gain, d'less mchanical efficiency of hand brake,

fs d'less
1, = effective cam radius, in. n = mechanical efficiency between brake
lp = pedal lever ratio, d'less chamber and brake shoe or transmission

and wheels, d'less
*d'less dimensionless ill, = pedal lever efficiency, d'less
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p = lever ratio between brake chamber and 5-2. NONPOWERED HYDRAULIC
brake shoe, d'less BRAKE SYSTEM

pl = emergency brake gain, d'less Fig. 5-1 illustrates a typical hydraulic brake
PD = differential gear ratio, d'less
Pit = displacement gain between hand brake system. Application of the pedal force F, causes the

application force and cable force, d'less brake pedal to be displaced through a distance Y. The
pedal linkage is designed to produce a mechanical

draulic gain, d vess y force advantage I. between the pedal and the master
S= rear axle brake force divided by total cylinder piston, resulting in a displacement X of the

piston which is less than the pedal displacement Y.brake force, diess The master cylinder, having an area Am(,, traps the

brake fluid in the brake line, thereby developing a hy-
draulic brake line pressure p. Since there are fric-

51 INTRODUCTION tional losses, a pedal lever efficiency i, is assumed.
During braking, the kinetic energy and potential The hyrdra•'ic brake line pressure p in the brake

energy of the vehicle are converted into thermal line is
ene-rgy at the friction surface of the brake and at the
tire-roadway interface, In the braking process the Fp lp ni,

brake generates a retarding torque as a function of P U ,psi (5-1)
the applied pedal force. The pedal force-braking

r torque characteristics are determined by the me- where
chanical/pneumatic or mechanical/hydraulic pa- Atf = master cylinder area, in.2

rameters of the braking system, whereas the actual F1, = pedal force, lb
deceleration of the vehicle is determined by the brake /I, = pedal lever ratio, d'less
torque and the tire radius, the tire-roadway friction i = pedal lever efficiency, d'less
coefficient, and the normal force between tire and The pedal leve- efficiency ip represents the losses
roadway. The normal forces change with the dynamic associated with the master cylinder and pedal link-
load transfer from the rear axle(s) to the front axle. age, The mechanical losses of the master cylinder are

SFor articulated vehicles, load transfer occurs or) each caused by friction between muster cylinder wall and

unit of the vehicle combination as well as on in- seal and the effect of the master cylinder piston return
dividual axles (if a tandem suspension. spring. The frictional losses of the master cylinder are

Pedal Travel , Y

Front Brukes Rear Brakes

Figure 5-1. Hydraulic Brake System
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expressed in terms of an efficiency determined by the trifugal forces associated with the tread material The
ratio of equivalent output force at the master cylinder distance between wheel center and road surface
piston to input force at the pushrod. Typical effi- measured on the stationary vehicle may be used as
ciency values are 0.96 for a single circuit or standard effective tire radius in most braking analyses. For a
master cylinder and 0.92 for dual circuit or tandem standing or slowly rotating tire, the tire radius of
master cylinder. The mechanical efficiency associ- heavy trucks decreases by approximately 0.17 in. for
ated with the pedal linkage is determined by the 1000 lb increase in tire normal force (Ref. 2).
number of pivots required. Typical linkages using For a brake system having identical brakes on each
only one lever between pedal force application and wheel, the total brake force v. total is
master cylinder input exhibit efficiencies of approx-
imately 0.85-0.90. Consequently, the pedal lever effi-
ciency 71, may range from 0.78 to 0.86. A value of F,. H (A= - p.)A,,-lbBF ,lb
tr = 0.80 is used in connection with a tandem master R
cylinder.

In the wheel brake, a friction material is pressed where
against the brake drum or disc, resulting in a brake n), = number of wheel brakes, d'less
torque. The brake torque is dependent upon brake Since the total brake force produced by the vehicle
geometry, bco- must be equal to the inertia force of the vehicle, theefficient. The brake torque T, of one brake may be deceleration is related to total brake force by the

computed from the expression following expression

Ta = (pi - pa) Aw BFr, lb-in. (5-2) a W F, tal ,lb (5-4)

or
where aW = nt(l, - p )A vcý n, BF r-, ,lb (5-4a)

A = wheel cylinder area, in.2  (R)
BF = brake factor, defined as the ratio of drag

force on the drum friction surface to the where
actuating force of one shoe, d'less a = deceleration, g-units

A, = pushout pressure, required to bring the W = vehicle weight, lb
brake shoe in contact with the drum, psi This equation may be rewritten in a simpler and more

r = drum radius, in. useful form for illustrative purposes. Pushout pres-
ti,. = efficiency corresponding to frictional losses sures are generally between 50 and 100 psi for drum

in the wheel cylinder, d'less brakes and between 5 and 10 psi for disc brakes, and
The wheel cylinder efficiency i% is approximately they may be neglected to simplify the analysis. The
0.96. brake line pressure can be replaced by Eq..5-1, yield-

The development of vehicle 'celeration by means ing
of the brake torque may be analyzed by a simplified
method. When wheel inertias are neglected and no F., pt,
wheel lockup occurs, then the brakv force F (pro- aW = tit, A ;,c A i•"BF ,lb (5-5)

duced by one wheel) is (Ref. 1) (AAICf In
From a brake fluid volume analysis, it follows that

F, =(P - PM) Awe ti BF llb (5-3) the fluid displaced by the master cylinder equals the
fluid displacements of the individual wheel cylinders,
neglecting any hose expansion at this time. Hence,

where the volume VMfC produced by the master cylinder is
R = effective tire radius, in.

The effective tire radius is the ver'.ical distance be-
tween wheel center and road surface. The e ffective VAft = A41 K = ns Aw!. d, in.'
tire radius is affected by inflation pressure, loading, or
and vehicle speed. Lower inflation pressure and in-
creased loading decrease tire radius, whereas, in- A K- , d'less (5-6)
creased speed tends to increase tire radius due to cen- Ac nCid

5-3
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where cylinder piston travel to the travel of a single wheel
d = wheel cylinder piston displacement, in. cylinder piston, The shoe tip travel required for a

ns - number of brake shoes, d'less drum brake or the caliper piston of a disc brake may
X = master cylinder piston travel, in. be obtained from Chapter 2.

If the ratio of wheel cylinder area to master cylinder With the equations presented so far it becomes
area (Eq 5-6) is introduced in Eq. 5-5, the following possible to predict the vehicle weight that can be de-
expresston results celerated safely with a manual brake system.

The analysis is carried out in terms of the necessary
work output from the master cylinder. From this in-

a W = F c (BF)(-•(~ , lb (5.7) formation, the required pedal force and travel are
d R/ easily determined, provided the pedal geometry and

master cylinder piston stroke are known.
Eq. 5-7 may be rewritten as First, it is assumed that the front and rear axle are

both equipped with brakes of the same type, i.e.,
either drum or disc brakes; later the weight limita-

aW Frp nBF ( L) l. b (8)tion on a two-axle vehicle equipped with disc and
a FBF , lb (5-8) drum brakes is derived,

The brake force F. produced by one axle may be
computed from Eq. 5-3 as

P/i = tip i,,, d'less Rwhr= :.1h, d'less F.=b2(p, -ip. 7,o)AwcBF ,Ib (5-10)

11, = X/d hydraulic gain, dOessR

Eq. 5-8 may be expressed in terms of the system gain
G as The pedal force F, required to produce the hydrau-

tic brake line pressure A is given by Eq. 5-1 as
a W = FpG , lb (5-9)

=p Au ,lb
where bp 17p

G pl(nl/fns) n BF(r/R) , d'less
As can be seen immed ately, not only the pedal force
but also the total gain and hence the pedal travel and During braking, the inertia force acting at the center
the shoe displacement are important in determining of gravity of the vehicle equals the retarding forces
deceleration levels. For a given vehicle weight all pa- developed by the brake/tire system. Consequently,
rameters except the brake factor BF and the hydrau- when ignoring the pushout pressure, one obtains by
lic gain P, are more or less determined by intended Eq. 5-10
vehicle use. Consequently, an increase in decelera-
tion capability can be obtained only by increasing the a W = Pi[(AWc. BF)F + (Awe BF ]
brake factor and/or the gain. An increased brake fac-
tor - for example, a change from a leading-trailing x 2 (L)n , lb (5-11)
shoe brake to a duo-servo brake - will be associated
with a higher brake sensitivity, i.e., the vehicle may
more easily experience a yawing moment during where the subscripts F and R refer to the front and
braking and may become directionally unstable. The rear axle, respectively. The required fluid displace-
use of too great gain values may result in an unsafe ment produced by the master cylinder can be ex-
operation of the braking system. The pedal travel/ pressed as a function of the individual wheel cylinder
master cylinder Yairi Ip is generally limited by the volumes and the brake hose loss. For a vehicle
basic geometry "nd force capabilities of the human equipped with four brakes this relationship is
leg and is determined by the ratio of foot pedal travel
to master cylinder piston traw.I, The hydraulic gain Ih Vhrc = 4 [LAcd)k. + (Awc-d)R] (I + v) , in. (5-12)
between the master cylinder and the wheel cylinder is
limited by the minimum shoe travel required to cover where
shoe play, lining compression, drum distortion, and v = relative portion of VArC. require for hose
wear. The gain 1h is determined by the ratio of master expansion, d'less
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A comparison of the brake factors and the mini- ft/s 2 or 0.62g, the work output required from the
mum wheel cylinder piston displacement d allows ap- master cylinder becomes by Eq. 5-15
proximate relationships to be written as

0.62 (1 4- 0.30) i.l
d = BF/(22 to 30), in. for drum brakes PA V w 0.62 t ,4-00) ,in.ib
d - BF/(25 to 28), in for disc brakes

or (5-17)
Eq. 5-12 can be rewritten with d = BF/30 ex-

pressed in inches as pIVAm. = (0.l7toO,21)W,in.lb

VM 3 = 0[(A;v.BF)r + (AwCBF),] Eq. 5-17 indicates that the master cylinder must pro-

vide a work output measured in in, lb equal to the
x (I + v), inl2  numerical value of 17 to 21% of the weight of the

or (5-13) vehicle.
The work output from the master cylinder must be

30Vxi1 . equal to the work input into the cylinder, thus equal
( [(Al(.BF)y + (Awc BF),] ,in. to the work at the foot pedal:S~4(l + v)

Combining Eqs. 5-11 and 5-13 yields ." Y = (0.17 to 0.21) W, in.'lb (5-18)

Wa 30 V'C With an assumed maximum pedal force F. 150 lb2in (5-14) and a maximum pedal travel Y - 6 in. the maximum

2(r/R) + weight W,,,. that can be safely decelerated by hydrau-
S~lie unpowered brakes is

With work defined as the product of pressure and
volume, the work output required from the master
cylinder can now be computed as wa. Y 150 x. 6

(0.17 to 0.21) (0.17 to 0.21)

Pt Wa(I + v) n554300 to 5300 lb•'p, KIc' -F(R n in .'lb (5-15)
',L I5(r/R)

Here it is assumed that the pedal force of 150 lb
The mechanical efficiency n is remains constant during the brake application,

neglecting any dynamic effects of pedal force on

t?,; il. , d'less (5-16) pressure buildup.
This analysis indicates ' . motor vehicles having

unpowered hydraulic brake systems and a total vehi-
where cle weight of approximately 5000 lb represent a

n, = efficiency of wheel cylinder, d'less "limit-vehicle" which can be decelerated safely by
il, = efficiency of pedal lever, d'less manual brake application. 1However, in order to en-

Typical values for il, are 0.92 to 0.14, and for 4. 0.96 sure the high gains required, a careful and possibly
and 0.88 for single piston and tandem master cyl- automatic adjustment of the brakes becomes nec-
inders, respectively. A conservative value for essary. Heavier vehicles require powered brake
7= 0.80 may be assumed for this analysis. The drum systems such as vacuum assist, full hydraulic, or
to tire radius ratio r/R varies somewhere between pneumatic systems.
0.32 and 0.40 for most road vehicles. A conservative In paragraph that follows, the weight limitation on
estimate of the hose expansion of 30% of the total a vehicle equipped with disc brakes on the front (or
master cylinder volume may be assumed for trucks. rear) and drum brakes on the rear (or front) is
For passenger cars a value of 10% may be used. For derived. The development is similar to the previous
an arbitrarily specified deceleration capability of 20 derivation and is as follows.
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Divide Eq. 5-12 by Eq. 5-11 and rearrange: which is equal to the first bracket of the right-hand
side of Eci. 5-19. Substitution of Eq. 5-20c into Eq.

i (Awcd)F + (AwCedtR 5-19 yields the wprJ- output from the master cylinder
P v,. L(Aw BF + (Awc BF)RI as

W 4(nl ) (5-19) P, VMC = l ) + B

•'~~~ 
aW j-n•;•)|a~n.t (5-21)

For identical drum and tire radii on front and rear Xin.'lb (5-21)
axle the first bracket of the right-hand side of Eq.
5-19 may be rewritten as:

For a truck Aith v = 0.30, 0.32 • r/R S 0,40, a =

(Awfc'd)r + (Awc.d)R (Awc~d)F + (Awcd) 0.62g, and n, = 0.80:

(A wvc BF1)1 + (A wv. BFlR I
-(A wcBF),R 4(1 + v)a 4(1 + 0.3)0.62

2(r/R) 7) 2 (0.32 to 0.40) 0.8

,in. (5-20a) = 5,04 to 6.3 , d'less

A awhere The final expression for the safc deceleration of a ve-
o rear axle brake force divided by total brake hicle with a given weight is:' force, d'less

Eq. 5-20a can he developed further by expressing the
right-hand s~de in two terms P, Vtl= (5,04 to 6.3)

r(4vŽ.)j (F i\ + 0 In. W52b ,L)~ (~ in,*ilb
L(-A7wC,)R BB , b (\ RFB

or (5-22)

(A I;.(. BF~jR J(AwcýJdi Eq. 5-22 reduces to Eq. 5-17 for d = 3F/30 for front
(A .c. t).. + (A,.. F)JLAw.)J F priae aoohsopin apbiiyand rear brakes, Eqs. 5-17 and 5-22 allow a quick, ap-

L~wcB)"~. +(Aw BF)JL(WC)R BFRproximate evisluation of the stopping capability of a
vehicle equipped with nonpowered hydraulic brakes

+ ' in (52c in terms of the line pressure levels required for a 20
B ,in. (5-20c) ft/s2 stop, Stops of differing deceleration levels

require prtportionately changed pedal efforts. The
analysis presented here can be extended easily to in-

However, the term (AwFe BF).R can be cancelled, and elude three-axle vehicles, off-road vehicles with one
when denominator and numerator are multiplied by or more axles braked, fork lifts, and other specialty
MIf., the final expression is vehicles.

( (A)'Ft + •- ( + ) 5-3 VACUUM-ASSISTED HYDRAULIC
(Ait, BF)f + (Awec BF)R •BF B-FR i BRAKE SYSTEM

(5-20d) For h draulic brake systems equipped with
vacuum assist, the work output from the master
cylin.ier is equal to the pedal work plus the work

or provided by the vacuum assist. The power assist units
for passenger cars, and light and medium size trucks

( d ) 1 + ( n- utilize .ngine va'.uum. There are basically two tyý,es

B FF/ \BFR/ of vacuum assist: mechanical and hydraulic control
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DARCOM-P 706-358

of the vacuum application. The hydraulic control, right side of the vacuum cylinder also is connected to
often called hydrovac, requires two master cylinders the upper side of the membrane (8).
and often a miore involved valve arrangement. Its ad- The secondary master cylinder consists of the
vantage is that the hydrovac unit can be located any- cylinder (9), the secondary pision (10) equipped with
where in the vehicle, whereas the mechanically con- a check valve (11), and the pushrod (4).
trolled assist unit must be located opposite the foot In the off position, the piston (2) is held at the left
pedal on the fire wall (Ref. 3). side of the vacuum cylinder by the return spring (3).

The design of a typical hydrovac is seen in Fig. 5-2, In this position, the arm (12) of the secondary piston
showing the applied position of the brakes (Ref. 4). (10) rests against the back plate, and the ball of the
The hydrovac consists of the vacuum cylinder (I) check valve (11) is lifted from the seat. The control
with piston (2), return spring (3), and pushrod (4). piston (13) is located at its uppermost position, thus
The control pipe (5) connects the left chamber of the separating the control valve (14) from the seat of the
vacuum cylinder with the lower chamber of the mem- membrane.
brane (6) of the vacuum valve, while the right During application of the primary master cylinder,
chamber of the vacuum cylinder is connected to the the line pressure is transmitted through the check
vacuum inlet (7) leading to the engine manifold. The valve into the brake system and to the wheel brakes.

18 12 3 4 7

S

9 I0 11

Figure 5-2. Hydrovac in On Position
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DARCOM-P 706.358

At the same time the hydraulic pressure in front of difference across the membrane (15). The position of
the control piston (13) begins to rise, moving the membrane (15) is determined by the pressure in the
piston and membrane downward until the mem- pedal-master cylinder and the pressure differential
brane contacts the control valve (14). At this moment across the membrane. Any change in pedal force will
the two chambers to the left and right of the piston cause a corresponding change in vacuum application
(2) are separated. Any further motion of the mem- and hence pressure differential across piston (2),
brane (15) downward will open the ambient valve allowing a sensitive conitrol of the brake application.
(16). The operation of the mechanically controlled

The atmospheric air flows past the air filter (17) vacuum .- often called mastervac - is explained in
through the ambient valve (16) into the valve the next paragraphs. The schematic of the assist unit
chamber (6) and through the control pipe (5) into the is illustrated in Fig. 5-3.
cylinder chamber (18), resulting in a rightward mo- The assist characteristic B is defined as the ratio of
tion of piston (2), pushrod (4), and secondary piston pushrod force upon the master cylinder piston to the
(10). The check valve (11) will be closed as a result of pedal force input into the mastervac,
the secondary piston's movement to the right The computations that follow are carried out for a
allowing the line pressure to increase and to be single piston mastervac with an 8-in, diameter assist
transmitted to the wheel brakes. The vacuum differ- piston, The diameters of the control disc and control
ence across piston (2) is identical to the pressure piston are 1.21 and 0.729 in., respectively.

Mgurte3 M"stpu•eh.,n _aIApiPotn

Iten spin

S•'- • - -Asis(Pis on r. ,to (A I)

•;X'~~ush Rod /-- AmbIientl Air

Con rlr. I)i~c A2

i~~ ~~ -- r Pison•' )J,•

Figure 5-3. Mastervac in Applied Position
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The effective assist unit area AA is equal to the ; the ratio of pushrod force upon the master
booster area minus the pushrod area, cylinder piston to control piston force

82w 0,331r 800.9
AA= = 502.8in, B - -2.75

4 4 290.7

where a pushrod diameter - 0.33 in, was assumed. It is interesting to note that the assist characteristic B
The booster force 6l,' for an effective vacuum of is also equal to the ratio of control disc area to con-

11.5 psi and a mechanical efficiency of 0,95 is trol piston area

F= (50.18) (11.5) (0.95) = 548.2 lb A2  1 1,149
A-, _ 17 = 2.75A1  0.4172

The effective assist unit force FA is smaller due to the
booster piston return spring opposing the assist ac- The theoretical results may be used to construct a
tion. Hence, diagram illustrating the booster performance. In Fig.

5-4, the pushrod force upon the master cylinder
S548.2 - 38 - 510.2 lb piston versus the pedal force multiplied by the pedal

lever ratio is shown. As can be seen, the booster has a
maximum boost assist of approximately 801 lb. For

where a return spring force of 38 lb was assumed. decelerations requiring higher pushrod forces, the ad-
The rubber control disc acts similar to a ditional work input into the brake system must come

pressurized hydraulic fluid. The pressure in the con- from the pedal effort, i.e., the driver. Also, the
trol disc p(" is equal to the effective booster force different booster output forces as a function of
divided by the differince in cross-sectional area of the different levels of vacuum are illustrated in Fig. 5-4.
control disc A2 and the control piston A,

Pc 102 -696.5 psi
,[(1.21 )2 -- (0.729)2] ,r/4 1200

The control pressure p(. is acting against any surface ,,/
in contact with the control disc. Since the control 1000
piston is pushing against a portion of the control disc,
the control piston force F(. is equal to the control Saturation Point o
pressure multiplied by the control piston area A, 800 Bo.

:e

(0.729)27r = 290.71 lbFc "PcAt-(696.5) 290 -7 11t

4 J

The control piston force is op'-osed by the control 4 00
piston return spring force. For an 8-in. diameter
vac;um assist the return spring force is approx- o
imately 15 11). Consequently, the effort into the z
master cylinder produced by the foot pedal is 0 200

290.7 + 15 = 305.7 lb. I
The total force upon the master cylinder piston and

hence the brake line pressure producing force is equal 200 400 600 800 10o0

to the sum of the effective booster force and control PEDAL EORT INTO MASTER CYLINDER

piston force or 510.2 + 290.7 lb = 800.9 lb.
Finally, the vacuum assist characteristic B is given Figure 54. Mastervac Characteristics
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With Eq. 5-17 and the vacuum assist characteristic For example, with a pedal force F, - I50 lb and an
B it becomes possible to determine the vehicle weight effective pedal travel of Y - 4 in., the vehicle weight
"that can be decelerated safely with a vacuum-assisted would be equal to
brake system.

The hydraulic work A VMc of Eq. 5-17 is equal to B x 150 x 4
the booster and pedal work ( t( 0o30,

For a vacuum assist characteristic of B - 3, the maxi-
PVwc = FAX + Fp Y, in.-lb (5-23) mum vehicle weight that could safely be decelerated

is approximately 8,500 to 10,000 lb. Vacuum-assist-
where equioped vehicles generally use smaller pedal travels

F4 - effective assist unit force, lb than manual brake systems.
F, = pedal force, lb The vacuum booster analysis may be presented
X - effective master cylinder piston travel, in. graphically in the form of a design chart as shown in
Y = pedal travel, i.. Fig. 5-5. The use of the chart is as follows. For a vehi-

The hydraulic brake line pressure A) developed by the c1€ with the values that follow as
pedal and booster force is I. Given

a. Pedal force Fp =65 lb
b. Pedal travel Y = 5.0 in.

BA l,1, = BFpY, psi (5-24) c. Brake line pressure A = 1300 psi
AP = psc iV,5c d. Master cylinder volume VAcI = 0,7 in,.

2. Find
a. Booster work FA X

Consequently, the work output from the master b, Assist characteristic 8
cylinder in terms of the booster characteristics and c. Booster diameter
the pedal effort is d. Relative vacuum

e. Assist piston travel
p, V,= B Fr Y , in, -b (5-25) f, Pedal ratio 1.

from Fig, 5-5, The solution is illustrated by the
broken lines on the chart,

Since 3, Solution
a. Booster work FA X:

F1, /p + Fi (1) Draw a horizontal line from the brake
B = , ,d'less line pressure p, - 1300 psi to the line representing

VA((. = 0,7 in,3

(2) From the point o" intersection of the
and horizontal line with the line representing V/AM = 0.7

in.' drop a vertical line to the second horizontal line
on the chart.

I -(3) The intersection of the vertical line with
A', =the second horizontal line gives the booster work b, X

which in this case is 800 in.'lb.

it follows that b. Assist characteristic B:
(1) Draw a vertical line from the pedal travel

Y =5.0 in. to the line representing pedal force
"- = (B - I), d'less (5-26) F, = 65 lb.

F,, Y (2) From the intersection of the vertical line
with F1, = 65 Ib, draw a horizontal line to the left.

The vehicle weight that can be decelerated safely (3) From the point representing booster
may be determined from Eqs. 5-17 and 5-25 in the work F4X = 800 in. lb draw a line extending upward
form of at an angle of 45 deg.

(4) The intersection of the horizontal line
with the one drawn at 45 deg gives an assist charac-

BF, Y= (0.17 to 0.21) , /in.'lb (5-27) ,eristic B = 2.5.
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MASTER CYLINDER VOLUME Ivc.,U .

08 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 10

0.9 •25O "

- -1300

S~90
\ -10150

ASSIST CHARACTERISTIC

V, DIMENSIONLESS L,,' 800

4.25 4.0 3.75 3.5 3.25 3.0 4.75 25.5 5.6 - 02 65

3.6

BOOSTER FORCE TIMES a./

-• PEOA TRAVEL Y it..
15o, 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 G.5 7.0

.3.4

_ • 3.3
1 .6 3.1

-2.2 1.92 2.16 2.40 2.64 2.88

ASSIST BOOSTER UIAIMETEII, I. and RELATIVE VACUUM DIMENSIONLESS PEDAL RATIO I . DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 5-5. Vacuum Booster Design Chart

c. Booster diameter and relative vacuum: If a different booster diameter and/or relative
(1) Drop a vertical line from the point es- vacuum is chosen, then the pedal ratio and assist

tablished in b(4). piston travel change accordingly. For example with a
(2) The intersection of this vertical line with booster diameter of 7 in. and a relative vacuum of

one of the booster lines gives acceptable values of 0.7, the pedal ratio becomes approximately 2.88 and
booster diameter and relative vacuum. In this case let the assist piston travel approximately 1.54 in. If
thf. vertical line intersect the line representing booster desired, a pedal ratio may be selected rather than the
diameter and relative vacuum of 6"/0.8. tooster diameter and/or relative vacuum. This selec-

d. Pedal ratio I.: tion will determine the booster diameter and relative
(1) Drop a vertical line from pedal travel vacuum. The choice of booster diameter or pedal

Y 5.0 in. ratio is a function of the space available for the in-
(2) Draw a horizontal line through the point stallation of the booster or foot pedal.

established in c(2),
(3) The intersection of the vertical and hori-

zontal lines gives the pedal ratio - in this case 54 FULL-POWER HYDRAULIC
l, = 2.A,

e. Assist piston travel. The intersection of the BRAKE SYSTEM
horizontal line established in d(2) with the vertical Two different designs of full-power hydrPLdic
axis determines the assist piston travel - in this case brake systems can be identified: (a) the pumr brake
approximately 1.87 in. system with master cylinder and (b) the pump brake

t.-I I~
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system with accumulator without master cylinder and determined by the flow resistance of the circuit.
(Refs. 5, 6, and 7). Discussion follows: When the brake pedal is actuated, the assist pressure

I. Pump Brake System With Master Cylinder: must be built up to the desired level, resulting in a
The pump system with master cylinder consists of time delay between pedal displacement and maxi-

the standard hydraulic brake system equipped with a mum brake line pressure production. Modern full hy-
special master cylinder. Connected to the master draulic brake systems use an energy storing element
cylinder is the pump circuit. Both circuits are com- such as gas-pressurized accumulators. Here the pump
pletely separate but use the same type of brake fluid pressure is used to produce a high fluid pressure
so that in the event of leakage no fluid contamina- stored by the accumulator. During brake applica-
tion occurs. The schematic of the system is shown in tion, the pressure is at the desired level resulting in a
Fig, 5-6. The brake system consists of the pump (1), rapidly responding system. However, in the installa-
reservoir (2), the master cylinder (3), the assist unit tion of the accumulator system care must be taken to
(4), the standard hydraulic brakes with lines (5), avoid exposure of fluid lines between pump accumu-
wheel cyliniders (6), and wheel brakes (7). The assist lator, and assist or booster unit, to low tempera-
characteristics, defined -is the ratio of force upon the tures. Low fluid temperatures cause low fluid viscosi-
master cylinder piston to pedal force into the master ty, and hence, increased response times.
cylinder, is a function of the effective area and the The size of the accumulator is a function of the
pushrod area of the assist unit. In case of pump ,chicle weight and the nu.nber of stops required by
failure, the pedal effort is transmitted directly upon one accumulator charge. In the paragraphs that
the master cylinder piston and a reduced manual follow the procedure used for determining accumu-
brake application is available. A typical line pres- lator size is discussed (Ref. 7).
sure/pedal force diagram is illustrated in Fig. 5-7 for The schematic of a hydraulic booster unit is illus-
different modes of brake system operation. An im- trated in Fig. 5-8. The pressure p8 supplied by the ac-
portant design consideration is the use of moderate cumulator to the booster in addition to the pedal ef-
assist characteristics so that no excessive pedal forces fort by the driver acts upon the master cylinder piston
are required in the event of a power failure, which produces the brake line pressure to the wheels,

The pump is a separate pump or the pump of the The effective input force to the booster is deter-
steering system. It delivers a constant flow of fluid mined by the booster area and the push rod cross-
through the assist unit. In the event of brýKe arplica- sectionat area. The booster input characteristic IC
tion, the fluid flow is obstructed which results in an may be defined by the ratio
increase of fluid pressure. This pressure acts upon the
master cylinder piston and the pedal force input rod. IC = (DI/D,)2 , d'less (5-28)
This condition allows a very sensitive pedal force
modulation by the driver. The maximum pressure
level is limited by a check valve. When the brake
pedal is not applied, the assist fluid pressure is low

S/ 1 ,

Figure 5-6. Schematic of Pump Power Hydraulic Figure 5-7. Line Pressure/PelJal Force Diagram for

Brake System Full Power Hydraulic brake System
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where emergency stop. The example illustrated in Fig. 5-9
Df = booster piston diameter, in. indicates that a vehicle having a master cylinder
,Dp - pushrod diameter, in. volume VAc = 3.0 in.', five emergency stops, a

The booster pressure ratio P is defined by the ratio volume ratio V,auo - 2.4 computed by Eq. 5-30, and
of output pressure to input pressure and may be a pressure ratio PG/PA = 0.35 requires an approx-
expressed in terms of diameters as imate accumulator size of 38 in.

If the same energy had to be stored by a vacuum

P - (Da/Dc,) , d'ess (5-29) assist unit, a volume approximately 411-50 times
larger than that associated with a medium pressure
accumulator, or 100-130 times larger than that asso-

Swhere ciated with a high pressure accumulator would be
D(. output or master cylinder diameter, in. required.

The brake line pressure may be determined for a The energy stored in the accumulator is affected by
given booster pressure (or accumulator pressure) ambient temperature. The fluid volume available for
once the booster pressure ratio has been computed. braking at high pressures decreases with decreasing

The boost circuit fluid volume, i.e., size, and temperature. For example, an accumulator having a
operating pressure range of the accumulator are a volume of 40 in.' available between the pressure1,,ý function of the maximum accumulator pressure PA range of 2,100 and 2,600 psi when operating at

and the initial gas charge pressure P0 of the gas used 176 0F, provides only 15 in.' when the temperature is
for energy storage by the accumulator. The volume minus 40 0 F (Ref. 7).

I;ratio V..,, of the booster is defined by the ratio of 2. Pump Brake System With Accumulator With-
volume displaced at the booster side to volume dis- out Master Cylinder:
placed at the output side and is determined by The brake system consists of the pump, the ac-

cumulator, the foot valve, and the standard hydrau-
lie brake system. The accumulator pressure is

V,,,=,, P(I - I/IC), d'less (5-30) modulated by the foot valve and is applied directly
upon the wheel cylinder of the wheel brakes. Since no
master cylinder is used, no manual brake application

The minimum size of the accumulator required for is available in the event of a power source failure. For
the safe deceleration of a vehicle in successive stops thi6 reason a separate emergency brake system is pro-
may be obtained from the accumulator design chart vided in case the major system fails. In many cases
shown ii Fig, 5-9 (Ref. 7). the accumulator capacity is designed so that several

It is assumed for the preparation of the accumu- brake applications are possible if the pump fails.
laLor design chart that approximately 67% of the The pumps used in accumulator brake systems are
master cylinder displacement is required for an either vane or radial piston designs. Vane pumps are

i ~Braky Line Pfussurv ill

(loostur PNessuru /)I

,Pedal Eflfrt

Figure 5-8. Schematic of Hydraulic Booster
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o 0

• a o.100

Sz ~70 ,

1.24- 5030

NUIMBER 0OF STOPS 0. 2

4.0 0 ,0 1.0

" MASTER CYLINDER VOL UMF I .3" 0.40
. / ..- .PRESSURE RATIO P/,/ 11', DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 5-9. Accumulator Design Chart

generally limited to a pressure of approximately 1400 The comrutation of brake force and vehicle decel-
psi; extreme pressure levels may go as high as 2000 eration is accomplished in the same manner as for the
psi. Radial piston type pumps may produce pressures manual brake system. The axle brake force produced
up to 3000 psi and volume flow rates of approx- by a full power hydraulic brake system is determined
imately 0.06 in.' per revolution, Pumps arc common- by Eq. 5-10. The vehicle deceleration is computed by
ly driven directly by the vehicle engine by pulleys and Eq. 5-1I. The pedal force/brake pressure is obtained
belts or gears. In some applications electrically driven from an analysis of the eff.ctive area of the assist
pumps are used. Some vehicles use the steering pump unit, or from the brake assist characteristics specified
for charging the accumulator. Since steering pumps by manufacturers.
use mineral oil and not hydraulic brake fluid,
separate circuits must be provided for the brake 5-5 AIR BRAKE SYSTEM
system and the steering system.

A comparison of full power systems with vacuum- The principles involved in air brake systems are
assisted brake% indicates the latter to be the most eco- similar to those of full-power accumulator brake
nomical power source, assuming a sufficient quantity systems. The pedal force of the driver is used only to
of vacuum is available. However, exhaust emitosion modulate the flow, and thus pressure, of the working
regulations and fuel injection systems have reduced fluid between the accumulator and the wheel brakes.
greatly the degree of vacuum available as a power As the name implies, the working fluid is air. Since
source. Consequently, more and more future designs air brake systems operate at maximum pressures of
will require a hydraulic energy source consisting of a approximately 120 psi, the size of the components is
pump and, if necessary, a gas-loaded accumulator. ;ignificantly larger than those found in full power hy-
The latter becomes necessary for the efficient and draulic brake systems (Refs. 8, 9, and 10).
high-performance-oriented operation of advanced Air brake systems consist of a variety of com-
antilock brake systems. In the case of an accumu- ponents which are used to maintain a supply of com-
lator installation, a relatively small pump, which only pressed air, to direct and control the flow of air, and
charges the accumulator when the charge pressure to transform the stored energy of the air into me-
falls below a certain level, is sufficient. Operating chanical force at the wheel brakes. A detailed discus-
pressures are as high as 2500 psi. sion is presented in Chapter 15.
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The brake force produced by an air brake is corn- in case of "S" cam brakes. Test results indicate that a
puted by an equation similar to Eq. 5-3. Since the cle,ýrance of 0.002 in. between lining and drum may
application of the mechanical force to the brake result in a pushrod force of approximately 1,600 lb
shoes is accomplished by slack adjusters and cams or when actuated at 80 psi and may decrease to about
wedges, the general equation for the brake force f, 1,200 psi for a clearance of 0.02 in.
per axle of an air brake is (Ref. 2) It is apparent that an accurate prediction of vehicle

deceleration can be accomplished only when no sig-
nificant nonlinearities are introduced in the brake

F•. 2(p, - p.) Ac( BF p lb (5-31) force transmission line. For brakes in good mechani-
\ cal condition - which requires control on clearance

adjustment, slack adjuster .clevis setting - the vehicle
where deceleration may be obtained by Eqs. 5-4 and 5-31.

A(- = brake chamber area, in.' Prediction accuracy generally is within ± 5-10% and
P, = brake line pressure, psi is limited only by the accuracy of the lining/drum

= mechanical efficiency between brake friction coefficient data. If a prediction of the vehicle
chamber and shoe actuation, d'less deceleration is attempted for vehicles with brakes

p = lever ratio between brake chamber and that show brake chamber piston stroke in excess of
brake shoe, d'less 1.75 in., then Eq. 5-31 must be modified to account

For "S" cam brakes. the lever ratio is for the reduced effectiveness of the brake chamber. In
this case the brake actuating force, given by the term
(pA - p,)A(., is replaced by an empirical relationshipSp = •, ,d'less (5-32) to yield an axle brake force

where F, = (5)(p, - p,,)(A' - 6.3d ,)q,,BF(--) p ,lb (5-34)

I, = effective slack adjuster length, in.
J, = effective cam radius, in.;

for most brakes ,4 = 0.5 in. where
For wedge brakes the lever ratio is dc > 1,75 in., brake chamber piston displace-

ment
I Inspection of Eq. 5.34 indicates the number 6.3

P/ d'ess (5-33) must have the units of length, Eq. 5-34 may be used
p 2 tan (a/2) only when the brake chamber piston displacement is

where equal or greater than 1.75 in, For cases in which the
a = wedge angle, deg displacement is less than 1.75 in., Eq. 5-31 must be

The wedge angle ranges from 10 to 18 deg in 2-deg in- used.
tervals. If the brakes are in good mechanical condi-
tion, the mechanical efficiencies exhibited by "S" 5-6 COMPRESSED AIR-OVER-
cam and wedge brakes range from 0.70 to 0.75, and HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEM
0.80 to 0,88, respectively (Refs. 2, II, and 12). The The air-over-hydraulic brake uses compressed air
deceleration of the vehicle can be determined by Eq. as an assist medium to actuate a standard master cyl-
5-4. inder in the hydraulic brake circuit, The major ad-

The brake actuation force produced by the brake vantage of the air-over-hydraulic brake is the avail-
chamber decreases significantly as the chamber ability of compressed air for braking trailers equip-
piston stroke increases beyond a certain travel. The ped with air brakes when connected to a hydraulical-
drop in force is caused by the change in diaphragm ly braked tractor,
geometry resulting in a smaller effective area. Tests The assist unit is axially mounted to the hydraulic
have shown that a brake chamber with a 2.5 in. maxi- master cylinder as illustrated in Fig. 5-10, The design
mum stroke may exhibit a decrease in pushrod force avoids the transmission of reaction forces to the
of as high as 40% during the last 0.75 in. of stroke monting bracket. The assist force is transmitted di-
when actuated at 80 psi or more (Ref. 13). In order to rectly against the master cylinder piston which sup-
limit the chamber piston stroke, it becomes necessary plies the brake fluid to the wheel cylinders. Since no
to control elastic air chamber bracket deflection, levers are required for the transmission of the force, a
lining to drum clearance, and pushrod clevis setting high mechanical efficiency is obtained.
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Air-over-hydraulic brakes can be designed as dual the application of the combination brake valve to the
circuits by either using two assist units or a tandem brakes of a tandem axle truck is illustrated in Fig. 5-
master cylinder connected to a single assist unit. 12. The components are: compressor (1), air tank (2),

A single circuit air-over-hydraulic brake system is pressure regulator (3), combination brake valve (4),
illustrated in Fig. 5-11 with all essential components assist unit (5), front brakes (6), rear brakes (7), pres-
identified. The air compressor (1) charges the air tank sure gauge (8), and trailer brake line (9).
(2). The air pressure is adjusted by the pressure regu- The actual design of a brake system in terms of the
lator (3). The application valve (4) controls the air size of the combination valve and assist unit depends
flow to the assist unit (5) and force application to the upon the force required to press the brake shoes
master cylinder (6). Hydraulic brake line pressure is against the drum and hence the hydraulic brake line
transmitted to the wheel brakes at the front (7) and pressure to the wheel cylinders. Although the gain of
rear axle (8), Air pressure is measured by the gauge the combination valve or assist unit can be cal-
(9). Trailer brake supply line connections are indi- culated from design information in a manner similar
cated (10). to that of vacuum assisted brake systems, manufac-

A more efficient design is provided by combining turers provide pressure curves of the assist unit as il-
the air application valve with the master cylinder into lustrated in Fig. 5-13. The curves shown are those
one unit. This system allows hydraulically braked with and without air assist. Although the braking ef-
trucks to tow pneumatically braked trailers, allows fNctiveness is reduced significantly in the event of a
the combination of hydraulic and air brakes on the failure in the compressed air circuit, manual ap-
same vehicle, and provides for the efficient design of plication of the brakes is possible since the force
dual circuit brakes for heavy vehicles. An example of transmission line remains in tact between the foot

pedal and the wheel brakes. Pure air brakes do not
exhibit this emergency braking feature.

The deceleration produced by an air-over-
Assist Cylinder hydraulic brake system may be computed by Eq. 5- I1

for a two-axle vehicle with the brake line pressure ob-
tained from a graph similar to Fig. 5-13.

5-7 MECHANICAL BRAKE SYSTEM
In current design practice, mechanical brake

systems - often called hand brakes - are used for
emergency or parking brakes, Their mechanical ef-
ficiency (65%) is lower than that of hydraulic (95%) or
air brake systems (75%). Mechanical brake systems

Muster Cylinder equipped with cables easily may exhibit efficiencies
less than 60%.

For a typical parking brake design in the wheel
Figure 5-10. Air-Over-Hydraulic Brake Unit brakes as illustrated in Fig, 5-14, the gain pl) between

32

Figure 5-11. Air-Over-Hydraulic Brake System Figure 5-12. Air-Over-Hydraulic Brakes for
(Single Circuit) Tandem Axle Truck
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the cable force into the brake and average shoe actua- The total brake force F, at the wheels braked by
tion force is the mechanical system may be computed by

SPl - 1" (13 _L 4 , d'less (5-35) F, = F1 P1 PH il BF lb (5-36)

where 11 through 15 are brake dimensions, in., identi- where
ifed in Fig. 5-14. F11 = hand force, lb

ny = mechanical efficiency of hand brake, d'less
p8 = emergency brake gain, d'less
Pl = displacement gain between hand brake ap-

•oo plication force and cable force, d'less
0 The displacement gain pH is equivalent to the pedal

lever ratio of the foot-operated service brake. It is de-
,300 termined by the ratio of hand travel to cable travel.
1200 The average displacement d of the tip of the brake

shoe, equivalent to wheel cylinder piston travel, is
1100

7000

90, d - , in. (5-37)S+Z/Pli P11
000u where

IOU = available hand or foot travel for emergency
"brake, in.

The corresponding brake shoe displacement d re-
suiting from the nonpowered hydraulic service brake

400 is given by the relationship

30U

200 d = ~~(Y/lp - 0.1) AAIc. i. (-8
100d 

4 [(Aw'c).F + (A Wc)R• ]

io0 20 30 40 i0 ,0 70 0 0o n0 io 10 A travel loss of 0,3 in. due to reservoir compensating
hole clearance is assumed in Eq. 5-8.

A107'.IIESSU0E.p, Safety considerations require that the displace-

Figure 5-13. Air-Over-Hydraulic Brake Characteristic ment as:ociated with the emergency brake p, ob-
tained by Eq. 5-37 be greater than that associated
with the service brakes as obteined by Eq. 5-38.

"Drive shaft mounted parking brakes retard the
shaft between transmission and differential and thus
operate at a higher number of revolutions per minute
than the wheel brakes.

The total braking force F, at the wheels retarded by
the drive shaft mounted brake is

I'71 Plt BF %), Pr) l b (5-39)

where
17,,, = mechanical efficiency between trans-

"mission and wheels, d'less
Figure 5-14. Schematic of Parking Brake Pt) = differential gear ratio, d'less
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Brake factors BF of typical drive shaft mounted The tongue force determined by Eq. 5-43 is used as
brakes such as band brakes are discussed in Chapter actuating force of the trailer brake system.
2. Surge brakes generally are not used on heavy

trailers. Since the surge brake requires that a tongue
5-8 SURGE BRAKES force exist between truck and trailer, the vehicle com-

The trailer is connected to the truck by the tongue. bination may become unstable when braking in a
turn. The tongue force may be sufficiently large to

If the trailer is not equipped with a braking system, turn the toue re ay be sicenty lar t
the inertia force of the trailer during braking must be cause the truck rear axle to slide sideways. Heavy
a:bsorbed by the brakes of the truck. Light to medium trailers therefore are equipped with brakes that are
weight trailers often are equipped with a surge brake. actuated by a signal from the driver and not by the
During braking, the inertia force of the trailer is tongue force. Stability requirement on braking of
transmitted through the tongue to the truck. The heavy truck-trailer combinations to reduce the
surge brake uses this tongue force to actuate either a tongue force to zero for all braking and loading con-
mechanical system of linkages or a hydraulic master ditions. This requirement is achieved when a, = a2.

cylinder. The deceleration of the tiailer is a function
of the trailer weight. For trailers with varying load-
ing conditions the surge brake offers significant ad- Electric brakes are used in trailers and are actu-
vantages, ated by the driver by a special lever. A rotating and

The analysis of surge brakes is accomplished by stationary ring face each other in the wheel brake.
determining the deceleration of the truck a, in the ab- The stationary ring replaces the common hydraulic
sence of the trailer by wheel cylinder and is used to actuate the brake shoe.

As the driver displaces the trailer brake lever, electric
curren! is provided to the stationary ring resulting in

a, .- • , g-units (5-40) magnetizing it which results in the development of a
torque between the stationary and rotating ring. The
slight rotation of the stationary ring results in an

where application of the brake shoes against the drum. The
F,I = braking force of truck, lb use of electric brakes generally is limited to duo-servo
W, = truck weight, lb and two-leading shoe brakes. Reasons for this limi-

The trailer deceleration a2 in the absence of the tation are that the rotation of the stationary ring can
truck is actuate brake shoes in one direction only. A leading-

trailing shoe brake, for example, requires actuation
of the leading shoe in the counter-clockwise direction

a2 = - 2 , g-units (5-41) and of the trailing shoe in the clockwise direction.
W2

where
F,2 = braking force of trailer, lb
W, = trailer weight, lb

The deceleration a of the truck-trailer combination REFERENCES
is I. R. Murphy, et al., Development of Braking Per-

formance Requirement for Buses, Trucks, and
F,+ F,2  Trictor/ Trailers, SAE Paper No, 710046, Jan-a +uary 1971.
WI + W2 2. J. T. Tielking, et al., Mechanical Properties of

_ _ _ _2 Truck Tires, SAE Paper No. 730183, January
= a + a, ,g-units (5-42)

Wl +- W2  WI + W2  1973.
3. "Vacuum-Hydraulic Brake Servo", Automobile

Engineer, Vol. 52, No. I, January 1962, pp. 26-The tongue fo:ce or surge brake actuating force/ .} is 29.

determined by 4. ATE Brake Service Manual. Frankfurt, Ger
many, 1972.

FF 2 - W2 a , lb (5.43) 5. 0. Depenheur and H. Strien, Hydraulic
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Activating Systems Under Consideration of Anti- 9. R. Hildebrandt, Air Brake Control System on the
lock Systems and Disc Brakes, SAE Paper No. New "L" Series Trucks, SAE Paper No. 700504.
730535, May 1973. 10. C. F. Smith, Dual Air Brake C-,itrol Systems,

6. R. T. Burnett, et al., "An Advanced Brake SAE Paper No. 700505.
System for Heavy Trucks", Bendix Technical I1. 3. W. Kourik, "ledge Brake Versus Cam Brake
Journal, Autumn 1969, pp. 15-25. - Theoretical Comparison, SAE Paper No.

7. H. C. Klein and H. Strien, Hydraulically Boosted 941A, October 1964.
Brakes - An Important Part of Central 12. E_. J. Beatty, Wedge Brake Versus Cam Brake -
Hydraulic Systems, SAE Paper No. 750867, Oc- Road Test Comparison, SAE Paper No. 941C,
tober 1975. October 1964.

8. S. Johnson, Pneumatic Power Control Systems 13. D. E. Steis, Inertia Brake Dynamometer Testing
for Trucks, Trailers, and Buses, SAE Paper No. Techniques for FMVSSI21, SAE Paper No.
52C, June 1958. 751010, Philadelphia, November 1975.
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CHAPTER 6
TIRE-ROAD FRICTION

In this chapter the effects of tire characteristics on braking are discussed. The contribution
of tire rolling resistance to vehicle deceleration is introduced briefly. The different tire de-
signs and their importance relative to braking are presented.

6-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS appears to be true for both wet and dry roads. Ho,,-
FX - rolling resistance, lb ever, on wet roads, the ability of the rubber to inter-

F,.e, = resultant force, lb act with the microtexture is hindered by the water.
F, = force in longitudinal direction, lb This lack of intimate rubber-microtexture contact is
F, = normal force supported by tire, lb what creates lower friction levels on wet roads and is
h = distance from wheel center to road, ft caused by two basic phenomena. These are viscous
p = tire inflation pressure, psi hydroplaning and dynamic hydroplaning. In the case

R, = tire rolling resistance coefficient, d'less of viscous hydroplaning, friction is lost by the in-
S = locked-wheel stopping distance, ft ability of the individual microtexture elements to
V = vehicle speed, mph •,reak through a viscous water film and contact the
x = horizontal distance from wheel center to re- tread rubber.

sultant force, ft Dynamic hydroplaning creates a loss of tire-road
ju longitudinal friction coefficient, d'less* contact by exerting a lift on the tread contact patch

u,. = lateral friction coeffi,cicnt, d'less due to water inertial effects. As the tire attempts to
displace water in its path, the inertia of the water

6-1 TIRE-ROAD INTERFACE creates a hydrodynamic pressure which can lift the
The friction between tire and roadway limits the tire patch and reduce intimate tire road contact. The

maximum braking capability of a vehicle. The fric- element of road structure that reduces this
tion can be defined in terms of the coefficient of fric- phenomenon is known as macro or large relief paths
tion which is equal to the ratio of the tangential force in the contact area. The relief paths reduce hydro-
transmitted by the tire to the normal load carried by dynamic pressure and tire cot,tact patch lifting. In-
the tire. The coefficient of friction depends upon tne creasing macrotextures will increase high speed fric-
material and surface qtometries of the tire and the tion by reducing the build up of hydrodynamic
roadway: the nature and thickness of any film such as pressure. In order to produce a specific set of fric-
water, sand, or oil present in the contact area, sliding tional characteristics - namely. actual level and
velocity, and operating temperature. change of friction with speed - both the micro and

Tire-road friction is not a fully understood phe- macro texture of the road surface must be con-
nomenon (Ref. I). Any measurement of the rric- trolled. If both textures are controlled, a particular
tional properties of a surface is a measure of the per- sel of frictional characteristics will have been es-
formance of a particular tire on that surface and does tablished for a defined water depth and a particular
not define the performance of another tire on the test tire.
same surface.

Research has shown that the primary element in 6-2 ROAD FRICTION
the production of rubber friction is the interaction of MEASUREMENT
the tire tread rubber compound with the micro- The measured cuefficient of friction of a public
texture of the road surface (Ref. 2). This texture road is not constant and varies seasonally and from
generally is concluded to be of extreme small scale in lane to lane on the highway. Measuring road friction
the order of 3 to 10 microns. On :ry surfaces, the fric- may be done by several methods (Refs. 2 and 3).
tion level is relatively independent of speed in the Three methods have been widely used: skid trailer,
normal passenger car operating ran-,. It can be con- stopping di';tance measurements, and portable
cluded then that the friction level can be controlled testers. Skid trailers can be used to measure peak and
by varying the microtexture in the road surface. This sliding friction. Comparisons between the British

Portable Tester and automobile stopping distance
*d'Iess dimensionless measurements show good correlation of the results
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when patterned tires are used. In all skid resistance the pendulum slides over a sample of road material.
measurements the conditions must be controlled It is important that the test results obtained by one
carefully in order to obtain consistent results. Each is and the same method be repeatable. This means pro-
discussed: c:dures are transferable to other geographic locations

1. Skid Trailer. One useful test device is the giving accurate assessments of road conditions and
braking skid trailer. A slave wheel is attached to a hence a reliable skid resistance inventory. In testing
large vehicle. All tire forces can be measured while wet conditions, it appears that the amount of water
the wheel is made to spin up, brake to any speed, and specified for wetting a unit area of road surface is not
operate over a range of slip values. This device pro- always sufficient for defining a wet surface. Since the
duces considerable data, usually for equilibrium con- water film thickness is the controlling variable, side

ditions of tire operation. In principle it is possible to wind and road undulation do have a significant ef-
impose quickly varying conditions on the tire to fect upon the measured skid resistance of a particu-
measure its transient behavior. However, to date it lar roadway.
has no! been possible to eliminate all of the un-
wanted transients from the test system. 6-3 TIRE FRICTION

In a different skid trailer design, side slip proper- CHARACTERISTICS
ties of a pneumatic tire are used. Side slip is defined A typical curve showing how the friction coef-
as the angle between the wheel axis and the direction ficient varies with longitudinal slip is given in Fig. 6-I

of motion. Since side slip angle, longitudinal slip, and (Ref. 4). Longitudinal slip is defined as the ratio of
tire-road friction coefficients arc related, this pro- the difference between the actual vehicle speed and
cedure yields data on road traction capability. Tests the circumferential speed of the tire to actual vehicle
have shown, however, that in this case tire wear has a speed times 100. A locked wheel corresponds to 100%
pronounced effect upon tire traction, which, conse- longitudinal slip. The friction of a given tire-roadway
quently, results in poorer correlation among test data combination can be specified by the peak and sliding
(Ref. 2). coefficients. For a given tire, the shape and magni-

2. Automobile Stopping Distance Measurements. tude of the friction curve vary with both vehicle speed
The major use of the automobile as a test device is in and road surface condition. It has been found that
the braking test, and there are two major types of both the peak and sliding coefficient generally de-
such tests. The oldest is the locked wheel stopping crease with increasing speed, with the peak value de-
distance test. For such a test an average tire/road creasing at a lower rate (Ref. 5).
iongitudinal friction coefficient p, is Typical data illustrating the influence of vdocity

on dry and wet road surfaces are presented in Figs. 6-
V . -1) 2 and 6-3 (Ref. 6). Whereas the friction forces on dry_ _ • , d'less (6-1

30S

where
S = locked wheel stopping distance, ft
V = vehicle speed, mph 100.- a1

Stopping distance tests are simple, relatively low in l
cost, and reliable. They only can be conducted safely
at low speed. An alternative test was developed where "
the brakes are applied for a short time without stop-
ping the vehicle. For such tests the vehicle speed •
change may be measurr., during braking usuvily with t
a "fifth wheel" or ind'rectly by an accelerometer. In
either case the test must last somewhat longer than
the duration of the transients that accompany
braking.

3. Portable Testers, A good number of small and
portable test devices have been developed (Ref. 2). Of
these, the most universally accepted is the British 0 so IOU
Portable Skid Resistance Tester. It is a pendulum de-
vice which measures the sliding friction based on the
amount of energy lost as a test specimen of rubber on Figure 6-1. Tire Friction Versus Wheel Slip
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2.2Figure 6-4. Typical Coefficient of Frictionp,
Between Tire and Road for Truck Tire

0 10 20 30 40 50 00 70 00 90 100 der similar conditions, the tire-road friction coef-

LUNGTUUNAL LIP 5.ficients for dry surfaces are generally 10 to 20%
LONGTUDIAL SIP,%higher. In the design evaluation of wheel antilock

Figure 6-2. Friction-Slip Curve for Dry Concrete as systems on dry roadways approximate values for
Function of Speed maximum longitudinal friction coefficients of 0.85 to

0.90 and sliding friction coefficients of 0.70 to 0.75
may be used, For an exact investigation the par-
ticular tire properties must be individually measured.
As can be seen from Fig. 6-2, on dry surfaces a wheel

0.9 antilock brake system will not produce a substantial
LU - improvement in stopping distance reduction because

0. 0 P the ratio of the peak friction coefficient to the sliding
C o30MP value is nearly unity. However, on wet surfaces a con-

0. N ' '~4 P siderabie decrease in stopping distance may be ex-
0.5 SMPIIpected.

~-- The curves in Fig. 6-1 also illustrate the basic
0.4 - . characteristics of the lateral friction coefficient

0.3..K designated by p,. It is evident that a free rolling wheel
a.2 r will have a maximum lateral friction coefficient:

Z5 whoreas, a sliding wheel will have a minimum coef-
0.1.ficient of friction u,. For braking on wet pavement,

-+------ ;~ 10 ~ the optimum of providing maximum longitudinal
0 10 20 30 405 01 090 100 and lateral friction lies probably somewhere near or

before the peak value of the coefficient of friction ju
LONGITUOINAL SLIP, % for wet surfaces Under these conditions a tire tends

Figure 6-3. Filction-Slip Curve for Wet 'Concrete to produce sufficient lateral as well as longitudinal
Road as a Function of Speed Obtained for an contact forces.

Automobile Tire
6-4 TIRE ROLLING RESISTANCE

Tire rolling resistance is that force developed by
concrete are little 4~fected by wheel slip values be- the rolling tire that resists forward motion. As a tire

* yond 10% and vehicle speed, the rsrsults obtained on rotatcs, the tire deformation produced at the tire-
wet concrete indicate a pronounced effect of velocity road interface moves continuously around the
and slip on the friction force produced by the tire. periphery of the tire. As a result of this internal
Typical friction data that may be used for design pur- Jamping of the tire casing entering and leaving the

3.poses of truck brake systems are presented in Fig. 6-4 contact patch, the pressure distribution in the contact
(Refs, 7 and 8). For passenger car tires operating un- area is shifted forward yielding the resultant force

6-3
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F:,,,, which produces the rolling resistance as il- Tire materials and type of tire construction have an

lustrated in Fig. 6-5. For a free rolling wheel with no effect on rolling resistance. At low speed, nylon cord
moment acting on the shaft, the moment F,.,,,x must has the highest rolling resistance followed by rayon.
be balanced by the moment FRh. Steel cord has the lowest rolling resistance. How-

The rolling resistance force FR may be computed ever, at high speed, rayon has a higher rolling re-
by sistance than nylon. Table 6-1 lists some typical

values of rolling resistance measured on a passenger
car tire.

Truck tires generally have a lower rolling re-
where sistance coefficient than passenger tires.

R, = tire rolling resistance coefficient, d'less
F, = normal force supported by tire, lb 6-5 TIRE DESIGN AND

The rolling resistance coefficient R, is expressed by COMPOSITION
the functional relationship (Ref. 9). Different tire construction, in general, influences

the tire mechanical characteristics, and it is not possi-
R,=0. 15 +0.0035 dess ble to rate one type of tire superior to another in all

p-R-, ,05 respects, The carcass, an inflated enclosure of rubber
fiber composite, is the basic tire structure. It is rein-(6.3) forced with the fibrous cord following a set path

pattern, bias ply (the conventional tire) and radial
where ply, and consists of a different number of layers em-

p = tire inflation pressure, psi bedded in rubber or other commonly used polymer
V = vehicle speed, mph matrix. The cord structure provides the necessary

The rolling resistance increases when the tire is structural rigidity to the otherwise soft and highly
delivering tractive effort. The rolling resistance also elastic rubber or polymer mix to withstand the static
increases with increasing slip angle. and dynamic stresses of inflation and other forces

without excessive creep. Some tires are built with a
belt under the tread to provide structural integrity.
The belt is influential in controlling the wear

w utation characteristics of the tire.
There are two ways to apply the plies: bias and

radial. For many years most tires were of the bias
type. These had the plies crisscrossed with one layer
running one way and the other running so that they
were more or less perpendicular. This gave a carcass
that was strong in all directions because of the over-
lapping plies. The difficulty was that the plies tended
to move against each other, generating heat, particu-
larly at high speed. Also, the tre~ad tended to squirm
as it met the road and this caused tread wear.

To remedy this problem, tires with radial plies were
introduced. On these the plies all run parallel to ea,:h

Sh other and perpendicular to the tire rim. To provide

TABLE 6-1. TIRE ROLLING RESISTANCF
"R COEFFICIENTS

ROADWAY R,

SSmooth Asphalt Surface 0.015
Fz. res Smooth Concrete Surface 0.017

Smooth Dirt Road 0.045
Figure 6-5. Forces Acting on a Free-Rolling Wheel Loose Sand 0.05 to 0.30
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strength in the direction parallel to the tire rim, belts position, design, load, inflation pressure, and the

are applied all the way around the tire, The tread is mode of operation. The actual tread loss per mile
then vulcunized on top of the belts. The belts are travelled is influenced directly by the slip caused by
made of rayon, glass fiber, or steel. All perform in a the variety of maneuvers invoiving some proportion
similar manner and provide additional strength to the of cornering, traction, or braking and also the ioad
circumference of the tire. In addition, the belted tire surface characteristics,
has a larger contact area. It is less stiff because of the Retreading and regrooving are the common tech-
radial plies and thinner sidewalls, and thus flexes niques for improving the traction of a worn tire with-
more to apply a greater part of the tread to the road. out having to replace it. The advantages gained by
Because the sidewalls can be thinner and more flexi- these methods are substantial and economical, but
ble, the tread has less tendency to heel up when cor- only when the tire carcass still has enough structural
tnering and provides increased traction in turns, integrity. Regrooving will add the extra skid re-

Bias-ply tires may also be belted. The 'o-lted-bias sistance only where the undertrcad has sufficient re-
tire generally will have performance properties mid- grooving allowance which is commonly built in most
way between the other tire types. of the truck and bus tires.

Tread design has little effect on a dry road traction. Tread pattern is not as influential on rough and
However, on wet road surfaces the tread must main- harsh textured surfaces. It normally is said that it is
tain effective tire-road contact by removing water the smooth road surfaces which discriminate be-
coming under the tire. This removal becomes more tween tread designs while rough surfaces discrimi-
difficult at high speeds because of the hydrodynamic nate between tread materials.
forces generated due to the water between the tire and It has long been known that rubber sliding friction
the road. The importance of tread desigon wet road is dependent on velocity and load, and that this be-
performance is well-recognized with individual havior is a function of the visco-elastic property of
design features such as sipes in the form of narrow the rubber or rubber-like materials. Since the dif-
slots, grooves, tread width, and crown radius in- ferent rubbers are composed of different molecular
fluencing performance. An obvious improvement in structures with different mechanical properties, it is
the wet road performance is obtained with grooved not strange to find that rubber possesses a wide range
tires compared to smooth tire surfaces with fine tex- of frictional characteristics (Ref. 2).
ture since ihe grooves provide escape channels for the Besides natural rubber a large number of rubber
interface water. The effectiveness of grooves in- materials are used in tires. Laboratory and road skid
creases with the number and width of grooves up to tests indicate that polybutadiene is a longer wearing
some limit with the sideway skidding resistance also tread material than others with improved wet skid re-
increasing. Although straight circumferential grooves sistance. It also reduces tread groove cracking. and
are very effective, some advantages may be gained cutting and chipping of tire treads during service. The
using zig-zag circumferential grooves of some opti- use of high hysteresis trend compounds gives im-
mum dimension. The use of narrow slots or sipes also proved wet skid resistance.
provides an improvement in the wet skidding perfor- Truck tires generally have a larger amount of
mance, and this effect is more pronounced on natural rubber content than passenger car tires, re-
polished smooth wet surfaces. The blades or sipcs not suiting in lower rolling resistance at the cost of a de-
only provide a wiping action through the exposed creased longitudinal tire friction coefficient.
sharp cut edge at right angles to the tread sliding, but
also act as reservoirs for water. REFERENCES

Another factor that normally influences the skid
resistance directly is the amount and condition of the I. A. Tross, "The Mechanism of Friction", Glaser
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tread elements compared with the trailing edge. This Tire Traction, SAE Paper No. 680136, 1968.
loss of effective wet traction coefficient could be re- 4. R. Limpert and C. Y. Warner, Proportional
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CHAPTER 7

VEHICLE BRAKING PERFORMANCE
In this chapter performance measures important in the analysis ofvehicle braking per-formance are introduced. The basic approach for computer prediction of vehicle braking per-

Inrinance is discussed. Nonbraking deceleration effects such as aerodynamic drag are briefl.vreviewed.

7-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS aR - slip angle on rear wheels, deg
A = frontal area, ft2  = vehicle side slip angle, deg
a = deceleration, g-units y = trailer articulation angle, d o

a, = lateral acceleration, g-units 6 = front wheel steering angle, deg
BF = brake factor, d'less* A = tire-road friction coefficient, d'less
c, = aerodynamic drag coefficient, d'lcss ut. = lining friction coefficient, d'less

c•= damping coefficient, lb's/ft ptk, = nonfaded lining friction coefficient, d'less
Ej = braking efficiency of the ith axle, d'less u,., = faded lining friction coefficient, d'less

ER = braking efficiency of rear axle, d'less u,,,,,, = actual tire-road friction coefficient, d'less
e = base of natural logarithm A,,d. = tire-road friction required to prevent lock

FA = aerodynamic drag force, lb up of Ith axle, d'less
,1)1) = viscous damping drag force, lb p = air density, ibm/ft3

F, = pedal force, lb X = center of gravity height divided by wheel-
Fro = turning resistance force, lb base, d'less

F,.,,j= total brake force, lb = static rear axle load divided by vehicle
F,, = brake force of ith axle or wheel, lb weight, d'less

F,,.,,a, = sliding brake force of ith axle, lb Subscript I = left front tractor wheel
F-I.d,,, = dynamic front axle normal fo-cc, lb 2 = right front tractor wheel

= dynamic normal force on ith axle, lb 3 = left rear tractor wheel
F.•R.,, = dynamic rear axle normal force, lb 4 = right rear tractor wheel

F.,. = static rear axle normal force, lb 5 = left trailer wheel
F,, - lateral tire force of ith wheel, lb 6 = right trailer wheel

f = fade force associated with heavy truck
drum brakes, in.2/lb 7-1 BRAKING PERFORMANCE

h = center of gravity height, in. MEASURES
= designates lth axle or wheel, d'ess The mechanics of the braking process suggest that
factor characterizing road roughness, there are at least five distinct facets of braking per-

= wheel base, in. Formance deserving of consideration for passenger

n= number of damped wheels, d'less cars and commercial vehicles. These facets or
pmea:;ures of braking performance may be referred top, = brake line pressure, psi
as effectiveness, efficiency, response time, controlla-

I = vehicle speed, ft/s bility, and thermal effectiveness (Ref. I).
V..,, = relative speed between vehicle and 7-1.1 EFFECTIVENESS

wind, ft/s Braking effectiveness is the capability of a brake
W = vehicle weight, lb system to translate a given pedal force or brake line
x = coordinate fixed in space, ft pressure into a retarding force acting between tire
x = longitudinal vehicle coordinate, ft and ground. Braking effectiveness can be determined
y = coordinate fixed in space, ft analytically by the equations presented in Chapters 2
y = lateral vehicle coordinate, ft and 5, or it can be measured either by means of a

a.= slip angle on front wheels, deg brake dynamometer or road tests with the vehicle.
*d'kes!; dimensionless Dynamometer testing is straight forward and done
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utinely for vehicles-in-use evaluation. In road tests 7-1.4 CONTROLLABILITY
when the braking level is lowered such that the tires Brake controllability is used here in the sense of the
are not being forced to operate near their adhesion or driver being able to modulate brake force under a
friction limit, the total braking force acting on a ve- wide variety of loading and road surface conditions
,hice is linearly related to the total torque being to minimize stopping distance while preventing wheel
generated by all of the brakes. Under these con- lockup. In the absence of antiskid control systems
ditions, deceleration per unit value of brake line pres- controllability is increased for that driving condition
sure or pedal force serves as an overall measure of the where the driver, itf he exceeds the pedal force limit
braking effectiveness of the vehicle. For pneumatic and causes wheel lockup to occur, still finds his ye-
systems characterized by a limit value of linc. hicle stable and regains complete control over the
pressure, a finite value of effectiveness tor a given vehicle's steerability upon lowering the pedal force
brake means that there is an upper limit to the brake level. This requirement implies that the front wheels
torque that can be generated. If this maximum must lock before the rear wheels for all decelerations
torque is insufficient to produce wheel lock during and hence friction levels ranging from zero to high. A
the braking process, the maximum value of wheels- vehicle having this characteristic may be thought ofunlocked deceleration that can be achieved by the ve- as having its own tire-road friction sensing system.
hicle is degraded, The driver applies increasing levels of pedal force un-

til the front wheels lock. This condition, especially on
7-1.2 EFFICIENCY slippery surfaces, can be detected. At the instant of

Braking efficiency is a measure of the ability of a lockup the pedal force is reduced slightly to result in
vehicle to use the friction forces available at the tire- an almost ideal stop, Certain limits on pedal
road interface. Braking efficiency is defined as the force/deceleration gain assist the driver ir modu-
ratio of the maximum wheels-unlocked deceleration lating the braking forces. High levels of pedal
capability of the vehicle on a given surface to the force/deceleration gain appear to be more desirable
peak tire-road friction coefficient of that surface, when braking on slippery roadways, low levels when
When braking efficiency is determined experimental, braking on dry road surfaces.
ly, the surface on which the vehicle is tested must be
measured to determine the peak tire-road friction co- 7-1.5 THERMAL EFFECTIVENESS
efficient. These measurements can be made as de- Thermal effectiveness of a brake is defined as the
scribed in Chapter 6. ability to absorb heat during a single stop or to dissi-

pate heat during continued braking. For a single stop
"7-1.3 RESPONSE TIME nearly all the braking energy is absorbed by thc brake

rotor, consequently, a rotor weight effectiveness can
Brake response time is defined as the time re- be formulated which indicates how much of the

quired for a brake to reach a given level of effective- weight of the rotor is used for temperature re-
ness from the time that the brake control (pedal) is duction. For continued braking the surface area of
activated. Measurements of response time in an ac- the rotor is an important measure, and thus an area
tual stop therefore would require torque sensors on effectivoness can be established that indicates how
each braked wheel. Consequently, a more common much of the surface area is used effectively in tern-
means for determining the response time is to perature reduction. Thermal effectiveness often is
measure the time from the instant of pedal applica- compared to thermal capacity or resistance to
tion (resulting in a full, fast opening of the treadle temperature fade of a brake. It is measured in terms
valve) to the instant a given pressure lcvel is reached of the level of brtking effectiveness which can be
in the brake chamber. The brake response time of any maintained during a series of rapidly repeated snubs,
hydraulic systems is generally short enough (0.1 s or or the number of snubs which can be accomplished in
less) to be neglected. However, measurements show a given time interval, or the decrease in towbar force
that the response times typically exhibited by air in a towing test,
brake systems are sufficient to influence the braking
performance of commercial vehicles, as measured
either by average deceleration or stopping distance. 7-2 BRAKE FORCE MODULATION
Synchronization of brake timing is important for pre- Automotive wheel brakes of the friction type cx-
venting instabilities in articulated vehicles. Brake re- hibit the characteristic of changing effectiveness with
lease time is significant when the driver is attempting changing relative velocity between the friction part-
to modulate the brake force to prevent wheel lockup. ners. In addition, the tire-road friction coefficient is
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strongly dependent on speed as discussed in Chapter dicted by this model arc brake effectiveness and
6. The coefficient of friction between a tire and a wet braking efficiency. The approach consists of the basic
road surface may be 0.7 at 5 mph and only 0.4 at 75 steps that follow. A certain brakeline pressure results
mph. The corresponding values for dry surfaces may in a brake force, which produces vehicle de..
be 0.9 and 0.7. An ideal stop would require that the celeration, which causes dynamic axle loads, which
driver modulates the pedal force such that each axle may be used to compute the tire-road friction coef-
is braked near the existing friction level (Refs. 2 and ficient jA required to prevent wheel lockup.
3). Since both braking efficiency and friction level The program consists of five iteps:
change during the stop, the pedal force modulations I, Input. Vehicle data and specifications, brake
required for an ideal stop place challenging demands data, loading condition, and tire-road friction values
on the typical driver, The pedal force in a passenger are entered into the program.
car may increase from 25 lb to 50 lb when braking 2. Initialization. Calculation of static axle loads
from 75 mph to zero on a wet road surface. For dry and setting of brake line pressure at initial value.
road conditions the corresponding pedal forces 3. Calculations. Necessary calculations including
generally increase only from 50 lb to 60 lb. brake factor, brake force, deceleration, and dynamic

axle loads arc made. Wheel lockup is indicated if it

'7-3 BRAKING PERFORMANCE occurs.A ANALYSIS 4. Output. Results from calculations are printed.PI5. Increment/Stop. If line pressure is less than
With the equations of Chapters 2 and 5 the braking maximum value, it is incremented, and another set of

performance of a motor vehicle can be predicted, It calculations is made, If calculations have been made
was shown that pedal force versus line pressure for the maximum brake line pressure, or if all wheels
characteristic, brake effectiveness, and pedal force lock for a given pressure, the program is terminated.
versus deceleration gain could be calculated for a Brakes may be specified on an axle by axle basis,
variety of brake system types based upon design data and options include: no brakes, S-cam, dual or single
and specifications. At present only very complicated wedge, duo-servo, two-leading shoe, leading-trailing
dynamic computer simulations of the brake system shoe, and disc brakes. Single axle, walking beam, and
allow the computation of brake system response elliptic leaf spring tandem suspensions can be speci-
times, As shown in Chapter II, simplified equations fled. In later chapters equations for six vehicle con-
will be used to predict brake response times of pneu- figurations are presented.
matic brake systems. Thus all braking performance I. 2-axle passenger car or straight truck
measures defined in par. 7-1 may be predicted from 2. 3-axle straight truck
vehicle and brake system design data, Further, by 3. 2-axle tractor, single-axle trailer
means of computer ziimulation of vehicle dynamics, 4. 2-axle tractor, 2-axle trailer
the effects of tandem axles, trailers, and loading con- 5. 3-axlc tractor, single-axle trailer
ditions upon braking performance can be predicted. 6. 3-axle tractor, 2-axle trailer,
The computer programs may be extended to include The brake force produced on each axle for a given
combined braking and turning 'As well as the dy- brake line pressure is determined from Eq. 5-10 for
namic response of the vehicle to various control in- hydraulic brake systems, and Eq. 5-31 for air brake
puts (Refs. 4, 5, and 6). systems. The values for the brake factor of the

Three digital ccmputer programs used in vehicle various types of drum and disc brakes required in
braking studies will be discussed: the Braking Per- Eqs. 5-10 and 5-31 are calculated by means of ana-
formance Calculation Program, the Dynamic Brak- lytical expressions given in Chapter 2. These ex-
ing Program, and the Tractor-Trailer Braking and pressions show that the brake factor is a function of
Handling Program. Of these, the Braking Perfor- brake type, brake geometry, and the coefficient of
mance Calculation Program will be discussed in the friction between the lining and the drum or disc.
most detail. Brake factor/lining friction coefficient relationships

for three commonly used brake types are given in Fig.
7-3.1 BRAKING PERFORMANCE 7-1.

CALCULATION PROGRAM If the value of the lining friction coefficient is held
This program facilitates the calculations necessary constant in the calculation of brake torque as a fune-

to predict the braking performance of passenger cars, tion of brake line pressure, the brake factor remains
trucks, and tractor-trailers by using a simplified constant, and the line pressure-torque characteristic
modtl. The measures of braking performance pre- is a straight line. However, results from vehicle tests
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hydraulic brake systems the corresponding values for
fare 0.00088 and 0.00028 in.2/lb. Analysis of the ex-

,.d.. perimental data indicates that the maximum re-
duction in lining friction coefficient can be approxi-,o/ ,0 mated by ALt - 0.701 1.h.

The decreasing lining friction coefficient as com-
6 o 0 puted by Eq. 7-1 for increasing line pressures was

k (L I) then introduced in the brake factor BFof Eq. 5-10 orS•0 $0 5-31 to compute the brake force of a particular axle

US under faded conditions.
40 / 40 If vehicles are equipped with proportioning orr, limiting valves, line pressure may be introduced into

St.0 / Eqs. 5-10 or 5-31 as a variable determined by the pro-

/ /portioning or limiting used on a particular axle.
2.0 /0 -neautigE.510 or 5-31 for each axle Ps a

" • Oqfunction of brake line pressure, the total brake force
I ,0 8I... .,. on the vehicle is obtained from

.O 01 0.2 0.3 Q4 0.5 06 0.

F,.• Fx•, lb (7-2)
COEFFICIENT OF BRAKE LINING FRICTION 11.1 4I0NSIONLES5

Figure 7-1. Brake Factor - Lining Friction Curves
for Typical Drum Brakes where i designates the number of braked axles. The

solution procedure is described in the analysis that
follows, using the example of a two-axle truck.

indicate that considerable brake fade is experienced, For two-axle trucks, the equations describing dy-
especially by loaded vehicles, when being decelerated namic axle loads induced by the brake force are (Fig,
from higher speeds. Thus a technique was devised to 7-2)
take fade effects into account by proper adjustment
of the lining friction coefficient. Results from an ex-
tensive vehicle test program were used to verify the Fzbayi = [(I - 4') + xaIW , lb (7-3a)
technique (Ref. I). FZRdf = [R ' - xa]W , lb (7-3b)

An exponentially decaying dependence of the ef-
fective lining friction coefficient AL upon pressure was
assumed 

where .Sthic , d'less (7-4a)
W

AL = ALI + (JLh - ALI) e -fA , d'less (7-1) center of gravity height
where X = wheelbase , d'less (7-4b)

f = fade factor associated with heavy truck
drum brakes, in.'/lb W = vehicle weight, lb

A = brake line pressure, psi F, .OIWo
AL = lining friction coefficient, d'less a . .-. decleration, g-units (7-4c)
MIj, = nonfaded lining friction coefficient, d'less W
AL, = faded lining friction coefficient, d'less Fbdy,, = dynamic front axle normal force, lb

Typical values of ALh for S-cam and wedge brakes F,, = dynamic rear axle normal force, lb
are 0.35 to 0.38 and 0.45 to 0.48, resoectively. The Fzk..aic = static rear axle normal force, lb
fade factorf and the lower limit of the lining friction For tandem-axle trucks and tractor-semitrailer com-
coefficient Mu were determined from test data and binations Eqs. 7-2, 7-3, and 7-4 are considerably
curve fitting procedures. Vehicles with air brakes more complicated, but are nevertheless amenable to
have fade factors of 0.018 in.'/lb when loaded and computer solution. For a given brake line pressure,
0.003 in.2/lb when empty. For vehicles equipped with Eqs. 7-2 to 7-4c serve to define the deceleration of the
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c. Tire/toad interface coefficients
d. Brake lining data
e. Brake response time and push out pressures
f. Brake data

(I) Front brakes: chamber size, wedge, and
_ • _ dimensions, mechanical efficiency

(2) Tractor rear brakes: chamber size, cam
_.... radius, slack adjuster length, dimen-

sions, mechanical efficiency
,.;a .. 2. INITIALIZE BRAKE LINE PRESSURE

_ __ 3. CALCULATE
a. Pressure at each brake
b. Effective lining

Figure 7-2. Forces Acting on a Decelerating Vehicle c. Eraectors aeahbk
c, Brake factors at each brake

d. Brake force
e. If brake force is greater than the sliding

vehicle and the dynamic axle loads existing at this de- force, set brake force equal to sliding force
celeration. The tire-roadway friction coefficient Juadt otherwise continue
required to prevent wheel lockup of the ith axle is f. Sum brake forces

g. Deceleration
h. Stopi~ing distance

FI dy-- , d'less (75) i. Normil wheel loads due to load transfer, in-
eluding tandem suspension effects

where j. Fifth wheel kingpin forces
= brake force of Ith axle, lb 4. OUTPUT

a. Deceleration
F. = dynamic normal force of ith axle, lb b. Nominal line pressure and individual brake

pressures
The resulting braking efficiency E, achieved by in- c. Brake factors
dividual axles is defined as d. Brake effort: % front, % rear, % trailer

e. Required friction coefficient for each axle
f. Brake efficiency, each axle

E - d'less (7-6) g. Kingpin and suspension forces
Ara,. h. Total brake force

where i. Brake force each axle
a = deceleration, g-units j. Dynamic axle loads

If wheel lockup is found to occur on some but not k, Average deceleration
all axles at a given brake line pressure, the retarding 1. Stopping distance
force F,• 1., produced by the axle with locked wheels 5. INCREMENT LINE PRESSURE
is assumed to be given by the following relationship: If the line pressure at a wheel is less than maximum

pressure, go back to Step 3, otherwise stop.

F,..ft, =. A,,,ad Fzt.dvn lb (7-7) For passenger cars and two-axle trucks, it is often
sufficient to compute the expected braking effi-

where ciencies by means of a slide rule or desk calculator. In
ýt .,..= actual coefficient of friction existing at the this case, an average brake factor will be determined

tire road interface, d'less using the appropriate equations from Chapter 2, and
As an examnle, thc. following step-by-step descrip- upper and lower limits on the lining friction coef-

tion of the operation of the computer program for a ficient ofI, A.hand 0.70 pl.h, respectively.
3S-2 tractor-trailer combination, having all five axles The perfoinance measures may be presented in the
braked, is given: form of a performance diagram illustrated in Fig. 7-3

1. INPUT for a two-axle vehicle. It should be noted that the tire-
a. Vehicle geometric and loading parameters roadway friction coefficients in Fig. 7-3 are thos.
b. Initial velocity computed to prevent wheel lockup. For the samc
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Figure 7-3. Braking Performance Diagram of a The model has the following eleven degrees of
Two-Axle Truck freedom:

1. Vehicle forward displacement
2. Vertical displacement of center of gravity of

tractor
vehicle, the braking efficiency as a function of tire- 3. Pitch angle of tractor
roadway funtion coefficient is presented in Fig. 7n4 4. Vertical displacement of center of gravity of
for the loaded and empty vehicle conditions. Good trailer
agreement is noted between experimental and theo- 5. Pitch angle of trailer
retical results. This is due mainly to the fact that 6. Vertical displacement of tractor front wheels
brake fade is included in the braking analysis. 7. Vertical displacement of tractor rear wheels

The effects of brake response times upon th e 8. Vertical displacement of trailer wheels
braking efficiency of vehicles equipped with pneu- 9. Angular velocity of tractor front wheels
matic brake systems are of considerable significance, 10. Angular velocity of tractor rear wheels
especially in longer combination vehicles, The I.Aglrvlct ftalrra hes
equations used in the Braking Performance Calcu- To determine the value of these variables as functions
lation Program do not take into consideration the in- of time, eleven differential equations of motion need
dividual time delays of the different axles. However, to be solved simultaneously, along with ancillary
this can be done easily in the dynamic simulation c-quations defining intermediate variibles such as sus-
programs described in the next paragraph. pension dreections, tire-road interface forces, normal

forces on the tires, forces at the coupling point be-7-3.2 DYNAMIC BRAKING PROGRAM tween the tractor and trailer, and horizontal forces
Thf dynamic simulation program is based on a acting on the sprung masses.

model that represents the physical system to be This simulation model may be used to determine
studied. The size of the program is a direct function the effect of variation of vehicle and loading param-
of the complexity and detail of the system to be eters, brake time response, brake torque dis-
analyzed. The following is a descr;ption of a program tribution, and various brake proportioning schemes
used for the straight-line braking simulation of a on truck and tractor-ti ler braking performance.
three-axle tractor semitrailer or a two-axle truck
(Ref. 5). Motions are constrained to the plane of ver-
tical symmetry. Specifically, the wheels can bounce 7-3.3 TRACTOR-TRAILER BRAKING
and spin, the chascis can bounce and pitch, and the AND HANDLING PROGRAM
vehicle can accelerate or decelerate. The braking Many research efforts have been conducted to
system is modeled in a manner such that the brake simulate the response of a vehicle during combined
torque-line pressure characteristic can be specified braking and steering (Refs. 6 and 7). The number of
for each brake and variable time delays in torque re- variables involved is large, and difficulties may exist
sponse can be introduced. Thus, any desired brake in accurately measuring all parameters required for
force distribution can be specified, the computer simulation. A physical model of a
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three-axle traclior-seniitrailer combination is illus- longitvidinal tire force F,1 in the direction of the wheel
trated in Fig. 7-5. It consists of two rigid bodies heading. In addition, dual tires are assumed to have
which translate parallel to a smooth, level surface and frictional tire forces which are twice the forces
rotate about an axis perpendicular to this surface. generated by a single tire operating at one-half the
The 'Ifth-wheel coupiing, which allows relative rota- vertical load on the dual tires.
tion of the two bodies, transmits lateral and longitu- In addition to providing support for the entire
dinal forces as well as a moment due to friction, weight of the vehicle, the vertical force has a large in-
Aerodynamic forces and moments, the rotational in- fluence on the magnitude of lateral and longitudinal
ertia of the wheels, and the rolling and pitching of the tire forces thpt can be developed. The vertical load on
bodies on their suspensions are neglected. each tire is determined by the static load plus any in-

The extternal forces acting on the vehicle model are stantancous change resulting from maneuvers of a
the normal and frictional forces applied through the vehicle having a center of mass above the ground
tire-road interface. The three moments which are plane. In this study, these load transiers were not de-
created by moving the force system from its actual termined as a function of the displacement and
point of application to the center of tire contact with velocity of the suspension components, but rather as
the road are assumed to have a negligible. effect on a quasi-static function of the acceleration of the
the lateral and longitudinal motions of the vehicle center of gravity of each mass element. In this way, it
and are disregarded. The frictional tire force in the is possible to simulate the major contribution of pitch
plane of the road can be resolved into two com- and roll to the vehicle directional response without
ponents. as shown in Fig. 7-5: the lateral tire force F,, having to treat these motions as degrees of freedom.
perpendicular to the plane of the wheel, and the This model may be used to determine the effect of

vehicle and loading parameters, brake force dis-
tribution, brake proportioning, and environmental
factors on stability of tractor-semitrailer vehicles,

0X

F- 1 7-4 VEHICLE DRAGS
6. The deceleration of a vehicle is caused by the

resultant external force acting on the vehicle. The in-
/ 2 dividual external forces may act on the tires or the vv-

Tractor Mass hicle body. Acting opposite to the drag is the effect of
/ rotational energies of the wheels and shafts, which in-

creases the braking energy to be absorbed by the
"G 3/ brakes,

y 4 74.1 ROLLING RESISTANCE

The development of tire rolling resistance and its
•/ computation are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. For

most automotive applications the effect of rolling re-
sistance on vehicle retardation is set equal to the

-- Tra•ler Mau driving effects of rotational masses and, consequent-
S/ ly. neither rolling resistance nor rotational energies

are included in the braking analysis. Special vehicles
X 5' YX• such as tanks having, large rotational masses require a

detailed analysis of both rolling resistance and ro-
Fy• 6 tational energies.

:/ •i6 7-4.2 AERODYNAMIC DRAG

TrajectoryofttheCenterofMosoftheTractor A vehicle traveling on the grousid has airflow
I forced under, around, and over the vehicle. The

streamlines separate behind the vehicle. The airflow
._ is turbulent in the speed ranges of interest to auto-

motive use. The aerodynamic force is the result of a
Figure 7-5. Tractor-Semitrailer Vehicle Model pressure difference between the front and the rear of
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CHAPTER 8

ERAKING OF VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH
FIXED RATIO BRAKING SYSTEM

In thIs chapter t.;e braking, analysis of solid-frame and articulated vehicles equipped with
O17xed brake torque distribution among the axles is presented. Important factors are dynamnic
rnd actual brake force dlsv'ibutlon, friction utiý'ization, and braking effilciency. Design
Itecniques for optimizing brake force distribution are presented. A computer method pre-I

I;, sented In Chapter 7 Is aved in teh aralysis of multi-axle vehicles and vehicle combinations.

~3-0 ULST OF SYMB~OLS lu,- centrifugal force component in y-
paramter, I~les4' =direction, lb l

A,-brakc, charin cr areu, in.'F reutn oclVAwc - wheel c,'lindai arca, *hF rsltn frelF,,F,=resultant traction force on inner front
a = deceleration, g-units wheel, lb
a,,,=maxivaum deceleration, g-uwihs F, rk ocl

a, =, longituiinal deceleration, g-unitsaculfotxe brake force, lb
t,= lateral eicczleration, g-units Fk.1 - brake force of inner front wheel, lb

a ,0 = deceleration in the absence of latera.ý F, , = brake. factor ef oute! front wheel, lb

c,4)= la al ccelraton i th absnceof FF -actual brake fo~rce of tandem forward
brakig, g-nitsaxle, lb

4,tractor front whzels ut'cedP - actual brake force of tandem rearward
deceeratong. uitsaxle, lb

ajA trctorrea whels n'okedbrake force of inner back wheel, lb
dclrtog-units brake force of outer back wheel, lb

a =trailer whee~ls unloci~ed. deceleration, Ffl=dynamic fron'; axle brake force, lb
g-units Rd-=dyaireralbrkfocb

8 = paaramter, d'lessF 8 d*s = dynamil eral brake force, lb
BF = brake factor, d'less ,,,, toabrkfrcl

F% I 1., dynamic brake force of tractor front
b = dimension, tandem axle, in, axle, lb

C, -parameter, 6'less
C2 =parmetr, 'les IR.jvn dynamic bake force of tractor rear

C2 =parmetc. fessaxle, lb
= paamctr, dlessF,,, actual brake force of tractor front axle,

c = dimension, tandem axle, in. lb
D = pai &meter. in.' r,,, actual brake force of tractor rear axle, lb

d ~~~ ~ ý diIsin ane al, nF = actual brake force of tractor tandem
E = braking efficiency, d'ess forward axle, lb

El.. =. braking efficiency of front axle, d'lessF Rn atlbrkfocofrcorade
Epj= braking efficiency of inner front wheel,rewadxlb

d'hs ,2R -actual brake force of semitrailer axle, lbI
Emi, = mnrninrumr brakir g efficiency, d'ess F, 2 4R.d,-,. = dynamic brake force of trailer axle, lb

= bakngeffcin ' o raraxl, 'lssF, 2 RF =actual brake force of semitrailer tandem
Er= total braking c -orgy, ftilb forward axle, lb
e = dimension, tandem axle, in. F,2 RR actual brakc force of semitrailer tandem

F,. centrifugal force, lb rearward axle, lb
F., = centrifugal force component in x- F3 . actual bruke force of double tr~iiler front

ection, lb axle, lb
F, actual brake force of double trailer

*'es dimenisionless rear axle, lb
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1 = dyn•.•nic front ax!e brake force divided h, = distance between center of grovity and
by vehicle weight, d'less roll axis, ft

- dynamic rear axle brake force divided by I = mass moment of inertia of rotating
vehicle weight, d'less components decelerated by brakes,

F, = side force, lb in.'lb's2

F =, - front tire side force, lb I- mass moment of inertia of drive shaft,
- side force of inner front wheel, lb in.'lb's'

F,,Fo = side force of outer front wheel, lb 1, = mass moment of inertia associated with
F•.R - rear tire side force, lb engine, in.'lb's'

FYR. = side force of inner rear wheel, lb IR - mass moment of inertia af rear wneels
FR, = side force of outer rear wheel, lb and con nected shafts, in.'lb's2

F, = normal force, lb ITF - mass moment of inertia of front wheels
FF - dynamic no:rmal force of front axle, lb ant' brakes, in.'lb'st
F,R =" dynamic normal force of rear axle, lb ITR = mass moment of inertia referred to rear brakes,
F = normal force of inner front wheel, lb in.'lb's2

= static normal force of front axle, lb KF - front roll stiffness, ft'lb/rad
F, F = normal force of outer front wheel, lb KR = rear roll stiffness, ft'lb/rad

FRF =- not mal force of truck tandem forward KI - parameter, d'less
axle, Ib K2 - parameter, d'less

F2 .R, = normal force of inner rear wheel, lb K3 = parameter, d'less
zR.,o - normal force of outer rear wheel, lb L = wheel base, in. or ft

F,,R, = normal force of truck tandem rear- LR = horizontal distance between center of
ward axle, lb gravity and rear axle, ft

Fzj,,tIaLc , static normal for'ce of rear axle, lb LI = tractor wheel base, in.
F, I F normal force of tractor front axle, lb L2 = distance from fifth wheel to semitrailer
F1 IR = rormal force of tractor rear axle, lb axle, also called semitrailer base, in.

= approximate normal force of tractur 1,3 = wheel base of double trailer, in,
f.'ont axle, lb 1, - cam radius, in.

FR.,p = aapproximate normal force of tractor 1, = slack adjuster length, in.
roar axle, lb 1, - lever ratio, d'less

F,2 :R normal force of trailer axle, lb m = tire factor, d'less
F,2R,a, - approximate normal force of trailer p = roll center height, in.

axle, lb pF = front roll center-to-ground distance, ft
F,1R?-- normal force of tractor tandem forward p = brake line pressure, psi

axle, lb q = dimension, tandem axle, in.
F, --RR normal force of tractor tandem rearward q, = dimension, tandem axle, in.

axle, lb q2 = dimension, tandem axle, in.
F,2 R = normal force of trailer tandem forward R = radius or distance between wheel center

axle, lb and ground, in.
F. 22R = normal force of trailer tandem rearward r = effective drum or rotor radius, in.

= axle, lb r•= scrub radius, in.
F -.I. normal force of double trailer front axle, S,,, =- actual stopping distance, ft

lb Sp. = front normalized roll stiffne.s, d'less
F,3 R normal force of double trailer rear axle, Smn = minimum stopping distance, ft

lb SR = rear normalized roll stiffness, d'less
G = parameter, in. 'lb s = dimension, tandem axle, in.

G,= parameter, in. 'lb s= dimension, tandem axle, in.
g = gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/s2  

= dimcnsion, tandem axle, in.
g'= gravitational constant, 386 in./s2  T = parameter, lb'in.'
H parameter, in. t = track width, in.
H= parameter, in. t. = front track width, ft

h center of gravity height above roll axis, in. 1a = application time, s
hF center of gravity height of front unsprung tb = buildup time, s

mass, ft u = dimens-on, tandem axle, in,

8-2
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u, dimension, tandem axle, in. wedge angle, deg
u2 - dimension, tandem axle, in. a = vehicle side alip angle, deg

V- vehicle speed, ft/s AFzF = load transfer of one front wheel due to
V, - initial vehicle speed, ft/s turning, lb
V2 - final vehicle speed, ft/s A -R - load transfer of one rear wheel due to
v - dimension, tandem axle, in. turning, lb

-v dimension, tandem axle, in. AS - stopping distance increase, ft
- dimension, tandem axle, in. AX = differenre in relative center of gravity

W - vehicle or combination weight, Ib height, d'less
W7; trailer weight, lb AO - difference in relative static rear axle Ic'd,

W =,.k truck weight, lb loaded and empty, d'less
W- unsprung weight or weight of truck 6 - rotational inertia factor, d'less

minus weight of tandem axle, lb -- tractor weight divided by total
W = tractor wYeight minus weight of tandem combination weight, d'less

axle, lb A - tire-road friction coefficient, d'less
W =2 - semitrailer weight minus weight of AF = tire-ro-d friction coefficient of front

tandem axle, lb axle, d'Iess
I (Wa)•oj - translational iiinrtia of vehicle increased .I,.eq = tire-road friction coefficient required to

by rotational effccts, lb prevent wheel lock of inner front wheel,
W- - tractor weight, lb d'less
V12 - semitrailer weight, lb PR = tire-road friction coefficient of rear axle,
W3 - double trailer weight, lb d'less
wF - front suspension unsprung weight or MiF, = tire-road friction coefficient of tractor

unsprung weight of truck tandem front wheels, d'less
forward axle, lb ju = tire-road friction coefficient of tractor

wR - unsprung weight of truck tandem rear- rear wheels, d'less
ward axle, lb P2R - tire-road friction coefficient of traile:

wly - unsprung weight of tractor tai,dem wheels, d'less
forward axle, lb p = trailer brake force divided by total

wjR = unsprung weight of tractor tandem combination weight, d'less
rearward axle, lb p, = radius of curvature, ft

X = horizontal fifth wheel force, lb pd - differential ratio, d'less
Xh - horizontal force of hitch point, lb p, = transmission ratio, d'less
X, = horizontal suspension force, lb -) - rear axle brake forte divided by total
X2 - horizontal suspension force, lb brake force, d'less
X3 = horizontal suspension force, lb 40. = tractor front axle brake force divided
X4 = horizontal suspension force, lb by tota! brake force, d'less
x - displacement of center of rotation of OIR = tractor rear axle brake force divided by

vehicle due to tire creep, ft total brake force, d'less
Y = vertical fifth wheel force, lb )2R = trailer brake force divided by total brake

Yj = vertical suspension force, lb force, d'less
Y2 = vertical suspension force, lb X = relative center of gravity height, i.e.,
Y3 = vertical suspension force, lb center of gravity height divided by wheel
]4 = vertical suspension force, lb base L, d'less
y = horizontal distance between front wheels X= center of gravity height divided by wheel

and fifth wheel divided by tractor wheel base L. empty vehicle, d'less
base LI, d'less X, f tractor center of gravity height divided

Z, = fifth wheel height divided by tractor by tractor wheel base LI, d'less
wheel base Li, d'less X2= semitrailer center of gravity height

= fifth wheel height divided by semitrailer divided by semitrailer base L2, d'less
base L2, d'less X3= double trailer center of gravity height

Z= double trailer hitch height divided by divided by double trailer wheel base L3,
double trailer wheel base 4., d'less d'less

7.= double trailer hitch height divided by = static rear axle or tandem axle load
semitrailer base .2, d'less divided by vehicle weight, dOless
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o6 static rear axle load divided by vehicle function of deceleration, and vehicle geometrical and
weight, cmpty vehicle, d'les loading data. The graph-, il representation of the

0" empty tractor rear axle load (without dynamic axle loads is that of a straight line similar to
semitrailer), divided by tractor weight, those shown in Fig. 1-3 for L, tractor-semitrailer. The
d'leu dynamic load transfer, e.g., from the rear ax!i is

ý= static semitrailer axle load divided by x a W. Typical values of the ratio x of center of gra-
semitrailer weight, d'Jess vity height divided by the wheel base range from 0.20

'3 - static double trailer rear axle load for passenger cars to 0.45 for trucks. Consequently, a
divided by double trailer weight, d'less truck weighing 20,000 lb will experience as much as

S- angular velocity of drive shaft, rad/s 5,400 lb load transfer in a 0.6g deceleration braking
w, = angular veWocity of engine shaft, rad/s process. By assuming an even axle load distribution
ws = angular velocity of rear wheel, rad/s during nonbraking, i.e., the static axle loads are iden-

S- initial angular velocity of brake rotor, tical front and rear, and applying Eqs. 7-3a and 7-3b,
rad/s the dynamic axle load on the front will &ttain 15,400

a= = final angular velocity of brake rotor, Ib, the rear will decrease to 4,600 lb. For deceleration
racl/s levels sufficiently low for wheel lock not to occur, the

Recurring subscripts: vehicle deceleration is computed by the equations
F - front axle presented in Chapter 5. Main factors are brake sys-
R - rear axle tern design parameters affecting system gain and ped-
x = longitudinal direction (braking) al force as indicated by Eq. 5-8. Maximum decelera-
y - lateral direction (side) tion, however, is attained when both axles achieve
z - normal direction (vertical) wheel lock up simultaneously. Only for this condi-
I - tractor tion will both axles produce maximum braking for-
2 - semitrailer ces. By taking as an optimum the conditior that the
3 - double trailer deceleration in g-units equals the coefficient of fric-

tion between tire and roadway, the dynamic and op-
8.i BRAKINC OF TWO-AXLE timum braking forces for straight-line braking arc

VEHICLE obtained by multiplying the dynamic normal forces
The important relationships bearing upon the opti- by the deceleration.

mum brake system t,ra derived in this paragraph.

5-1,1 DYNAMIC BlkAU(• •UxE Front: Fp.,dy " [I - *,- xa aW ,lb (8-1)

The forces acting on a decelerating two-ax!e vehicle
are illustrated in Fig. 8-1. Aerodynamic drag, rolling
resistance of the tires, and moments due to rota.
tional energies are neglected. The dynamic axle loads where
during braking are given by Eqs. 7-3a and 7-3b as a a = deceleration, g-units

Fidyn = dynamic front axle brake force, lb
F~~d,, = dynamic rear axle brake force, lb

W - vehicle or combination weight, lb
X = center of gravity height divitd by wheel

base, d'less
= static rer- axle load divided by vehicle

weigt, d'less
A graphical representation of Eqs. 8-1 and 8.2 for

Sand X values typical for a light truck is shown in

.- Fig. 8-2. The nonlinear nature of the dynamic
/ braking forces indicates the varying ratio of dyoamic1, -_ _. braking forces between front and rear axl ; which is

required for optimum braking. As illustrated in Fig.
8-2, different deceleration scales are required for the

L en.pty and loaded veh'cle condition. Inspection of
Fig. 8-2 indicates that the distances between points

Figure 8-1. Forces Acing on a Decelerating Vehicle defined, e.g., by a deceleration of C.4g and 0.6g for
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the empty rnd loaded cases are not identical. Conse- The graphical representation of Eqs. 8-3 and 84 is
quently. different scales mnust be used for the empty illustrated in Fig. 8-3. Only one deceleration scale is
and loaded vehicle condition in analyzing the dy- required for all loading conditions. When the de-
naraic brake forces, celeration a in g-units is equal to the tire-road friction

A simplification of Eqs. 8-1 and 8-2 can be ob- coefficient u, the dynamic brake forces - front and
tained by dividing the dynamic braking forces by the rear - represent maximum use of a given road fric-
vehicle weight tion. For a > /, the demanded deceleration Is greaterthan the available due to friction, and in the case of

slippery roads and thus low decelerations the front

Front: F.dy Frdy,, axle tends to overbrake. In the case of dry roadways
W and high decelerations the rear axle tends to over-

-(! - , + xa) a d'less (8-3) brake. Overltraking of an axle will occur when the
ratio of actual brake force existing between tire and

FxR)Uyn road to dynamic axle load exceeds the ratio of total
Rear: Fa,*jdy, , -W brake force produced by the vehicle to vehicle weight.

SW For braking canditions expressed by a < A, the given

(4' xa) a d'less (8-4) road friction is not used completely. The actual stop-
ping distance is greater for both cases than the mini- 4

where mum achievable, i.e., a 0/F represents nonoptimum
F•,.dy,, "dynamic front axle brake divided by straight-line braking.

vehicle weight, d'leu The term "ideal" often is used to describe the dy-
S•,.dy, =dynamic rear axle brake force divided namic braking forces. In the literature an ideal

by vehicle weight, d'less bt aking process has been described as that process in
which the actual braking forces were always equal to
the dynamic or "ideal" braking forces. The braking
process considered was restricted to straight-line
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braking. Since the dynamic braking forces are dif- In Fig. 8-3 the dynamic braking forces are com-
ferent for straight-line braking and braking in turn, pared to an actual brake ftice distribution 0 - 0.30.
two different "ideal' conditions exist. The brake Typical values for 0, 4,, and X were used in this ex-
engineer must determine by the intended vehicle ample. The point of change from front axle over-
function whether a ')rake system should be opti- braking to rear axle overbraking is determined by the
mized with respect to straight-line braking or braking intersection of 0 with the dynamic braking forces. It
in a turn, The word ideal should be used only for the can be seen that for the unloaded driving condition
description of a brake force distribution when no im- overbraking of the front axle may occur for a <
provements in braking performance can be achieved 0.64 g, whereas the rear zAle tends to ovcrbrake for a
by altering the distribution of brake forces among > 0.64g. For the loaded driving condition the front
axles or wheels. axle always tends to overbrake. %

Improved straight-line braking performance will
8-1.2 ACTUAL BRAKE FORCE be obtained by a fixed brake force distribution mini-

DISTRIBUTION mizing the difference between actual and dynamic
The quality of a brake system is determined by brake forces over a wide range of decelerations.

comparing actual brake forces to dynamic brake Although diagrams such as illustrated in Fig. 8-3 arc
forces. If the actual brake forces always were equal to essential for an initial brake system analysis, more
the dynamic brake forces, the braking process would useful information about the braking process can be
be optimum resulting in minimum straight-line stop- obtained from a tire-road friction utilization anai-
ping distances. For vehicles equipped with fixed ratio ysis.
braking the actual brake forces produced by the front The dynamic braking forces illustrated in Fig. 8-3

•' and rear axles may be represented by a straight line as may be expanded to include both deceleration and
illustrated in Figs. 8-3, 8-4, and 8-5. The distribution acceleration of the vehicle as illustrated in Fig. 8-4.
of the actual brake forces 0 is defined as the ratio of The zero points of the parabola of dynamic braking
the rear axle brake force to total brake force force and driving force are determined from Eqs. 8-3

and 8-4, respectively, with the dynamic brake forces
•R set equal to zero. Dynamic driving forces are ob-

= F+F , d'less (8-5) tained by acceleration of the vehicle as opposed to de-
• x celeration.

where
FF = actual front axle brake force, lb
FR = actual rear axle brake force, lb

Similarly, the relative front axle brake force is 3.0

l -4 Fx + lb (8-6) +
F.F + \A

The individual axle brake forces may be computed 2.0

by Eqs. 5-10 and 5-31 of Chapter 5. For small push- a
out pressures and equal tire radius front and rear, the a '.s

•,,brake force distribution 0 is computed by the pa- ý_ R ,- 0.7
rameters of the components usually altered between Braking

Sfron' and rear axle 1.0

- (AwCBFr)R 0. , . Fn,.,,
(AwB$r= , d'less (8-7) ._I.FO!!:i ~(AwcBFr)F + (awcBFr)R ._.) -- _.- ••.o,., •0.90\

S~where ............ 0
NOMUALIZED DYNAMICA: wc - wheel cylinder area, in.' R--A-- AXEBAKOC

BFWC = brake factor, d'iess Drivingm FR. dynDIMENSIONLESS

r = effective drum or rotor radius, in.
F = subscript for front axle, d'less Figure 8-4. Parabola of Normalized Dynamic Braking
R = subscript for rear axle, d'less and Driving Forces
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A line of constant tire-road friction coefficient for representing the normalized brake forces actually de-
either the front or rear axle is obtained by drawing a veloped by the installed brakes. These lines are
line through the intersection of the parabola with a marked ,table and unstable. When a pedal force is
line of constant deceleration and the appropriate zero appli-d, e.g., for a vchicle having the stable brake
points of the parabola. Lines of constant tire-road force distribution, the brake forces - front and rear
friction coefficient for the front axle are found by - increase along the stable lin. up to point A. If it is
using Lhe zero point -(I -0&)/x and for the rear axle assumed that the tire-road friction coefficient is 0.6,
by using the zero point O/x. The use of the expanded the front wheels lock at point A. Further increase in
dynamic braking force diagram (Fig. 8-4) is explained pedal force results in increased rear wheel brake force
in the next paragraph for a vehicle having typical and thus increased deceleration from 0.56g to 0.60g,
geometrical and loading data. designated by point B. The increased deceleration

Of particular interest is the deceleration and hence from 0.56g tW 0.60g stems from increased rear brak,
stopping distance of a ve. ,,ie with no wheels locked, force and the larger front wheel braking force due t(,
and with either the front or rear wheels locked. For a increased normal force on tha front tires. Since the
given vehicle, this deceleration can be determined front wheels lock btfore the rear wheels, a stable stop
most easily from the diagram illustrated in Fig. 8-5. results. For a vehicle equipped with the unstable
The dynamic brake force - front and rear - nor- brake force distributic~n, the brake forces - front
malized by the vehicle weight is shown to be a func- and rear - increase to a level indicated by point C,
tion of vehicle deceleration. If it is assumed that the corresponding to a deceleration of 0.56g, For a
peak tire-road friction is equal to the sliding friction maximum tire-road friction coefficient of 0.6 the rear
value, which is nearly true for most tires operating on wheels lock at the conditions marked by point C.
dry pavement, lines of constant tire-road friction co- Further increase in pedal force results in increased
efficient on the front and rear wheels can be drawn as decel-ration along line CB until all wheels are lockedshown in Fig. 8-5. Also shown are straight lines at a deceleration of 0.6g, indicated by point B. This

stop is unstable because the rear wheels lock prior to
the front wheels.

8-1.3 TIRE-ROAD FRICTION UTILIZATION
o., I/ /W.I 0~ak.The concept of tire-road friction utilization was in-

t 11ya. mic,,,••, .... Fu troduced in C hapter 7. The tire-road friction €oef-

1 tficieiot required on a particular axle to prevent wheel
c0. S,,s,- -- - lockup may be computed by Eq. 7-5. For a two-axle

?t /• o vehicle the tire-road friction coefficient A on the rear
L 0 m__""1 axle is

.t 0.4 .q' A 0

C FR _ aw O
R ,d'less(8-8)F ( R - xa)W #-xau 0.3

.0 , ,here

=F.R = actual rear axle brake force, lb
5 0.? F2R = dynamic normal force of rear axle, lb

Similarly, on the front axle the tire-road friction
0 coefficient AF is

4 0A

F (1 - a d'less (8-9)

0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 A graphical representation of Eqs. 8-8 and 8-9 is il-

lustrated in Fig. 8-6 for the vehicle geometrical and
NORMALIZED DYNAIIIC BRAKE FORCE REAR Y'xeR, dynDIMENSIONLESS loading data shown. The friction utilization com-

puted by Eq. 8-8 is illustrated by the part of the curve
O'igure 8-5. Normalized Dynanmlc and labeled by "Rear Axle Overbrakes", the part cur-

Actual Brake Forces responding to Eq. 8-9, by "Front Axle Overbrakes".
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The optimum point corresponds to a - 0.62g. For and collecting terms involving deceleration yields
deceleration below 0.62g, e.g., 0.4g, a friction coef-
ficient between front tires and road of approximately
0.44 is required for wheels unlocked braking in the a(• + $RX) f MR
empty condition. For decelerations exceeding 0.62g,
e.g., a = 0.9g, a friction coefficient of about 1.08 is re- The braking efficiency ER of the rear axle now be-
quired on the rear wheels, comes

8-1.4 BRAKING EFFICIENCY -10)Ej?: =aA d'less (8-1):
The concept of tire-road friction utilization may be = + AR X

expanded to be more generally applicable to a
braking analysis. Upon dividing the deceleration by
the associated tire-road friction coefficient required Similarly, the brakirg efficiency Ep. of the front axle

for wheels unlockod braking the concept of braking becomes
efficiency is established. The braking efficiency ex- I -E = - ,ap d'less (S-11)
presses the extent a given tire-road friction cool- EF (a/i)r 1 - dsX
ficient available to the vehicle is transformed into
vehicle deceleration (Refs. I and 2).

By starting with Eqs. 8-8 and 8-9, analytical ex- Since the values of tire-road friction - front and
pressions for the braking effic-ency of rear and front rear - are nearly identical and may assume only
axle may be derived. Eq. 8-8 can be rewritten as slightly different values due to changes in normal

forces during braking, the subscripts front and rear
associated with the friction coefficients in Eqs. 8-10

PR4 ' - A,?xa Ota and 8-11 may be ignored.
A graphical representation of Eqs. 8-10 and 8- I is

illustrated in Fig, 8-7 in which the braking efficiency
is plotted as a function of tire-road friction coef-
ficient. Inspection of Fig. &-7 indicates that for 1A =
0.40 the efficiency on tihe front axle is equal to ap-

Vehicle Oat&: proximately 0.88 for the empty driving condition. A
11, -. 0.44, Xo-0.22(Empt,/ -Emly braking efficiency of 88% indicates that 88% of theL . 2friction available for braking is used for vehicle de-

1.2 . 2celeration by the front wheels.
a .' Fig. 8-7 also shows the additional stopping dis-

R • ,•0•,,•,ar •--i.s tance over the minimum achievable with optimum

SSTOPPN 01

2 00 l6 (Optimul Point) . U

DISTANCE INCREASE 0.8
- A i/ S0.4 Loaded. »\- Foi OO~bae IMENSIONLESS 1"0 0. . . • 0.'. . .

40. 0.2 .4-ty

" D-IMENSIONLESS

Loade -. ..an Axl OveGLk

"0.0.2 0.4 0.6 0.. -50

Emt

"0.7 DECELERATIO FRITIO CNT )rFFICIC

Figur' '. Tire-Road Friction Utilization Figure 84. Braking Efficiency Diagram
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braking. Starting with Eqs. I-I and 1-2. the ratio -

between stopping distance increase AS and mini- I f0 ,b(L_- -l)u dlen
mum stopping distance S., may be derived as (8-14)

,- - (a d'lss (8-12) where
'IS (a/) F-.E. - minimum braking efficiency to be achieved

It has been assumed, so far, that the dcceleration a by vehicle. d'less
attains its maximum value instantaneously. How- Application of this inequality to the limit ng con-

ever, when time delays are included as indicated by ditions corresponding to 0.2 4- u !0.8 and the iua.led
Eq. 1-3, a requirement on the minimum value or and empty cases defines an envelope for acceptable

braking efficiency necessary for achieving a certaii vai'aes of *. A a-value within this envelop may be
stopping distance can be formulated as used for design evaluation. Application of Eq. 8-14

normally will yield different values of 0 for the zmpty
and loaded vehicle. The #-value finally used for de-

V2  d 3 iign purporse depends on the intended vehicle func-
tion. The decelerations achievable prior to whcel-lock

.+ 2) have to be computed with the design distribution for
lippcry Lu = 0.2) as well as dry (is - 0.8) road sur-

where faccs for both the empty and loaded vehicle. The ex-
wrg g n.prcsions for computing the deceleration achievable

g = gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/s2
S, - actual stopping distance, ft can easily be obtained from Eqs. 8-10 and 8-1I1.

Rear Axlet, = application time, s
th - buildup time, s a o g-units (8-15)
V - vehicle spee, ft/s I-X

The last term, i.c., gao., tb /24 of Eq. 1-3 generally as-
"sumes small values for typical buildup times t. - 0.5 Front Axle:
to 1.0 s and therefore is neglected in the derivation of (I - g-units
Eq. 8-13. The maximum deceleration is is'entificd b) I - - ux

By substitution ofr 0.7, S,., - 216 ft. - 0. 1 s. For a modified test vehicle, application of Eq. 8-14
t = 0.4 s and V - 88 ft/s into Eq. 8-13, the required resulted in a brake force distribution ofo = 0.38 fur
braking efficiency becomes 91%. For u - 0.8 the re- the empty driving condition and for p - 0.2 and 0.8
quired braking efficiency would be "19%. Eq. 8-13 ,Ref 2) The test vehicle was originally equipped with
demonstrates the ohysical phenomenon that a given a distribution 0 - 0.50. The computed decelerations
stopping distance can be achieved by a braking achievable on slippery and d'y pavements are equal
system ha ,ing a large response time and high braking to 0. 19g and 0.60g, respectively, for 0 - 0.38; and
efficiency )r short response times and low braking ef- 0.15g and 0.5kg. respectively, for 0 = 0.50 for the
ficioncy. empty driving condition. When the vehicle is loaded,

the wheels unlocked decelerations are 0.12g and
0.71g. respectively, for , - 038; and 0.17g and 0.69g,
respectively, for , ,- 0.50. The results indicate that

8-1.5 OPTIMUM BRAKING FORCE the loaded vehicle with 0 = 0.38 will tend to lobe
DISTRIBUTION FOR STRAIGHT- steering ability sooner, buz improved braking per-
LINE BRAKING formance .6, the empty case wiil probaly be of more

Before designing the biaking system of any motor importance with respect to vehicle safety.
vehicle, the questions to be answered are: (a) can Often, it is of intrest to krow prior to finalizing
specific wheels-unlocked dlc.clerations be achieved the brake system design if a two-axle truck can pro-
over a wide range of loading and roadway con- ducc ceqain brnkiag efficiencies. An analysis is pre-
ditions with a fixed brake force distribution, and (b) *;;,d which allows a decision to be made on the
if so, what is the required brake force distribution, necessity of" a variable brake force distribution based

For a two-axle vehicle Eqs. 8-10 and 8-11 may be upon geometric and loading information of the ve-
used to develop a limiting relationship on the brake hicle, i.e., will a particular vehicle achieve certaini
force distribution 0 (Ref. 3) braking efficiencies with fixed ratio braking?
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Eqs. 8-15 and 8-16 may be used to formulate a re- The subscript "o" designates the empty driving
quirement on the brake force distribution 4 for a condition. From Eqs. 8-17 through 8-20 a relquire-
vehicle braking on low friction (ju - 0.2) and high ment on the brake force distribution 0 -, fi(¢,x 4o,
friction road surfaces (,u - 0.8) with a specified xc) as function of geometric and loading parameters
braking efficiency. The greatest difficulties exist in may be formulated. Omit the algebra; the result from
preventing premature rear wheel lockup when the Eqs. 8-17 and 8-18 is
empty vehicle is braking on dry road surfaces at high
deceleration or preventing front wheel lockup when ' (I + 0.45 ) - 0.65 •
the loaded veh-.cle is braking at low decelerations on a = f
slippery road surface. In the first case the static rear I - 0.1875 (1 - ) d'less (8-21)

axle load is small since the vehicle is empty and large
dynamic load transfer off the rear axle occurs due to and from Eqs. 8-19 and 8-20
a larger deceleration. In the second case the static
front axle load is small and no significant dynamic
load transfer to the front axle occurs. For these two e r i de v of72 ) for d'less (8-22)
conditions the braking efficiency generally presents I + 0.15(1 -4)

the minimum limit value. For the cases of braking the
loaded vehicle on a dry road surface or the empty Application of Eqs. 8-21 and 8-22 generally will•:i:vehicle on a slippery road surface the braking ef- result in different values of 0 for the empty and
ficiencies are generally larger than thi'ýz associated loaded vehicle. But, if the values for 4,, 0, 4, and r
with the minimum lilni. valuc, are such that the brake force distributions 4) com-

Based on thesc physical constraints, a requirement puted from Eqs. 8-21 and 8-22 are identical, a fixed
on "he brake force distribution 0 can be developed, brake force distribution will be adequate, i.e., the dif.

For the eqmpty vehicle when braking on a high fric- ferences in center-of-gravity location betwftn the
tion road surface (,u - 0.8) with a braking efficiency empty and loaded cases are so small that a pro-
ER = ).15 Eq. 8-1!, yields portional braking system is not necessary.

Eqs. 8-21 and 8-22 may be used to eliminate 4, and
0,8 4'o it becomes possible to derive a limiting condition on0.65 X 0.8 - 0.52 - (8-17)6 " 0.8 X" the relative static rear load #0 = f(O, x. xo) as a

function of the remaining vehicle parameters. This
The front axle of the empty vehicle generally condition must be satisfied before fixed ratio braking

operates at a braking efficiency higher than the mini- may be considered adequate for th- braking process
mum vaiue when braking on a low friction road sur- with a specified minimum braking efficiency. Omit
face. For E4, 0.80 and # = 0.2 Eq. 8-16 yields the algebra; the results when plotted for different

values of 4 and AX - X - xy were found to be de-
0.6 (1 - )0.2 scribed by a functional relationship

0.16 -. (8-18)

4 •' - 4, < AX + 0.09 , d'less (8-23)
For the loaded vehicle the rear axle generally

operates at a braking efficiency higher than the -nini- The value of AX for trucks is generally small and less
mum value when braking on a high friction surface, than 0.03 and, consequently, an approximate limiting
For ER = 0.75 and A = 0.8 Eq. 8-15 yields condition on the change in relative static rear axle

load is
0.8€0.60 = 08'(8-19)0 = + 0.x (8 - 419) < 0.12 , d'less (8-24)

T.e ,r._nt .F t .ldc the loaded vehicle operates at the The results indicate that vehicles equipped with
minimum ;alue of b. ":ing efficiency when braking fixed ratio braking systems are capable of achieving
on a low friction roud su,'face. For E, = 0.65 and p = decelerations well within the requirements for safe
0.2 EI. 8-16 yieldA braking performance, providod the vehicle ex-

periences an increase in relative static rear axle load

0.13 = (1 - 4)0.2 (8-20) of not more than 12%, i.e., A0 = 4 - 0,, . 0.12. This
i- 4 - 0.2x means, also, that load dependent proportioning will
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yield only little or no improvement in braking per- improvement in braking performance. This finding is
formance for trucks whose difference in relative static in agreement with Eq. 8-24 indicating that solid-
rear axle load between the empty and loaded case is frame vehicles whose fixed brake force distribution
less than 12%. was designed according to Eq. 8-14 are capable of

The limiting condition on the brake force dis- achieving decelerations well within the requirement
tribution, i.e., Eq. 8-14, was applied to a variety of for safe braking, provided the vehicle experiences an
commercial vehicles such as light and medium trucks increase in the relative static rear axle loading of not
and school buses (Refs. 4 and 5). Actual road tests more than 12%, i.e., A4, - • - 4 0.12.
were conducted to determine the maximum braking Application of Eq. 8-14 to the school bus resulted
capabilities of the vehicles, The center-of-gravity in a brake force distribution 0 = 0.50 to 0.55. The
location of the light truck remained almost unaf- vehicle was equipped with a brake force distribution
fected by the loading as indicated by A4 - 0 - 0,- - 0.42. A brake force distribution of 0 - 0.55
0.674 - 0.595 - 0.079 and AX - - -Xo - 0.320 - would produce theoretical braking efficiencies of 72
0,293 - 0,027. The corresponding values for the and 93% for the empty and loaded vehicle, re-
medium truck were AV, = 0.29 and AX - 0.06 spectively, on slippery roadways with A - 0.2; and 92
indicating a significant horizontal change in the loca- and 96% for the empty and loaded vehicle, re-
tion of the center of gravity from the loaded to the spectively on dry road surfaces with p - 0.8. For the
unloaded case, The location of the center of gravity empty vehicle a theoretical deceleration of 23.7 ft/s 2

of the school bus changed little as indicated by AO, - may bc expected on dry road surfaces. In the case of
0.105 and AX - 0.001. This result was to be expected the school bus, a change in brake force distribution
due to the long wheel base of the vehicle, from 0.42 to 0.55 will improve braking performance

Inspection of the AO values for the light truck and for the vehicle on slippery road surfaces indicated by
the school bus indicates that no difficulties exist in an increase in braking efficiency from 48 to 72%. Im-
designing a braking system with fixed ratio braking provements in deceleration capability can be ex-
for both vehicles wbi,-h will yield an acceptable -.ected from a change in brake force distribution.
braking performance. The AO value of the medium However, a proportional braking system will yield
truck is greater than the limit value A4, - 0.12, and only little increase in braking performance indicated
therefore it becomes impossible to achieve accept- by the small change in relative static rear axle loading
able braking perfortnances with fixed ratio braking of AO - 0.105,
for the medium truck. The design of the braking system for the medium

Assume a maximum and minimum value of p truck is made difficult by a significant change in static
equal to 0.8 and 0.2, respectively, and a minimum axle loading indicated by AO = 0.29. The brakýe
brakIng efficiency of 0.70; application of Eq. 8-14 to system of this vehicle was designed to meet the
the light truck results in a theoretical value for 0 = braking requirements for the loaded driving con-
0.51, as contrasted with the actual brake force dis- dition indicated by an actual brake force distribution
tribution of 0 = 0.53. The computed distribution 4 = 4' = 0.74, i.e., 74% of the braking effort it; concen-
0.51 along with the appropriate vehicle data yields a trated on the rear axle. While this might produce
minimum braking efficiency of 77% by use of Eq. 8- desirable results for the loaded vehicle on slippery
I I for the loaded vehicle operating on slippery road roads and hence little braking is done by the front
surfaces withu = 0.2. For all other loading and road brakes, and still acceptable results on dry road sur-
surface conditions, the theoretical braking efficien- faces, the braking performance to be expected with
cies are higher. Fo' the dry road surface, the braking the empty vehicle is unacceptable. Application of Eq.
efficiencies computed by Eq. 8-1C for the loaded case 8-14 resulted in the following mnequalities for the
and Eq. 8-11 for the empty case are 87 and 80%, brake force distribution:
respc•tively. These braking efficiencies would pro- 0.27 < 4) < 0,52 for A = 0.2, empty
duce wheels unlocked decelerations of 22.4 ft/s2 for 0.12 < 4 < 0.36 for p = 0.8, empty
the loaded vehicle and 20.6 ft/s2 for the empty vehicle 0.58 <• 4': 0.83 for p = 0.2, loaded
on a road surface having a tire-roadway friction co- 0.43 < 4 < 0.68 for A = 0.8, loaded
efficient of 0.8. These theoretical values, when corn- Inspection of these results indicates that a brake
puted to test data of 20 ft/s2 unloaded and 23 ft/s2  force distribution 4 - 0.74 will produce acceptable
loaded, indicate that the braking system of the light braking performance only for the loaded vehicle on
truck was operating near or at an optimum con- slippery road surfaces. Consider the second and third
dition. Changes in the brake force distribution or inequality, as a compromise,; a brake force distri-
even a proportional braking system would yield no bution of 4 = 0.47 probably would yield better
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braking performance for all road surface and loading 8-1.6 STRAIGHT-LINE VERSUS CURVED
conditions than can be expected from 0 - 0.74. The PATH BRAKING PERFORMANCE
theoretical braking efficiencies with 0 - 0.47 are 67 When braking in a turn, additional load transfer
and 90% for the empty and loaded vehicle, re- occurs due to the centrifugal force acting at the vehi-
spectivelv, on road surfaces having a tire-roadway cie center of gravity resulting in increased normal
friction coefficient ofu - 0.8. For the empty vehicle forces at the outer wheels. In addition, the tires must
a deceleration of approximately 17.2 ft/s 2 therefore produce side forces which reduce the friction avail-
may be expected on dry pavement with A - 0.8. A able for braking.
deceleration of 23.2 ft/s 2 may be expected for the Using the vehicle model shown in Fig. 8-9, a
loaded vehicle with 0 - 0.47 provided the brake ef- wheels-unlocked braking efficiency on rear and front
fectiveness is increased to such a level that wheel slide axle may be derived (Refs. 6 and 7). The braking ef-
conditions can be approached (a condition not at- ficiency on the rear axlc ER is
tainable by the loaded test vehicle). A further in-
crease in braking capability only can be accom-
plished by means of a proportional braking system. ER -Kpx
This also is evident from the change in relative static K2 - (.ux)'
rear axle loading of A4, 0.2. A variable ratio 112 J ,debraking system probably will increase the braking +1{ KIP AxKt -K

performance of the medium truck to 20 to 23 ft/s2 for K2 -'ss

both the empty and loaded case.
The brake force distribution 0 generally is not con- 8-25)

stant during braking. For low deceleration levels 0 where
may be dependent upon the difference in pushout 2

pressures on front and rear axle, whereas for higher Ki - - X [L(l-4').- -] d'iess
decelerations 0 may be affected by brake fade as dis- ] .)P)
cussed in Chapter 7. If the effects of pushout pres- (8-26)
sures are included in the analysis, the braking ef-
ficiency curves are altered, especially at low operating K2 - d'less (8-27)
pressure, i.e., on slippery road surfaces, as illustrated
in Fig. 8-8. If brake fade does not alter the design K3 _ ' = )
brake force distribution, it will have no effect on .4`g Pc
braking efficiency.

Xv L(l ) , d'less (8-28)

i0e where
L = wheel base, ft

E ,ff oi f DiffreOnce in Pusiout Piosuro. V = vehicle speed, ft/sEffec o-f DiFront and Hear_rot-n- 0 arx = displacement of center of rotation of vehicle

/ due to tire creep, ft
0 p, = radius of curvature, ft

0/ 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0

The braking efficiency on the front axle E4 is

L~ .~ ~ .8 IRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT U.,
(U X - DIMENSIONLESS EF.- C, (/AX)

8-12C C2 2X

_/_CI_;A CI 2 -C

+ +( dix ) l-3 'ies

Figure 8-8. Braking Efficiency Affected by (,x)2  , d'less
Pushout Prersures (8-29)
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/ / /

Forward Motion

L

I - OUCenter of Rlotation.at High Speed

Center of Rotation at Low Speed/

Figure 8-9. Simplified Veicle Model

where ture. By using typical vehicle data, evaluation of Eq.
8-25 for tKh rear axle braking efficiency yields the

C, - (I - 0) + x[L(I -4) -xJ graphical -epresentation illustrated in Fig. 8-10.
A limiting condition similar to Eq. 8-14 on brake

force distribution for optmum curved-line braking
- d'less (8-30) may be developed from Eqs. 8-25 .rnd 8-29. The re-Y9ok-, ' suit is a lengthy algebraic relationship which is not 1

presented here. Evaluation of the limiting relation-

- dship indicates clearly that braking sys'-ms optimized
for straight-line braking do not rt'.",lt i;; optimum
curved braking. Results indicate that a typical pas-
senger car requires a brake force distribution of 30%

C \ •~~g)Vt ) Yor optimum straight-line braking, however, only
25% for optimum curved line braking (Ref. 7). The

F /L(l_ )_xll final choice of brake force distribution depends upon
X×l - , d'less (8-32) the intended vehicle Aioction. Trucks equ;pped with

PC dual tires on the rear axle generally permit somewhat
larger relative rear axle brake forces than passenger
cars.

Eqs. 8-25 and 8-29 reduce to Eqs. 8-10 and 8-11 To improve braking performance for a wide range
giving the braking efficiency for straight-line braking of loading conditions for both straight and curved-
for pc =, i.e.. a straight line. Inspection of Eqs. 8-25 line braking, automatic adjustable proportioning
and 8-29 indicates that the braking efficiency is now valves are used. A detailed discussion of propor-
speed dependent for a given vehicle and road curva- tional braking is presented in Chapter 9.
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VEHICLI SIO *.Io In the derivation of the curved-path braking ef-is In 4S 6

0 _.. . ficiency, i.e., Eqs. 8-25 through 8-32, a simple bicycle
model is assumed where the vehicle center of gravity
is considered to be in the plane of the road surface so

IW 01 as to rule out lateral load transfer effe.vts. Only lateral

QA 0 tive forces are included along with the icngitudinaltol,, load transfer stemming from the centrifti"al force.
- : When braking in a turn, tires are ,equired to pro-

• 04 duce both longitudinal or braking forces and side
S\ ' forces to hold the vehicle in the desired turn. The tire

loll normal forces change due to the longitudinal de-celeration of braking and the lateral acceleration or
corner force as illustrated in Fig. 8-11. Additional
longitudinal load transfer occurs due to the centrifu-Figure 8-10. Rear Braking Efficiency as Function of gal force component F,,• in the direction of the longi-

Speed and Road Curvature for a Tire-Road tudinal vehicle axis. The development of a combined
Friction Coefficient of 0.6 braking and turning braking efficiency requires the

determination of the tire normal forces, tire side
forces, and braking forces.

FOX

I '/

Figure 8-11. Forces Acting on a Braking and Turning Vehicle
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SFor a four-wheel vehicle with its center-of-gravity Rear, inner wheel
located midway between the left and right wheels, the
tire normal forces on the outer and inner front, and F - -

outer and inner rear wheels are 2j

-a, SR W, lb (8-36)
FFfo = F1 g,,.,j 4- +Fr ,lb

Rear, outer wheel

""'- 6FF lb -a. x - a W
2

(8-33)
,FZ + a, SR W, ,lb (8.37)SFs,,o I )Fzsmatc + AkFzR . b

'A where
o a longitudinal acceleration, g-units

Fjz•i = FR, - AF, ,lb J ai, lateral acceleration, g-unit".
\!,s ' L = wheelbase, ft

S= front normalized roll stiffness, d'less

where SR = rear normalized roll stiffvacss, d'less
, -p. I normal force of inner front wheel, lb W total vehicle weight, lb

-F, - normal force of outer front wheel, lb W, = unsprung weight, lb
Snorm' force of inner rear whel, lbp, radius of curvature of turn, ft

Fs,,R, = normal force of outer rear wheel, lb The normalized roll stiffness SF on the front sus-

FrFta,.c - static normal force of front axle, lb pension is (Ref. 8).
•F~ - static normal force of rear axle, lb

4Fy• - load transfer of one front wheel due to•(pp+ K/f\I. /

turning, lb SF- + KR
l iR foadtransfer ofonerearwheeldueto \K K
turning, lb

Including load transfer due to the distance between + I d'less (8-38)
roll centers and the road surface, the centrifugal
forces associated with unsprung axles, the sus- where
pension moment, and the longitudinial and lateral hF = center of gravity height of unsprung mass
components of the centrifugal force, the tire normal ft
forces are: h, = distance between center of gravity and roll

axis, ft
F• n= front roll stiffness, ft'lb/rad
K, = rear roll stiffness, ftib/rad
LR = horizontal distan'ze between ccnter of

.xIL(l-#)--xa, lW gravity and rear axle, ft
2 Pp = front roll center-to-ground distance, ft

tF = front track width, ft

- a, SF W1 , Ib (8-34) wt. - front suspension unsprung weight, lb
The rear normalized roll stiffness is obtained from

Eq. 8-38 by replacing subscript F by R and using the
Frort, outer wheel appropriate vehicle data. '

8-1.1 GENERAL BRAKING JEFICIENCY
l_+ a,+ xjL(l-P)-xla, W For vehicles havinz Ped brake force distri-

PC bution between axles,'-, he general braking efficiency
equations are given by Eqs, 8-25 and 8-29. To achieve

+ ay S, W•, I b (8.35) more flexibility in the analysis, a general approach8
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was develop ;d to determine the braking efficiency of where
a brake system. This approach consists of the follow- FF.= brake force of inner front wheel, lb
ing eight steps: m = tire gactor, d'less

I. Obtain brakeline pressures fram proportioning The tire factor m accounts for the difference in brake
characteristics - front and rear. and side force produced by the tires. For m = I the

2. Compute brake forces F, by Eq. 5-40. ow 5-31 for so-called "friction circle" exists. The friction circle
individual wheels, assumes that both longitudinal and lateral tire forces

3. Compute total brake forces Fx,.toai Fx are related by the equation of a circie. A surface
4. Compute vehicle deceleration by havinjx a friction coefficient of a - 1.0 is capable of

a• =producing a maximum vehicle decleration of 1.0g.The maximum lateral acceleration capability of the
5. For a given lateral acceleration a, compute the same vehicle is usually less than 1.0g. Reasons for this

individual tire normal forces by Eqs. 8-34 through 8- are caused by differences in mechanisms involved in
S37. producing braking and side forces. A tire-road iur-

6. Compute tire side forces by the equations that face having a braking friction coefficient of 0.9 and
follow. thus a, (max) - 0.9g tends to produce only about
Front, inner wheel 0.7g lateral acceleration. The friction circle concept

does not describe accurately the velationship be-
FZFJ tween limit braking and turning per\¶orniance for a

)(I .- •)W given tire-road surface condition. To d&scribe this be-

havior more accurately, Eq. 8-44 is proposed. The
X Ip,? -[ - - b (8-40) coefficient i is the ratio of a to a,0 where q

designates the maximum braking in the absence of
Front, outer wheel any lateral acceleration and thus is equal to the con-

ventional tire-road friction coefficient A, and ao
I W desigrates the maximum lateral acceleration in the

p, &. /absence of any braking. The value of m for most tires
and dry road surfaces ranges from 1.1 to 1.2.X' 1p,1 - [t(I-)- x]•l/ , b (8-41) 8. Compute the braking efficiency by dividing do-

coloration q, (step 4) by the required friction coef-
Rear, inner wheel ficient Iw '.9 for the inner front wheel

= , / \ IE (a., mF,r,q) , d'less (8-45)

X 1p,1 - [L(l-,) -x]2l" ,lb (842) The computations were carried out using the geo-

Rear outer wheel metrical and brake system data of a Fiat 124. In-
spcction of the results presented in Fig. 8-12 indi-

= Wa .cates that the inner rear wheel locks up first, the inner
\F /front second, the outer rear third, and the outer front

last. A stable turn braking efficiency - limited by the
x I p,? - [L(-) -x] ,lb (8-43) outer rear - of 0.78 can be achieved with a tire-read

friction coefficient of 0.8. This value corresponds to a
where deceleration of about 20 ft/s2 at a lateral ac-

F,..i = side force of inner front wheel, lb celeration ,., 00.4p. Vor a tire-road friction coef-
rr.,, = side force of outer front wheel, lb ficient of G,. 4 no braking is possible since all friction
F,.. side force of irner rear wheel, lb is used for the turning maneuver.
F,[:,, side force of outer rear wheel, lb Close inspection of Fig. 8-12 indicates that the in-

7. Compute the tire-road friction coefficient ý4 ,.-, nhr wheels provide less braking while turning than
to prevent wheel lockup on the inner front wheel by the outer wheels, In attempting to modulate the

brake forces, it should be remembered that the outer

-.F)' + (in F ; rear wheel is the most important contributor to direc-
d'less(8-44) tional stability during combined braking and turningL (FF.1 )2  maneuvers. If the outer rear wheel exceeds its side

8-16
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IiRE-ROAD FRICTION COE~fICIENT ~jDIMENSIONLESS

002040.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

frCuie Ftont

Quiet Hear

ý11Lateral AcceIor~ Icrt

0.4

Figure 1842. Braking Efficiency for Combined Braking and Turning (Flat 124)

force limit, the vehicl., tends to spin about its vertical
axis creating a severe accident hazard. UIRECTION1l0 1.AV1L

&-1.8 VEHICLE STABILITYI
CONSIDERATIONS .'' ½ 2/ /

Accident and vehicle tcst data, as well as basic en-
gineering analysis, indicate that premature rear wheel 4unial a"

lockup may result in violent vehicle instability, most
frequentlly causing the vehinle to spin about its verti-
cal axis. Investigations have shown that typical
drivers when faced with an unexpected emergency
maneuver apply large pedal forces. causing wheel JR~

lockup to occur, and futhermore, no attempts are
mnade to counteract the initial yaw motion of the vehi- ut.u, ......
dcl. The development of vehicle instability due to L
wheel lockup is illustrated in Fig. 8-13. If it is as- ~/
sumed that the front wheels are still rolling or, have
not yet approached sliding conditions and that the
rear wheels are already sliding, any disturbance due 1, I'1
to road grade or sidewind will produce a lateral com-
ponent IF, at the vehicle center of gravity. The re- WAIRom Wh,/,LOW,dUwa.I u,,on 181 F- ý1 ~~d lbeMO

sultant force FR, stemming from the inertia force F.
induced by braking and the lateral force F~ is now Figure 8-13. Vehicle Behavior With Rear and
oriented along angle a.,. Since the rear wheels are Front Wheels Locke4
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sliding, no tire side force can be produced at the rear forces sufficiently large to hold the vehicle in a stable
and, consequently, the side forces developed by the controlled stop. Inspection of Fig. 8-14 indicates that
front tiis will produce a yawing moment of magni- the space between wheel center line (I) and steering
tude F,./'L. This moment is directed so as to rotate and suspension line (2) is small in the cr-se of a nega-
the vehicle about its vertical axis in a manner that in- tive scrub radik.s. It becomes diffiLult to provide the
creases the initial angle ay, caused by the external dis- space sufficiently large to accept the brake rotor and
turbance, caliper.

If the front wheels are locked, an identical dis-
turbance will be reacted upon by a stabilizing mo- 8-2 BRAKING OF TANDEM
ment fR(l -#)L produced by the rear wheels. The di- AXLE TRUCK
rection of this moment is such as to rotate the longi- Tandem axles ar, used to increase the load carry-
tudinal axis of the vehicle towards the direction of ing capacity oe a venicle and to distribute the load bc-
travel of the centcr of gravity of the vehicle, thus re- tween both axles indeper.dent of road surface rough-
ducing the initial disturbance angle and rendering the ness. Tandem axle supenslot s, as illustrated in Fig.
vehicle completely stable. 8-15, may be grouped according to baswi des-gns, i.e.,

Different brake forces on the front wheels general- walking beam, elliptic leaf spring, and multip'i leaf-
ly cause a yawing motion of the vehicle about its ver- multipl-, rod.
tical axis. The front suspension design has a signifi-
cant effect upon the vehicle behavior when different Yl
brake forces are developed by the front wheels. The
scrub radius r, determines the degree to which a front P,
wheel is forced to rotate about its vertical axis in the /
presence of front wheel brake force unbalance. Scrub
radius is the distance between tire-to-road contact aiu..,•,'
point and wheel assembly steering rotation relative to 0%R . _
the ground. A positive scrub radius exists when the
intersection A of the tire center plane (line I in Fig. 8- kRR

14) and wheel assembly steering line (line 2 in Fig, 8-
14) is located below tCe road surface. A negative '.R"
scrub radius exists when the intersection A is located WA Walking, B•am

above the road surface. The scrub radius is zero when
the intersection A is located at the road surface. Y2

Apositive scrub radius has the effect of eliminatingIplay in steering linkages during forward travel andwheel vibrations are reduced. Large values of posi- . H'

tive scrub radius force the whee; to rotate towards the

higher brake force in the event of front wheel brake I
unbalance. A negative scrub radius forces the wheel ] I
to rotate slightly in the direction of the lower brake
force thus producing tire slip angles and t!i; si. . ," .

£ A:LRRRR -

'-A - "

Positive Scrub Hadius Natiative Scrub Radus Z1r 0.rrb flIr rC) MuIlItIl W ,&, .', m ipgo rfod

Figure 8-14. Definition of Scrub Radius Figure &-15. Tu•aem Axle Suspensions"
:} . 8 - 8
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In general, the reaction moments during braking dynamic axle loads during braking on a tandem axi
cause a change in load distribution between both truck with walking beam rear subpeasion are
axles of the tandem suspensioa in uddition to the dy- Tractor Front:
namic load transfer to the front axle of the vehicle.

Since load transfer on a tandem axle may lead to pre-
mature wheel lockup during braking, the particular F W =W - Y, lb (8-46)
axle suspension design has a pronounced effect upon
braking performance. The particular type of tandem
axle suspension must be included in the analysis and
dtsign of the vehicle brake system.

Many of the physiral relationships presented in FRj. Y. + w'r + wR - FR , lb (847)
par. 3-1 may be applied directly to trucks equipped
with tandem axle suspensions. For example, Eq. 8-14 Tractor tandem s.;arward:
will result in a basic brake force distribution between
fro•t axle and rear axles that will yield optimum FRR [Y~s - v1 - (wE + wR)au
braking performance. The brake force con:©ntrated
on the tandem axle must be matche'2 to the dynamic
axle loads of both individual axles of 'he tandem sus-
pension. The hori :ontal suspension force x, is given by

The basic principles for the anE lysi, of tandem axle
suspensions can be applied to a "varic ty of designs by X, = a W, - Fxj, lb (8-49)
using the general equations p,.esentd in Chapter 7.

The equations are cipecielly applic ible to computer The vertical suspension force Yj is given by
use, The braking analyses of a walking beam and twon .liptic leaf spring suspension are presented in the Yj = (W,0L -- a WxL + X, v)/L, lb (-0

next paragraphs.
As indicated by the discussion in Chapter 7, only where

the equations for the axle normal forces need br in- a = deceleration, g-units
troduced in the braking analysis. The solution ap- - actual front axle brake force determined by
proach is as foilows (see Chapter 7). The specified Eq. 5-10 or 5-31, lb
brake line pressure produces a brake torque and con- L = wheel base or distance between center of
sequently a brake force at each braked axle. The ap- front wheels and center of tandem axle, in.
propriate equation for computing brake torque is Eq. i = dimension, tandem axle, in.
5-2 in which the brake factor relationships presented s dimension, tandem axle, in.
in Chapter 2 are used; the equation relating to brake u, dimension, tandem axle, in.

i system gain is presented in Chapter 5 (Eq. 5-9). The vt - dimension, tandem axle, in.
total brake force induces vehicle deceleration and

hence an inertia force at the center of gravity. The in-
ertia force produces dynamic load tronsier from the
rear axleks) to the front. The tire-road friction coef-
Lficient required to prevent wheel slide conditions ist computed by the ratio of axle brake force to axle nor- --I

i mal force.

' ".1 WALKING BEAM SUSPENSION
rTihk forces acting on a decelerating tandem axle
tru;k are illustrated in Fig. 8-16. The forces F,, FxRF., a w,) wR
and F,.R which induce braking deceleration are ob-
tained from the axle brake force and are considered
to be known functions of brake line pressure. In the - . -zRR
case of a hydraulic b" z.te system, the brake forces are "a
computed by Eq. 1-10; in the case of an air brake
system the brake forces are computed by Eq. 5-31.

Use the notation from Figs. 8-15(A) and 8-16. The Figure 8-16. Forces Acting on a Tandem Axle Truck
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•, - weight of truck minus weight of tandem is illustrated in Fig. 8-1& where the road friction coef-
axle, lb ficient required for wheels unlocked braking is shown

wp = unsprung weight of tandem forward axle, ib as a function of vehicle deceleration. The braking of
wR - uas prung weight of tandem rearward axle, the tandem forward axle is close to optimum over a

lb wide range of tire-road friction coefficients, whereas
X center of gravity height divided by wheel the front axle is largely underbraked and the tandem

base L, d'less rearward axle overbraked. For ewample, on a 1A - 0.6
= static tandem axle load divided by vehicle road surface wheels-unlocked decelerations of not

weight, d'less greater than approximately 0.35g can be expected. In
Fig. 8-19 the same physical relationships are

The forces X, aitd Y, are the forces transmitted by the demonstrated in the form of a braking efficiency dia-
suspension to the frame rails of the truck and are im- gram. The efficiencirs on the rearward axle are about
portant in designing the suspension atla&sments. 74% and 53% on slippery (p - 0.2) and dry (y, - 0.6)

The computed dynamic axle loads, using the data ,oad surfaces, respectively. The friction utilization
of a typical vehicle given in Table 8-1, are shown in diagram in Fig. 8-19 gives a graphical repr-sentation
Fig. 8-17. For a deceleration of 0.5g the axle load of the "quality" of the vehicle/braking system match.
FZRR on the tandem rearward axle has decreaseJ to Any improvement must come by increasing zhe brake
approximately 47% of its static value. The use of the force on th.. i'ont axle with a corresponding decrcase
tire-road friction coefficient by this suspension design oa the rearwa, d axle of the tandem suspe rsion.

TABLE 8-1
TANDEM AXLE TRUCK DATA

Truck IV~, - 41,400lb
L - 192 in.
4- =0.74
X - 0.40
Tire Radius R - 20.25 in.

Susprnsion w)- - 2,300 1b
WR = 2,300 Ib
q 50 in.ll
s - 24i i.
u, - 20 in.

= 14 in.

Braker Front Axle Tandem Forward Tandem Rea• A'ard

Type Wedge IS" Cam "S" Cat,.
Drum radius r 7.5 in. 8.25 in. 8.25 in.
Brake Cnamber Area Ac 20 in., 30 in.' 30 in.'
Wedge angle a 12 deg
Slack Adjuster

Long % I, -- , 5.5 in. 5.'; rn.
Brake f.nlor BF 4.3, d'less 2.7, d'less 2.1, d'lcss
Pushout pressure p0  5.0 psi 2.5 psi 2.5 psi
Cam radius - 0.5 in. 0.5 in.
Mechanical

efficiency 'O 0.88 0.75 0.75

8-20
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S-2.2 TWO-ELLIPTIC LEAF 1.0 -

SPRING SUSPENSION Tondent Reamaidr Axle

use the notU~tions from Figs 8-15S(B) and 8-16. The os- - -

dynamnic anse loads during braking on a tandem axle
truck with two-elliptic leaf snring suspension tire___ - - - -

P Tractor front:

ld[0/2) - av] - -

FZF = ~~c+d) [(b/2) - av] __ - -

c[(b/2) + av] +W __

+(c+d) [(bl2) - at] l 85)~ admFrdAl

Tractor tandem forviard:

Y2 bd + 0.2

(CcA-d)J(b/2)+ av' ritAl

- ,~~lb (8-52) __ __f

(b/2) + av
0 (j.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.i 0.1

DECELERATION 'i~g-UNITS

Figure 84.18 Tire-Road Friction Utilization for a

30,000 - - - Truck Equipped With Walking Beam Suspension

1.0

20,00C - --Tho4dxr Fxrwattd A xix

0.0

xV
>.~L 1000 I I.-

______ - - U Tantleix Ilxarward Axle

0.4---- --

0. .. 04 05 000 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.2

I1ECE.LI'ATION a,V-UNITS TiRE-RI3AC FRICTION COEFFICIENT u, DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 8-17. Dynamic Adle Loads for a Truck Figure 8-19. Braking EM~tncy Diagram foi a Truck
Equipped 'Vlith Walking &eam Suspension Equipped Wli1b Walking Beam Suspension
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Tractor tandem rearward- II
Y~bc +W

FzR T c-+d) [(b/2) - air]'

+ WRO lb (8-53) R(b/2)-ay

The vertical stispension force Y'2 at equalizing bar is ~------
given by

Y2 iWL(4, - aX)+Gall/H ,lb (8-54)

where

G WpFS (L - c- b -va) 101000, - -

(b/2) + av

WRM A.

-(b/ 2) + a (L +d +b -va) ,in.-lb

d/cw-)(/2a -bv)0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1, 0.6

F 1(L- ECEERATION a,o.-UNIrS

L (/2 +avFigure 8-2e, Dynamic Axle Loads for ',Tr-uck

rc/ 012[ ) + ay]L dbva Equipped With Two-Elliptic Leaf Suypens~on

+ L -va , in,.~.6

where l ,i.4uinr FuiwwI Axleb-dimension, tandem axle, in. 3 K ' 9 7
c -dimension, tandem axle, in.
d - dimension, tandem axle, in.F

u diensin, tndemaxle inU.
v - dimension, tandem axle, in.

v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ .= ieson-adm xe n

For the example truck equipped with a two-elliptic
leaf spring suspension, the dynamic axle loads are il-
lustrated in Fig. 8-20. In iddition to the data for the 0.---... -

example truck given in Table 8-1, the tandem axle
dimnensions are b = 34 in., c -7in.,d = 7in.,,m = 21 0.4 .

in., v - 26.5 in. The dynamic axle load FPRF ap- TI ~i~dAI
proaches zero for a deceleration of appr'.xiniately 0. --.- -----

0.55g. The friction utilization diagram, Fig. 8-21, in- I
dicatoes that a u - 0.6 road surface allows wheels un- 0.2 -~. . . .-.

locked decelerations of only 0.25g. IN this case the fw~AI
tandem rearward axle is slightly and the front axle Frit Axle.

greatly underbraked. 0

Some improvement in braking performance tiay
be expected when the lever arms of the equalizer- 0 ~3.. 0.0 0.

carrying the slip ends of the springs are made of un- UECELOUATION .~UNITS

equal length. This change will alter the dynamic axle
load distribution as illustrated in Fig. 8-22. The static Figure 8-21. Ti're-Road Friction Utiiiz"'tion for a
load distribution also is changed giving the forward Truck Equipped With Two-Elliptic Leaf Suspesion
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axle initially a higher load. The effects of unequal rear axles. In this case, the wheels unlocked de-
equalizer lever arms upon friction utilization is il- celeration will increase to 0.43g. If the brake forces
lustrated in Fig. 8-23. on both the forward and rearward axles of the tan-

An additional improvement can be achieved by dem suspension are matched to the dynamic axle
changing the tandem axle design to include push rods loads on these axles by decreasing the brake chamber
as illustrated in Fig. 8-24, The improved friction size on the forward axle of the tandem suspension
utilization is shown in Fig. 8-25. The wheels un- and increasing i% on the rearward such that a brake
locked deceleration has increased to 0.38g from an force distribution € - front to rear - of 0.33, 0.28,
original value of 0.25g for u = 0.6. In terms of stop- and 0.39 is obtained, the wheels unlocked deceler-
ping distance from 50 mph, this means that the ation will increase to approximately 0.48g on a u =
wheels unlocked stopping distance theoretically can 0.6 road surface. The friction utilization diagram
be decreased from 347 ft to 233 ft using the simple de-
sign changes discussed so far.

No further major improvement in wheels un- [. -0

locked deceleration may be expected from design I Fo....d Axle
changes on the tandem axle geometry. Any other im- 0.9 L - Foi

provement in braking performance must originate
from a better matching of the individual brake forces 0.0 -

to the dynamic axle loads. If the condition for an t2
optimum brake force distributon, i.e., Eq. 8-14 is ap-.
plied to this particular example, a baszline dis- .
tribution of € = 0.67 will result. This change can be _
achieved by increasing the brake chamber on the u0.-
front axle and correspondingly decreasing it on the ,

-landam Rearvard xe

.4 0.3 - _ _

30,000 - - - -

- 0.2 -- _ _ _ _ - _

Fronit Axle
00.1

x,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Y OECELERATION Y g-UNITS

Figure 8-23. Tire-Road Friction Utilizatioý. ;or
Improved Two-Elliptic Leaf Suspension

I +

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

DECELERATION u --UNITS

Push Rod
Figure 8-22. Dynamic Axle Loads for Improved

Two-Elliptic Leaf Suspension Figure 8-24. Two-Leaf-Two-Rod Suspension
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shown in Fig. 8-26 indicates an almost optimum Tractor tancitm forward:I ~ braking for decelerations less than 0.4g, The corn-
puted brak~ng efficiencies are always gicater than FZRF Wp. + [bi, Y'4 - aw),ul]

q,.", K80% on both slippery (,u - 0.2) and dry (,u - 0.6) road
surfaces. x [(b/2) + as] ,lb (8-58)

It can be concluded for a two-elliptic leaf spring
suspension that considerable braking improvements
may be expected through feasible changes on the tan-
dem euspcnsion design and brak:e chamber sizes. Any
Ntrthý.r improvemcnit must come by means of iload -.0

A w-litcla pigtandem axle suspension 0.-- ----

ththsnearly equal axle loads on the forward and
rearward axle during braking is illustrated in Fig. 8- 13 -6'&--ec id'ixa

th lipi prnsar onetdby a compensating ~- __

Tractor front:

FrF "' W, [XI, +lIY 4  0.

+auI(wp+wR)I/[(b/2)+aij] ,lb (8-57)
Lj0.4--

IC-Tandem IlaxrvWxtd AxI* - FoitAl

-Te - - Forward Axle
0.9 -

0.8-- -- *- -. 2

0.3 I0.1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 'R
0.6 0(ELERATION a a, YuNITS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~Figure 8-26. Tire-Road Friction Utilization forTrk Fiue-7.T -eaSupnonWtEql

Equipped WithTwo-Laf-iwoRd Sse nsin Dynamicd AxlxLad
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Tractor tandem rearward: Since air suspensions are not widely used, no
analyses of particular designs are presented. The axle

FxRR = wR + [bY 4 - awRuI] normal force can be derived by applying principles of
mechanics such as the laws of force and moment

x [(b/2) + ,•n'j-', Ib (8-59) equilibrium to the suspension system.

wh-.re 8-3 BRAKING OF TRACTOR-
Y4 = TID ,lb (8-60) SEMITRAILER COMBINATION

WITHOUT TANDEM AXLES
T= -aL] [(b2) + a] An approach similar to that of two-axle vehicles of

+ a I{wyu L + wul [L + 0/2)+ el par. 8-1 will be used in the braking analysis of
•'-ctor-sernitrailers. Some simplifying assumptions
wili be made which yield analytical relationships im-portant for the understanding of the factors affecting

D = ([b/2) + avi] [,(L + b) + L + e + 2bl braking performance.

8-3.1 DYNAMIC AND ACTUAL+ [(b/2) + a• [I,L + L + b+ •BRAKE FORCES

For the correct design of a vehicular brake system,
it is essential that the optimum brake force dis-

S= dimension, tandct axle, in. tributions among the individual axles are known for
the empty and loaded vehicle. For a tractor-semi-

, = Y2/ X4 -lever ratio, d'less trailer the analysis is more complicated than for a
For a truck equipped with this tandem axle sus-

pension, the dynamic axle load changes during
braking - based on data from Table 8-1 and b - 34
in., e = 7 in., and I4 - I - are illustrated in Fig, 8-28.
It is evident that the braking dynamics are identical
to those of a two-axle truck. Consequently, the
physical relationships discussed in par. 8-1 may be
applied directly to this case. 30,000

8-2.3 AIR SUSPENSION
Air suspensions are designed as pure air sus- u."

pensions or as hydro-pneuma.tic suspensions. In the
case of the air suspension, elastic bellows are inflated
with air to a pressure corresponding to the vehicle 2 20.000

loading. One of the advantages of air ,uspensions is "
that the ground clearance can be regulated so that it .
is always at the same level regardless of loading con-
ditions. The wheel poiition is kept constant even in
the case of an independent wheel suspension. .'m., .

Gas-hydraulic or hydropneumatic suspensions use _0,000

rressurized gas, often nitrogen, as spring element.
The gas is separated from the suspension hydraulic
oil by a membrane. As the suspension components
move due to relative motion between body and
wheel, the hydraulic fluid compresses the gas ia the
gas chamber. The hydraulic elements of the sus-
pension also scrv", to dampen body vibrations. In 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0

some cases the hydraulic chambers of tt,e left front UECELERATION a, g-UNITS

and left rear wheel as well as the right front and right
rear wheel are connected by hydraulic lines in order Figure 8-28. Dynamic Axle Loads for a Two-Leaf-
to reduce pitch vibrations, Equal-Axle Load Suspension
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two-axle vehicle because the summation of the axle where
loads of thc tractor are not equal to the tractor a - deceleration, g-units
weight. The tractor axle loads are also a function of L, - tractor wheel base, in.

f the loading and braking of the trailer. L2 - distance between fifth wheel and semitrailer
In the optimum condition, i.e., a - u, all road fric- axle, also called semitrailer base, in.

tion available is used, and the brake forces are di- W, - tractor weight, lb
rectly related to the dynamic axle loads. Use the ter- W2 - semitrailer weight, lb
minology shown in Fig. 8-29. The equations of force y = horizontal distance between front wheels
and moment equilibrium yield as the normalized dy- and fifth wheel divided by tractor wheel
namic braking forces on each axle (Ref. 9): base Li, d'Less

Tractor rear axle: z, - fifth wheel height divided by tractor wheel
base LI, dOcss

"z2 fifth wheel height divided by semitrailer
X =, a(W1 -ax) +a W) (y-azj) base 4, d'less
W01 - empty tractor rear axle load (without semi-

trailer) divided by tractor weight, d'less

XIl - + ax2 d (8-63) 2 - static semitrailer axle load divided by scmi-
\ I + az2 ,, trailer weight, d'less

X, = tractor center of gravity height divided by
Tractor front axle: tractor wheel base 4, d'less

x2 - semitrailer center of gravity height divided
FxIdy . aL-- 1 -ax +a-W2 (l-y+az,) by semitrailer base 4, d'less

W, W,/ If W2 - 0, Eqs. 8-63 and 8-64 may be rearranged to
yield the equations applicable to a straight truck.

/I + a + The dynamic braking forces normalized by di-l + e sdls (8-64) viding by the totsa! weight (M + M) ai'e shown in Fig.I L +a--2

8-30, Examination of these curves shows that it will
Trailer axle: be difficult to design a fixed ratio braking system that

will produce actual brake forces which come close to
+' the dynamic brake forces for the loaded and un-Fx2 X..dy, 4 + a(z2 -- x2)

Sa + •a , d'ess (8-65) loaded vehicle on both slippery and dry road sur-
faces,

YL1 "•-i -2L2 3MW

W2

, W 1 211

"XI I I" I- 11

"I x-2 
k* 2 R

Figure 8-29. Forces Acting on a Decelerating Tractor-Semitrailer
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Eqs. 8-63, 8-64, and 8-65 may be rewritten to yield The actual brake forccs generated at each axle are
the dynamic tractor brake forces as a function of determined by the brake line pressure supplied to the
trailer loading condition and brake force levels, brakes, the brake geometry, the lining friction coef-

ficient, and the effective tire radius. The brake force

FX~pdFy. a, - 014,ai on each axle, e.g., for air brakes, may be computed
- aW1 l #1 ax~)from Eq. 5.31 with brake fade as discussed in

4+ (a W2 + FAAR (Il-Y + a 1) ,lb (8-66) Chapter 7 included. However, in order to simplify the
analysis, an average brake factor is assumed here, A

FAIRYA -aW 1(' 1 -ax 1)fixed ratio brake force distribution is presented in
Fig. 8-31 as a straight line. The location of this linc

+(a W2 -FA2R)' (Y- aZ1) lb (8-67) relative to the dynamic braking forces determines the
utilization of the given road friction by the brake

where system and hence the overall braking performance of
FIC2R Fe actual brake force of semitrailer axle, lb the vehicle combination.
The last term of each of the Eqs. 8-66 and 8-67 &-3.2 OPTIMUM DRAKE FORCE

represents the influences of the trailer on the tractorDSRDUI~
A graphical representation of Eqs. 8-66 and 8-67 is
Fhown in Fig. 8-31 for a typical vehicle and several The optimum brake force distribution is that fixed
loading conditions. ratio of brake force distribution among the axles

which will result in maximum decelerations prior to
wheel lockup on dry and wet roadways for both the

0.4 :i---------- mpty and loaded conditions. In thiis paragraph an
TaarRm Axl approach, similar to that developed for the two-axle

vehicle, th\at allows the d-ttermination of the ap-
03 proximate optimum tractor brake force distribution

Trwrhl Ililo Axle for a given trailer brake system will be outlined.

T~imor Nrow Axle

0.00

0 ~~0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 00AII8.6Fo9

U(1..Lk6AIION a. V- UNITS IWO~O, IV..k .0

(A) Luld'd Vehlicle 2600 W.,11 toledd

I I ~~2000/ ml

0600

0. [00 . PlyI~ 10

60t4Fk o,6curn 0.. od1.1

0 0.2 0.4 O,0 0.8 1.0 0 000 0003 160 200W 160 30

DECELERIATION . -U1OITS

13) Enwty Vehicle UYNAMIC NEON AXLE 914066 FORCE 1'~I,

Figure 8-30. Normalized Dynamic Araking Forces of a Figure 8-31. Dynamic Braking Forces of the Tractor
Tractor-Semitra~ler of a Trtictor-Semitraller Combination
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The tire-road friction coefficient required to pre- Tractor rear axle:
vent wheel lockup on a particular axle during brakingcan be computed by div'ding the axle brake force by FIRAP + (W-\ (1 -

the instantaneous axle load. To simplify the analysis, P
the influence of dynamic weight transfer during
braking is neglected; this is equivalent to replacing +F L +\
the curves of dynamic forces in Fig. 8-31 by straight + ( FX )' r +
lines - indicated by the brm:en lines. This pro-
cedure will yield a small error; however, the in-
fluence of the braking forces through the fifth wheel / (2
connection is retained. It should be noted that this -,-/ - J
simplification is introduced only to aririve at simple
relationships considered important in designing a +.2[Z/ +W 2  1U
brake system for a combination vehicle. The design + VLY + Y1 - X + W - ,
parameters hereby obtained subsequently should be
checked and evaluated by means of the braking per- d'less (8-70)
formance calculation program outlined in Chapter 7.

The tire-road friction coefficient AF required to Trailer axle:
prevent wheel lockup on the tractor front axle is +

Alp" O•• •• 'ess (8-68) W2

FI F Iwhere W, d'Os-kW-c +,dss (8-7 1)

" .I" + f,'IR + F '2s

FýIF" - actual brake force of tractor front axle, lb where
F R - actual brake force of tractor rear axle, lb F, IF - actual brake force of tracto' front axle, lb
P M - as;tual orake force of semitrailer axle, lb F -i - actual brake force of tractojr rear axle, lb

W - total combination weight, lb FX2R - actual brake force of sem, itrailer axle, lb
SThe brake force for each axle is determiincd from Eq. Eqs, 8-69, 8-70, and 8-71 may ne rewritten to be a

5-10 or 5-31 with an average lining friction coef- function of the trailer axle brake force FX2R only by

ft3 lent (values given in par. 14-2) used to compute the using the relationship F. + FXI + FX2R - aW. The
brake factor, The effect of pushout pressures on the following expressions .re obtained for the ap-
brake force distribution is neglected in this analysis, proximate axle loads on the tractor-semitrailer com-

The approximate normalized axle loads of the bination,
combination can be computed and are Tractor front axle:

Tractor front axle: FZIFUP =W1(l - #1) + W2(l - #2 )(l - y)

l-#i + +-F--R (z2-- + 2Yl--(z2

IFF+F. r + a[W xI + W2zI - W2 (2 - z2 )(x -y)
/FI-+ ( X IR) W2i

XL w lb (8-72)

+ ( W• / (XJ - 2)(1 -Y Tractor rear axle:
IFtIR.ap W1, 1 + W20(l )y

"+ + )z(I -y)-(z - :) + F,2R (Z2y + z1)

- a[W x, + W2z1 - W2(X2 - z2)y] ,lb
+ (k-.) x2(I- y)I, d'less (8-69)

: •J(8-73)
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Trailer axle: 0. .

FJt.,w - W2h - F&2Az2 - aW 2(x2 - z) lb (8-74)

With the expressions for the approximate axle
loads substituted into the friction rrelationship, Eq. 8-
68, the decelerations achievable on an axle prior to ! 0.4
wheel lockup for a particular tire-road friction coef- ,ractof Rex Axle
ficient, vehicle geometry, and trailer brake force level

may now be computed by the following expressions. ."A
S0.3

Tractor front axle:

a 'irP'(l -1) + (i - A)(I - )(I -y) + ( - 2y - 0).
, PAXI + (0 - X)t, + ( A - Veo- r- Y)T ru Axle

d'less (8-75) •,

Tractor rear axle:

aIR - ARXkIA + 0I X ) 0I - h.)y + p(z2y + Z, A] 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5alt li + ,,,[XxI + 0I - A)Z - (0 - WX(x + 70)y

DECELERATION a, o-UNITS

d'less (8-76)
Figure 8-32. Tire-Road Friction Uti;,atlon for a

Trailer axle: Loaded Tractor-Semitrailer

SD•2R[(( -- X -- PZ2 ] d'less (8-77)
02,R +- - - ... .(I (XI. --- ....7- --

I'
where

• - W, / W, d'less 0.G

jup -M tire-road friction coefficient on tractor
fro-it wheels, d'less

uI• - tire-road friction coefficient on tractor rear , 0.5

wheels, d'less /
g2R tire-road friction coefficient of trailer

wheels, d'less
p = F, 2 R/W, d'less /

•.F = F~IF/ F•,wia, d'less
4OIR F-cI R/fxtl d'less Ca 03Trallef Axle tror <rat AxIv

'2R - FXYF,, a,, d'less F
For p = 0 and X ex 1, i.e., no trailer is connected to

the tractor, Eqs. 8-75, 8-76, and 8-77 reduce to those C3 Tractot liea( Axle

for a two-axle truck.
A graphical representation of Eqs. 8-73, 8-76, and

8-77 is shown in Figs. 8-32 and 8-33 for the loaded • 0.1
and empty driving condition, respectively. In this
example the brake forces were distributed to match
the dynamic brake forces existing during the loaded 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

driving condition. Consequently, for the empty vehi-
cle the trailer axle is always overbraked compa'ed to DECELERATION a ,g-UNITS

the two other axles. For example (Fig. 8-33) a de-
celeration of 0.4g requires a coefficient of friction A = Figure 8.33. Tire-Road Friction Utilization fot an
0.6 on the trailer axle to prevent wheel lockup. The Empty Tractor-Semitrailer

8-29
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required friction coefficieits for the loaded con- with Eqs. 8-75, 8-76, and 8-78, this brake force dis-
dition shown in Fig. 8-32 indicate an almost optimum tribution yielded braking efficiencies of 75% for the
braking of the vehicle with the rear tractor axle slight- empty and loaded vehicle on both slippery (su m 0.2)
ly overbraked. and dry (p - 0.8) road surfaces. This theor'etical re-

Eqs. 8-75 and 8-76 may be used to develop limit- suit is supported by actual road tests of a com-
ing relationships on the rekative rear axle brake force bination vehicle (Ref. 5). The brake force dis-
of the tractor. With the braking efficiency E - a/As tribution originally was equal to 0.12, 0.44, 0.44 -
this results in the exprcssion (Ref. 5) front to rear - resulting in trailer axle lockup for the

empty driving condition at approximately 0.53g indi-
A cating a braking efficiency of about 60%, No tractor

01 it 0x)B ,d'Iess (8-78) axle lockup was observed for the loaded case.
Changing the basic brake force distribution by means

where of Eq. 8-78 to 0.17, 0.44, and 0.39 - front to rear -
A X01 + (l-X)(lI-i,)y increased the braking efficiency to approximately

70%.
+ p I ~y + zj) ,d'less (8-79) 98-3.3 STRAIGHT-LINE VERSUS CURVED

B -kx• + (l-kzl PATH BRAKING PERFORMANCE
An analysis similar to that of solid frame vehicles

- (I - y) (.2 - r2)y , d'less (8-80) can be developed which includes the effects of lateral
acceleration on the braking efficiency and optimum

E,,
1
, , minimum braking efficiency to be achieved brake force distribution. The resulting equations are

by vehicle, d'less lengthy and are normally evaluated only by means of
The relative brake force 0jx on the trailer axle can computer programs (Refs, 10 and II). Lateral ac-

be computed from 42 " p/a where a is equal to the celeration values of trucks and truck-trailer cam-
deceleration 'f the combination in g-units. The binations generally are limited to values significantly
relative front axle brake force is Qwtermined from I - lower than those achievable by passenger cars. Tests
01 ' + 0At+ 021, For # - 0 and X - I, i.e,, no trailer have shown that proper brake system designs in
is connected to the tractor, Eq. 8-78 redu( -i to that terms of a brake force distribution causing a senuence
for a two-axle vehicle, of tractor front, trailer, and tractor rear axle lot .up

The relative tractor rear axle brske force tbx for will yield minimum stopping distances for both
most cases should not exceed 0.50. A ;elatively small straight and curved braking. A proper brake system
value of 01g and hence moderate utilization of the design requires considerution of brake torque and
friction in longitudinal direction on the tractor rear wheel lockup sequence. For purposes of 'stretch-
axle means that still a considerable lateral tire force is ing" the combination, the trailer brakes should be ap-
available for directional stability, This is of im- plied prior to the tractor brake3. In terms of wheel

V portance since the danger of jackknifing is related di-
iecily to the lateral friction forces available at the
tractor rear axle. TABLE U-2

"The decelerations achievable with a fixed brake VEHICLE DATA FOR TRACTOR-
force distribution on clippery (jA a 0.2) and dry (u - SEMITRAILER CALCULATIONS0.8) road su~rfaces must be chocked with Eqs, 8-75, 8-
76, and 8-77 tot the empty and loaded driving con- Empty Loaded
dition., If the results indicate too low a performance
for one loading condition, the distribution must be 0.52 0.52
al .red until an acceptable value between empty and 0.738 0.51
loaded brake force distribution has been found.

For a typical tractor-semitrailer geometry swith the X1 0.22 0.22
vehicle data given in Table 8-2, the optimum brake
force distribution was ddtermined for p - 0.23- i.e., X2 0,12 0.26

a brake force of 23% of the total vehicle weight is act- X 0.6 0.21
ing on the trailer axle at maximum reservoir pressure p 0.23 0.23

to be equal to 0 - 0.17, 01p - 0.47, and 4R -
0.36 for a braking efficiency of 75%. When checked (z, a 0.193, z= 0,12;y 0.93)
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lockup, stability requires that the tractor front axle 8-4 BRAKING OF TRACTOR-
lock first, the trailer axle second, and the tractor rear SEMITRAILER COMBINATIONS
axle last. EQUIPPED WITH TANDEM

AXLES

First, only the trailer with a tandem axle sus-
pension will be connected to a two-axle tractor.

8-3.4 VEHICLE STABILITY Later, both tractor and trailer will be equipped with
CONSIDERATIONS tandem axle suspensions.

Test results have shown that three different typer
of loss of control of a tractor-semitrailer com-
bination may occur. In the event of front wheel lock-
up, steering control is lost and the vehicle continues 9-4.1 TWO-AXLE TRACTOR COUPLED
in a straight and stable path. Steering control can be TO A TRAILER EQUIPPED WITH
regained by simply lowering the pedal force suf- A TWO-ELLIPTIC LEAF SPRING
ficiently to release the front brakes. In the event of SUSPENSION
trailer wheel lockup trailer swing occurs (Refs. 12, The firces acting on a decelerating tractor-
13,14,15, and 16). This instability can be overcome by semitrailer are shown in Fig. 8-34. Use the ter-
releasing the brakes and stretching the combination minology of Fig. 8-34. The equilibrium equations ap-
by slight acceleration. The reason for trailer swing oc- plied to the free body of the tractor, sprung semi-
curring is the same that causes a passenger car to spin trailer, forward trailer axle, and rearward trailer axle
around its vertical axis due to loss of side force on the yield a set of equations that may be solved for the in-
rear wheels in the event of rear wheel lockup. Violent dividual axle loads. When aerodynamic drag, rota-
instability, including jackknifing, ocvurs when the tional energies, and rolling resistance are neglected,
tractor rear wheels lock prior to any others. In this the equilihrium equations are:
case the side forces at the tractor rear wAheels are near-
ly zero and in the event of braking in i turn the side Tractor:
forces on the front tires tend to support the jack-
knifing action by keeping the tractor front in the in- Xz1L1 4- Y(l-y)L1 - FrIF
tendeed turn, whereas the tractor rear axle slides side-
ways causing the tractor to yaw violently. + W1(1-ý')Li + WlaxiLi - 0 , lbin. (8-81)

Antijackknifing devices have been proposed that
would affect the friction at the fifth wheel location
(Refs. 17 and 18). Some extreme, devices have been
proposed that would lock the tractor rigidly in posi-
tion relative to the trailer in the event of jackknifing. Sprung semitraier:
Such a device could change the articulated vehicle to
that of a rigid system without steerability. W,2a -- X - X, - X'3  0 ,lb (8-83)

Any device affecting the fifth wheel friction would
shift the side force requirements lost by the locked
tractor rear axle to the front and trailer wheels (Ref. Y + Y1 + Y2 + Y3  2 0 , lb (8-84)

19). This change may cause tire bide force saturation
at those wheels. In addition, the r.sulting com* W,2a (x2 - z2)Le2 + (Xi + X3) (zL 4 v)

bination vehicle motion may be more severe than the
jackknifing alone. Y1(4 - c - b) + Y2b

Since the causes of jackkniring are loss of tire-side
force at the tractor-rear wheels, a prop.-r brake force + Y3(4 + d + b) - W,2021 2 - 0 , lbin,
distribution to ensure front wheel lockup first. then

trailer wheels, and last tr,,tor rear wheels appears to (8-85)
be a proper engineering approach for avoiding jack-
knifing (Refs. 20, 21, 22, and 23). Furthermore, with Trailer forward axle:
the advances made in antiskid controls for heavy ve- A' - Fx2RF + wra = 0 lb (8-86)
hicles, tractor rear and trailer wheel lockup is pre-

vented ýor all loading and road conditions as well as
driver skill levels. F 2PF - Y,- Y2 d/(c4-d) -w = 0 ,lb (8-87)
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£22

il/I 
il2RF

X~v+ Y_: X2 /( 1d TJ 2b2 Y- Y e-ia it welfkc,

Figure 8-34 Foce 0cin~ a Tbin.o-mi e (8ui88) Wi -vetica susp Lensio framensforn

Y3- vertical suspension force, rearward axle, lb

': jTrailer rearward axle: a - deceleration, g-units
b - dimension, tandem axle, in.
e- dimension, tandem axle, in.

-F,2Rx + awR - 0 ,lb (8.89) d diesotnmaxi,
di - dimension, tandem axle, in.

PIA- - Y2c/ (c+d) - wR -0 ,lb (8-90) v- dimension, tandem axle, in.
This system of eleven equations contains thirteen

X~v Y~c'(c~) - 31 (12)unknowns. Two additional equations can be ob-
X~v [Y~/(cd) -Y 3 ](/2)tamned when optimum braking c.onditions are con-

+ aw sidered in which the deceleration in g-units equals the
+ awM -0 Ib (891) tire-road frict-on coefficient, i.e., a ~.Then the

wherebraking forces ~2RF and F.2RR are replaced by aFl2R,.
- acualbrae foce f taile tadembr- and aJ,2RR an~d a system of eleven equations with

FX2RF - cu rk oc ftalrtne o- eleven unknowns Is obtained which can be solved by
ward axle, ýb successive substitution.

ýOiRR - actual brake force of trailer tandem rear-Thinvdulakodsre
ward uxle, lb

F22RF -normal force of trailer tandem forward Tractor front axle:
axle, lb

F,2RR -normal force of trailer tandem rearward F IF = W, 1(-0'1 + axl) + Y(l -y +azj) ,lb (8-92)
axle, lb

W, semitrailer weight minus weight of tandem where
¶1 axle, lb

X - horizontal fifth wheel force, lb aYl
X, horizontal suspension force, forward axle,

lb
X'3 -horizontal suspension force, rearward axle, Tatr~a xe

lb F, W, (01 -ax,)+ Y(y -az) ,lb (8-93)
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Trailer forward axle: Introduction of Eqs. 8-92 through 8-99 in the
Y bd w -a braking performance calculation program resulted in

Fý 2jR r " c---- .•bl2- +-y + wr (-b + , lb the dynamic axle load diagram and the braking per-(c+a) [(b/2) + av] (b/2) + av formance diagram presented in Figs. 8-35 and 8-36,

S(8-94) respectively.

Trailer rearward axle: 25,000 - .. *0.*,

pRR
Y2bc wsua

FZ2,RR + WR + - - lb .00R
(c+ d) [(b/2) - avy (b/2) - av

(8-95) ~

The vertical loads c n the kingpin of the fifth wheel I F
and on the tandem suspension are given by

d d((b/2)--ay)-
(c+d) ([b/2] + av] o.• - 2,4

+ c [(b/2) + av) + ....
+ (c+d) [(b/2) - av)] + i 0., 0.2 0.- 0 . 0.; 0.. 0..ItECELER.'TION a, a-UNITS

+ [ wrM / -)' w a lb '8-96) Figure 8-35. Dynamic Axle Loads for a Tractor-
+ L(b/2)+av (b/2)- av J Semitrailer Combination

IY,2 L2 j10 2 - a(x2 - z2)] + GI a
H1  lb (8-97)

u.!" 1,F 1F 2 jR
Ex l Aimellniil loi I R+,,) 1,,lmlli)•/_/, / I214'"where °F il//y

w-v)a+ -c -b] - .

214

(b/2) - av PEDAL FURCE 0',Ill

bin (89 )0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0

20 *-\D0 LERATION a,0-UNITS
d ,,

H +-'-'d" [(z, LI - v)a + L2 -c - b] ,- ,,
SQ 60 t Ill

r(b/2) -avj 00

x L(b/2) + avj

+ ----- [(zL, - v)a + L2 + d + b]
c4-

r I * - tIICt1 t frolt Axlle 2 ,R trllar hlt vrd Axle

x [A( /2) + av I R , - tractor rear aski 2 RR * .tailer riarmid axle
L(b/2) - ay

Figure 8-36. Braking Performance Diagram for a
+ (z, L - v)a + , in. (8-99) Tractor-Semitrailer Combination
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M-4.2 TWO-AXLE TRACTOR COUPLED TO Y2 [W 2- - W,2a0 -Z2)4

A TRAILER EQUIPPED WITH A
WALKING BEAM SUSPENSION - X2zx L, Y2 ]i/ , lb (8-100)

Use the terminology shown in Fig. 8-37. The ap-
plication of the equilibrium equations to the corn- Y = W,2 - Y'2 , lb (8-107)
bination vehicle results in the following dynamic axle
loads: FX2ýRF - actual brake fotce of semitrailzr tandem

forward axle, lb
Tractor front axle: FX2RR - actual brake force of semitrailer tandem

F..j, W1(I - x, + axl) + Y(l - y + azi) ,lb rearward axle, lb
q2 = dimension, tandem axle, in.

(8-100) s2 - (imension, tandem axle, in.
Sdimension, tandem &xle, in.

"Tractor rear axle: Y - dimension, tandem axle, in.
x2 - horizontal suspension force, lb

F&AI W1 + Y FA5F ,lb (8-101)

Trailer rearward axle:

F•2RR [Y 2s2 + wpq2 - au2 (WF + %W) 8-4.3 THREE-AXLE TRACTOR EQUIFPED
WITH A WALKING BEAM SUSPENSION

- X2 v2]/q 2 lb (8-102) COUPLED TO A TRAILER EQUIPPED
WITH A TWO-ELLIPTIC LEAF

Trailer forward axle: SPRING TANDEM SUSPENSION

F• 2F. Y2 + WF + WR - F ,lb (8-103) Use the tetminology shown in Fig, 8-38. The in-
dividual dynamic axle loads are

wh're
."2 Ix'. + FxI.R - a(wy + wR) ,lb (8104) Tractor front axle:

X - W2a-X 2 ,lb (8-105) /11F W= + Y Y4 ,lb (8-108)

i~ ~ ~~- ----L-T ..- • ... .Li• -f -

Ws 2

"X2'

-X I. .. .. . ., 2

L 2

Figure 8-37. Forces Acting on a Tractor-Semitrailer Equipped With Walking Beam Suspension
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Tractor tandem rearward axle: The vertical force Y on the fifth wheel kingpin is
obtained from Eq. 8-96. The trailer axle loads are

FIRR - [Y431 - X4'A + (WIF + wI)GaU identical to those derived in par. 8-4.1 for a two-axle
tractor coupled to a tandem axle trailer and may be

4+ wIRqj]/qI , lb (8-109) determined from Eqs. 8-94 and 8-95.
The application of the braking performance cal-

Tractor tandem forward axle: culation program to a vehicle combination con-
sisting of a tractor equipped with a walking beam sus-

FEIRF = Y4 + wi + WLR - Re ,lb (8-110) pension and a trailer equipped with a two-elliptic leaf
spring tandem axle resulted in the dynamic axle

where loads, braking performance diagram, and braking ef-
ficiencies as presented in Figs. 8-39 through 8-41.

,X FARF + FARR - a(wi. + wMR) ,lb (8-1Il) Experimental results obtained for the vehicle are in-
dicated in the braking performance and braking of-

-4 (W,#•L 1 + y YLI ficiency diagrams.
The individual axle brake forces as weli as the total

- (aW,2 - FX2RF - FX21R) z1 L1  brake force computed for a 77,000 Ib, 3.S2 tractor-
semitrailer are presented in Fig. 8-42 as a function of

- a WI x, LI + X4 v, ]ILI , lb (8-112) brake line pressure. Inspection of the curves shows
clearly the brake fade - indicated by a decreasing

q dimension, tandem axle, in. slope with increasing pressure. The brake forces as-
s, - dimension, tandem axle, in. sociated with the tractor rearward axle and the trailer

WII = tractor weight minus weight of tandem axle, forward axle attain a maximum of about 6,000 lb for
lb a line pressure of approximately 60 psi. Test data

wLy - unsprung weight of tractor tandem forward demonstrated that the aforementioned axles did lock-
axle, lb up at line pressur"s between 40 to 60 psi. The faster

wi - unsprung weight of tractor tandem rear- decrease in total brake force for line pressures above
ward axle, lb 60 psi is caused mainly by dynamic load transfer off

WI,

-`7W. YWF44 W X Y

+2L XfI I R2Z6 3

Il xRF XlRR P2W GR

zIF I FZI 1'zIRR z2RRR

Figure 8-38. Forces Acting on a Tandem Axle Tractor - Tandem Axle Semitraile- Combination
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the rearward axle of the tractor and forward axle of ward axle can be reduced by decreasing the desi~ri
the trailer and not by brake fade. measurement "Y" as illustrated in Fig. 8-24. For

The theoretical results demonstrate that a con- example, a change of v from 32 in, to 16.8 in. will
siderable dynamic load transfer occurs on tandem cause a decrease of the load on the forward axle to
axles without equalization, i.e., the two axla. of a about 47% of its static value for a deceleration of 0.5g
tandem suspension in many cases cannot be lumped as compared to approximately 5% for Y - 32 in. This
into time axle. The study has shown that for tandem also means that the wheels unlocked deceleration on
axle designs as indicated ii, Fig, 3-15(B) the load the forward axle can be increased to about 0.45g, in-
transfer occurring between the forward and rear- stead of 0.34g.

""-Epty
-Load TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COWrICIENT ,DIMENSIONLESS

.. FI F0 -0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0

F0 .. .R

ta..

LM 0.7 1 , experimental

F, F 0ý 0.8 1 F' - tractor front axle . IR

F'IIRI 0.5 1 - tractor tandem foateid axle 2 Ak
10.10 1 * IAR tractor tanidem reanward axle

0F , - .4 2 AF' trailer tandem lorvard axle

J' R ' s o2A 2 ARf* trailear tandem dairwad axle

-Fr~til Figure 8.41. Braking Effilciency Diagram for a
0.5 01 . Tandem Axle Tractor - Tandem Axle Semitrailer

0 0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 0. 0.C mbnto
DECELERATION a, e-UNITS obnto

Figure 8-39. Dynamic Axle Loads for a Tandem Axle
Tractor - Tandem Axle Semltrailtr Combination

EN00 MetaX2RNR R

PEDAL FOCE F lb , 2Aj RF - a~ t axe a fr o rnt axle ,. ,0

i F tatrtna owr axle 1200 I F'

0ý 20 40 40 20 2o 120A6 XI

8.-3606 . j06,0

20 DCLRTO -NT
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8-5 BRAKING OF A TWO-AXLE Semntrailer axle:
TRACTOR COUf LED TO A
SINGLE AXLE SEMI- F.2R = Wia(z( - z2) + W20- + W2akz4 - Y2)

TRAILER AND A
DOUBLE AXLE TRAILER + (FXIF + k, R)(,2 - 44) - F,2RZ4 , lb

Use the terminology shown in Fig. 8-43. The (8-115)
dynamic axle loads are

Tractor front axle: Double trailer front axle:

FZF W(l- (W1 + W2)aZ3 + W30l 4h) + W1aX3FI W10(l01
+ WIa(x1  -2 A +22 +;Y-kY) V(FXtF + F IR +F 2R)Z3 ,lb (8-116)

Double trailer rear axle:
+ W20l -02) (l -Y,

- W2a(z 4 - x2)(I - y)
+ (FXI + FXR1 + FX2R)Z3 ,ib (8-117)+ (F IF + F• )(RZI Z2 + Z4 + 2y- 24Y)

+ FAR 4(0 - y) , lb (8-113) whr
F.3F = actual brake force of double trailer frontaxle, Ib

Tractor rear axle: all
F,3R = actual brake force of double trailer rear

F = Wj0I - Wja(x1 - zj + z4y -z 2y) axle, lb
FF3F = normal force of double trailer front axle, lb

+ W2 (0 - 02)y - W2 a(z4 - x2)y F'3R = normal force of double trailer rear axle, lb
L - wheel base of double trailer, in.

- (F.IF + FXIR) (z, + -2Y -7y) W3 = double trailer weight, lb
z3 - double trailer hitch height divided by

+ FW2RZ4Y ,lb (8-114) double trailer wheel base Lj, d'less

de-Y i- -- • y-- L 2--

1
" L7 + 2 3 ~zL + 3 4

IY

Wl FW IF FW

x2R X3 23

zxFFxRr2R "13 " z3R

Figure 8-43. Forces Acting on a Tractor-Semitrailer-Doiible-Trailer Combination
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z4 double trailer hitch height divided by semi- vehicle these rotational inertias consist of those as-
tmaler base L2, d'less sociated with the rear wheels, drive shaft, and engine

X3 double trailer cenier' of gravity height di- giving, the total equivalent rear wheel mass moment
vided by double trailer base L3, d'less of inertia ITR

static doub'c trailo.r; rear axle load divided
by double trailer weight W3, d'less IR-It+p d+p ~ n i 818The braking performance data obtained from the 'T R+Ptd+ inbs (81)

braking penrformance, :caculations program are pre- witere
sentcd 'in Fig, 8-44 for the loaded vehicle com bi- Id- mass moment of inertia associated with
nation and are cornpared to actual road test data. drive shaft, in. *lb -s2

M-6 BRAKING OF COMBAT VEHICLES 1,-mass moment of inertia associated with en-
rýThe major factors in, the brakinp analysis of comn- gni.l

bat vehicles stem fro-i the mo~ments of rotational 1 -rotational inertias of rear wheels and con-
energies to be absorbed by the brakes and the sig- nected shafts, in. 'lb's2

nificantly incrc:ised rolling res5istance associatcd with Pd ifentartodlsP, - transmission ratio, d'less
the ullor alftruksAn equation similar to Eq. 8- 118 may be derived

for front wheel driven vehinles. For full track
OF RTATONALENEG!~ vehicles, the effects of all driven wheels need to be

Teow.cleraticia of a vehicle consists of the trans- considired. For the evaluation of rotational inertias
laoyadrotational inertias of the masses. So far,

onytetranslatory effects were considered in the
brakng nalyis.Rotational inertias include those of
whelstraksshafts, brake drums, snd engine parts.
Theanaysi isfurther complicat".d because the par-

ticla components rotate at different revolutions per
mnt sillustrated in Fig. 8-45. '

Floigfundamentals of mechanics, it becomes
convnien toexpress mass moments of inertia rela-
tiv toth shftcarrying the brake used for retarding

terotating components. For a rear-wheel-driven we

1.0 3R
I~~~~~~U F Wrco . n xe2

I1R - tractor reari axle 21W

3 Y dobl tracto r fronr axle 3 F.

3 R0 double trailer rear axle < 0.4
-IR '

PEDAL FURJCE F,, lb 0.2

100 00 60 40 20

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 I 0

D~2 ECELUI.RTION a .8-UNITS

a40

a60
ExpenenowP

Figure 8-44. Braking ;trformanc, D)iagram for a Figure 8-45. Rotational Inertias of a Rear Wheel

83Tractor-Sensltraller-Doublc-Trailer Coumbination Driven Vehicle
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associated with heavy trucks, inertias for single vahues can be assigned to a road surface. For ap-
wheels of 110 in.lb's' and 250 in.'Ib's2 for dual proximate design evaluation, the following rolling re-
wheels may be used. For other vehicles such as tanks sistance coefficients for wheeled and track equipped
no general inertia data can be given. The mass mo- vehicles may be used:
ments of inertia can normally be computed by basic Road surfaces that are rigid
laws of mechanics. Tires: 0.01 to 0.015, tracks: 0.02 to 0.035

For the actual braking analysis, it becomes coný Road surfaces that deform
venient to express the effects of rotational inertia by Dirt roads
an increased translational inertia (Waj 0 1,, as (Ref 8) Tires: 0.05 to 0.02; tracks 0.035 to 0.045

Loose sand, off road

(Waj., - 6 Wa , lb (8-119) Tires: 0.02 to 0.30, tracks 0.045 to 0.075

where &8..3 BRAKING OF HALF-TRACK
VEHICLE

6 - I + (lTF + Irte)g'I(RIW ,d'less (8-120) With the engineering relationships presented in
r- a momes, t oeand previous chapters, it becomes possible to determine

brakes, in.1lb-s2  the braking performance of vehicles equipped with
R - distance between wheel center and road- pneumatic tires on the front and track of the rear.

way, in. For vehicles using rear brakes mounted on the drive

g' - gravitational constant, 386 in./sI wheels, the braking analysis of tandem axle trucks

The value of 6 is a function of the transmission gear may be used as a base for computing braking per-
formance, The effects of track rolling resistance must

used during the braking process. Typical values for be included, For drive shaft mounted brakes the
passenger cars range from 1.05 to 1, 15 in high gear to transmission ratio must be considered in the analy-
1,3 to 1.5 in low gear. Correuponding typical values
for trucks range from 1,03 to A.06 for high gnar and
from 1.25 to 1.6 for low geov, 8-6.4 BRAKING OF FULL-TRACK VEHICLES

The braking energy to be absorbed by the brakes AND SPECIAL CARRIERS
consists of the translational e~nd rotational com- The prediction of braking performance and brake
ponents. For a braking procems from speed vY to vý the temperature for full-track vehicles and special
total braking energy Er is carriers becomes possible with the engineering re-

lationships presented in previous chapters. Im-
( I pcrtant design considerations are brake torque and

Er = [W/(2g)] (V' - VY ) + 1 (W - "W'2) hence braking effectiveness and brake cooling. Fac-
tors such as brake force distribution are eliminated

ft-lb (8-121) since no individual load carrying axles are identified.
where A design example of a full-track vehicle is presented

g - gravitational constant, ft/s2  in Chapter 14, The brake analysis of special carriers
I - mass moment of inertia of rotating com- does not present any difficulties. Since in most cases

ponents decelerated by brakes, in. 'lb's' individual designs arc used, no specific design solu-
V, = initial vehicle speed, ft/s tions are suggested here.
V2 - final vehicle speed, ft/4
S- initial angular velocity of brake rotor, rad/s 8-7 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON
S- final angular velocity of brake rotor, rad/s VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH

FIXED RATIO BRAKING
8-6.2 TRACK ROLLING RESISTANCE SYSTEMS

The rolling resistance of wheeled vehicles was dis- For the correct design of a vehicular brake system,
cussed in Chapter 6. The rolling resistance as- it is essential that the optimum 6-ake force dis-
sociated with track vehicles stems mainly from road tributions among the individual axles be known for
surface deformations, frictional losses of track ele- the empty and loaded vehicle. In the case of a two-
ment' at their connecting points, and friction at the axle vehicle, these expressions are simple and can be
track side walls pressing into the ground. The rolling given in terms of the deceleration or the rear axle
re3istance coefficient is affected greatly hy the re- brake force as a function of the front axle brake
sistance of the ground to deformation and no specific force. For a tractor-semitrailer vehicle, however, the
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analysis is more complicated since the. dynamic axle Vehicles, lnstn. Mech. Engrs., Symposium on
loads and hence the dynamic brake forces of the trac- Control of Vehicles, Paper 9, Match 1963.
tor are affected by the loading anJ brake force levels 2. R. Limpert, An Experimental Investigation of
of the trailer. An improvement in braking perform- Proportional Draking, M.S. Thesis (unpublished)
ance can be expected by optimizing the brake force Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1968.
distribution among the axles of a solid frame and 3. R. Limpert and Ch. 1 . Warner, Proportional
combination vehicle. However, no braking efficien- Braking of Solid-Frame Vehicles, SAE Paper No.
cies much higher than 70 to 75% may be expected for 711046, January 1971.
heavy commercial vehicles that show a significant dif- 4. R. Murphy, R. Limpert and L. Segel, Develop-
ference in the center of gravity location between the ment of Braking Performance Requirements for
lkoaded and unloaded cases. Often front axle braking Buses, Trucks, and Tractor/Trailers, SAE Paper

of heavy tractor-semitrailer combiiuations is No, 710046, January l91l,
eliminated under the erroneous notion that the 5, R. Murphy, R, Limpert and L. Segel, Bus, Truck,
danger of jackknifing or trailer swing is thereby re- Tractor-Trailer Braking Performance, Volume Iduced. Elimination of the front axle brakes has a pro- of 2: Research Findings, Final Report Contract

nounced effect on the baseline distribution in terms FH-l 1-7290, prepared for the U.S. Departmentof reduced braking performance. of Transportation, March 1971.
For track vehicles important design con- 6. M. Wolf, "Braking Efficiency and Degree of

siderations are brake torque, brake system gain, Safety for Stationary and Nonstationary Braking
space limitations, and brake cooling. Factors such as in a Turn", Automobiltechnische Zeitschrift 59,
brake force distribution and dynamic brake forces No, 6, 1957,
are not major parts of a track vehicle braking 7, R, Limpert, F, Gamero and R. Boyer, An
analysis. Investigation of the Brake Force Distribution for

In some cases light weight-unbraked trailers are Straight and Curved Braking, SAE Paper No.
towed by a truck. The deceleration of the corn- 741086, October 1974,
bination is reduced since the braking system of the 8. M. Mitschke, "Dynamics of Motor Vehicles",
tow vehicle must retard the entire weight. In mcm ap- Springer Publisher, Berlin-Heidelberg-New
plications the hitch point is located at approximately York, 1972.
the same vehicle distance from the ground as the 9. R. Limpert, An Investigation of the Brake Force
center of gravity of the tow vehicle. With this as- Distribution on Tractor-Semi-Tralle.- Combina-
sumption, the dynamic axle loads of the tow vehicle tions, SAE Paper No. 710044, January 1971.
may be obtained from Eqs. 7-3a and 7-31, modified to 10. R. Murphy, et al., A Computer Based Mathe-
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CHAPTER 9
BRAKING OF VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH

VARIABLE RATIO BRAKING SYSTEMS
In this chapter the braking analysis of vehicles equipped with braking systems that change

"€he brake force distribution among the axles is discussed. Analytical procedures are pre-
sented that allow the determination of the optimum variable ratio of proportioning. A detailed
example demonstrates the proportional braking analysis of three-axle tractor-semitrailers,

9-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS Pikdw, - dynamic front axle brake lina pressure, psi
Ac - brake chamber area, in.' Pik = brak'.e line pressure on tractor front axle,

A wc = wheel cylinder area, in.' psi
a = deceleratioi, g-units AIR = brake line pressure on tractor rear axle,

a, - longitudinal deceleratLii, g-units psi
a,, = lateral acceleration, g-units Pl'd4,. = dynamic brake line pressure on tructor

BF- brake factor, d'less** front axle, psi
C vertical normaliz-d distance between ori- PIARdm = dynamic brake line pressure on tractor

gin and intercept of proportional distri- rear axle, psi
bution and vertical axis, d'less PIR,I,.,,, = dynamic brake line pressure on trailer axle,

Eb = front axle braking efficiency, d'less p i
,Eiab - front axle braking efficiency above shift p,,- . - ushout pressure, front brakes, psi

point, d'less p,,? = pushout pressure, rear brakes, psi
ti Ep, -• front axle braking efficiency below shift P, I p = pushout pres.ure, tractor front brakos,

point, d'less psi
minimum braking efficiency, d'less /P, I? pushout pressure, tractor rear brakes, psi

ER = rear axle braking efficiency, d'less Po2(,, - pushout pressure, trailer brakes, psi
ER,ab = rear axle braking efficiency above shift R -. effective tire radius, in.

point, d'less r - effective drum or rotor radius, in.
Exel = rear axle braking efficiency below shift W = vehicle weight, lb

point, d'less W, - empty vehicle weight, lb
Fp - pedal force, lb W, = tractor weight, lb

F,,d,, = dynamic brake force, lb W2 = trailer weight, lb
FI' = front axle brake force, lb y = horizontal distance between tractor front
F•= = rear axle brake force, lb wheels and fifth wheel divided by tractor
FR = trailer axle brake force, lb wheel base L1, d'less

= dynamic front aile brake force divided by z, = fifth wheel height divided by tractor wheel
vehicle weight, d'less base LI, d'less

F*R•,, - dynamic rear axle brake force divided Ny Z2 = fifth wheel height divided by traihr base
vehicle weight, d'less L2, d'less

L = wheel base, in. a = angle between base line distribution and
L, - tractor wheel base, in. horizontal axis, deg
L2 = horizontat distance between fifth wheel 0 = angle between proportional distribution

and trailer axle or trailer base, in. and horizontal axis, deg
N = parameter, d'less ti, = wheel cylinder efficiency, d'less
p, = brake line pressure, psi i, = mechanical efficiency between brake
Pt,' = front brake line pressure, psi chamber and brake shoe, d'less
pIR = rear brake line pressure, psi p = tire-road friction coefficient, d'less

pj,,dy = dynamic brake line pressure, psi p = displacement gain between brake chamber
pi4 •,=, dynamic rear axle brake line pressure,psi and brake shoe, d'less

S= rear axle brake force divided by total"*dless = dimensionless brake force, d'less
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0 brak(. force of Ith axle divided by total 1.0
brake force, d'less

OIR = tractor rear axle brake force divided by 0.
total brake force, d'less

X center of gravity height divided by whee, 0.6
base L, di'less

x= tractor center of gravity height divided by 4 0.7
tractor wheel base L1 , d'less BaTypca Fixed Oitaibutlon

X2 = trailer center of gravity height divided by o0.6 ixed oibiton
trailer base L2, d'less l. na

, = static rear axle load divided by vehicle ,

weight, d'iess
01 = static tractor rear axle load divided by 0.4

tractor weight (without trailer), d'less

02 - static trailer axle load divided by trailer 0.3
weight, d'less

Subscripts: I = tractor 2

2 - trailer
F- front or tandem front axle
R = rear or tandem rearward axle

9-1 TWO-AXLE VEHICLES A . 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.1

If for a given vehicle the deceleration levels 1tAN ,
achieved prior to wheel lockup as a result of fixed
rati o braking are considered to be insufficient,
variable or proportional brake force distribution may
be employed. The object of proportional braking is to
bring braking efficiencies closer to unity over a wide
range of loading and road surface conditions, encom-
passing summer and most winter driving situations.
This is done by employing a variable braking force
distribution. Through a proportioning valve the ac-
tual braking forces are brought closer to the dy-
namic (Refs. 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7).

Figure 9-1. Dynamic and Actual Bilinear
9-1.1 DYNAMIC AND ACTUAL Brake Forces of Two-Axle Vehicle

BRAKE FORCES
The optimum brake force distribution of a two-

axle vehicle equipped with a bilinear proportional friction coefficient is equal to or greater than the de-
brake system is shown in Fig. 9-1. For decelerations celeration measured in g-units. In order tu ap-
a < 0.4g the rear line pressure is not proportioned proximate the different load conditions between un-
relative to the front axle, resulting in a baseline dis- loaded and loaded cases, the proportioning valve
ttibution 0 larger than for typical fixed distribution may be detigned such that the displacement of the
braking. This also has the advantage that in the range vehickt body relative to the rear axle controls the
of most decelerations: (a) the rear axle brakes carry a shifting point of the valve. Since the displacement is a
greater portion of the total brake force and the wear function of the rear axle load, the proportional
life of toe front brakes may he expected to increase, system is made automatically load-dependent. This
and (b) the pedal force requirel for decelerations be- means that in Fig. 9-1 the shifting point is moved be-
low the shiti puouj (a = 0.4g in the example of Fig. 9- tween points A and B according to the current rear
1) will be smaller, For a > 0.4g the rear line pressure axle load.
is proportioned in such a manner that the danger of Use the notation shown in Fig 9-1. The angle ýv
overbraking the rear axle is prevented for all de- measures the brake force distribution before prepor-
celerations IsP than 1.0g, provided the tire-roadway tional braking occurs; the angle fi mearores ihe
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proportional brake force distribution; the distano. C t
measures the locatiorn of the shift point B. 'hf i
braking efficiencies on the front and rear axle ob-
tained with the variable brake force distribution i0-
lustrated in Fig. 9-1 for braking forces below the shift g .0
point B are
Front axle: .-------

0.. 0.4 O. 0'-...... 2 o.a 1.0

EH, 4. tan (I + tana ) (I - #) - d'lss (9-I) ' . " -°' Nt°"t "

tana - (I + tana)AsX 0iiS8NU

Rear axle: 0

(I + tana)P d'lcss (9-2) Figure 9-2. Braking Efficiency for
I + (I + tana)sx Billnear Distribution

For braking forces above shift point B the braking ef. 9-1.2 OPTIMUM VARIABLE RATIO
ficiencies of the front and rear axle are BRAKING DISTRIBUTION

SFront axle:
Frontaxle:For a solid frame vehicle Eqs. 9.1 through 9-4 may

be used to develop limiting relationships on the base-

C line and proportional brake force distribution. In
(1 + tang) Fig. 9-1 the baseline dis,.ibution and variable ratio

Ea tan# d'less (9-3) distribution are identitied by the angles a and 0, and
"1+ tan x distance C, respectively. Application of Eqs, 9-1

through 9-4 results in the inequalities for the two
K regimes

I. Between A and B (baseline distribution):
Rear axle:

S• C

Ex,uh "(l +tan ) , d'less (9-4) m I tan a

where ( 

-

C = vertical normalized distance between origin --- +px
and intercept of proportional distribution fLE + dXess (9.5)
and vertice axis, d'iess lMe

a = angle between base line distribution and
horizontal axis, deg

03= angle between proportional distribution 2. Above B (proportional distribution):
and horizontal axis, deg

=tire-road friction coefficient, d'less c \-

x center of gravity height divided by wheel I-I- px +
base L, d'less _<m tan1

= static rear axle load divided by vehicle ( A)--

weight, d'less -m
The braking efficiencies obtained with the bilinear / - +

brake force distribution shown in Fig. 9-1 are illus- E( ) + C +
trated in Fig. 9-2. The braking efficiencies achievable '; ,E d'less (9-6)
with a typical fixed distribution are indicated by the AX - (1 P '

* ~~broken line.*,a/

9-3
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For the case in which the shift point B is located on where
the dynamic brake force curve (see Fig. 9-1), the ac- A wc - wheel cylinder area, in.2
tual brake force is equal t, mnc dynamic brake force a - deceleration, g-units
existing at the shift poi.it conditions. For this con- BF - brake factor, d'less
dition the distance C is determined by ;h, angles a po,, = pushout pressure, front brakes, psi
and 0. Application of Eqs. 9-5 and 9-6 for this case PR = pushout pressure, rear brakes, psi
and tire-road friction coefficients 0.2 <, < 0.8 and a R - effective tire radius, in.
specified minimum braking efficiency E,,, will define r = effective drum or rotor radius, in.
an envelope of acceptable values of a and 0'values W = vehicle weight, lb
of a and 03 within this envelope may he used for n, - wheel cylinder efficiency, d'less
design evaluation.

For example, for , 0.$5, X 0,22, Em - 0.80, The dynamic brake line pressures fcr pnet matic
and C = 0.5, Eqs. 9-5 and 9-6 yield brake systems are obtained in a fashion simil ýc to a

29 deg ! a < 57 deg, ; - 0,2 hydraulic brake system. In this case th. br.- i shoe
43 deg < a < 55 deg, A - 0,8 actuation force per unit brake line pressure Awc.i,, is
79 deg ! # :5 83 deg, u - 0.2 replaced by the corresponding term for the air brake
68 deg !• ft -- 80 deg, M - 0.8 system A(, n p, whereA(. = brake chamber area, in,`-

Inspection of these values indicates that the angle a , - mechanical efficiency between brake chamber
must be between 43 and 55 deg, the angle#• between and brake shoe, d'less', p - displacement gain be-
79 and 80 deg in order for the vehicle to have a tween brake chamber and brake shoe, d'less, It is evi-
braking efficiency of 80%, In general, a trial and error dent from Eqs. 9-7 and 9-8 that all information on the
solution must be sought in which different C-values individual brakes must be known in order to de-
are assumed until the values of a and / yield the termine the dynamic brake lin pressures. Eqs. 9-1
desired braking efficiency. through 9-5 however require no specific information

If the shift point B is not located on the dynamic on the brakes, and therefore, it seems advisable for
brake force curve, the actual brake forces do not opti- ,he determination of the optimum design of propor-
mally approach the dynamic braking forces and the tional systems in a vehicle to apply the conditions dis.
associated braking performance is below the maxi- cussed in pars. 9-1.1 and 9-1,2, For the actual design
mum possible, For these conditions the braking ef- and determination of dimensions of the hardware,
ficiencies may be computed by the use of the the relationships presented in par. 9-1.3 are more use-
equations presented in Chapter 7 in connection with ful.
the braking performance calculation program. The dynamic brake line pressures for a light truck

are illustrated in Fig, 9-3 (Ref. 9). In this case dif'-
9-1.3 DYNAMIC BRAKE LINE ferent deceleration scales are necessary for the empty

PRESSURES and loaded driving condition, As indicated, the
In the design of" proportioning brakL systems it is design pressure ratio front to rear is 2.5 to I, and the

convenient to work with the brake line pressure di- shift point fcr the loaded case corresponds to a line
rectly and not with the forces generated by them. The pressure 750 psi. When the vehicle was actually
dynamic pressures are those which produce the dy- tested, the brake line pressure and braking ef-
namic braking forces. For a particular vchicle the dy- ficicncies for the empty driving condition as shown in
namic pressure may be computed from the actual Figs. 9-4 and 9-5, respectively, were achieved,
braking forces, i.e., Eq. 5-10 for hydraulic brake The braking performance calculation program dis-
systems or Eq. 5-31 for pneumatic brake s, stems: and cussed in Chapter 7 can be adapted easily to cal-
the dynamic brake force, i.e., Eqs. 8-1 and 8-2. By culate the braking performance of a vehicle equipped
equating dynamic and actual brake forces and with a proportioning brake system. The only change
solving for brake line pressures, the dynamic brake in the program is introduced by making the brake
line pressures p,.4 ,, for hydraulic brakc systems arc line pressure on the controlled axle a specific function
(Ref. 8): of the master cylinder brake line pressure, it, the
Front axle: (I + xa) 4 W brake line pressure on each axle may be different de-

P1ds = (w- +,.B- /) &P°'. , psi (9-7) pending upon the proportioning used. The particu-
2 A c. n,. BF (r1R) lar functional relationship PIR - f( pm') can be read di-

Rear axle- rectly off the dynamic line pressure diagram with the
xa )a W si (9-8) actual li e pressure distribution shown, In the exam-

Plky. 2 A n, BF(r/R) pie of Fig. 9-1 this functional relationship is reflevted

9-4
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Figure 9-5. Braking Efficiency Di1sgrom for a
Vehicle Weight of 4742 lb

by the bilinear chatacteristic of the actual line pres-
sure distribution.

Proportioning valves have been designed that
200 4~ .00IN N tw modulate line pressure as a function of the static or

dynmicaxe lad, I th cse . staicmodulation
BRAKE LIEPESRRA jt ftebaefretevlestn snot affected by

any uspnsio moemet duingthebraking proc.
Figure 9-3. Dynamic and Actual Brake Line Pressures cas, However, the proportioning system can be made

senitie t deeleatin b usng hesuspension de-
fletio drin bukig ts heparameter controlling

the modulation of the individual brake line pressures.
Expolm~nt0 - wn IA problem associated with this type of proportion-

a -nun 2ing is the filtering out of any suspension noioe while
U- Run 3 (FI.Id01.litsution) still retaining an adequate signal.

im 0yarn~c9-1,4 PEDAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS
The pedal force required to achieve a given dc.

600 Lin 1  ~celeration level is greater at all levels above the shift
100 Liitingpoint with proportioning than without it-, however,

the w heels..unlocked decelerations achieved are in-
P~u~n~o4.gJcreased for all tire-road friction coefficients as shown

600 in Fig, 9-6. This means that a shorter, stable stop is
pussible at the expense of slightly increased pedal

40C0 Rost Whsts L "kid forces, This improvement in efficiency may be ex-
pected to be reflected itt better distribution of tire and
brake lining wear between front and rear wheels.

9-1.5 PRESSURE REGULATING VALVES
Brake line pressuce regulating valves are designed

200 400 $00 gooto niýcdulatc the prcsstire --,)Ilicd to a particular axk,-
or wheel brake in relationshin to the supply pressurm

BS1AXE LINE PRESSURE. REAR PI.ptat the master cylinder or applt-4Lion valve. The regi I
lating valves can be divided into three basic groups:

Figure 94. Brake Line Pressures for a Vehicle (a) brake force limiting vi Ive; (b) brake force pro-
Weight of 4742 Ill portionhiig valve with fixed 0'ift point; (c) brake force
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,.0 /,,, function of both static and dynamic axle load
,/ changes, the shift point location is sensitive to

,/ loading and load distribution, and deceleration level.
/ The variation of the force against the stopped bore

S. /, piston of the valve is achieved by an adjustable
linkage installed between vehicle body and axle.

Deceleration sensitive brake force proportioning
01 / devices use inertia valves in which a steel ball rolls up

. . .. an inclined ramp at a certain deceleration. The move-
,.0 0.a 0.6 0,4 02 0 0 40 60 s inrent of the ball causes a spring loaded valve to close

which disconnects the modulated axle from the sup-
TI-1.-AUFRICTI0ON 0tUAt F00CEt P 1b ply pressure. In some applications a pendulum con-

C0ttICIN I I,, 01MENSIONtUSS trolling tie brake line pressure to the modulated axle
Figure 9-6. Pedal Force Required for Fixed and as a function of vehicle decelerations has been used.

Variable Ratio Braking Brak, line pressure regulating .'Rlvei of hydraulic
brake systems often are combined with other valves
to i single unit generally called a combination valve,

proportioning valve with load or deceleration sensi- Most comn1ination valves serve three functions: (a) to
live shift point adjustment. Each is discussed, function as brake force regulator; (b) to reduce the

I, Brake force limiting valve, The valve closes off brake line pressure to the front disc brakes until the
one brake line at a certain brake line pressure and return -,,ring force of the rear drum brakes is over-
holds the hrake line pressure in the brake line L.on- come; (c) to actuate a switch in the event of aF stant rega,'dless of increases in supply pressures to the hydraulic leak in the brake system, Most com-

F valve, Increases in brake fluid requirement in the bination valves are designed to bypass the pro-
closed-off brake iine due to thermal or elastic defor- portioning function of the valve in the case of a front
mations of the brake drum or caliper are auto- brake circuit failure. This feature becomes necessary
matically adjusted by the valve through a brief re- to provide sufficiently large braking forces at the rear
opening of the valve to the supply pressure, Once the brakes with the front brakes failed.
pressure adjustment is completed, the valve auto.
matically closes off the brake line with the limited 9-1,6 STRAIGHT-LINE VERSUS CURVED
pressure. LiNE BRAKING PERFORM4ANCE

2. Brake force proportioning valve with fixed shift The discussioa of straight versus curved line
point. The valve permits the brake line pressure to in- braking of vehicles equipped with fixed ratio braking
crease in eqoal amounts in the supply liHc and brake presented in par, 8-1.6 applies to variable ratio
line leading to the modulated axle, When the supply braking also.
pressure has reached the shift point pressure, the Experimental results indicate that fixed shift point
valve closes and only a reduced brake line pressure proportioning valves and static load sensitive pro-
reaches the modulated axle, Some valves %ise dif- portioning achieve nearly identical straight line
ferential or stepped bore piston with the effective area braking performance, when tested for the design load
ratio determining the proportioning between supply condition. When significant load changes occur, the
and exit pressure of the valve, load sensitive brake force regulating system yields

"1, Brake force proportioning valve with load or better braking performance over a wide range of load
deceleration sensitive shift point adjustment. The conditions. Proportioning systems that adjust the
pressure proportioning (and pressure limiting) valve brake force distribution as function of the dynamic-
can be made more effective for different loading con- load changes generally do not yield significant im-
ditions or deceleration levels if the shift point is provements over static load sensitive proportioning
moved in proportion to the loading or deceleration of systemns.
the vehicle. Load sensitive valves function in a When braking in a turn on a low friction road sur-
fashion similar to proportioning valves with a rixed face, the fixed shift point proportioning valve tends
shift point. An additional mechanism is installed by to produce overbraking of the rear axle. Fori these
which the force acting against the stepped bore piston conditions the brake line pressures induced by the
can be varied according to the axle load. The shift pedal force are not sufficiently high to exceed the
point location is changed in prcportion to the force shift point pressure beyond which reduced brake line
acting on the stepped bore piston. Since axle load is a pressures are supplied to the rear axle. Under those
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circumstances the large rear brake force is sufficient pressure of approximately 850 psi on both rear
to cause premature rear wheel lockup and subse- wheels and 1400 psi on the front wheels for a straight
quent vehicle instability. Dynamic and load sensitive stop. The same values of dynamic brake line pres-
proportioning valves gSnerally do not exhibit this un- sures also could have been determined from Eqs. 9-7
desirable behavior. When braking on high friction and 9-8. For braking in a turn, e.g., at 0.4g lateral ac-
road surfaces, fixed shift point proportioning valves celeration and 0.89g braking, the individual brake
generally do not cause vehicle instability, line pressures are approximately 900 psi at the outer

Some improvements have been achieved by mak- rear wheel, 400 psi at the inner rear wheel, 1625 psi at
ing the brake force distribution both longitudinal and the outer front wheel, and 1020 psi at the inner front
lateral acceleration sensitive. Feasibility studies have .el. These nurnberG show the outer froit wheel to
shown that two-way proportioning increased the be the most critical one for producing bo, braking
curved-line braking performance by as much as 20% and turning forces. As the discussion )f w. fiide vta-
when compared with fixed ratio braking (Ret. 10). bility during braking has shown (Char er 1) the out-

The braking in-a-turn analysis presented in Chap- er rear wheel is the moot crical wheel for p :,diating
ter 8 may be used to determine the dynamic brake stabilizing forces during a ccmbined braking and tur-
line pressures for each individual wheel. The dy- ning maneuver. Two-way proportioning should be
namic brake line pressures supplied to each wheel designed such that no outer wheel can be lotked prior
take braking deceleration and level of lateral ac- to any inner wheel.
celeration into account and provide the brake forces
for an optimum stop, The detailed calculations were 9-1.7 VEHICLE STABILITY
carried out for a Fiat 124 passenger car and the re- CONSIDERATIONS
suits are illustrated in Fig. 9.7. Front and rear as well The stability factors presented in par. 8-1.7 for
inner and outer brake line pressures are indicated for
different longitudinal deceleration a and lateral fixed ratio braking apply directly to vehicles

equipped with variable ratio braking systems. Im-
acceleration a.. The combination of deceleration and portant considerations are again the prevention, by a
lateral acceleration values defining a performance proper brake force distribution, of premature rear-
point are a function of the particular tire charac- wheel lockup,
teristics. Inspection of Fig. 9-7 indicates a brake line

9-2 BRAKING OF TRACTOR-
"NFoo.Ig SEMITRAILER VEHICLE

0, .. '• -:., An approach similar to that of two-axle vehicles is0" ." .dy - 0.2

, . 'o. lig, presented.
/~g- "0.-0i 0 " -

d, -0.4 1o g 9-2.1 DYNAMIC AND ACTUAL
/y"O.9 / "BRAKE FORCES
/ -0.4, /The normalized dynamic brake forces of a typical

0 /0 Root -f/ " ,/tractor-semitrailer vehicle for the empty and loaded
I ~ driving conditions are shown in Fig. 9-8. These

0.' gM -'-.1 ... .0 curves show that the dynamic brake forces are heavi-
e/-o."~ / .,.ly influenced by the vehicle loading. If the brake

system is designed to operate near optimum con-
WO ditions for the loaded vehicle, it will perform poorly

for the empty case unless a proportional brake system
.o , a.giu ,oI •. o.,,, is provided that will vary the brake force distribution

250 according to the loading condition of the vehicle
- I'Iiy*I " *CC6"• iti, g-.I combination.

0s.. .5. An additional difficulty arises from the fact that a
,0 2iD " 7i 1060W . _4 ... O particular tractor may be used with different trailers,

BRAKE LINE PRESSURE AT JNSIUE WHEELS. g each having a variety of loading configurations and
brake force levels, It appears, therefore, necessary to

Figure 9-7. Dynamic Brake Line Pressures for distinguish between the brake system design of a
Combined Braking ,nd Turning tractor-semitrailer whose tractor and semitrailer will

9-7
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spectively, the brake forces for optimum braking ,nt a
- 0.80g must be proportioned between 8,000 lb to

9,700 lb o:' the tractor front axle, 6,000 lb to 13,200
Tt,,w R AxW lb on the tractor rear axle, and 2,000 lb to 10,5.00 lb

on the trailer axle to best adjust to the empty and
,.- . loaded condition. The numbers indicate that,

rii. ke whereas, the dynamic brake force on the front axle
varies little with change in vehicle loading, the
dynamic brake force on the rear axle of the tractor

"- .. " 'f and on the trailer axle is heavily influenced by the
loading condition.

.. ..--. 0 It has been found convenient to implement a
I,, variable brake force distribution in articulated

S0tLEA•TO?• ,.-ui.tS vehicles in the manner described here (Refs. II, 12,
SA todd vh•,, and 13). The front axle brake force of the tractor is

i • designed to be proportional to the application valve
"_ _exit pressure. The application valve is the device by

which the driver controls the brake line pressure in
Oy".1 the brake system. The brake force at the rear axle of

0. Pa,,c,• ,,Ac the trautor is determined by the load sensitive pro-
0.4 iportioning valve. Depending on the design of the pro-

portioning valve of the tractor, the brake torque on
0. HamA.1 the tractor rear axle may varye.g., from 60 to 140%

... .i TI~of the tractor front axle brake torque. The brake

i, ,torque on the trailer axle is determined by v ýther a
proportioning ,.r limiting valve. Depending on the

" 'design of the proportioning valve of the trailer, the0' 0.1 0.4 0.6 O.s 1.0

L ,brake torque on the trailer axle may vary from 20 to
100% of the front brake torque. It may be sufficient

(63 Amplylh, to control the brake force of the trailer axle by a

manually or automatically positioned limiting valve

Figure 9-8. Normalized Dynamic Braking which has settings for the empty, half-loaded, and
Force Distributloio loaded conditions resulting in different limiting brake

torque/line pressure relationships or' the trailer axle.
The results of the friction utilization calculations

carried out for several loading and proportioning
always operate together, and the brakc system de- valve settings are presented for a 2-SI tractor-
sign of a tractor that will operate with semitrailers semitrailer combination, i.e., the tractor has two
having a range of brake force levels, axles, the trailer one axle. The vehicle combination

The fundamental relationships discussed in par. 8- having the baseline friction utilization shown in rigs.
3 apply to proportional braking of tractor-semi- 8-31 and 8-32 was analyzed by employing the braking
trailers. Eqs. 8-49 through 8-51 may be used to de- performance calculation program discussed in
termine the dynamic brake force distribution oaiong Chapter 7. The different valve settings corre-
the individual axles of the combination. The dynamic sponding to the following cases were introduced into
brake forces of a typical combination vehicle are Eq. 5-31:
shown in Fig. 9-8. The actual brake forces for the I. Case 1. The vehicle combination was loaded to
empty and loa'.led cases which would best ap- full capacity, and the proportional valve setting on
proximate the dynamic forces are illustrated by the the tractor rear axle and the limitirng valve setting con
broken lines. The curves indicate that for a decelera- the trailer axle are as shown in Fig. 9-9. The tire-road
tion of 0.8g the actual brake forces - front to rear - friction coefficient required to prevent wheel lockup,
are equal approximately to 0.22W, 0.30W, 0.24W for illustrated in Fig. 9-10, indicates an almost optimum
the loaded vehicle, and 0.40H' , 0.30Wo, and 0.10W,, braking of tht vehicle.
for the empty vehicle. With a loaded and empty vehi- 2. Case 2. Identical to Case 1, except the trailer set-
tie weight of W 44,000 lb and Wo = 20,000 Ib, re- ting is wrong as indicated by the broken lirns in Fig.

9.4
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W2. 43,000 lb NFfhy Loaded)

iAKE FORCE BRAKE FORCE BRAKE FORCE

fII
g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C I'x &Ad• 2)a''•X

? Figure 9-9. Schematic Brake Force Distribution, ('ases I and 2

9-9. As an inspection of Fig. 9-10 indicates, up to a
deceleration of 0.36g the same tire-road friction 0.3
utilization3 exist as in Case 1. For decelerations
greater than 0.42g the danger of lccking the tractor 0.?
rear axle first exists resulting in a possible instuab!ity
of the combination.

3. Case 3. The combination is half-loaded with the • 0. - ,, /
proportioning valve settings of the tractor .s indi- C 2-cae2

cated in Fig. 9-1I. The trailer valve setting is for the
half-loaded case also. The danger of first wheel lock- • 0.5 //
up of the tractor rear axle exists for decelerations /
greater than 0.49g below which the front axle is over- •"0.4
braked as illustrated in Fig. 9-12. The trailer tends to • 2R

lock up for decelerations grcate,' than about 0.32g. I R

4. Case 4. Identical to Case 3, except the trailer .
valve is mistakenly set to the empty position as il- .
lustrated in Fig. 9-11. As noted from Fig. 9-12, now • .-
the tractor rear axle torids cc overbrake at de- R /,/.T,aoF,QA,
colorations of 0.36g and g'eater, requiring relatively x/ /I "- Now KOu Axl,

high coefficients of friction between tire and road. 0., " / .l

5. Case 5. For the empty vehicle combination the
valve settings are indicated in Fig. 9-13. The tire- road
friction utilization is illustre'ed in Fig. 9-14. The 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.0

trailer axle tends to overbrake compared to the two oECEL•R•ION ,,g-UNITS
other axles for decelerations below 0.53g. For de-
celerations above 0.53g the tractor rear axle begins to Figure 9-10. Tire-Road Friction Utilization.
lockup. Cases I and 2, W2 = 43,000 lb

9-9
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0'.

A2 E.21

" 0.95 (CAN4 3 And 41 .

5J

Flgare 9-11. Schematic Brake Force Distribution, Cases 3 and 4

6. Case 6. The empty vehicle combination is
ot/ braked with valve settings as indicated iv Fig. 9-15.

/ The tractor rear axle brake force is set for the loaded
// condition. The trailer brake force is set for the empty

0./ condition. This case illustrates the importance of
* / i. automatic load-dependent and driver-independent

Z 0.6 -C&&#3 4, brake toque variation of the tractor rear axle.
C-,4 Examination of the friction utilization diagram

shown in Fig. 9-16 indicates that a deceleration of ap-
// 2* proximately 0.4g tends to be critical with respect to

2A vehicle stability since the tractor rear axle is always
0.4 iioverbraked.// 7. Case 7. The empty combination vehicle is

equipped with the tractor proportioning valve auto-,FullUtllallon. au) matically set to the empty position as indicated in

S-- Fig. 9-1.7. The trailer brake force is no longer limited
as in previous cases. The trailer brake force is not

-0. controlled by a valve. The results of the friction
utilization calculations shown in Fig. 9-18 demon-

I F-* Tratow Ffont A-ma
SIF- Trac'or FntAol,. strate an almost optimum braking indicated by the

0.1 1 " Ttlu'w RW'All@ fact that all three curves are close to the optimum or
ZR.TraltMA•i full utilization line.

___8. Case 8. The loaded vehicle is braked with the
0 0. oY o. 0.4 u o0. tractor rear axle valve set to the loaded condition.

OECEIER,;iOMN a. 9-UNITS The trailer rear axle is not controlled and produces
the brake force illustrated in Fig. 9.19, i.e., the same

Figure 9-12. fire-Road Friction Utilization, brake force as in the previous case, As illustrated in
Cas-s 3 and 4, W2  27,000 lb Fig. 9-20, the front axle tends to overbrake i-irst for

9-10
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W 2 1 |1,500 It, limptly

DYY
BRAKE FORCE BRKFOC BRAKE FORCE

[I ." .. 0•t O•U•R

Fx1F

SFigure 9-13. Schematic Brake Force D)istrihution, Case 5

decelerations below 0.43g. Above 0.43g there is a
danger of overbraking the tractor rear axle.

Cases 7 and 8 demonstrate that optimum braking
conditions (Case 7) for one loading configuration 0.7

does not necessarily yield acceptable braking con-
ditions for another loading configuration (Case 8).
Although the trailer rear axle brake force appears to 0.6 2R

be optimum for the loaded vehicle combination as il- •
lustrated in Fig. 9-19, the tire-road friction utili- 0.
zation is greatly degraded (Fig. 9-20) when com-
pared with the friction utilization for the empty case
(Fig. 9-18). The reasons for this are as follows. The 0.4
trailer brake force for the loaded case is insufficient,
resulting in a lower deceleration of the vehicle com- .
bination and less dynamic load transfer to the tractor IF

front axle. This condition, however, causes the front
wheels to lock prematurely. As deceleration in- 2

creases, the largest portion of braking is provided by A I

the tractor rear wheels, Since the normal force of the I jF - Trtow Ftont Axle

tractor rear axle does not change as much as that of . 01 IR.radtor RA Axle

the tractor front axle or trailer axle, the tractor rear Z R - Traitor Axl,

axle tends to lockup for higher decelerations (above
0.43g). 0 t o~- .....- - - -.. . -o * .... 0 -...

0.43g). 0.2 -0.3 04 06 -

The tractor front axle normally is equipped with ,. DECELERATION &.g-UNITS

brake line pressure regulating valve. Improvement in
braking performance can be achieved by means of Figure 9-14. Tire-Road Friction Utilization,
modulating the brake force of the tractor front axle if Case 5, W2 = 11,500 lb
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W2 •1,5001b IEmpty)

a

Figure 9-15. Schematic Brake Force Distribution, Case 6

the static loaded-to-empty axle load ratio of the trac-
tor front axle is greater than 1A4. If the loaded-to-
empty ratio is less than 1.4, then only the tractor rear
axle must be modulated along with the trailer axle,

TAT Road tests have shown that a proper brake force
distribution among the axles of a tractor-semitrailer
"combination has been achieved when no wheels lock

a. below decelerations of 0.5g with the loaded combina.
tion braking on a dry road surface. This brake force

SBdistribution generally yields acceptable braking per-
formance with the empty combination. However, if
some axle(s) lock below 0.5g, the advantages of load

S0dependent brake force distribution are not fully
utilized.

- 04

9-2.2 DYNAMIC BRAKE LINE
PRESSURES

0.?For a particular vehicwe combination, the dynamic
brake line pressures may be computed from Eqs. 5-10
or 5-31 and 8-49 through 8-51 when the brake forces

I ' IF.. 1. IFot A.I.

, -. ..acio. I"', AM of each axle including the trailer are optimized. This
0 1 / A d.I,,,., results in the following expressions for the dynamic

brake line pressures Pl~dr, on each axle given here for
an air brake system

0 0.1 0. ITT 0 0 06 1. Front axle:
MtILERATION .. 9 UNITS P1 I l",d-11

= {a[(l - 4,b1 + a)cx) W, + (I - y + azl) W2 N]}

Figure 9-16. Tire-Road Friction Utilization, X ( 2[A. n,, (Bf) (r/R) pi.p-)
Case 6, W2 , 11,500 lb + PA,1 , psi (9-9)
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W • i,5• ib (Empty)

++

.BRAKE FORCi BRAKE FORCE BRAKE FORCE

kXIR. bF
2  .

Figure 9-17. Schematic Brake Force Distribution With Proportioning Valves on Tractor Rear and Standard

Brakes on Trailer Axle

2. Tractor rear axle:
PuIIRdyn

ja[(l, - axi) Wj+(y -azi) WN])X ( 2[An (BF) (r/s)p, }-'x
+ P11I ,psi (9-10)

3. Trailer axle:

al( - )W 2  + POR , psi (9-Il)2 [A. n. BF) (r/ R)P hj2,
;::, .1" 0.4

+,w h e re 2 R '
+ •z+Nx d'less 0.3•r' N = I + aZ2 ,

A¢ = brake chamber area, in.'g//
Ll tractor wheel base, in. 0.2 ulUfuinI-U

L2 = distance between fifth wheel and trailer
axle or trailer base, in. r

Tractoxr Froant AxlePolF = pushout pressure, tractor front brakes, psi .1 K at Hosr Ad.
p,,• I pushout pressure, tractor rear brakes, psi 7 t Axle
P,,2R = pushout pressure, trailer brakes, psi

W, - tractor weight, lb 0 - 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.0
W2 trailer weight, lb DECELERATION a. g-UNITS

y = horizontal distance between tractor front
wheels and fifth wheel divided by tractor Figure 9-18. Tire-Road Friction Utilization,
wheel base L4, d'less Case 7, W'2 = 11,500 lb
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W2' 43.000 lb lHOldM

+ +
!"" " -

-BRAKE FORCE BRAKE FORCE BRAKE "ORC"

lb IF .lb;Z(I• I)-

I 'R

Figure 9-19. Schematic Brake Force Distribution, ('Case 8

z, = fifth wheel height divided by tractor wheel
base Li, d'less

Z2= fifth wheel height divided by trailer base L2 ,
d'less

i, = mechanical efficiency between brake cham.-
ber and brake shoe, d'lessA p = application gain (lever ratio) between brake•/ chamber and brake shoe, computed from

Eqs. 5-32 or 5-33, d'less
X, = tractor center of gravity height divided by

tractor wheel base LI, d'less
X2 = trailer center of gravity height divided by

trailer base L2, d'less
0.4 " = static tractor rear axle load divided by trac-

"tor weight (without trailer), d'lessý2 = static trailer axle load divided by trailer
o 0.3

weight, d'less
Eqs. 9-9 through 9-11 either may be represented in

0.2 terms of dynamic pressure versus deceleration or in
terms of individual dynamic pressures versus ap-iAplication valve exit pressure, The latter is probably

0.1 - Tracto, Rest Axi. more suited for design purposes. The graphical re-
.0.2 0 .3 T,,,,Al. lationships representing the actual brake line pres-

sures delivered to the brake chambers of different
0 u.1 0.2 0., 0.4 0, 0. 6 axles are an effective means for obtaining the desired

OECELERATION a, g-UNITS proportioning valve control range on each axle,
If a proportioning device is to be installed into a

Figure 9-20. Tire-Road Friction Utilization, tractor brake system and if the loading and brake
Case 8, W2 = 43,000 lb force levels of the trailer are specified, i.e., a given
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trailer is to be connected to a tractor, the dynamic
brake line pressures or, the tractor may be obtained
by means of Eqs. 5-31, 8-52, and 8-53 yielding the
following expressions 10 Loded
I. Tractor front axle:

= aw•(l - VI + axi)
+ (a W2 - FX2R) (I - y + azi)]
X 12 [A,.,t,,(BF) (r/R) p),}- F• 6o0

4- P,1i psi (9-12) -f 45.

Empty
S30

2, Tractor rear axle:
4* Oaae1lo *O[~'"a= W, (01 - ,,xl) + (a W2 - 1ý21) (y - azi)] 0

x (2[Acn., (BP)(rlR)pIR)-' 0 ........ 1-........ . . .-- . .

0 1 3*0 45 0 5 0 lS

P pDYNAMIC BRAKE LINE PRESSURE, FRONT P1 11;', gvn psi! ~~+&j Pol SI (-

Figure 9-21. Dynamic Brake Line Pressures for
the Tractor of a Tractor-Semitrailer Combination

where
= trailer axle brake force, lb

The graphical representation of Eqs, 9-12 and 9-13
for typical tractor and trailer data is shown in Fig. 9- 9-2.4 TWO-AXLE TRACTOR COUPLED
21 for several loading conditions. The curves pre-
"sented in Fig. 9-21 may be used to design the variable TO A TRAILER EQUIPPED
brake force distribution of the tractor. When a pro- WITH TWO-ELLIPTIC LEAF

* ,SPRING SUSPENSION
portional ratio between front and rear is decided
upon for a given trailer brake force level, the braking Two-elliptic leaf spring suspensions commonly in
performance calculation program of Chapter 7 may use on heavy trailers distribute the tandem axle loads
be employed as a final check on the adequacy of the during braking by decreasing the normal force on the
variable braking ratic chosen, forward axle and increasing the normal force on the

rearward axle of the tandem suspension. Road tests
and computations have shown that the axle load on
the tandem forward axle of two-elliptic leaf spring

9-2.3 PRESSURE VARIATION suspension for the empty vehicle may decrease to
AS A FUNCTION OF zero for decelerations between 0.5 and 0,6g. The ax).
SUSPENSION DEFLECTION load of the tandem rearward axle decreases due to ti,.

The load sensitive variation of the ratio of the load transfer to the tractor but increases again due to
brake line pressures - tractor rear axle to tractor load transfer within the tandem suspension. For
front axle - i.e., PitR/PIPI or the variation of the example, a static tandem axle forward load of 5,255
relative tractor rear axle brake force Oti with respect lb may decrease to 3,344 lb at a deceleration of 0.3 g:
to the total brake force of the combination may be the static tandem axle rearward load of 5,255 lb may
obtained directly as a function of the tractor rear axle increase to 6,536 lb for 0.3g. Examination of these
suspension d-.flection which is a direct measure of numbers indicates that a load of 6.A0 lb was trans-
tractor axle loads. The values for the variation of ferred to the tractor; that the tandem forward axle
PiR/PI) and the relative tractor rear axle brake force load decreased by 1,911 Ib; and the tandem rearward
OIR are shown in Fig. 9-22 as a function of the rear axle load increased by 1,281 lb. In designing the pro-
suspension deflection for a standard and heavy duty portioning characteristic for individual axles, the
suspension, change in axle loads within a tandem axle as well as

9-15
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PII1R/Pt I F

1.2

r.I Heavy Duty Spring StandardSprlng

cc 0.8

0 L)c 01

U 06 Loaded

Heav Dut Spin

0o ~ 0.4

"sl~ative Tractor Hear Axise Btoks Force ~
S0.2 Empty

01 1 2 3 4 5 6

SPRING DEFLECTION, in.

Figure 9-22. Brake Line Pressure Variation as Function of Spring Deflection on Trailer Axle

load transfer from a tandem axle must be con- 9-2.5 THREE-AXLE TRACTOR EQUIPPED
sidered. The variable brake force distribution anal- WITH WALKING BEAM
ysis of a 2-S2 tractor-semitrailer combination with SUSPENSION COUPLED TO A
the trailer equipped with a two-elliptic leaf spring sus- TRAILER EQUIPPED WITH
pension is in large part identical to the analysis pre- TWO-ELLIPTIC LEAF
sented in par. 9-2.1 for single axle trailers connected SPRING SUSPENSION
to two-axle tractors. The only difference is the ad- The tire-road friction utilization calculations were
ditional proportioning of the brake line pressures carried out by means of the braking performance
supplied to the tandem forward and rearward axks in calculation program described in Chapter 7. The
accordance with the different dynamic axle loads of equations for the axle loads as a function of vehicle
those axles. No detailed discussion of this facet of deceleration - described in Chapter 8 - were used
proportional braking is presented here. The in the computations. The important vehicle data are
paragraph that follows will present the results of a presented in Table 9-1,
proportional braking analysis of a trailer equipped The results of the tire-road friction calculations for
with a two-elliptic leaf spring suspension coupled to a the vehicle combination equipped with standard
tandem axle tractor. brakes (Table 9-1 data) arc presented in Figs. 9-23

9-16
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TABLE 9-1 a

TRACTOR-SEMITRAILER DATA I Rt

Tractor: W - 16,180 lb
Li - 160 in. 2ItR

XI = 0.22, d'le.;s 0.,
= 0.40, d'lts

Trailer: W2 - 15,950 lb (empty); 62,820 lb 2
(loaded) , .

L2 - 391 in. 3
X2 - 0.154 (empty and loaded), 0.4

d'less
- 0.58 (empty); 0.57 (loaded), ,

d'less 0.1
Brakes: No brakes on tractor front axle

Tractor tandem axle
A- 30 in.'; BF = 2.3, d'less RTn.IRy Tisetol Tandm Focod Akio

(unfaded U -R Tilers' Tandem Rl•wd Axle

p - 5, d'less
2 RFI- Toia;t Tanduem Faiwad Akior - 8.25 in.

n 2 AR TrailU Tandom Rearowad Anle- 0.70, d'less
Trailer tandem axle
Identical to tractor brakes except 0 . 2 '.3 0 0.5 OA

BF - 1.9, d'less (unfaded) DECEL.ERATION &,a-UNITSTieRdis F - 21,9 di (ufaed Figure 9-23. TireRoad Friction Utilization for

Tire Radius: R - 21 in. 3-2 Tractor-Semitrailer Combination (Empty)
With Standard Brakes (No Front Brakes)

and 9-24 for the empty and loaded vehicle, re- o,,
spectively. Exmnto ofte uve.ort" mt
case shown in Fig, 9-23 indicates that the tandem for- RR

ward axle of the trailer overbrakes for deceleration 0.

bolos. 0.32g. The tandem forward axle of the tractor
(IRF) shows good friction utilization values over a
wide range of decelerations. The tandem forward axle
of the trailer (2RF) and the tandem rearwara axle of
the tractor (IRR) behave in arc almost identical *

fashion, The tandem rearward axle of the trailer is .
slightly overbraked.

The results of the tire-road friction calculations ob- L 04 2A

tained with the loaded vehicle combination arc
presented in Fig. 9-24. Inspection of Fig, 9-24 in-
dicates that the tandem rearward axle of the tractor is 0.3

overbraked for decelerations below 0.30g. For higher .
decelerations the tandem forward axle of the trailer is 0 0.2

overbraked. The tractor tandem forward axle shows IL I AF- Tula, Tandem F016w1d Alte

good friction utilization values. The tandem rear- RR - o.tem Tandem aoRwd Axle

ward axle of the trailer is underbraked for all de- . 2 A Tra.t, andem Fonwd Axle

celeration Il-vels. 2 XR • Trtllor Tandem Rwwad Axle

Major portions of braking and tire side forces must
be produced by the tandem forward axle of the trac- .1 0'2 0.3 0.4 0.- 0.6

tor and the tandem rearward axle of the trailer due to DECELERATION a,g-UNITS

decrease in axle loading on the other tandem axles. A Figure 9-24. Tire-Road Friction Utilization for
comparison of the tire-road friction curves of Fig. 9- 3-S2 Tractor-Semitrailer Combination (Loaded)
24 of the loaded vehicle with the curves of Fig. 9-23 of With Standard Brakes (No Front Brakes)

9-17
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the empty vehicle indicates that the tandem rearward No major improvements in tire-road friction
axle of the traiier is overbraked in t.he empty con- utilization may be expected from a different pro-
dition. To avoid possible trailer swing due to pre-, portional brake force distribution without installing
mature wheel lock of the critical tandem rearward brakes on the tractor front axle. The effects of tractor
axle of the trailer, load sensitive proportioning must front axle braking for a proportional brake force dis-
reduce the brake force concentrated on the tandem tribution 01 - 17%, 25%, 20%, 19%, and 19% are il-
rearward axle of the trailer. The relative brake force lustrated in Fig. 9-26 for the empty vehicle. Examina-
distribution 0, of the standard brake system - front tion of Fig. 9-26 indicates that the tandem forward
to rear - is 27%, 27%, 23%, and 23 J6. The results of axle of the tractor and tandem rearward axle of thc
the proportioning analysis ior the empty vehicle arc trailer - both critical to vehicle combination stabili-
illustrated in Fig. 9-25. The proportional brake force ty - are near optimum for deceleration below 0.3g
distribution 01 - front to rear - is 40%, 20%, 20%, and are slightly (2RR) and moderately (IRF) under-
and 20%. Inspection of Fig. 9-25 indicates that the braked for greater decelerations. The tractor front
tandem forward axle of the tractor is overbraked for axle always is underbraked.
decelerations below 0.17g. However, the tandcm
rearward axle of the tractor is slightly underbraked -3 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON
for decelerations below 0.17g resulting in sufficient VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH
side force capacity on the tractor tandem axle to pre- VARIABLE RATIO
vent jackknifing. The tandem rear axle of the trailer is BRAKING SYSTEMS
braked near optimum over a wide range of de- Variable ratio braking systems represent an im-
celeration values providing sufficient trailer axle side provement over those with a fixed ratio brake force
forces to prevent trailer swing, The tandem forward distribution for vehicles which experience a sig-
axle of the tractor shows improved friction utilization nificant shift in center of gravity location due to
values with the proportioning chosen in the example, loading. If the center of gravity location remains the

Li 2A'•"II Li

U/ /

9A4 0.4

IImu
SU, O3 IF

0

I AU -TimmTt TTudtm Fs rod Axis

P LI 2 F- TWOliaToaenFmF~wdAxis LI IuTuxrento T ..w 0 AsI

iRA M Trecta Ta~s. Raww4 Axl

II 0 0.3 OA-0-6 0 0.1 002 03 ,4i Ol oil

DECELERATION of -UNITS DECELERATION a•, I-UNITS

Figure 9-25. Tire-Road Friction Utilization for Figure 9-26. Tire-Road Friction Utilization For
3-S2 Tractor-Semitrailer (Empty) With 3-S2 Tractor-Semitrailer (Empty) With Front

Proportioning (No Front Brakes; Brakes and Proportioning
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same for the empty and loaded case, then no in- 3. R. T. Eddy and R. A. Wilson, An Approach to
creased tire-road friction utilizations can be achieved Load Sensing Brake Proportioning for Passenger
through i. variable ratio braking. Since proportion- Cars and Light Trucks, SAE Paper No. 66041 I.
ing systems involve the reduction in brake line pres- 4. E. L. Cornwell, "Automatic Load-Sensitive Air
sure for a given pedal force, the pedal force/de- Brake Control", Mod. Transp,, Vol. 94, No.
celeration gains for the empty and loaded conditions 2416, 1965, pp. 8-9.
are not changed significantly. Constant or near cons- 5. A. Fu'ia, S, Chachter, and P. Gancel, Trends in
rant pedal force/deceleration gains, however, mean Braking Techniques of European Vehicle, SAE
better braking without requiring increased driver Paper No. 670505, May 1967.
skills. 6. C. Eaton and J. Schreur, Brake Proportioning

In general, the advantages of a load sensitive Valve, SAE Paper No. 660400, June 1966,
variable ratio braking system in good mechanical 7. F. E. Lueck, W. A. Gartland, and M. J. Den-
condition are: holm, Proportioning Valve to Skid Control - A

I. Shorter stopping distance Logical Progression, SAE Paper No. 690456,
2. Less driver fatigue 1969,
3, Less tire wear 8. H, Oberthuer and F. Baum, "Brake Force
4. Improved wheel lock sequence and vehicle Distribution on Hydraulic Vehicle Brakes",

stability Automobiltechnlsche Zeitschrlft, Vol. 66, No. 8,
5. Smaller tongue or kingpin forces regardless of 1964, pp, 222-225,

loading condition. 9. R. Limpert and Ch, Y, Warner, Proportional
Becauaa proportional systems are implemented by Braking of Solid Frame Vehicles, SAE Paper No,

making the brake line pressure a nonlinear function 710046, January 1971.
of the pedal force rather than a function of the actual 10, R, Limpert, et al., Analysis, Design and Testing of
wheel angular rotation or the friction coefficient be- Two- Way Proportioning for Improved Braking in
tween tire and road, it is still possible to lock the a Turn, SAE Paper No, 760347, February 1976.
wheels, especially on low friction road surfaces. Pro- It. M. Mitschke and D, Runge, "Load Dependent
portional systems provide a brake force distribution Brake Force Modulation on Tractor-Semi-
that matches a wide range of load and road surface trailers", Automobiltechnische ZeitschrilJt, Vol,
conditions, but they are still subject to some of the 68, No. 2, pp. 50-55 and Vol, 68, No, 7, pp. 253-
basic limitations of systems with fixed brake force 56.
distribution, 12. G. Mueller, "Improved Safety in Braking of

Tractor-Semitrailers and Truck-Trailer Corn-
REFERENCES binations", Automobiltechnlsche Zeltschrijt, Vol,
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CHAPTER 10

WHEEL-ANTILOCK BRAKE SYSTEMS
In this chapter the fundamentals of wheel-antilock brake systems are presented. A nillock

brakes of hydraulic and pneumatic brake systems are discussed. Typical test results are
presented.

10-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS ts - time at which pressure increase begins, s

cl = time constant indicating pressure decrease V = vehicle speed, ft/s
a, - specified angular de,.leration, rad/sl

c2 = time constant indicating pressure increase ap wheel angular deceleration at which maxi-
characteristic, s-1 mum braking force is attained, rad/s 2

c3 = time constant indicating pressure increase - tire-road friction coefficient, d'less
characteristic, - peak tire-road friction coefficient, d'lesscharctrenorm rce, s- s = sliding tire-road friction coefficient, d'less

F,-tire normal force, lbr,-esoetis
lw - mass moment of inertia of wheel, lb-in.'sl r2 = response time, s
k - brake torque versus time, slope, Ib'in./s w2 = response time, s
m - factor characterizing deceleration increase w - angular velocity, rad/s

with time, ft/sN O',. specified angular velocity, iad/s
w applied pressure, = initial wheel angular velocity, rad/sp, -rapp line pressure, psi w' = angular velocity of wheel at peak friction,

P, = brake line pressure, psi rad/s
p -~ maximum brake line pressure, psi

p; - brake line pressure just below wheel lockup 10-1 FUNDAMENTALS ASSOCIATED
pressure, psi WITH ANTILOCK BRAKE

R - tire radius, in, or ft SYSTEM ANALYSIS
s = tire slip, d'less*

,p = tire slip at peak friction, d'less Wheel-antilock brake systems prevent the wheels
T = brake torque, lb-in, from locking up during braking by adjusting the

T4 = difference between time t4 and time associ- braking effort to the traction force available at the
ated with a pressure increase from zero tire-roadway interface, Under normal braking con-
pressure, s ditions the driver operates the brakes as usual; how-

'' = difference between t3 and time associated ever, on slippery roadways or during severe braking,
with a pressure increase from zero pressure, as the driver causes the wheels to approach ';ockup,
s the device takes over and modulates the brake force

t = time, s independent of pedal force,.
th - hold time during which pressure is held In general, wheel-antilock brake systems chould

constant, s provide th-. following:
t, = time required by wheel to attain maximum I. Prevention of wheel lockup for all braking,

friction force, s loading, and road surface conditions
ts time required by whel to move from maxi- 2. Minimum stopping distance

mum friction to sliding friction conditions, 3. Vehicle stability and retention of steering and
s controllability.

t, time at which antiskid signal is received by Tests using wheel-antilock devices on dry pave-
brake pressure modulator, s ment have demonstrated that. in some instances, a

12 time at which maximum brake line pressure slight increase in stopping distance results, while in
is reached and pressure decrease begins, s other cases a slight decrease in stopping distance is

t., = time at which wheel speed attains specified noted. However, wheel-antilock braking systems con-
value, s tribute considerably to the improvement of vehicle

14 = time at which pressure increase begins, s directional stability durirg braking. Skidding in not-
emal cornering maneuvers is prevented by the lateral

*d'less = dimensionless friction forces in the tire-road contact area. During

10-1
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braking, the capability of the tire to produce lateral determined threshold value, the electronic unit causes
friction forces is somewhat decreased, as is shotwn for the brake line pressure regulating valve after a
a typical tire in Fig. 6-1. Note that this capability to response time of the electronic unit as well aw he
produce lateral forces is a minimum when the wheel regulating valve has elapsed to decrease line pressure.
is locked. The antilock system keeps the tire slip at The decrease in brake line pressure causes the angular
relatively low values during braking, which in turn velocity of the wheel to increase again, accompanied
allows the tire to produce lateral forces adequgrte to by a decrease of angular deceleration below ihe
maintain vehicle directional stability, threshold value. In the next phase the electronic unit

The design of a wheel-antilock system begins with causes the brake line pressure to be reapplied with
a complete understanding of the tire-roadway friction subsequent decrease in angular velocity of the wheel
characteristic. The braking process would be op- and the cycle repeats itself.
timum if the slip of the braked wheel could always be For the basic understan finj of the factors Lsso-
ktpt at values corresponding to maximu:,j friction ciated with a locking whet', some important
forces. Ideally then, a sensor would %Ietect the mag- equations are discussed next.
nitude of the coefficie~nt of friction at the tire- The analysis and c,'luation of wheel-antilock
roacmay interface under all possible conditions, and brake systems presents a certain challenge o the
the rest of the brake system will use this signal to automotive engineer. Other vehicle parameters -
modulate the brake torque in such a manner that the such as tire and driver characteristics,, road surface,
maximum friction coefficient is used throughout the and type of maneuver - may affect signif cantly the
braking process, performance of the antiskid system. However, certain

In general, the following methods have been physical aspects are common to all designs. For this
suggested as modulating parameters for the auto- reason, a somewhat simplified approach is discussed
matic control of brake torque: that will indicate the importance of the individual pu-

I. Angular velocity of the wheel rameters affecting antiskid performance (Ref. 1).
2. Brake slip of the wheel The following relationships must be considered in
3. Velocity difference between wheel and vehicle the analysis of a locking wheel:
4. Velocity difference between the wheel and the I. The equations of motion of the wheel which in-

other wheels of the vehicle. dlude rotational inertias of wheel and connected com-
In practice, it is not feasible to detect directly the ponents, brake torque, circumferential force at the

friction coefficient or the relative slip since this would tire-road interface, and normal tire force
require a fifth wheel as employed in road. -friction 2. The circumferemnial force determined by the
measuring equipment. Practical sensors attempt to friction slip characteristics which contain the rela-
measure wheol angular velocity. The relative tire 0'p tionship between translutory and rotational motions
ratio then is estimated by comparing a measured of the wheel, as well as the tire and road design fuc-
wheel velocity with a "memory" of the vehicle veloci- tors
ty before initiation of braking. 3. The pedal force or brake torquo time histories

The memory usually consists of a flywheel in the affecting antiskid performance-
case of mechanical systems or a capacitor for elec- 4. The equations of motion of the entire vehicle
trical systems, The design of the memory requires yielding the time dependent vehicle and wheel decel-
extensive knowledge on the friction-slip curve ex- erations
pected during braking. If the expected friction-slip 5. As a result of vehicle decelerations, the tire nor-
characteristics are different from those actua~ly oc- mal force that changes as a function of time.
curring at the tire-roadway interface, the braking The listing indicates the mathematical process to
process may not result in minimum stopping dis- be a complicated matter. For purpow.es of evaluating
tance. the requirements of antiskid control systems, certain

In most antilock braking systems the brake line simplifications may bi introduced without limiting
pressure is regulated to prevent wheel lockup and the the analysis too much, namely:
standard brake system remains intact, For practical I. Since the locking of a wheel occurs during a
cases, the wheel angular velocity is measured and relatively short period of time, the translatory decel-
from this the angular deceleration is determined elcc- eration may be assumed to be zero, i.e., vehicle
tronically. If the wheel approaches lockup con- velocity equals a constant.
ditions, the angular velocity beings to decrease sharp- 2. The tir, normal force remains constant,
ly and the angular deceleration to increase. At the in- 3. The friction slip curve may be expressed by a bi-
stant the wheel angular deceleration exceeds a pre- lincar relationship as shown in Fig. 10-1. The
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Figure 10-2. Brake Torque Rate -
Figure 10-1. Idealized Tire-Road Friction Slip Induced by Driver

Characteristics

"solutions to the problem are then given for each k = brake torque versus time, slope, Ibmin,/s
linear region of tire slip. R = tire radius, in.

4. 'Fire transient effects are neglected. This is to say s, = tire slip at peak friction, d'less
that tire forces are produced instantaneously and do pl, = peak tire-road friction coefficient, d'less
not require a certain fraction of wheel rotation before w,, = initial wheel angular velocity, rad/s
forces are produced. The wheel angular deceleration ap at which maxi-

S5. Brake torque rate is idealized as shown in Fig. mum braking forces are produced is called threshold
10.2. deceleration and may be computed by

An important consideration in the design of anti-
lock brake systems is the determination of the time
required by the braked wheel to attain its ma-imum a-, = rad/s. (10-2)
braking force and the determination of the angular F1R
deceleration of the wheel operating at maximum
brake force, Furthermore., it is necessary to determine
the time required by the wheel to move from maxi- For the second linear region of Fig. 10-I during
mum brake force conditions at optimal slip to sliding which the wheel approaches lockup, the tire-road
conditions or 100% slip. In order for an antilock sliding friction coefficient us affects the time required
device to prevent wheel lock, the system must re- for the wheel to attain lockun, The time ts required
spond and regulate brake line pressure in a time less by the wheel to approach lockup, i.e,, for the tire slip
than that required for wheel lockup to occur, to move from peak value sp, to sliding value (100%

The time I,, required to attain the peak tire friction slip) is determined approximately by (Ref. I)
value - a function of wheel inertia, initial wheel
velocity, peak friction value and associated tire slip 2 1 /2
level, tire normal force, effective tire radius, and is , +.I , 21 /,w,/,
brake torque rate - may be expressed as (Ref. 1) ts = +us

",'" t/ s/lj, p F R p!1 , s, (10-3)
p + -- ,s (10-I) (,p - ,•p,,s)F:R

where
where = sliding tire-road friction coefficient, d'less

1, = tire normal force, lb wp angular velocity of wheel at peak friction,
11 l mass moment of inertia of wheel, lb'in.,s2  rad/s
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As mentioned earlier, most antiskid control operating conditions significantly affect braking per-
systems use a specific wheel angular deceleration formance, especially in terms of the design threshold
threshold value beyond which the system auto- values of wheel angular deceleration. However, the
matically reduces the brake torque in order t'e pre- driver controlled inputs to the braking system and the
vent wheel lockup. Consequen,.ly, two sinificant pa- initial speed are to a large measure outside the con-
rameters may be considered, namely, (a) the wheel trol of the brake system design engineer. Conse-
angular deceleration ap, as determiu,.d by Eq. K0.2 at quently, control systems designed for optimum
which time the maximum tire friction level is at- operation in one situation may result in below op-
tained, and (b) the time ts required by the wheel ',' timum performance in a different situation. This per-
atta'n lockup conditions. In order to prevent wheel formance difference is more pronounced for control
lockup, the antiskid control system has to respond in systems having a low cycle rate as exhibited by
a time less than the lockup time as determined by Eq. vacuum-ar;sir•ed brake systems. This mismatch of
10-3. control rate ;, more pronounced when braking on

The threshold angular deceleration is a function of sp!'t-coefficient or intermittently changing friction
tire normal force, effective tire radius, initial vehicle surfaces (Refs. 2, ý, 4, and 5). Split-coefficient sur-
velocity, increase in friction t:-rce as determined by faces involve different friction coefficients under the
the tire-slip curve, and the brake torque rate as deter- left tires than under the right. This condition may
mined by the pedal force application rate and brake exist when portions of roadway are cover,.d with ice
system dynamics. and others are dry. Intermittently changing friction

It is obvious that the design threshold value may surfaces involve diiferent tire-road friction coeffi-
vary widely depending upon the operating con- cients in the direction of vehicle travel.
ditions. For example, for a tire-normal force of 1,000 It is apparent from the previous discussion that
lb and tire radius of I ft, the following range,4 may be wheel-antilock brak,. systems mus. be designed to
obtained for automotive brakes: initial vehicle respond within the time limits set by the braked tire,
forward speed between 30 and I50 ft/s, brake torque Research studi-s have shown that vacuum power
rate between 8,000 and 40,000 lb'in./s, friction slip sources for brake-valve actuation nearly always lead
curves havin,; between I and 7 for the ratio of peak to less than optimum performance when braking on
friction coefficicot to associated slip value for icy and dry road surfaces (Refs. 5, 6, and 7). Reasons for this
dry road surfaces, respectively. If these extreme are related to the slow response generally exhibited
values are used in Eq, 10-2, a ratio of maximum-to- by vacuum-actuated valves. Actual wheel-antilock
minimum •ngular deceleration threshold values of systems can only approach the friction slip curve
175 is possible, This indicates that the optimum existing at the tire-road interface. in addition, the
threshold value for one set of driving conditions may pressure regulating valve and associated components
be as much as 175 times greater than the optimum possess certain response times that affect system per-
value for another set of conditions, In order to reduce formance.
this large difference, certain reasonable and practical Some details associated with the analysis of the
operational constraints may be introduced. For wheel-antilock control of an air brake system and in
example, when braking on dry or wet roads at high particular the brake line pressure regulation as a
speeds, a careful and hence slower pedal force function of timep, - Jft) will be discussed next,
application rate yields a decreased range of thresh- The time depenotnt behavior of vehicle speed V
old values. Similarly, when braking on kcy roads, and tire circumferential speed Rw are illustrated sche-
lower spcd as well as careful braking also will reduce natically for an air brake system iii Fig. 10-3(A). Tie
the difference between maximum and minimum angular velocity of the wheel is designated by w, the
threshold values. For these conditions of practical tire radius by R measured in ft. Shown in Fig. 10 3(B)
constraints the design threshold angular deceleration are the characteristics of brake line pressure p, as a
as computed by Eq. 10-2 is approximately equal to 40 function of time during the wheel-antilock control
rad/s 2 (Ref. 1). process,

As an inspection of Eq. 10-3 indicates, the time for As the angular velocity and thus tire circumfer-
a given wheel operating under certain conditions to ential speed Rw begins to decrease more than the
move from peak to sliding friction varies with the vehicle forward speed V and reaches a point cor-
an gular velocity w1, existing at peak tire-road friction, responding to the design threshold angular decelera-
The time typically ranges between a few hundredths tion a., the brake line pressure regulating valve
to a tenth of a second, receives a signal at time ti, to reduce the pressure.

It is apparent from the previous discussion tl'at the After the response time rI has elapsed, the pressure
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where
P t =- time at which antiskid sigt;al is received by

- .Vehicl, Sped V brake pressure modulator, s

.a, - specified angular deceleration, rad/s'
""T0, - Whe ._ es Sd = wheel angular velocity at peak friction

Ui When the actual angular speed of the wheel has at-
_ tained the computed value w, at time t3, the brake line

pressure regulating valve receives the signal to in-
crease pressure again. After the response time T2 has
"elapsed, the brake line r,.....•u; begins to increase at

M time 14 according to•- ~TIME:i,$

(A) P1 =Pa {I - cxp[-c 2 (1 - r4 + T4)]) ,psi (10-6)

Pa
where

/ = time constant indicating pressure increase
Pma• /characteristic, s-1

0- AT,4 difference between time 14 and time associ-
ated with a pressure increase from zero¢ • pressure,s

"cc4 time at which pressure increase begins, s
" !"The brake line pressure P, is increased only to a

4 4 T -- pressure p, and always remains below the applied
"4r5 pressure p.. The brake line pressure p, is generally

TIME t s somewhat smaller than the pressure that causes
(B) lockup to occur. However, if the wheel tends to lock

Figure 10-3. Wheei-Antileck Control for sit up again at a pr,-.oure rqual to or lower than p2, the
System previous pressure decreasing and increasing pro-

cesses are repeated until a pressure p, is produced that
begins .o decrease at time 12 according to the does not cause wheel lockup to occur. This brake line

funciona reltioship(Ref 8)pressure is kept constant until the hold time th has

8elapsed after which the pressure is increased again
toward the applied pressure p, to allow the wheel-

SPmaxexp[-c('2)] , psi (10-4) antiloc.. braking system to adjust the braking effort
to a different tire-road friction situation that might

where have developed during the hold time th. The pressure
increases toward Pa according to the approximate re-

et = time constant indicating pressure decrease intrenshep
characteristic, s-1 lationship

pn. = maximum brake line pressure, psi
t =time, s A= p.{I - exp[-c 3(t - t5 + T s)]} ,psi (10-7)

t2 = time at which maximum brake line pressure
is reached and pressure decrease begins, s where

The decrease in brake pressure causes the angular
velocity of the wheel to increase again (Fig. 10-3(A)). c3 = time constant indicating pressure increase

Parallel to this process an angular velocity wd ifs characteristicw s-t

computed from a specified angular decelerat;Dn a, T5 difference between time tf and time associ-

and from the angular velocity wp of the wheel at the ated with a pressure increase from ero

instant the threshold value ap was exceeded as pressure, s
= time at which pressure increase begins, s

The introduction of an adjustable "hold time" th
c= wp + a,(t - t1) ,rad/s (10-5) has the advantage that the control frequency is
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adjustable. This allow' the prevention of control fre- both sides of the diaphragm with the displacement
quencies near the natural frequencies of suspension plunger holding the hydraulic shutoff valve open. If
and steering components which otherwise may cause wheel lockup is imminent, ihe logic controller sends a
unsirable vibrations and damage to suspension signal to the solenoid valve, closing off the vacuum to
components. The air consumption also may be kept the front side of the diaphragm. At the sime time, the
low as a result of an adjustable hold time. air valve is opened, producing a pressure differential

Summarizing, the type of modulation described across the diaphragm and movement of the plunger
lowers the brake pressure when the critical brake slip to the right. This closes the hydraulic shutoff valve
is exceeded and in general elevates it again when the which isolates that particular brake from the system.
brake slip is smaller than the critical, independent of As the diaphragm and plunger move to the right, the
momentary critical slip values. The brake force fluc- brake line volume is increased, reducing brake line
tuates near its maximum value and is kept at a con- pressure. When the wheel begins to accelerate, the
stant value during an adjustable time interval. The solenoid valve is closed, and the spring returns the
force level is only a little smaller than the maximum diaphragm. Modulators may be a two stage type that
value of the brake force, provided the friction con- allows the brake line pressure to be reapplied at a
ditions between tire and road surface have not ira- slow or fast rate. Vacuum-powered modulators can
proved considerably in the meantime. be cycled between three to five times per second.

Ideally, an antiskid brake system would modulate
10-2 HYDRAULIC VACUUM all four wheels independently so that maximum10- HYDOWRAULI VACUUMS longitudinal as well as lateral tire forces are pro-

1 1Aduc0d. Furthermore, such a system would allow pan-
10-2.1 WHEEL-ANTILOCK COGNTROL ic brake applications even while operating near or at

SYSTEMS the limit turning speed of the vehicle. Limit turning
A schematic of a typical wheel-antilock brake is il- speed is defined as the maximum speed the vehicle

lustrated in Fig. 10-4 (Ref, 7). A wheel speed sensor can maintain in the absence of braking without losing
transmits the signal of impending wheel lockup to the front or rear wheel lateral traction, Obviously, these
logic control which in turn signals a modulator to specifications require brake system designs with so-
release brake line pressure which causes the wheel ro- phisticated electronic and hydraulic hardware.
tational speed to increase again. The operation of a The performance characteristics of these systems
typical vacuum-assisted modulator is shown in Fig. are such that the longitudinal slip or brake force in-
10-5. In the normal position during which no wheel- creases less rapidly - approximately 0.3 s is required
antilock braking occurs, a vacuum is maintained on to reach maximum value; consequently, the lateral

Logic Con~toia

Whevl Speed Senisor

Figure 10-4. Independent rront, Select-Low Rear, Control Method Wheel-Antilock Brake System
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Figure 10-5. Typical One-Stage Vacuunit-Ass;sted Modulator

tire force is not degraded appreciably. Also, the vehi- on split coefficiernt surfaces. Braking in a turn, as wellcle speed has decreased during the buildup of the as straight-line braking performance, approximates

brake force, causing a decrease in tire side forces that of four-wheel control -vstems when operating on
required to continue a stable turn. As the brake force typical highways including wet and dry road surfaces,
is increased, the lateral tire force demand also con- A further decrease in costs is obtainel. through
tinues to decrease to the point that corresponds to the systems modulating only the rear axle, e;ther each
controlled longitudinal tire slip design threshold. wheel independently, or the rear axle by srnsing the
However, now the vehicle speed has decreased to the propeller shaft angular rotation. In a ptinic brake
extent that the lateral tire forces available exceed the application or while operat'ng on sUpper' road sur-
demand required by the turning vehicle, and a totally faces, the front wheels can lock, thus rendering the
stabl, braking maneuver results, vehicle unsteerable. Although this provides a stable

A system, less expensive than the four-wheel in- stop, the accident avoidance characteristics of stich a
dependent system, uses independent front wheel system may not prove to b.. cost beneficial. When
modulation and select-low, rear axle control as braking in a turn, a rear %iieels or axle controlled
shown in Fig. 10-4. Here, select-low refers to the fact vehicle will leave the curved path when the frontthat the rear wheel operating on the low coefficient wheels are locked.surface controls that modulation of both reor wheels. Rear axle controlled antiskid systems empioying

Some performance degradation from the optimum propeller shaft sensors have several shortcomings,
braking on the rear axle is suffered when operating both from a theoretical as well as a practical point of
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view. This type of inexpensive modulation device ap- ping distance resulted as compared to a stop in-
parently was designed to circumvent problems volving some or all wheels locked.
associated with large rear-brake-torque bias typically Experimental data revealed that vehiclcs equipped
found on large and medium domestic passenger cars. with 1971 production or experimental four-wheel
However, when operating such vehicles in a turn antilock systems can achieve brake system effi-
without locking the front wheels, the lateral load ciencies in the range of 60 to 70% on a dry surface and
transfer on the rear axle causes a decrease of the nor- 75 to 98% on a wet, slippery surface (Ref. 5).
mal force on the inner rear wheel resulting in wheel A friction utilization as low as 60% on a dry road
lockup for that wheel. In this condition the propeller surface appears to be unnecessarily low. Detailed in-
shaft sensor averaging the signal it receives may cause spection cf the stopping distance data reveals that the
the outer wheel to lock up also, rendering the vehicle distances for antilock were always longer compared
unstable. The cause of this instability lies in the to those obtained with the control system off when
operational charac*-risti!s of the differential sensor. operating on a dry road surface, A reason for this un-
If the brake force modulation is designed to achieve desirable behavior may be found from inspection of
minimum stopping distances in straight-line stops, the actual pedal force and deceleration time histories
the modulation signal will be selected for that condi, shown in Figs. 10-6 and 10-7. Although the brake line
tion. For straight-line braking the propeller shaft pressure rises rapidly, the deceleration developed by
speed changes proportionally with the changes of the vehicle-braking system shows a significant time
wheel speed, assuming uniform tire-road friction for lag. The braking performance with the antiskid
each wheel. In a turning maneuver, however, the system operational as illustrated in Fig. 10-7 shows a
differential housing speed with the inner wheel locked slower deceleration response than with the control
will be half the speed of the outer wheel. The propel- system disabled as indicated in Fig. 10-6.
ler shaft speed will decrease correspondingly. This in- If one approximates the deceleration-time history
formation will be interpreted by the sensor as if both in Fig, 10-6 by four linear sections, simple integra-
wheels were approaching wheel lockup. The system tion yields the stopping distance and mean decelera-
responds with a rapid decrease in brake line pressure tion. For a stop from 60 mph, a stopping distance of
and, thus, near-zero brake torques on both wheels 244 ft at a mean deceleration of 16.2 ft/s2 and a maxi-
and nearly free-rolling wheels. At this instant, the mum deceleration of 20.4 ft/s2 results. The ratio of
sensor may over-react, causing excessive brake line mean-to-maximum decelerations is 0.795. Further-
pressure buildup and subsequent lockup of both rear more, if one assumes a linear rise - characterized by
wheels for a time period which, although short, is suf- the factor m measured in ft/sl - of the deceleration
ficient to cause the rear wheels to lose lateral stability, to the maximum values, one obtains - on wet road

It is obvious that a poorly designed antilock brake surfaces with low levels of maximum deceleration -
system may not yield any safety benefits, Properly low values of rise times as compared to those
engineered conventional or proportional brake associated with braking on dry road surfaces. Inspec-
systems will produce equal or even better results. tion of the deceleration time history of Figs. 10-6 and
Furthermore, rear wheel atilock brake systems still 10-7 indicates a deceleration delay time of approx-
render the vehicle nonsteerable during panic brake imately 0,1 s. By the use of the foregoing assumptions
application with the front wheels locked. Investiga- and data, Table 10-1 may be constructed for a stop
tions of accident studies indicate that no significant from 30 mph. Inspection of the table indicates that
safety benefits may be expected with stable yet non- the ratio of mean-to-maximum deceleration for stops
steerable rear antiskid vehicles, especially in inter- on slippery surfaces is fairly close to unity, whereas,
section type accidents. Similar or even improved, yet the ratio value for braking on dry surfaces is
less costly, braking performance is available with a significantly lower. Since a low ratio of mean-to-
properly designed brake system exhibiting suffi- maximum deceleration indicates a brake system
ciently low values of rear brake bias. operation below maximum capability over extended

periods of time, no improvements in dry road surface
stopping distance may be expected from an antiskid

10-2.2 ANALYSIS OF VACUUM-POWERED control system exhibiting the performance charac.
SYSTEMS teristics shown in Figs. 10-6 and 10-7. The corn-

Test results of passenger cars using engine vacuum parison of the ratio values reveals that the vacuum
as the power source for the brake pressure modulator power source characteristics and possibly the cold
have shown consistently that when tested in the sensitivity of the lining material significantly affect
wheel-antilock mode no shorter or even longer stop- the brake system efficiency.
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Figure 10-6. Oscillograph Record for Stop With Antilock System Disblied, Dry Road Surface
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Figure 10-7. Oscillograph Record for Stop With Antilocl., Dry Road Surface

10-3 HYDRAULIC PUMP quency may be varied with changing conditions at the
PRESSURIZED SYSTEMS tire-road interface. Some full hydraulic pressure

Pump pressurized or full hydraulic brake systems regulators have frequencies that vary between 2 and 8
use high fluid pressure a: the energy source for brake cycles per s and may go as high as 12 or 15 cycles per
line pressure regulation rather than engine vacuum. s. Higher frequencies will cause the wheel brakes to
High pressure permits the desigo of compact com- be applied and released near the natural frequency of
ponents and the operation at higher frequencies than vehicle suspensions. This condition, however, leadsSvacuum-powered systems. If the pressure regula-tor to undesirable suspension and vehicle body vibra-

possesses a sufficiently large frequency range and tions. Pressure regulating frequencies below 2 cycles
adaptive capability, the pressure regulating fre- per s are not capable of adapting sufficiently fast to

•; ~10 -9
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TABLE 10-1
EVALUATION OF VACUUM POWERED WHEEL-ANTILOCK BRAKE

Road Surface and Antiskid
System (On or Off)

Deceleration Wet (Slippery) Dry
RiseOff On Off On Units

- 40 ft/s 3  Maximum Deceleration 6.65 10 25 28 ft/s 2

Stopping Distance 155 106 48,6 44,5 ft

Mean Deceleration 6.4 9.3 20.4 22,4 ft/s 2

Ratio of -.mean deceleration 0.96 0.94 0.82 0.79
max,

i- 12.5 ft/s' Stopping Distance 157.5 109 57.5 54.7 ft

Mean Deceleration 6.3 9.05 17.2 18.1 I'tf//s

meanRatio of deceleration 0.95 0.91 0.69 0.64
L_ Max,

changing frictional conditions at the tire-road inter- A" (

face,.6
The functioning and components of a first genera-

tion full power pressure regulating system and valve
are discussed next (Ref. 9).

Apump pressurized antilock system is illustratedin 10-8. The system shown is of the independent -
front, select low on the rear axle, control type. The
brake system consists of the pressure booited master
cylinder (I) with the reservoir (2), the accumulator 'ISILI
(3), the combination unit of pressure modulator and
energy source (4), the logic control (5), the wheel sen- Kr -7
sors (6), and the wheel brakes (7). If the standard "7.t I- .- jjtJ
brake system is full power hydraulic, then only the
logic control, pressure modulator, and wheel speed
sensors must be added. The details of the pressure ,,............. ......

modulator and energy source are illustrated in Fig. ,,. ..... .. . .... ,,.
10-9. The electric motor driven pump (I) charges the
diaphragm accumulator (2) as well as th: piston ac- Figure 10-8. Schematic of Pump Pressurized Wheel
cumulator (3) in the modulator which is preloaded by Antilock System
a coil spring (4). The charge pressure is transmitted
past the open solenoid vaiveq (5) and passage (6) to
the plungers (7) which are held against their stops, allowing the fluid to return to the reservoir (13). The
thus forcing the cutoff valves (8) open and allowing line pressure in the wheel cylinder (10) forces the
the brake line pressure produced by the master plunger (7) to the left and the cut-off valve (8) closes
cylinder (9) to be transmitted to the wheel brakes off the return to the master cyiinder. The space
(10). If a wheel antilock signal is received from the vacated by the plunger is occupied by the brake fluid
logic control, the solenoid valves (5) close and (11) coming from the wheel cylinder, resulting in a
open. This condition results in separating the decrease in brake force of the modulated wheel.
chamber (12) from the piston accumulator (3) and Reapplication of the brakes occurs after the solenoid
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I Electric Motor Driven Pump 8 Cutoff Vulva

•:2 Accumulator 9 Master Cylindev
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S,4 Coil Spring 11 Solenoid V olvo

5 Solenloid Valve 12 Chamber
S6 Flow Passage 13 8rake Fluid R-eservoir

'i7 Plunger 14 Tappet

FlIpre 10-9. Schematic of Wheel-AntilwAk Modulator

valves have returned to their original position and ac- the usr; of electrical solenoids. The air pressure

!cumulator pre.ssure is rcintroduced to chamber (3). If application and release cycle may be varied between I

•;!the accumulator fails, the vehicle can be braked to 5 cycles per second for most current systems.

manually since the 5pring (4) forces the tappets (14) In the event of malfunction of the major ciements

to the right and mechanically holds the cut-off valve in} the antiskid control system, the brake system will

open all the time, revert to the standard service brake operation, For

tractor-trailer combination the trailer antiskid con-
10-4 PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS trol system generally is powered through the brake

Wheel-antilock control systems for air brakes use light signal going from the tractor to the trailer. This

concepts similar to those found in hydraulic brake condition allows also the intermixing of antiskid

systems, Major components are: wheel sensors, equipped tractors with trailers having standard

usually one for each wheel on the axle, an electronic brakes and conversely,

control, which collects the sensor information, pro- In the case of a hydraulic brake system, the brake

ccjsos it, arnd sends control signals to the air pressure fluid must be conserved during the period of pressure

control valve; and an air pressure control valve which decrease as contrasted with air brake systems where

accomplishes the air pressure modulating function by air is ventilated from the brake chamber through the
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control valve into the ambient. However, due con- following occurs on any axle with wheel-antilock

sideration must be paid to the fact the air consump- control:
tion must remain within the reservoir capacity of the a. An open or short in a wheel sensor or wiring
brake system, This is of significance when braking on harness
slippery roadways requiring long stopping distances b. An open or shorted power lead
and continued brake force modulation. c. An open or shorted fail-safe lead

The functioning and components of a typical air d. A shorted fail-safe monitor unit
brake wheel-antilock syslem are discussed next (Ref. e. A blown fail-safe unit fuse
10). f. A continuous solenoid signal

The wheel-antilock system is designed to prevent g. An open or shorted solenoid lead
any regulated axle from locking up during braking h. A malfunctioning controller
for speeds above approximately 5 mph. The system i, On very slippery roads with patches of ice, the
consists of the modulator assembly, the wheel speed indicator light may come on due to one drive wheel
sensor assembly, the rotor assembly, and the fail-safe accelerating at a very high rate when starting to move
monitor unit, A tractor wheel-antilock control the vehicle, Reset the fail-safe light by turning key off
system includes a modul~ator consisting of an anti- and back on.
lock control/relay value and electronic controller for 4. Wheel Speed Sensor Assembly. The wheel speed
each braked axle, a wheel speed sensor and rotor sensor is a self-generating electromagnetic device
assembly at each biaked wheel, and a fail-safe which generates a signal whose frequency is direct!y
monitor assembly. Each is discussed. proportional to wheel rotational sp-.-d, The sensor

I. Modulator Assembly. The modulator assembly generates a pulse each time a gear tuo~h travels past
consists of the wheel-antilock control/relay valve and it; 60 pulses are geinerated per revolution. The speed
an electronic controller. The modulator assembly is sensor consists of a stationary permanent magnet
connected to the brake system plumbing system assembly, a coil, and an output cable assembly, The
through the supply, service, and deliver ports. In nor- speed sensor is attached to a mounting bracket and
mal o"tration the modulator valve supplies air the speed sensor assembly is mounted to the brake
pressure to the brake chambers at a pressure equal to backing plate. The rotor assembly is attached to the
that demanded by the vehicle driver with the applica- hub and drum and rotates with the wheel.
tion valve. When wheel-antilock action is required by
signals from the controller, pressure to the brake is
reduced, either partially or completely, by two sole- 10-5 STRAIGHT-LINE VERSUS
noids which actuate a small valve, The solenoids CURVED PATH PERFORMANCE
operate either independently as in the case of in-
dividual wheel control or simultaneously as in the Some differences of braking performance existing
case of an axle control to regulate the air pressure to in vehicles when braking in a straight line or curved
the brake chambers. This pressure reduction to the path have been discussed in par. 10-2.1 in connection

brakes occurs in steps of 33%, 67%, or e t o%, with drive shaft controlled rear axle antilock systems,
brakes oWhen braking in a turn, the tires must produce

2. Controller. The controller is a small computer braking and side forces to hold the vehicle in the
which contains the circuits necessary to control the desired path. Y'he relationships between longitudinal
vehicle wheel rotational speed, The electronic unit is and side slip of a tire are a function of a great number
totally enclosed and protected fiom the ambient of variables. As discussed in par. 10-1, wheel lockup
effects. The controller circuitry is fully solid state and may be the result of excessive braking or turning, or
receives electrical signals from the wheel speed sen- both. Wheel-antilock systems which operate at a con-
sors, interprets the signals in terms of existing con- stant longitudinal slip value, e.g., 15%, will cause a
ditions, and sends corresponding signals to the wheel- reduction in side force when turning under certain
antilock control relay valve to regulate brake conditions with subsequ.ent wheel lockup to occur.
pressure. Considerable improvement in braking performance

3. Fail-safe Monitor Unit. The fail-safe monitor is while holding the vehicle in a stable turn can be ac-
an electronic warning unit which processes signals complished by control systems that use the angular
from the controller and energizes an indicator light, deceleration of the braked wheel to derive a logic
mounted on the instrument panel, if an electrical or signal. Latest experimental designs use the steering
electronic malfunction occurs. The fail-safe indicator wheel rotation provided by the driver as an input to
light will come on and remain on if any of the alter the sensitivity of the controller to improve
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braking in a turn (Ref. 1l), Finally, the funda-
mentals involved in designing the optimum brake
force distribution of a standard brake system must be
applied to the design of a wheel-antilock brake
system. Since high values of tire-road friction utiliza-
tion result in high decelerations and hence shorter
stopping distances, the fundamentals presented in
Chapters 8 and 9 must be applied. The consequence /
of poor tire-road friction utilization is premature
wheel lockup of a particular axle and in the presence
of a wheel-antilock system the premature application 0 .0
of the automatic brake force modulation at a friction

*i level that may be less than what the tire-road friction TME,
* could provide if utilization were optimized.

10-6 THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The prediction of the dynamic performance of a
wheel-antilock brake system is a difficult task, To ae- •... .,,
complish the analysis, mathematical models of • 30

vacuum-assist units or full power pressure regulating
devices, master cylinder, brake line, wheel cylinders
or brake chambers, and mechanical friction brakes
must be developed. Furthermore, the tire-road fric- 0.1 2.0

tion characteristics must be described by a mathe-
matical expression that includes the effects of normal
force, turning forces, and roud surface contamina-
tion, Finally, suspension and vehicle dynamic effect
must be described by mathematical equations. 60
Although the development of the mathematical exý,
pressions does not present basic difficulties, the
measurement of a large number of parameters, such • 30

as friction coefficients, damping values, brake fluid t
viscosity changes, and nonlinear spring stiffnesses
may significantly affect tht outcome of the analysis,
Due to this difficulty, mostly experimental d&a have to 2.0
been published. Comparisons of thetoretical and ex- TIME, I

perimental results generally cannot be transferred to
other vehicles or operating conditions, unless the Figure 10-10. Measured and Computed Performance
mathematical model is formulated to include for Pneumatic Wheel Antilock System
different operating conditions,

A comparison of theoretical and experimental
results for a pneumatic wheel-antilock system is illus- other parameters difficult and expensive to determine
trated in Fig, 10-10 (Ref. 8). The data shown were ob- experimentally.
tained from road testing a tractor-semitrailer combi- Test data obtained with passenger cars equipped
nation. In general, good agreement is noted. The ac- with vacuum-assisted and full power hydraulic brake
curacy of predicting vehicle deceleration generally force modulation have been published (Refs. 12, 13,
becomes poor for vehicle speeds below 10 mph due to and 14). Test results obtained with a vacuum-assisted
the significant change in tire-road friction coefficient wheel-antilock brake system are presented in Table
with speed. However, at higher speeds the acceptable 10-2. Test conditions are shown in Tables 10-3 and
prediction capability allows the study of the effects of 10-4 (Ref. 7). Inspection of the data in Table 10-2 in-
brake force modulation on the fifth wheel kingpin dicates that shorter stopping distances may be
forces, dynamic axle loads, directional stability, and achieved when braking in the no-antilock mode on a
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TABLE 10-2
PASSENGER CAR WHEEL-ANTILOCK BRAKE SYSTEM TEST DATA

Maintained
Wheel Steering Stopping Distancc, ft

System Path Condition Control Stability High Medium Low

No antilock Curve Incipient Yes (I) 196 (3 187 207
Locked No (2) 117 180(3 203 (3

Straight Incipient Yes (I) 123 140 155
Locked No (2) 115 128 152

Drive shaft controlled Curve Incipient Yes (I) 142 167 197
rear Locked No (2) 120 150 204

Straight Incipient Yes (I) 124 133 146
Locked No (I) 130 139 163

Select-low rear Curve Incipient Yes (I) 145 148 224
Locked No (1) 124 (3) 127(3) 136 (3)

Straight Incipient Yes (I) 111 123 197
Locked No (I) 124 126 159

Select-low front, Curve Incipient Yes (4) 159 140 165
Select-low rear Straight Incipient Yes (4) 115 155 142
Independent front, Curve Incipient Yes (4) 126 127 153
Select-low rear-wheel Straight Incipient Yes (4) 118 122 135
Four-wheel independent Curve Incipient Yes (4) 124 116 140

Straight Incipient Yes (4) 115 126 141

(I) Occasional yaw less than 20 deg
(2) Unpredictable with yaw more than 20 deg
(3) Vehicle left 12-ft lane and entered a higher coefficient surface
(4) No yaw

TABLE 10-3 high friction road surface. For example, on a straight
PASSENGER CAR TEST SPEEDS, MPH path the no-antilock mode required 115 ft wheels

locked stopping distance as compared with 124 ft
with the select-low rear wheel-antilock mode.

Dry Wet Measured stopping distances for full power hy-
Asphaltic Asphaltic Wet draulic systems on passenger cars traveling at an in-
Concrete Concrete "Jet Seal" itial speed of 62.5 mph were 138 ft for dry and 208 ft

Straight Path 78,3 67.4 25.0 for wet road surfaces (Ref. 15). The equivalent dry
Curved 78.6 67.6 20.6 peak and sliding frictici values of the test surface are

1.05 and 0.85, respectively. The stopping distances
without four wheel antiskid system were 166 ft and
332 ft on the dry and wet surfaces, respectively. Tests
conducted with independent rear-wheel control
resulted in 60% longer stopping distances than those

TABLE 10-4 obtained with the four-wheel control system. This
TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENTS significant difference was caused by the additional

stopping distance accumulated during careful brake
High Medium Low force buildup to avoid front-wheel locking. Test data

for braking in a turn maneuver indicate an initial
0.46 0.45 0.40 value of lateral acceleration of 0.5g and an average
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longitudinal deceleration of 0.7g. Since the wet peak ducted. The application of wheel-antilock systems to
tire-road friction is limited to about 0.75, this limit trains and airplanes preceded the application to auto-
braking-turning pa.'formance is only possible by mobiles and trucks. Most of the train antilock
delaying the maximum braking force by approx- systems also use mechanical controllers.

, imately 0.3 s, a value sufficiently long to allow the For automotive use, a great number of different
side-force requirement to decrease. Once the side- manufacturers have been involved in the rr'search,
force demand is lowered due to decreased speed, the development, and manufacture of wheel-zntilock
braking force is modulated near or at the maximum systems, both for hydraulic and pneumatic applica-
available. tion, Some systems are discussed briefly (Ref. 18).

Experimental results for a tractor-semitrailer com- I. Bendix Braking Control System. An electro-
bination with a total weight of 77,780 lb obtained on magnetic wheel velocity pickup is used and the signal
a wet road surface having a tire-roadway friction co- is differentiated electronically after appropriate pro-
efficient of approximately 0,25 are presented in Fig. cessing. Vacuum-operated brake pressure modu-
10-11 (Ref. 16). Again, the significant decrease in lators controlled by solenoid valves provide the brake
stopping distance, with the wheel-antilock aystein pressure control. At vehicle speeds below 5 mph, the
operational compared to the baseline brake system is system is disengaged to permit normal braking in
noted, Inspection of Fig. 10- 11 also indicates that an slow moving traffic.
optimum distribution of the brake forces among the 2, Dunlop Maxaret Hydraulic Control System.
axles will yield a decrease in stopping distance of 100 The system is a wheel-antilock system which is sen-
ft as compared to the original brake system, sitive to wheel or shaft deceleration. The controller is

a flywheel and acts as a memory for determining the
10-7 DIFFERENT ANTISKID point of pressure reapplication, Vacuum is used as

S SYSTEM DESIGNS energy source for modulating brake line pressure.
The earliest wheel-antiskid system appeared in The system operates between 5 to 10 cycles per sec-

1928 (Ref. 17), It involved mechanical controllers in ond,
!;form of fly wheels, No practical tests were ever con- 3, Dunlop Maxaret Pneumatic Control System,

The system has been designed for trucks and trailers

700 equipped with air brakes, The propeller shaft rota-
tional speed is sensed to detect the onset of wheel
lockup on one or both wheels of the rear axle,

44. Hydro-Aire Hytrol Control System. The system
600 is designed for truck application. Wheel angular

deceleration detectors are mounted on the hub of
each wheel to be controlled and a regular solenoid500

500-"valve in the brake circuit accomplishes the pressure
control function. The sensor is a flywheel. Operating
frequency can be up to 4 cycles per second.

< 400 5. Jacobs Automatic Control System. The system
designed for trucks and trailers uses a flywheel to

30 0detect critical wheel deceleration. The inertia of the
z 300 M flywheel is used to produce an axial displacement

C3 < •which operates the antiskid air control valve.
o _6. Kelsey-Hayes Sure-Track System. The system

200 U senses wheel rotational speed, differentiates the signal
-' to obtain wheel deceleration, and uses a comparison

with a preset deceleration valve to trigger a brake
100< pressure release unit. The brake pressure regulator is

a vacuum-assisted unit.
7. Kerr Braking-Control System. The system is

0 . .. designed for cars and light trucks and uses changes in
braking reaction in the suspension to control hy-

Figure 10-11. Comparison of Stopping Distance on draulic brake line pressure. To accomplish this, a hy-
Slippery Road Surface for a Tractor-Semitrailer draulic valve is located in the line to each brake of the

Combination vehicle. During wheel-antilock operation, the master
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cylinder is isolated from the wheel cylinder, and the 5. R. Murphy, A Procedure for Evaluating Vehicle
brake line pressure is regulated in pioportion to the Braking Performance. Contract No. DOT-HS-
dynamic force stemming from the changes in braking 031-1-051, October 1971, prepared for U.S.
reaction of the suspension system. Department of Transportation.

8, Lockheed Antilock Hydraulic Control System. 6. E. Hoerz, "Requirements on Brake Force Modu-
The system uses a flywheel and vacuum-assisted lation for Passenger Cars", Automobiltechnische
brake pressure regulators to accomplish the wheel- Zeitschrift, Vol. 71, No. 7, 1969, pp. 238-44.
antilock function. The flywheel is located to sense the 7. R. Limpert, et al., An Investigation of the Brake
rotational deceleration of the transmission shaft. The Balance .for Straight and Curved Braking, SAE
system is designed for rear wheel-antilock control. A Paper No, 741086, October 1974.
system using components of the hydraulic system has 8. H. J. Neu and J. Helling, "Braking Force Con-
been designed for pneumatic application. trol for a Light Truck", Automobiltechnische

9. Ate Braking Control System. The system ues Zeitschrift, Vol. 71, No. 3, 1969,
wheel sensors to measure rotational wheel speed. 9. 0. Depenheuer and H. Strien, "Hydraulic Brake

t Wheel angular deceleration is computed and a full Actuation Systems under Consideration of Anti-
power pressure regulator is used to accomplish the lock Systems and Disc Brakes", Alfred Teves
"wheel-antilock function. GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany, March 1973.

10. Teldix Braking Control System. The system 10. B. F. Goodrich, Skid Control System, Mainte-
uses wheel sensors to mcasure angular speed of the nance Manual OH574, November 1974.
wheels. Wheel angular dcceleration is computed and II. M. Mitschke and P. Wiegner, "Simulation of
high frequency pressure regilator valves are used to Panic Braking with Various Anti-Lock Devices
accomplish the wheel-antilock function. The system on Roads with Split Friction Coefficient", Auto-
is a full power hydraulic system. mobiltechnische Zeitschrift, Vol. 77, No. II, 19715.

II. Girling Braking Control System, The system 12. J. L. flarned and L. E. Johnson, Anti-Lock
uses wheel sensors to measure wheel speed. The wheel Bra,kes, General Motrs Automotive Safety
speed signal is differentiated to give wheel decelera- Sewinar. July 1968.
tion, The pressure regulators are actuated by a 13. T. C. Schafer, et al., Design and Performance
pressurized system operating at 300 psi (Ref. 19). C(onsidetations /vb a Passenger Car Anti-Skid

Due to Federal performance requirements for Sys'en, SAE Paper No. 680458, May 1968.
trucks and trailers equipped with air brakes, the 14. G'. B. -lickner, et al., Development and Evalua-
drsign and manufacture of pneumatic wheel-anti- lion ol'Anti-l.ock Brake Systems, SAE Paper No.
lock control systems has progressed rapidly and 760348, February 1976,
several other manufacturers are producing pneu- 15. "The Brake Control System ABS of Daimler
matic wheel-antilock systems. Benz/Texdix", Aatonobiltechnische Zeitschrift,

Vol. 73, No. 3, 1971, pp. 104-07.
16. R. Murphy, R. Limpert, and L. Segel, Develop-
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CHAPTER 1I
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF BRAKE SYSTEMS

In this chapter some fundamentals of brake system dynamics are discussed. Practical re-
lationships for predicting response times of pneumatic brake systems are introduced.

11-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS Relatively few publications have addressed the
c speed of sound in brake fluid, ft/s problem of brake system dynamics. In earlier at-

F,- pedal force, lb tempts, the effect of brake-system response on stop-
11 brake line length between reservoir and ping distaace was calculated by considering friction

brake application valve, ft at the pedal linkage, fluid compliance and fluid iner-
12 = brake line length between brake application tia in the brake lines, and drum brakes with negli-

valve and brake chamber, ft gible brake line pressure/torque response dynamics.
p, = brake line pressure, psi The results of the analysis showed that the stopping

tIotal - total time lag of brake system, s distance may increase by as much as 15% due to the
t, - total lag of application valve, s response time of the brake system in a 60 mph stop
t, = time required by brake line pressure wave (Ref. I).

to travel between the brake application In a different publication the differential equations
valve and brake chamber, s governing the relationship between pedal force and

12 - time required by brake line pressure .o brake line pressure at the wheel cylinders were solved
overcome brake chamber piston slack, s (Ref. 2). In the analysis the brake pedal linkage was

t3= time required by brake line pressure to at- -onsidered an inertialess system with a fixed me-
tain 90% of reservoir pressure, s chanical efficiency. The master cylinder was shown toSVo = brake chamber volume to be filled prior to have negligible response times. The brake fluid in the
any piston displacement, ft' brake line was analyzed by the wave equation. The

V, = brake chamber volume to be filled to take wheel brake was assumed to be rigid. The solution to

up slack, ft' the differential equation indicated that the dynamics
V2 = volume of brake line connecting brake ap- of the fluid of the brake line was of less importance.

plication valve and brake chamber, ft' The major effect was associated with the compliance
of the system. Based on experimental tests, it was

11-1 FUNDAMENTALS OF RESPONSE shown that brake system dynamics may increase the
TIME ANALYSIS overall stopping distance by as much as 10%,

"In Chapter 5 the performance of the brake system With the introduction of wheel-antilock brake
and brake system components is discussed in terms of systems on passenger cars and trucks, an increased
quasi-static characteristics. The effect of response interest in the dynamic analysis of brake systems and
time of a brake system on stopping distance is treated components has developed. Most efforts involve the
in an idealized manner in Chapter I (Fig. I-I). The computer simulation of the entire brake system (Refs.
deceleration rise is characterized by the buildup time 3,4 and 5),
th. The total stopping distance of a vehicle can be ob- The dynamic analysis of pneumatic brake systems
tained by Eq. 1-3. The stopping distance of a vehicle for railroad trains has been carried out on a limited
consists of three parts. The first part is the distance basis (Ref. 6). In an experimental program the ef-
traveled by the vehicle between the instant of pedal fects of response time of an automotive air brakeapplication and the instant at which brake force pro- system on braking performance were measured and
duction begins. The second part is the distance expressed in functional relationships (Ref. 7),
traveled between the instant brake force production
begins and the instant the sustained level of brake
force is achieved. The third part is the distance 11-2 HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEMS
traveled during th, time interval the sustained brake A detailed analysis of the dynamic response
force is acting on the vehicle and the vehicle comes to characteristics of hydraulic brake systems is beyond
a stop. The reaction time of the driver is not included the scope of this handbook. The dynamic analysis in-
in the stopping distance calculation. volves the solution of several differential equations
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by means of an analog or digital computer. Some im- force in excess of 230 lb is attained, Inspection of Fig.
portant facets of the dynamics of hydraulic brake I1-1 indicates that significant differences exist be-
systems are discussed, tween the actual (represented by the fast application

Generally the response characteristics of hydraulic curve) and the design (represented by the slow appli-
brake systems are such that the time lags between in- cation curve) brake line pressures when a rapid ap-
put and output variables are very small and are plication is attempted. The vacuum-assit unit con-
typically less than 0.1-0.2 s. The importance of each tributes significantly to the response lag of the brake
major component relative to system dynamics is dis- system.
cussed, 3. Master Cylinder, The dynamics of the master

I. Brake Pedal Linkage. The dynamics of the cylinder are relatively insignificant in comparison
brake pedal and linkage are of little importance to the with those of the complete brake system. Major
dynamic response of a co-nplete brake system. If de- reasons for the small effect of the master cylinder on
sired, the equations of motion of the linkage system system dynamics are the small masses - that of the
may be developed by means of basic fundamentals of pistons - and high geometrical stiffness of the cy.
mechanics. linder. By the applica',ion of fundamentals of me-

2. Vacuum-Assist Unit. The vacuum-assist unit chanics, the differential equations governing the dy-
consists of several components such as pistons, namics of the master cylinder may be derived (Ref.
valves, and pushrods all of which must be included in 5), In general, the equations describe the output flow
the mathematical equations describing the dynamic of the master cylinder chambers as a function of the
behavior of the assist device, Furthermore, certain as- input force and the brake line pressure acting on the;
sumptions must be made to simplify the thermo- chambers.
dynamic relationships governing the pressure de- 4. Brake Line. In the past, hydrmulic brake lines
velopment in the vacuum and ambient pressure have been analyzed by means of the wave equation
chambers (Ref, 5). Transient responses for the which describes the longitudinal vib;,ations of the
vacuum-assist unit of a station wagon were measured fluid in ti.. brake line, For small diamcter hydraulic
and are illustrated in Fig, i l-1. Inspection of Fig. I I- lines, it has, been found that the viscosity of the brake
I indicates the response characteristics for a slow fluid has a significant effect ou response time. In the
pedal force application to be similar to the quasi- latest research, the column of brake fluid was repre-
static behavior discussed in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5-4). The sented by a distributed mass system. The model con-
response of the brake line pressure produced at the sisted of a rod representing the fluid, a spring at one
master cylinder outlet to a rapid pedal force appli- end of the rod representing the stiffness of the wheel
cation shows a significant lag composed with the brake, and a pressure input at the other end of the
response associated with a slow application. The rod (Ref. 5). Theoretical results computed by use of
brake line pressures produced in the slow and rapid this model showed good correlations with experi-
application do not approach being equal until a pedal mental data, Analyses and test data indicate that the

brake line contributes significantly to the response
lag of a complete brake system,

5. Wheel Brake. The dynamic performance of th,:
J loI wheel brake may be analyzed by the use of several

subinodels, such as thermal submodcl, friction coef-
1600 ficient submodel, static performance submodel, and

dynamic performance submodel (Ref, 5). The static
I ioo performance submodel predicts the brake torque as a

'function of brake line pressure and coefficient of fric-
,00.. tion between lining and rotor. The brake torque of

Sthe static submodel is determined by Eq. 5-2. The dy-

4, { __ ........... namic performance subnmodel calculates a dynamic
brake torque by treating the brake as a mass-spring-

- ,--1 damper system. The thermnal submodel considers the
so 00 , S lg 00 30 0 brake as an energy-conversion and heat-dissipation

PLUM UHL[ I,it., device in predicting brake temperatu,e. The friction
material submodel considers the time-varying coef-

Figure 11-1. Measured Steady-State and Tianslent ficient of friction between lining and rotor. The fin-
Brake-Line Pressure/Pedal Force Response dings on the dynamic performance of wheel brakes
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indicate that typical wheel brakes are a highly respon- zero, the time l:g will be small and the stopping dis-
sive component. Earlier research had led to the op- tance will be shorter compared to air or vacuum-
posite conclusion (Ref. 4). assisted brake systems. Hydraulic full power brakes

The dynamic response o•'a complete brake system seem particularly suited for vehicle combinations
consists of a quasi-•tatic component and a transient since the length of the brake line has little effect upon
component. The transient behavior is that associated the time I.•g, and the system can be easily designed for
with rapidly changing system variables, such as brake a dual circuit brake system.
line pressure fo!towing a rapid peclal force input. The
quasi-static behavior is associated with slowly
ch•mging variables, auch as the change in coefficient 11-3. PNEUMATIC BRAKE SYSTEMS
of friction between lining and rotor duo to a decrease Air brakes have relatively long response times and
in wheel speed during deceleration of vehicle, high pressure losses. The time lag can be kept small

The principal dynamic elements in a typical brake through adequate pneumatic piping design.
system arc the vacuum-assist unit and the brake lines. A detailed investigation of the dynamic behavior of
The flow rate of brake fluid from the master cylinder an air brake system indicates that the time required to
t• the wheel cylinder is a function of fluid viscosity, overcome clearance between the brake shoe and
eros .sectional flow area, and hrak¢ line length. The drum becomes smaller with increased line pressure
elements determining the flow rate are the anddccreasedbrakechambe•pist•ntravcI. Thetime
capacitance, resistance, and inertance of the section required to buildup brake torque also decreases with
of brake line. The capacitance element accounts for increasing line pressure, in•:rcased reservoir pressure,
fluid compressibility and wall compliance, while the d•creased piston travel, and decreased brake line
resistance element introduces the pressure losses due length. For example, increasing the brake line length
to laminar or turbulent flow, i.e., frictional effects, between the brake appli.•ation valve and the brake
lnertance effects are a result of the mass of the fluid chamber from 6.5 to 35 ft increases the application
in the lines. As flu•.d viscosity increases, the time in- time only a little, while the buildup time is nearly
te, rval between the application of force to the brake doubled. The application time is defined as the time
pctial and operation of the wheel brake increases and elapsed between the instant of the first brake pedal
hence for 'a given input, time and distance required to movement and the instant the brake shoes are con-
stop the vehicle increase. Similarly, there is an in- tacting the drum. The buildup time is defined as the
crease in brake release time. On most vehicles, tubing time elapsed between the instant the brake shoes con-
tc the left front brake is shorter than that leading to tact the drum and the instant a specified brake line
the right front brake because of the location of the pressure is obtained at the brake chambers. The opti-

Sjunction block for the front system on the left side of mum result therefore should be achieved with mini-
the master cylinder. Because of the difference in mum volume and maximum brake line pressure. Ex-
tubing length in the front circuit, the left front brake p¢fiments have shown that considerable time lags are
is actuated before the right fro•t brake. At low vis. associatecl ,dth the control and flow processes in the

• cosity levels the difference is not perceptible. How- brake applica:;on valve (Refs. 7 and 8). The time lag

ever, as viscosity increases, flow rates to each of the of application valves varies slightly from design to
front brakes becomes significantly different and a design and depends also on the volume to be pres-
noticeable unbalance in braking may exist. "rh¢ surized. Typical timclags for application valves range
amount of brake unbalance is affected by the rate of from 0.05 s for a volume of 0.035 fP to 0.25 s for a
force application to the brake fluid to the brake. As volu•ne of 0.125 ft•
fluid viscosity increases, the time required for fluid to E:•perimcnts with scaled physical models rcpre-
return through the tubing from the brake to the sent.int, actual pneun•atic brake systems have shown
master cylinder increases due to the slower flow rate, .hat brake system response lags may be composed of
resulting in the brakes being applied for a longer three parLs as illustrated in Fig. 11-2, each influ':nced
time. Slow response, and thus longer stopping dis- by different factors (R-,f. 7). In the, first part, a time
tances, is the mo•t serious problem stemming from lag t, derives from the speed with which the pressure
high brake fluid viscosity, wave travels through a brake line of given length. The

pres•surized hydraulic brakes employ a pump/•z- second time lag tz derives from the motion of th,•
cumulator system in which the hydraulic fluid :s un- brake chamber piston required to overcome slack.
der pressure at all times. Since this syst,.m ca,• be This time lag is proportional to the volume of the
brought into op¢rahon by opening a valve, i.€., th', brake chambers. The third time lag t3 consis'.s of the
hydraulic pressure does not have to buildup from time requirc-t for the b•ake line pressure to reach 90%
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of the reservoir pressure. This lag is proportional to shoe return springs, is determined by tne volume vo to
both the total volume and tho flow resistance of the be filled prior to any brake chamber piston move-
brake system. The system scheitatic is shown in Fig. ment, the volume v, to be filled to overcome brake
11-3. chamber piston slack, and the brake line length 11

The time tj required for the pressure wave to travel between reservoir and application valve as well as the
between the brake application valve and the brake line length 12 between application valve and brake
chamber is chamber(s). An approximate expression determined

from experiment for typical air brake lines is (Ref. 7)
t= 12/c , s (11-1)where 

t2 = (Vo + V,) (0.00711 + 0.025!2) , s (11-2)

12 = length of brake line between application where
valve and brake chamber, ft 11 = brake line length between reservoir and

c = speed of sound in brake fluid, ft/s brake application valve, ft
The time tj is little affected by typical curves and 12 = brake line length between brake application

fittings found in air brake systems. The time re- valve and brake chamber, ft
quired by the pressure wave to travel between the V0 - brake chamber volume to be filled prior to
brake application valve and the brake chambers any piston displacement, ft'
located farthest away is approximately 0.01 s for a V, = brake chamber volume to be filled to take
tractor-trailer combination. up slack, ft'

The time lag (2, required by the brake line pressure The time t3, required for the brake line pressure to
of a typical air brake system in good mechanical con- attain 90% of the maximum reservoir pressure, is de-
dition to overcome brake chamber piston slack and termined by the total volume between brake valve

and brake chamber including the brake line and is
given by

t6 =0,042(1 + 12)(V, + V0 + V2) , s (11-3)

S % tu.,-m.m hwhere

V2 = volume of brake line connecting brake ap-
plication valve and brake chamber, ft3

The total time lag is increased by the time lags of
-I l it the brake application valve associated with each of

the three phases. The valve time lag can only be de-
tetrmined conveniently by experiment for the par-
ticular brake application valve installed in the brake
system. The total time lag Isotal is

rIMIL I., tW = 
t
i + t2 + 13 + tv , S

Figure 1-2. Schematic af Pressure Rise in where
Air Brake System t, = time lag of application valve, s

Fcr example, a tractor-semitrailer combination may
have the brake system data that follow: 11 = 10 ft.
12 =30 ft, V0 + V, = 0.10 ft', and V2 = 0.03 ft'. The
total time lag computed by Eq. 11-4 is

lt..1I = 0.010 + 0.082 + 0.220 + 0.25 = 0.562 s
In the calculations t1 = 0.01 s, t2 = 0.082 s, i., = 0.220

I.....--, s. and t, = 0.25 s were either assumed or computed./ ~ The time lag due to the long brake line length as-
[If .. " ,,,, I sociated with the brakes of articulated vehicles can

become critical at higher speeds. Studies have shown
that a time lag of one second or more between

Figure 11-3. Air Brake System Schematic brakes of the empty semitrailer and the tractor
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may cause instability for speeds in excess of 60 mph '20--. .. .
due to the increased horizontal forces at the kingpin
of the fifth wheel and the premature wheel lock up as- .

sociated with an empty combination (Ref. 9). AA

In vehicle combinations it is essential that the i .. iot Twat A.,,

brakes of the rear axle of the trailer are ao)plied first 6./,, Apj,,,,, ....
and then the brakes applied progressively forward to ~ '
the front axle of the tractor in order to avoid too 0
large fifth wheel kingpin or hitch forces. Large king- -

pin or hitch forces may cause jackknifing or trailer 20

swing even if the wheels have not yet attained sliding . ...... . - .

conditions. S at , 04 i s0o .2 o.. 06 p t,
In the tJnitod States, it is common practice to de- L AIpIica, I . 'ME I

fine the response time of a i ,:ut-atic brake system
as ihe time required from the ,.,Ltant of brake pedal Figure 11-4. Brake Response Times For
movement until a pressure of 60 psi is attained in the Tractor-Semitrailer Combination
brake chamber having the longest brake line dis-
tance from the brake valve. Results of road tests have
shown that it takes considerably more time to reach operation is similar to that of the brake application
S maximum brake line pressure and hence maximum valve of the driver, however remotely controlled by
deceleration than that required to reach 60 psi. Ve- the brake line pressure from the application valve.
hicle tests also have demonstrated that time lags are Trailer brake synchronization involves the ap-
greater for the empty vehicle than for the loaded plication of the trailer brakes by means of an elec-
when wheels unlocked stops are rmquired. This is trical signal. Tests have shown that brake syn.
caused mainly by the lower line pressure in the case of chronization improves, i.e., decreases trailer brake
the empty vehicle resulting in lower pressure dif- application time by about 25% and the release time
ferentials and consequently slower brake chamber fill by more than 40% (Ref. 10). The instollation of pro-
characteristics. In Europe it is the practice to define portioning valves and/or wheel-antilock brake
the total time delay as the time elapsed between the systems does not seem to affect either application or
beginning of depression of the brake pedal and the in- release times (Ref. 10).
stant when 90% of the maximum pressure is attained
in the brake chamber located the longest distance
away from the brake valve.

Brake response time tests are conducted to de-
termine Lhe time required by the individual brake REFERENCES
chamber pressures to reach a specified value. To I. F. A. G. Fazekas, "Brake Torque", Automobil
measure the brake response time of a tractor-trailer Engineer, May 1951, pp. 185-191.
combination, pressure transducers are fitted to the 2. G. Fritzsche, "Investigations Concerning the
olitput of the brake application valve, and at each Interrelation of the Application and Effect of

of the vehicle on which brakes are mounted. In Motor Vehicle Brakes, Part 5: The Relation Be-
I-ig. 11-4 brake response times measured on a tractor- tween Brake Actuation and Brake Force for Hy-
semitrailer are presented (Ref. 10). Improvements of draulic Brake Systems", Deutsche Kraftfanrt-
brake response times of pneumatic brake systems can forschung and Strassenverkehrstechnik, Rcport
be achieved through the use of larger cross section No. 116, 1958.
hoses and pipes, improved connectors and fittings, 3. G. B. Hickner and D. W. Howard, Analog
quick release valves, relay valves on the tractors, and Simulation as a Design Tool for Advanced Braking
trailer brake synchronization. Quick release valves Concepts, SAE Paper No. 700157, January 1970.
provide a large exit opening for the air to vent to the 4. T. S. Scafer, et al., Design and Performance Con-
atmosphere at the moment the driver releases the siderations for Passenger Car Anti-Skid Systems,
brake pedal. The quick release valve is located near SAE Paper No. 680458, May 1968.
the axle so that the air is not required to travel to the 5. D. K. Fisher, The Dynamic Characteristics of
application valve exit. Relay valves serve the function Vehicle Braking Systems, Ph.D. Dissertation,
of decreasing the response times of brake chambers University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michi-,n,
during brake application and brake release. Their 1970.
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acteristics of Pneumatic Brake Systems Through
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CHAPTER 12

BRAKE SYSTEM FAILURE
In this chapter basic relationships presented in previous chapters are applied to the analysis

of braking with the system in a partially failed condition. Brake circuit and power boost
failure and brake fade are investigated.

12-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS 6 = front wheel steering angle, deg

Ac. = brake chamber area, in. 17, - wheel cylinder efficiency, d'less

AMc = master cylinder area, in. 2 p - pedal lever efficiency, d'less

A w- - wheel cylinder area, in.' JA - tire-road friction coefficient, d'less

a = deceleration, g-units p = ratio of actual travel used for pressure

ab. = front wheels unlocked deceleration, build up by pushrod piston and floating

g-units piston to available travel of pushrod

aR = rear wheels unlocked deceleration, g-units piston and floating piston, d'less

BF = brake factor, d'less** 0 = rear brake force divided by total brake

BFjft - brake factor of left brake, d'less force, d'less

DF, = brake factor of right brake, d'less x = center of gravity height divided by wheel

B* = power assist gain, d'less base, d'less
F = application force, lb i = static rear axle load divided by vehicleF,, =- pedal force, lb weight, d'less

i - identifies location of wheel, d'less
K - steering stiffness, lb'in./deg 12-1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

k - ratio of push rod piston travel S3 to avail- Motor vehicle brake systems are designed to
able travel of the pistons of tandem masttr decelerate the vehicle safely. A review of the approx-
cylinder S,, d'less imately 8000 multidisciplinary accident investigation

1 - tire offset, in. studies reveals that brake malfunctioning was noted
I,, - pedal lever ratio, d'less as accident causation factor in less than 2% of all ac-
n number of braked wheels, d'less cidents (Ref. I). The brake malfunctioning involved
PA brake 'ipe pressure, psi brake failures such as brake line failure, wheel cylin-
p0 - pushout pm.ssure, psi der failure, brake hose failure, defective lining attach-
R = effective the radius, in ment, and lining mismatch, A review of the in-
r effective drum or disc radius, in. dividual case reports revealed that most brake mal-

- S3 + .,, travel of pistons associated with functionings were caused by faulty maintenance or
tandem master cylinder available for pres- repair, Based on the accident data available, it
sure buildup, in. appears that prcsent brake system designs are suffi-

Spfa,1rd - pedal travel with circuit failure, in. cient and a reduction of braking accident causation
SP, f.. - pedal travel with front brakes operational, may be expected only from design changes that affect

in. maintainability.
SP,,4ax =' maximum pedal travel, in.
Sp, nor,- normal pedal travel, in. 12-2 DEVELOPMENT OF BRAKE

Sp, ear = pedal travel with reasr rakes operational FAILURE
in. Failure of braking system components under or-

S2 - travel to overcome, hole connecting dinary driving conditions -s likely to occur only if:
I. Parts are defective

chamber with reservoir, in.chamsber with reseoisr, e in. 2. Parts become severely worn
S3 - possible push rod piston travel, in. 3. Parts become degraded,
S4 - possible floating viston travel, in. A part becomes degraded, e.g., through oil contami-
W = vehicle weight, lb nation of brake linings. A part becomes severely

**d'less = dii, nsionless worn through long-time use, e.g., in the case cf cups
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or seals of master cylinders and wheel cylinders. A steel and copper coated steel hydraulic brake tubing
part is defective when it is designed defectively or used on cars and trucks can be a safety hazard (Ref.
manufactured defectively. 2). The performance of steel tubing becomes highly

In friction brakes the linings are designed to take erratic after four to six years in service. The age of the
"most of the wear. Since wear will increase with time vehicle appears to be more significant than mileage
of rubbing, linings and drums in use over a longer relative to brake tube corrosion (Ref. 2). Visual in-
period of time are more likely to fail than new ones. spection of brake tubing does not always give an ac-
Also, master and wheel cylinder housings, pistons, curate indication of its performance. Improvements
and seals will show increasing wear with time of in brake tubing performance is accomplished through
operation. Excessive wear may cause brake failure. In different materials, specifically copper alloy (Ref. 3).
general, brake or automobile manufacturers will The results showed that copper alloy tubing material
specify permissible wear dimensions of cylinders and exhibited no significant decrease of tensile strength
drums. Under normal driving conditions failure of after 180 days' exposure to salt spray, whereas copper
brake components of new vehicles is not likely to oc- coated steel tubing showed no tensile strength, in-
cur. In most cases brake system failures occur during dicating complete corrosion.
severe brake application, i.e., during driving maneu- Prior to the development of a partial or complete
vers requiring large pedal forces that severely stress brake failure, certain conditions exist that may in-
the entire brake system, dicate the beginning of brake failure. These con-

Degradation of brake components because of cor- ditions are different for drum brakes and disc brakes
rosion, aging, or environmental faoers may also in several points. Major causes of brake failure are
cause brake failure. Investigations have shown that discussed,

I. Drum Brake System
Defect Cause

a. Brake pedal travel too long- brake pedai touching Worn linings: leaking brake system.
floor,

b. Brake pedal travel long and spongy Air in brake system; low on brake fluid
c. Brake pedal travel long (after bleeding of brake) Check valve of master cylinder defective
d. Brake pedal travel long but may be reduced by Check valve of mastr cylinder not closing; check

"pumping" valve spring too weak
e. Brake pedal can be pushed to the floor after hold- Leaking brake lines or seals in master or wheel cylin-

ing initially der
f. Brakes heat up while driving Compensating port connecting reservoir and master

cylinder not open when r,.ister cylinder piston is in
released position: brake shoe return springs too weak
due to aging; rubber seals have "groii" due to use of
wrong fluid in brake system; tight wheel bearing or
whe,:i adjustment

g. No or low braking performance, hard pedal Brake linings contaminated with oil or water: wrong
brake linings; assist unit defective: leak in brake sys-
tem; defective seals in master cylinder

h. Brake applies without being operated by driver Same cause as If and outboard, rear axle ball bearing
cage disintegrated

i. Brakes develop brake imbalance (left-to-right) Brake drum not round; brake linings contaminated
by oil

j. Brakes grab and perform erratically- brakes tend Brake linings are not vitached securely to shoes; lin-
to lock up ing rivets contact brake drum: brake drum not round:

brake shoe return springs too weak
k. Brakes make noise while braking Brake drum not round; dirt contamination of linings;

lining rivets rdot securely attached: metal shoe con-
tacting drum

1. Brake grabs in spite of low pedal force Improperly a,'iusted brake; brake backing plate not
securely attached
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m. Brake(s) do not release Frozen master cylinder piston; weak or broken shoe
return springs, frozen wheel cylinder piston(s)

2. Disc Brake System
Defect Cause

a. Excessive pad wear Pads do not move fieely in pad support; caliper pis-
tons do not move freely in wheel cylinder housing;
contaminated brake rotor; rotor surface rough; rear
brakes (if drum brakes) out of adjustment

b. Excessive brake pedal travel Brake rotor has excessive axial tolerance; air or not
enough brake fluid in brake system; leak in brake sys-
tem; defective seals in master cylinder

c. Low or no brake force Same as I g; caliper pistons pushed too far back dur-
ing repair

3. Brake Failures Common to Drum and Disc Brake Systems
Defect Cause

a. Soft peda'l Caused by air in the brake system or by vaporization
of brake fluid due to excessive temperatures at wheel
cylinders

b. Hard pedal and excessive pedal force Defective vacuum assist unit, wheel cylinder pistons
not moving freely, wrong or oily linings

c. Brake pedal vibrations Caused by waves in brake fluid due to wheel cylinder
vibrations which are caused by excessive axial play of
disc brake rotors, excessive wheel bearing looseness,
or drum not round

d. Brake fade Caused by a reduction in gain or brake factor of
wheel brakes; poor lining- excessive brake tempera-
tures or vehicle speed- fading is more pronounced in
drum brakes than in disc brakes due to the greater
sensitivity of drum brakes to lining friction coeffi-
ciente, Slow braking response Defective vacuum assist unit

4, Brake Failures of Air Brake Systems
Defect Cause

a. No brake force No air supply pressure. restricted tubing or hose; de-
fective application valve

b. Low brake force Low brake line pressure; too much push rod travel at
brake chambers due to excessive lining wear; worn
linings or drums; leaking chamber diaphragm; slack
adjuster out of adjustment; oil on brake linings

c, Slow brake response Lo, brake line pressure; linkage binding; too much
push rod travel; leaking application valve; leaking
brake chamber diaphragm; brake shoe anchor pins
frozen, application valve control linkage improperly
adjusted

d. Slow brake release Linkage binding; restriction in brake line; too much
push rod travel; defective application valve; binding
cams or wedges at wheel brakes, weak brake shoe re-
turn springs
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e. Grabbing brakes Uneven slack adjuster setting, linkage bindings at one
or more wheels; linings worn unevenly- brake shoe re-
turn spring weak or broken; defective brake chamber:
unequal springs in brake chambers or between brake
shoes

f. Slow pressure buildup in reservoir Clogged air cleaner; air leak: defective compressor-
open or leaking reservoir drain cocks, defective com-
pressor governor.

The brake failures identified in the previous list can 7. Duration of brake application
be grouped into failures causing (a) insufficient brake 8. Heat transfer coefficient
force; (b) excessive component wear: and (c) incon- 9. Ambient temperature.
venience to driver. Of these, the category dealing with The strength of the rotor material is affected by:
insufficient brake force will be discussed in par. 12-4. I, Chemical composition

2. Melting practice
12-3 DEVELOPMENT OF DRUM 3. Microstructure and heat treatment

AND ROTOR FAILURE 4. Temperature
S. Type of stress loading.Drums and disc brake rotors can fail, e.g.. due to

excessive wear, cracking, and surface rupture. It is apparent that surface failure is affected by a
Excessive wear can be reduced through proper sizing combination of factors. However, for a given rotor
of the drum or rotor, selection of improved drum and material having a certain strength associated with
rotor materials, and brake designs that prevent the thermal loading, the tendency of the surface to 'up-

grinding effect of contaminants such as dust and ture will be decreased if for a given heat flux the tern-
mud. Sealed brakes are used in applications where perature gradient at the surface assumes small c,alues.
vehicles are required to operate in adverse environ- the thermal expansion coefficient and tbk; elastic
ment (par. 3-1.8). Some details relating to surface modulus are decreased, and the rotor is designed so
rupture of disc brake rotors are discussed next, that thermal expansion is maximally unconstrained.

Before an objective assessment of the conditions The temperature gradient, again for a given heat flux,
leading to rotor failure by rupture can be attempted, depends during the first few brake applications upon
a summary of the factors influencing surface rupture the thermal properties of the rotor material,
is appropriate. For example, a high thermal conductivity results in

Rupture will occur when the stress exceeds the a less marked tempt;rature gradient, The rate of
strength of the material. The occurrence of surface change of temperature at a given location in the rotor
rupture is affected mainly by the following factors: will be less pronounced for increased values of
thermal stress, number and frequency of braking specific heat and material density. The rotor thick-
cycles, surface conditions due to machining and cor- ness has a twofold effect uporn the stress state: a
rosion, and material strength. thicker rotor produces higher temperature gradients

The thermal stresses are affected by: and tends to bc more rigid, thus producing more
I. Temperature gradient marked constraints on free thermal expansion.
2. Thermal expansion coefficient as a function of Careful examination of the rotors used in a study

temperature showed that surface rupture occurred after only one
3. Elastic modulus as a function of temperature brake stop from 60 mph (Ref. 4). This observation in-
4. Particular rotor geometry. dicated that the temperature gradients were suffi-

The temperature distribution in the rotor is affected ciently large to cause the thermal stresses to exceed
by: the yield strength of the material existing at that tem-

I. Heat flux absorbed by the rotor perature. The thermal stress computation yielded
2. Thermal conductivity as a function of tempera- compressive stresses up to 26,000 psi. Since the

ture nominal yield strength of cast iron grade 32510 is
3. Specific heat as a function of temperature listed as 32,500 psi at room temperature, it is deemed
4. Rotor density highly likely that plastic deformation occurred at the
5. Initial rotor temperature rotor surface, considering that the yield strength is
6. Rotor thickness strongly tempe'rature dependent (Ref. 5).
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The test results indicated that to a large measure severe surface temperatures, resulting in partial sur-
the number of surface cracks was little affected by the face melting and dislocation of particles at the sur-
number of brake applications. The reason for this face. This condition might produce hot spots,
behavior is that surface rupture will occur after one resulting in a randomly oriented localized stress
brake application, provided the conditions previously pattern. Stress patterns of this type also may be
described are met. Test results have shown that the caused by localized interference of heat transfer,
average crack length is approximately proportional resulting from subsurface porosities. The surface
to the energy absorbed by the rotor. Since the surface porosities may be produced by material tearing or
temperatures of the rotor may easily reach 1,400*. opening of subsurface porosities. Radially oriented
l,500*F after only a few brake applications, metal- cracking can be an extension of randomly oriented

*lurgical considerations have a significant effect upon fine cracks that are developed, i.e., from subsurface
any localized stress pattern. porosities, but it may also be the sole cause of surface

Careful examination of a rotor surface after 60 rupture. This statement has important implications
brake applications showed the surface cracks were concerning the design and testing of brake rotors.
generally oriented in a radial direction and further-
more indicated a significant deterioration of material,
such as attachment of metal particles from the brake 124 BRAKE FAILURE ANALYSIS
pad onto the rotor surface. Rotor surfaces examined The purpose of a failure analysis is to determine
also showed severe plastic flow and, to a certain ex- how the design effectiveness of the brake system, i.e.,
tent, brittle fracture in the generally highly loaded the deceleration /pedal force relationship, is modified
friction surface. During severe braking, the surface if a partial failure should occur within the system.
layer easily may attain temperatures 400*-8000F Three basic categories of failure are considered in
higher than the interior, Upon releasing the brakes, this failure analysis:
sudden heat transfer from the outside layer te the in- 1. Loss of line pressure in dual braking system
side may occur. This sudden quenching of the rotor 2. L~oss of vacuum boost in a power boost element
surface may result in the formation of martensite, ac- 3. Loss of effectiveness exhibited by an over-
companied by an expansion above the original rotor heated brake commonly called fade.
surface. Since the surrounding mnateria provides a Each of these partial failure modes is considered and
restraint, the stress pattern developed may not be CV i~luated with respect to its influence on vchicle:
radially oriented. A fine rupture is produced at the braking performance and with respect to the resulting
surface and th~s may later devclop into major cracks consequences for safety - namely, the ability of
oriented in a radial direction, drivers to achieve the desired levels ol deceleration.

Inspection of severely loaded friction surfaces also
has shown that fine cracks may result from marked 124.1 BRAKE LINE FAILURE
stress concentration due to surface porosity, Here the A hydraulic brake system is a dual system when the
cracks originated from edges of places where either transmission of braking effort from the master cylin-
particles of the base material had been torn out by the der to the wheel brakes consists of two independent
friction process or where subsurface porosities had circuits. Any power assist unit installed in the system
been torn open. Although the original cracks were does not have to consist of two circuits,
not necessarily located in a radial direction, the Any brake system contains the mechanism for
further development of the crack tended to be pedal force application, pedal force transmission, and
oriented radially. brake force production. The mechanism for applica-

Two basic modes of surface rupture have been tion of pedal force Finvolves a pedal lever ratio 1.,
observed. In single brake applications wherein the such that a pedal effort F I is applied to the master
rotor surface was subjected to excessive temperature cylinder push rod, The ped'al force transmission in-
gradients, surface cracks, if they occurred, developed volves a dual circuit master cylinder, generally
generally in a radial direction. A condition involving termned tandem master cylinder and the hydraulic
surface temperature gradients causing surface rup- brake lines between master cylinder and wheel
tore is commonly referred to as thermal shock. Sub- brakes. Connected into the brake line-, can be special
sequent braking cycles with the brake operating devices such as metering or proportioning valves, The
below certain maximum temperatures produced a wheel brakes may be divided into those involving one
stress pattern that was mainly a further development or two actuating mechanisms. The first category in-
of the original cracks caused by thermal shock. The cludes leading-trailing type drum brakes and single
other failure mode appears to be associated with caliper type disc brakfs with one wheel cylinder. In
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the event of a circuit failure no braking action can be Since it is obvious that a dual system of type 6 is un-
developed by this brake. Brakes involving two actu- desirable, it is not included in any further analysis,
ating mcchanisms or two wheel cylinders may be con- Three measures of braking performance for dual
nected to both brake circuits. In the case of one cir- brake systems may be identified.
cuit failure the wheel brakes produce a reduced brake I. Reduced braking force of the vehicle in the par-
force, in most cases a braking action equal to 50% of tial failure mode due to a decreased brake system
the nonfailed case. gain between master cylinder exit and wheel brake.

The six basic possibilities for installing brake lines 2. Changes in brake force distribution front to rear
between master cylinder and wheel brakes to form and hence reduced braking efficiency,
two independent brake line circuits are shown in Fig. 3. Increased application times due to longer brake
12-1. System I is the design generally used by vehicles pedal travel.
of US manufacture. Systems 2, 4, 5, and 6 exhibit All three measures will cause an increase in stopping
equal braking force for each circuit. In the case of distance. In addition to these measures relative to
systems I and 3, a failure of circuit I or 2 will result in brake force production, the effects of brake force un-
different braking force. The braking force achievable balance on vehicle stability must be considered.
with systems 2 and 6 are identical in the failed mode
for either circuit. The effects upon vehicle stability
while braking under partial failure mode, i.e., a 12.4.1.1 Vehicle Deceleration
failure of circuit I or 2 will be different, with system 6 The dccleration of a vehicle with nonfailed brakes
showing an undesirable side-to-side brake unbalance. may be computed by Eq. 5-3. The deceleration a

Front

AFront Axl

Master Cylinder T;Push Rodi Piston
1 2 1 2 1 2

Floating Piston

C Cnnector

System I System 2 System 3

1 2 1 2 1 2

System 4 System 5 System 6

Figure 12-1. Different Dual Circuit Brake Systems
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achievable with a complete brake system may be expressed for systom I (Fig. 12-1) as
rewritten as 1. Front failed:

a = - [(p, - p0)Awc, BFn,. r/R] ,g-units (12-1) 1R gunits (12-3)

where 2. Rear failed:

A w, = wheel cylinder area, in.2
BF = brake factor, defined as ratio of brake drag (I -= 7-- g-units (12-4)

to actuating force of one shoe, d'less aU - sX
i = identifies location of wheel, i.e., front or

rear, left or right, d'less
n = number of wheels braked, d'less where
p,- brake line pressure, psi u = tire-road friction coefficient, d'less
pa = pushout pressure, psi x = center of gravity height divided by wheel
R - effective tire radius, in. base, d'less
r = effective drum or disc radius, in, static rear axle load divided by vehicle

W - vehicle weight, lb weight, d'less
n, - wheel cylinder efficiency, d'less Braking efficiency may be computed by dividing the

Eq. 12-1 may be used to compute the vehicle de- decelerations computed by Eqs. 12-3 and 12-4 by the
celeration with a partially failed system by summing tire-road friction coefficient u. Similar relationships
only the brake forces of the wheels not affected by a may be derived for most of the system indicated in
system failure. Fig, 12-1. An alternative method for computing

wheels unlocked deceleration levels in the failed con-
12-4.1.2 Pedal Force dition for any type of brake systems uses the steps

The pedal force F, is that follow which are similar to those of the braking
performance calculation program discussed in Chap-
ter 7:

Fp = p, Axc" B* I. Set increased levels of brake line pressure,
r lb (12-2) 2. Compute wheel braking forces.

3. Compute total brake force,

where 4. Compute vehicle deceleration.

-master cylinder area, in. 5. Compute tire-normal forces.
= power assist gain, d'ess 6. Compute individual values of tire-road frictionB* =coefficient A required to prevent wheel lock up,

lr - pedal lever ratio, d'less 7. Draw a graph showing ;A required as function of
nI, - pedal lever efficiency, d'less vehicle deceleration.

The pedal force/brake line pressure gain is not 8. Obtain vehicle deceleration a achievable for a
affected by a circuit failure as indicated by Eq. 12-2. specified p from Step 7.
The pedal force/deceleration gain is affected by a cir-
cuit failure as an evaluation of Eqs. 12-1 and 12-2 in- eration a by r.

dicates. As shown in par. 12-4.2, a loss of vacuum

assist results in decreased values for the power assist
gain B* and thus causes increased pedal force re-
quirements. 12-4.1A4 Pedal Travel

The increased pedal travel is a significant factor
12-4.1.3 Braking Efficiency when braking with one circuit failed, Reasons for this

Braking efficiency is a measure of the capability of are longer times required to apply the brakes and
the vehicle to use a given tire-road friction coeffi- possible undesirable driver reaction to the unfamiliar
cient for vehicle deceleration. The maximum wheels pedal position. Since pedal travel is determined by
unlocked deceleration aR or ab that can be obtained the master cylinder piston travel, the functioning of a
with the partially failed system on a road surface with master cylinder used in dual circuit brake systems is
a specified tire-road friction coefficient A can be discussed next for normal and failed operation. A
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typical dual circuit or tandem master cylinder is il- push rod piston. Since the push rod piston travel is
lustrated in Fig, 12-2. The operation is in principle affected by the travel of the floating piston, the
the same as a single circuit master cylinder. When the following travels are identified and illustrated in Fig.
push rod piston is moved toward the blaating piston, 12-2:
the hole (1) connecting chamber (2) with the reser- 1. Travel to overcome push rod play
voir (3) is closed. The resulting pressure buildup in
chamber (2) is transmitted by the floating piston to S 0.02 Sa, in.
chamber (4). The fir ating piston moves forward and
hole (5) connecting chamber (4) with the brake fluid
reservoir (6) closes. At this instant the same pressure 2. Travel to overcame hole connecting chatr.ber
exists in both chambers and the respective brake (2) or chamber (4) with reservoir
lines.

If the circuit connected to chamber (2) fails, i.e.,
develops a hydraulic leak, no brake line pressure can S2 - 0.06 S,, , in.

be developed in chamber (2). This condition causes
the pin (7) of the push rod piston to contact the pin 3. Possible travel of push rod piston available for
(8) of the floating piston. The push rod force is trans- pressure buildup
mitted directly upon the floating piston and pressure
buildup in chamber (4) results.

Similarly, a leak in the circuit connected to S
chamber (4) causes the floating piston pin (9) to come
in contact with the stop (10). At this instant brake 4. Possible travel of floating piston available for
line pressure can be developed in chamber (2) by the pressure buildup
push rod piston. The pedal travels in either failure
mode are longer than in the unfailed condition.
Longer pedal travels result in increased time before S4 = (I - k)So,. ,in.
the brakes are applied and hence longer stopping dis-
tance. Measurements of pedal displacement indicate where
that a pedal travel of 5 in. requires approximately S,. S3 + S4, travel of pistons associated with
0.25 s for the 90th percentile male driver, tandem master cylinder, available for pres-

The pedal travel is determined by the travel of the sure buildup, in.

To RRsdrvoir 6 5
Push Rod Pist12

Circuit 2 Circuit I

Figure 12-2. Tandem Master Cylinder
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k ratio of push rod piston travel S3 to a,'ail- push rod piston (Fig. 12-2) develops no brake line
able travel of the pistons of the tandem mas- pressure
ter cylinder S,,, d'less

The factor k generally assumes values between 0.90
to 1,250, where 0 is the ratio of rear axle brake force St,,frPnt - lpsa 10.08 + k + 2(9-k)]
divided by total brake force, dimensionless. = IpSa,,[.0 8 +p+k(lP)J ,Sin. (12.9)

The maximum pedal travel Sp,, ,, determined by
the maximum travel of th3 pistons of the master 3. Circuit failure, system 2 (Fig. 12-1):
cylinder, the push rod play, and the pedal lever ratio Any circuit failed:
is

Sj,,./jj,., = ItS., [0. 58 + 0.5p] i n. (12-10)

SP. = lp(S 1 + S2 + S3 + S4) , in. (12-5)

4. Circuit failure, system 3 (Fig. 12-1)
Eq. 12-5 can be rewritten with the previous expres- a. Circuit No. I failed, i.e., the floating piston
sion for the individual travels as develops no brake line pressure

S,,,,, =. . , S., (0.02 + 0.06 + k + I-k) Sp,,]41ed = 1,S.,v [1.08 - k(I-p) I ,in, (12-1I)

M 1.081pSa, ,in. (12-6)
b, Circuit No. 2 failed, ie., the push rod piston

where develops no brake line pressure
I,, = pedal lever ratio, d'less

The travel of the push rod piston and floating piston I,,So, [0.08 + + k(l-p) I . in,(12-12)
actually used in a normal braking situation is less SP, fat"l = p

than the maximum design values S3 and $4. Let p be
the ratio of the actual travel used for pressure build- 5. Circuit failure, system 4 (Fig. 12-1)
up by the push rod piston and floating piston to the Any circuit failed:
available travel of the push rod piston and floating
piston, The brake pedal travel for normal braking for S,.fim = 1OS,,(0,58 + 0.5p) , in. (12-13)
the nonfailed and failed brake system may then be
represented by the expressions that follow

1. Service brake not failed: 6. Circuit failure, system 5 (Fig, 12-1)
Any circuit failed:

S p ,S, [0.08 + Ak 4+ p(l -k)]
- (0,Sa(O.08 + p) , in. (12-7) S = I,,S""(0'58 + 0,5p) ,in. (12-14)

2, Circuit failure, system I (Fig. 12-1): 12-4.1.5 Performance Calculation
a. Circuit No. I failed, i.e., the front brakes are The three performance measures were applied to a

failed and the rear brakes are operative, and the particular case. No attempts were made to express
floating piston develops no brake line pressure longer pedal travels in terms of increased application

times, It may be assumed that application time in-
S , IpSv(O.08 + pk + I - k) creases linearly with pedal travel.
=, S,. (0.08 + k(+I -pk) ,n. -) The decelerations achievable by a passenger vehicle
, lpSa [ 1.08 - k(l -p)) in. (12-8~) with different circuit failures were computed and arc

shown in Fig. *2-3. A maximum tire-road friction co-

Eq. 12-8 is obtained from Eq. 12-7 by substituting the efficient of M = 1.0 was assumed for columns I and 4,
entire travel of the floating piston available into Eq. The tire-road friction coefficient for the coam-
12-7, i.e., Ip, Sv,(1 - k) and not 1,, S',.p (I - k) as used in putations of columns 2 and 3 was assumed to be large
normal braking without brake failure. enough to prevent wheel lockup. The column iden-

b. Circuit No. 2 failed, i.e., the rear brakes are tified by "Wheels Unlocked" (I) tepresnts the maxi-
failed and the front brakes are operative, and the mum decelerations that can be attained by the
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, 2 3 4 5 failed. If no pedal force limit were set, the tire-road
DRO-765 friction coefficient permits deceleration of 0.41g

Si Unlocked l'ion"+l Pedal Pedal F.< or c to. Side
a -- 4 l. ,,0lb J -I Sta which indicates that either the pedal force must

e,, Ia,. 0.01 10.23 1. 0 Stable exceed 110 lb, or if that is undesirable, the brake
cicuit F 2 1 system gain must be increased,

Indicated in Fig. 12-3 are also the effects of side-to-
0t

1  
0.610 0.50 0.73 0.25 0,73 0.41 0-6, stbl side brake unbalance or vehicie stability. Only

___ systems 2 and 4 exhibit a measure of vehicle instabili-
Ss11t2m [ ty upon occurrence of circuit failure. The influence of

0 0.48 0.46 0.62 0.62 0.40 0.40 0.50 Untab'. an unbalance on titz front wheels such as experi-
... ... .. ..- • ____ enced by system 2 could, to a large. extent, be counter-

System 3 acted by a negative scrub radius. A negative scrub
0.64 0.61 0.37 0,66 0.37 0.62 0.64 1.00 Stable radius forces the wheel to rotate slightly in the direc-

S, -..4 tion of the lower brake force thus producing tire slip
1.,1 I 0.46 4 . 2 4 4 0 angles sufficiently large to hold the vehicle in a stable1r 0.48 0 .48 0.62 0.62 0.O0.8 064 06 Umtab]4

lii2  controlled stop (par. 8- 1.7).
t- Sa - The pedal travel analysis was applied in detail to

1 t. t 0.80 0.• 0 0.62 0.62 0.49 0.49 1.00 1.00 Stabl, the common front-to-rear circuit split identified as
11 I '2 . system I. Brake system data of a large domestic auto-

mobile were used as a base for computing the pedal
Figure 12-3. Calculated Deceleration In g-Units travels required to perform a stop under partially

for Partial Failure failed conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 12-4
in terms of pedal travel ratios, The pedal travel ratios
shown in Fig, 12-4 are the pedal travel for normal

different systems with either circuit No. I or No. 2 braking to maximum travel available; the pedal travel
failed. The dece!ration achievable with the nonfailed with the front brakes failed to maximum travel
system is indicated also. The column identified by available; and the pedal travel with the rear brakes
"No Proportioning" (2) gives the decelerations that failed to maximum travel available, The values were
can be achieved with & brake system with fixed ratio computed for p - 0.5, i.e., 50% of the available
braking and a pedal force of 110 lb with either circuit master cylinder piston travel is required for a service
No. I or No. 2 failed. The column identified by "Pro- brake stop. Inspection of Fig. 12-4 indicates that in
portioning" (3) represents the decelerations that can the case of a failure of the front brakes the ratio of
be achieved by a vehicle having a variable brake force pedal travel required to apply the rear brakes to the
distribution. In this case the proportioning valve is maximum pedal travel is nearly twice the ratio for un-
not affected by the circuit failure of the front wheels, failed or normal brakes for brake force distribution
i.e., the proportioning valve is not bypassed when the values 0 less than 0.3.
front brakes are failed. The column idenified by The ratios of pedal travel under failed conditions
"Wheels Locked" (4) gives the maximum decelera- to those required under normal condition, may be a
tions achievable on a j = 1.0 friction surface without more meaningful indicator to the driver. Tnese ratios
regard to pedal force and lock up. Column 5 pro- are presented in Fig. 12-5. Inspection of Fig. 12-5
vides information on braking stability, again clearly indicates that the standard front-to-rear

Inspection of Fig. 12-3 indicates that the perform- split is of rather questionable safety benefit in the
ance of sys.em I is limited to a deceleration of 0.25g case of front circuit failure due to the significantly in-
with circuit No. I failed, i.e., the front brakes in- creased pedal travels for small values of ,. This con-
operative, when a proportionir.; valve is installed dition exists in spite of a rather long master cylinder
which is not bypassed when the front brakes are piston travel as indicated by p = 0.50, used in the cal-
failed. If the proportioning valve is bypassed, the de- culations.
celeration achievable with a pedai force of 10 Ilb is To s.aow the effect cf long versus short master
0.5g with the frent brakes, iailed. Inspection of the de- cylinder piston travel for the front-to-rear spfii
celeration values reveals whether the pedal force and design, the pedal travel ratios failed/normal are
brake system gain or tire-road friction determines the plotted in Fig. 12-6 as a function of p, i.e., versus uti-
deceleration available'. For example, a system with lization of effective master cylinder piston travel
proportioning and a pedal foece of 110 lb produces a required for a normal stop. A ratio of floating ý'is.on
deceleration of 0.25g for system I with circuit No. I travel to pusn rod piston travel of 74:26 anid a brake
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U-
-J

C,, < Sn

41,• re" 
A, II.

X 0. 0.

0 "< . -______ I) p, ron

L 0.2-

0.2

0.1 0.2 0.3 0 1 0.5 0.6 0.7

BRAKE FORCE DISTRIBUTION 4), DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 12-4. Maximum Pedal Travel Ratios Required for Partial Failure Stops, System I

force distribution 0 = 0.32 were used in the calcula- 12-4.1.6 Improved Dual Brake System Design
tions. Inspection of the curve representing front Significant improvements in minimizing the effects
brake failure indicates that long master cylinder or of partial failure on pedal effort and pedal travel have
large pedal travel reserves, i.e., low values of p result been accomplished by means of the stepped bore tan-
in undesirably long pedal travels in case of front dem master cylinder (Ref. 6). The brake line pres-
brake failure. This condition exists in spite of the sures achieved under failed conditions are double the
highly acceptable normal-to-maximum pedal travel pressure achieved under normal conditions. The
ratio. change in effective piston area is accomplished by
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A=0ý

"0. 1. 0. .!.4O.

[ 3RKEFRC DSTIUTON5ICSINLS
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l, - .p means oftesep,,o,'' ilsrtdinFg 2

1 .4 1.2534. 0, .G0

fitAK FOF aITIUTO, DM NIO LS

Fiur Whf.NraPdlTavlRto equreas the largerl FaiueStops Syliner fed ohcr

I L..cults in the case of an intact brake system', the smaller

. cuit No. I failure, and doubled brake line pressure is
produced due to the fact that the smaller piston area

2.0•--.......- % i• one half the area of the larger piston. If circuit No.
-i, ,0. P.•. 2 fails, the differential area between larger and

SA. .... F.............. ... smaller bore, i.e., one-half of the standard area,
S-•_ becomes the effective brake line pressure producing
St sa rea. The result is a brake line pressure under failed

p ..... R'"... '-I- _ conditions that is twice as large as under normal con-
S.... .s• ... "ditions. Since under circuit failure conditions not all
S~wheel brakes are actuated, a nearly constant dccel-

S0.8 ...........-......-----.--.-....... eration results with the same pedal effort. The pedal
-€ no•,,o, • •travel in the failed condition exceeds the pedal travel

0.4 . .... --- imately 30%. Thus, pedal forces and pedal travel are
I no longer the limiting factors in the case of partial

0 _ failure braking. Brake system splits using uneoual
0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 o.0 0.? o.u volume distribution between circuits and hence

MASTER CYLINOER PISTON TRAVEL UTLZTO o. OIMEi4SIONLE55$ significantly different cross-sectional areas for the
Figure 12-6. Pedal Travel Ratio as a Function of floating and push rod piston may lead to excessively

Piston Travel Utilization high brake line pressures in case of partial failure
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Circuit No. I
Circuit No. 2 Floating Piston Push Rod Piston

PlIIIy Play

(A) Stepped Bore Master Cylinder, Normal Brak3 Application

Circuit No.2

0ici No 2 0 0aa

No Play Play .•

(B) Stepped Bore Master Cylinder, Brake Application With Leakage io Circuit Number 1

Circuit No. I

Play No Play

(C) Stepped Bore Master Cylinder, Brake Application With Leakage in Secondary Uircuit Number 2

Figure 12-7. Stepped Bore :avdem Matter Cylinder
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12-4.1.7 Comparison of El.L Brake Systems wheel cylinder seals, and other devices such &,'. valves,
A comparison of the dual brake systems repre- and control elements. A comparison of the complexi-

senttd in Fig. 12-1 indicates a different number of ty of thc, different dual circuit splits is shown in Fig.
connectors and flexible hoses is rey'ircd for the 12-8. All removable connections, such as T-fittings,
different systems. For example, system I requires 17 are included in Fig. 12-8. The data indicate system 5
connections compared with 34 for system 5. to have a higher failure probability than the re-

A leak is more likely to develop in a hydraulic cir- maining systems. Difficulties also may aisse in in-
cuit that contains more removable connections, stalling properly the flexible hoss near the wheels.

Single Syster., No.Brake System Ciut
Circuit _______

System 1 2 3 /1 5

Wheel Cylinder 8 8 8 12 12 16

Removable Connoctions 17 15 16 25 26 34

Front
SRemovable Connections

1 2 1 212

System 1 System 2 System 3

.2 1fl2

System 4 System 5 Single Circuit System

Figure U2,8. Comparison of System Complexiy
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Not included in the number of removable connec- longed downhill travel, may cause the brake fluid to
tions is the third bleeder screw required for double boil and vapor to develop, and the brake system to
caliper disc brakes if they a•e designed as one unit. fail.

The maximum temperature of a brake should be One effect of thermal over' :.ding on circuit failure
kept below certain limits. H'h brake termperature of the different dual splits is indicated in Fig. 12-9. It
will result in: (a) brake fade and increased lining is assumed that the front brakes are experiencing
wear, (b0 high lire bead temperatures, an6 (c) in- excessive temperatures .'ading to vaporization of
creased temperature of the brake fluid in wheel brake fluid and hence failure of the circuits connected
cylinders. High brake fluid temperature way z:ause to the front wheels. Inspection of Fig. 12-9 indicates
brake 1'j!.id boiling and vaporization. Modern boake that only system 1, the front-to-rear split, provides a
2,",, boil at approximately 450'F. Consequent!y, partial braking capability on the rear wheels with the
continued brake applications, as experienced in pro., front brakzs failed due to vaporization. If on the

E Failure, Circuit 1

O Fdilure, Circuit 2

Front

Circuit Failure Due Vapor on Front Brakes

1 2 1 2 I &2

ii

System 1 System 2 •ystemn 3

1 2 1 '~2

System 4 System 5 Single Circuit System

Figure 12-9. Dual Systems, Front Brake Failure Due to Brake Fluid Vaporization
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other i.,iund the rear wheels exhibit vaporization and failure analysis is identical to that of unassisted or
hence cicuil failure, all but systems I and 3 will fail vacuum power assisted brake systems. In the event of
completely, a power source failure, a sufficient level of energy is

stored in the accumulator to produce a certain
1242 VACUUM ASSIST FAILURE number of successive emergency stops. Further- .

Vacuum assist failure exists when the atist func- more, the design provides that a "push through"
tion of the vacuum assist unit is degraded through in- cap.,bility exists, i.e., the driver developed pedal force
sufficient vacuum or complete loss of i<acuum. will produce a small retarding effect.

With the complete or partial failure of the vacuum
assist unit the reduced brake line pressure may be ob-I
tained from Eq. 12-2 with the assist gain B* reduced 12-4.4 FAILURE OF PNEUMATIC
accordingly. The lower brake line pressure may then BRKE SYSTEMS
be used in Eq. 12-1 to compute the vehicle decelera- Pneumatic brake systems are designed to provide
tion under a power. failure condition. Typical results an nm.rgency brake application in the event the scr-
of such an analysis are presented in Fig. 12-10 in form vice brake or primary brakes of the vehicle become
of a braking performance diagram. Typical dimen- partially or completely failed. The system is designed
sions were assumed for the elements in a brake to apply ihe brakes automatically when the truck or
system. The observations that follow can be made tractor brake system pressure falls below 45 psi,
with respect to various levels of power boost failure: Whenever the emergency or secondary brakes are ac-

I. No assist. To produce a deceleration of 0.9g, a tuated, either manually or automatically, truck air
pedal force of approximately 270 lb is required. A Jc- system pressure must be increased above 45 psi to
celeration of only 0.32g in produced by a pedal force charge the trailer (or truck in case of single vehicle)
of 100 lb. emergency line and relbase the brake. The secondary

2. Thirty-two % assist. The deceleration - pro- or emergency brake system may be actuated by air
duced by a pedal force of 100 lb - is 0,52g. A decel- pressure or by a spring located in the brake chamber,
eration of 0.90g requires a pedal force of about 215 The brak-- force produced by the axle(s) actuated
lb. during emergency braking may be computed by Eq.

3. Sixty % assist. The deceleration - pr"duced by 5-3 1. In the case of spring actuated wheel brakes the
a 100 lb pedal force - is 0.76g. A deceleration of shoe actuating force (p1 - po)Ac" is rcplaced by the
0.90g requires a pedal force of about 150 lb, spring force.

The emergency or secondary brake of an air brake

12-4.3 FAILURE OF 1ULL POWER system becomes the parking brake when the vehicle is
HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEMS stationary. During normal operation the air pressure

Full power hydraulic brake systems use a tandem in the system compresses the spring and prevents con-
master cylinder in conjunction with a pressurized ac- tact between brake shoe and drum. As the parking
cumulator or circulating pump system. Dual circuit brake is applied, the air is released from the brke

chamber and the spring forces the brake shoe against
.- the drum. Parking brakes generally are designed to

f 0 0IoIt hold the vehicle stationary on a 20% grade.
, .The air brake system of a tractor-trailer combina-,•. loo0, • 0.6 tion may be designed so that only one brake line con-
0..~ o 0.4 . nects the brake system of the tracto' with the trailer

040 00 60 I brake system. During nonbraking, the line is used to
24 6 0 0 0 1200 1600 2000

2801.... ' 4`0 zo, o Goo 60 1400 1s0. charge the air tank of the trailer from the compressor
PEDAL FORCE lb 200 BRAKE LN PRESsuRE . ,, of the tractor. During braking, the brake line between

It -. .-_--_ -_-_- tractor and trailer serves as the control line trans-
I ,, --... - f- 400 -_. - , matting the pressure signal from the brake application

ý61 -. valve to the trailer brake valve. During braking the
'0x I' "air tank of the trailer is not charged.

-,.. between tractor and trailer. During braking the air120 Ztank of the trailer is charged by th,: compressor and
Figure 12-10. Braking Performance Diagram for a thus provides an inexhaustable energy source for

Vacuum Assisted Brake System brake application of the trailer brakes.
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Pneumatic brake systems may be designed to pro- front discs. Inspection of Fig. I!.-11 shows that the
"vidc two independent circuits identical to hydraulic pedal force decreased after making the first stop-
brake systems. examination of the test vehicle showed this to be the

result of an increase in the rear disc brake factor. In
12-4.5 BRAKE FADE the successive high speed stops the pedal force

If a vehicle is subjected to a series of severe stops in required for an 0.8g stop increases to 125 lb corn-
rapid succession, in most cases for each successive pared to the 80 lb required for the first high speed
stop a higher pedal force is necessary to maintain a stop.
specified deceleration level. This phenomenon is When the same vehicle was equipped with drum
called brake fade. The phenomenon can be analyzed brakes, road tests indicated that the fade effects were
and predictions of the increase in pedal force can be greater, as is shown in Fig. 12-11. The pedal force
made provided the variation of the brake factor as a required for an 0.8g stop increased from 68 It to 165
function of the friction coefficient of the lining and lb after completing three high soeed stops.
the variation of lining friction coefficient with vehicle Of significance is the change in brake force distri-
speed, pressure between lining and drum, and brake bution from the design point due to a differential fade
temperature are known. An illustration of brake fade - front to rear - as was observed for the disc brakes
is presented in Fig. 8-42 where the individual brake during the stop in which the temperature increased to
forces produced by the axles of a tractor-semitrailer 650'F. This condition may result in premature rear
combination are plotted. Fade is indicated by a wheel lockup and subsequent vehicle instability.
decrease in slope, An approximate relationship for
the decrease in lining friction coefficient is presented 124.6 BRAKE ASSEMBLY FAILURE DUE
in Chapter 7, Eq. 7-1. Eq. 7-1 may be used to corn- TO EXCESSIVE TEMPERATURE
pute the decrease in lining friction coefficient during Brake assembly failure will occur when excessive
braking. temperatures are allowed to exist over prolonged

To illustrate the change in brake effectiveness due periods of time. The thermal capacity of a brake is a
to fade, experimental results obtained with a pas- function of the allowable temperatur-: of the braKe
senger car in three successive high speed stops at a de- and the surrounding components such as wheel
celeration of 0.8g are presented in Fig. 12-11. The cylinders and brake fluid, tire, and wheel bearings.
2000-lb vehicle was equipped with disc brakes on the The temperature of' the surrounding components is
front and rear axle. Fig, 12-11 shows the hydraulic increased by means of heat transfer through conduc-
pressures and the pedal forces measured in the non- tion, convection, and radiation. The allowable tern-
faded condition and in each of the three high speed perature assumes different values for the individual
stops. The variations in brake factor as exhibited by components. Furthermore, the operating mode of the
the change in slope of line pressure verstis decelera- braking process affects the thermal performance. For
tion is due to temperature increase which ranged an effectiveness stop the surface temperature and the
from 2120 to 1100 0F measured on the surface of the associated temperature gradient are the limiting ther-

mal performance measures. In the case of a con-
tinuous braVe application, the brake and components

PEOAL FORCE t'pIllb OECELERATION a, -UNI• limit the thermal performance. For repeated brake
0 20 0 40 0020 0.40 0.60 010 IM applications or continued braking, the thermal per-"140 - 0 20 0 t0 - 0• .. I . - formance measure is given by the limiting tempera-

I I. I I ture of the brake rotor and brake lining, the wheel
/I cylinder cup and brake fluid, and the. tire bead tern-

I4 \ ' ,,,- BTf.,,Il,, perature. Maximum allowable temperatures of the
.. ' lit linings are about 800°F for drum brakes and 10000F

I I oo' sW for disc brakes. Special linings may peimit higher
S21 2 OF. 0,,f,1 Cold temperatures, e.g., Abex P 336 GG disc brake pads

-\ 930 F 2•d that show little or no fading at te-mperatures even as
I N °0 SIO high as 1400 0F. The maximum allowable tempera-

S0... \ OF ture of the wheel cylinder is approximately 350°F.
_ k H,dS, I- igher temperatures tend to cause damage to seals

T*,n*,,,itI,,d fWwu,,,,dA Mtn ,Kh St,, and vaporization of the brake fluid. The tire bead
temperature generally is limited to temperatures near

Figure 12-11. Fade Effectiveness Diagram 200°F. If tire bead temperatures are in excess of
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2000F, tire unseating may occur during severe F. = application force, lb
braking. io = tire offset, in.

K = steering stiffness, lb'in./deg
From Eq. 12-15 the following can be concluded:12-5 CONSEQUENCES OF BRAKE I. Angle 6, and hence directional instability, will

FAILURE increase with increasing opplication force F., i.e., de-
The major effect of the three failurý modes (line celeration and therefore speed.

failure, booster failure, brake fade) is an increase of 2. Angle 6 will bc large for a steering with small
the pedal force/deceleration gain froty, the design stiffness K.
point. Longer stopping distances are likely to occur 3. Angle 6 will Do large for more sensitive brakes,
siace the driver may not be able to produce ti.e large i.e., high gain brake such as duo-servo brakes due to
pedal forces that are necessary to generate the larger difference between brake factor on the left and
braking forces normally achieved under nonfailure right brakes.
conditions.

In the case of a hydraulic line failure and a stand- 12-6 BRAKE SYSTEM COMPONENT
ard front to rear split, the rema;aing brakes available DETERIORATION
for braking must convert the entire kinetic energy of
the vehicle into thermal energy which will most likely Brake system components that are likely to deteri-
result in an excessive temperature rise in the friction orate during the life of the motor vehicle generally are
surfaces or the entire •c-uke assembly. Excessive designed such that critical elements are replaced
heating of the brakes, however, may cause a decrease periodirally. These elements include brake linings,
in brake effectiveness due to fading thus compoun- seals, dust boots, aod brakc fluids. Until approx-
ding :he change in pedal force/deceleration gain. The imately 1950 to 1955, the brake lines or hydraulic
effect of fading due to excessive thermal loading will brake systems significantly limited the overall life of a
oe more pronounced if the driver tends to achieve brake system. Today, this problem has been solved
high deceleration rates under brake line failure con- by the use of copper alloy tubing. Tests have shown
ditions. Another disadvantage of f standard split that the resistance in terms of a decrease in tensile

front to rear is that in the case of a line failure the strength of copper alloys remained almost unaffected
braked axle is !ikv to over brake - especially on by a 180 d exposure to salt spray (Ref, 3). The tensile

road surfaces with a low coefficient of friction - strength of copper coated steel tubes rapidly deterio-
rendering the vehicl.- directionally unstable in the rated after 90 d with essentially no tensile properties
case of rear wheel I ack up. remaining after 180 d of exposure to the salt spray.

Changes in brake factor due to fading may .iot be Hydrostatic pressure tests confirm these results.
identical for the left aiad r'tr,,t brakes of the vehicle, Before the pressure tests, the bursting pressure of the
possibly resulting in direa.,tional instability of the copper alloy '.nbes ranged from 8500 psi for tubes 3/8
vehicle. it is even possible that an increase in lining in. diameter to i700 psi for 3/16 in. diameter tubes.
friction occurs on the brakes of cne side of the vehi- Steel tubes 'as received) were generally 10% stronger
cle, whereas the other %ide e'.periences a decrease in in burst tasts than copper alloy tubes. When tl.e steel
the coefficient of hiniig friction due to different tern- tubes were exposed to salt spray for 90 d thre reduced
poratures attained by the individual brakes. As is dis-
cusscd in Chapter 2, this may result in an appreciable
difference in brake torque developed on each side.

A difference in braking forces at the left and right ,
front wheel, for example, will cause a deflection 6 of
oine front whrel as indicated in Fig, 12-12. With a
steering stiffness K and tire offset I, as indicated in
Ft3. 12-12 'the froat wheel steering angle 6 is

6 " (r/R)(l°/K)F.(BF1,j, - BFjghl) 'deg (12-"15) I• <-

whv tI 6 Iolw.. k tl .1 Ai.t .1 W.I * l

BFCf, = brak- facto,- of luft brake, d'less
BFright = brage factor of right brake, dOess Figure 12-12. Steering Schematic
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in their burst strength to about 50%; after 180 d, near- a change of brake, force distribution. Partial failure of
ly 90% of their initial burst strength. It is obvious that a brake system may cause a larger brake force con-
steel tubing when used in a driving environment sub- ccntration on the rear axle than the design brake
jected to salt sprays could redu^.e its ability to with- force distribution 0. Large values of 0 may result in
stand brake line pressures of 1,500-2,000 psi - corn- premature rear wheel lockup and subsequent vehicle
monly obtained in panic brake stops. instability (par. 8-1.7). Increases in brake force dis-

Fatigue and impact tests conducted with steel and tribution 0 may be caused by front-brake failure,
copper alloy tubes indicated a superior performance differential fade in which the front brakes fade more
of the copper alloy when exposed to a salt spray over than the rear brakes, or defective proportioning
an extended period of time. valve. Differential fade has been reduced by the use

Specific tests, recommended by the Society of of disc brakes on both front and rear axles. The
Automotive Engineers, determine the allowable general design practice of installing disc brakes on the
weight loss of tubing material when exposed to hy- front axle and drum brakes on the rear axle is likely

draulic brake fluid. Test resut. show that copper to increase differential fade due to the difference in
alloys are well within specified ranger (Ref. 3). brake sensitivity of disc and drum brakes (Fig. 7-1).

Other recommended standards published by the Brake controllability is defined in par. 7-1.4 and
Society of Automotive Engineers deal with the mini- relates to the ability of the driver to modulate brake
mum performance requir-.d, e.g., for air brake hoses, force under a wide variety of loading and road sur-
vacuum hosts, hydrrulic brake hoses, brake fluid, face conditions to minimize stoppmng distance while
brake linings and brake pads, and structural -ntegrity preventing wheel lockup. During a partial failure in
of the service brake (Ref. 7), Of the components mren- which the pedal force/deceleration characteristics are
tioned, hydraulic brake fluid deserves further detailn altered from the design point, brake controllability isThe performance requirements of brake fluid include: affected in tcrma of a brake pedal feel "unfamiliar" to

1. Low tendency to absorb water; water in the the driver in addition to the increased pedal travel.
brake fluid leads to corrosion and decrease boiling Furthnrmore, pedal forces during failure may exceed
temperatures of the fluid and hence brake fluid the capability of the driver. This situation exists es-
vaporization during continued braking. For exampl.-, pecially in cases where a high gain vacuum assist unit
motor vehicles operating near large bodies of water failed. Ducing the nonfailed condition only small
such as oceans may absorb enough water to reduce pedal forces are required to produce high decelera-
the boiling temperature of the brake fluid from 450°F tions; during failure the manual effort is not suffi-
to 300°F within one year. cient to produce acceptable values of deceleration.

2. High boiling temperature
3. Insensitive to temperature changes: must 12-8 HUMAN FACTORS

operate at arctic conditions CONSIDERATIONS
4. Lubrication must be provided for seals and cups In manual brake systems the driver provides the

under high pressures and temperatures pedal effort required to press the brake shoes against
5. No corrosion of system component's caused by the drums. Increased pedal forces will result in in-

the brake fluid creased deceleration, provided fade is ignored for the
6. Properties of brake fluid should not be affected moment. Brake systems using assist devices are

by storage time, and high and low temperatures. designed so that the pedal effort is used to control the
Concerning the effect of aging on brake system assist force in addition to providing the manual pedal

components, storage time should not be too long, effort which produces brake line pressure. Full power
Components such as master cylinders, wheel hydraulic and pneumatic brake systems use the pedal
cylinders, and brake hoses may be stored for three effort to operate a valve which controls the brake line
years without exhibiting deterioration. Components pressure. The work required for pressing the brake
such as vaeuum assist units and prportioning valves shoes against the drums is stored and not affected by
should not be stored for more than two years. pedal effort. For manual systems the pedal force
Excessive storcge times may cause malfunctioning of limits braking performance. For this reason it is im-
the brake component due to frozen pistons and portant to know the foot force capabilities of in-
hardened seals or cups (Ref. 8). dividuals comprising the driving population.

The maximum force exerted with the right foot for
12-7 VEHICLE STABILITY AND the 5th percentile female is approximately 100 Ib; for

CONTROLLABILITY the male approximately 185 lb (Ref. 9). These data

Vehicle stability during braking is affectez! most by were obtained in controlled laboratory conditiops. it
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has been argued that the stress of an emergency situa- of malfunctioning in all casts. A decrease in system
tion may enable the drivers to exert higher pedal gain could be caused by a change in brake factor, i.e.,
forces. Satisfactory driver braking performance has a change in brake lining/drum friction coefficient, by
been observed in controlled road tests when the lower a loss in power assist performance, or by a decrease in
value of pedal force/deceleration gains is 4.76 lb/g; mechanical or hydraulic efficiency. The latter could
whereas, the upper value of pedal force/deceleration be caused by frozen wheel cylinder pistons, cams, or
gain is 83 lb/g (Ref. 9). These numbers indicate that wedges. Insufficient system gain in the case of rapid
not less than approximately 5-lb pedal force should brake applications could indicate severe brake line
be required to produce a deceleration of I g, and that restrictions or power boost malfunctioning. Excessive
not more than approximately 80-lb pedal force pedal travel without evidence of external leakage
should be required to produce a deceleration of Ig. could indicate large brake shoe travel 'tue to severely
Too large gain values reult in a sensitive brake worn linings, or internal master cylinder leakage
system where the driver may have difficulty in caused by a leaking primary cup in the master
applying the brakes carefully. Too low gain values cylinder. Excessive pedal travel also could be at-
result in ineffective brakes; the pedal force of the tributed to large elastic deformation of brake shoes,
driver may not be sufficiently large to produce an to soft pad or lining material, and excessive elastic de-
acceptable deceleration, formations of drums or calipers. However, most of

these outages can be monitored with relatively inex-
pensive gages so that the cause of any performance

"-TErelated defect cr degradation can be identified.
12-9 EFFECT OF MAINTENANCE ON Defects and degradations that do not affect system

BRAKE FAILURE performance are ,ot easily detectable. In some cases,

Maintenance has been defined as follows. All ac- however, the anticipated failure mode can be caie-
tions necessary for retaining an item in or restoring it gorized in terms of intended or actual vehicle func-
to a serviceable condition. Mainteoarce includes ser- tions. Vehicles operating in typical highway environ-
vicing, repair, modification, mo, nization, over- ment will exhibit different wear and hence failure

Shaul, inspection, and condition determination (Ref. modes than vehicles operating over extended periods
10). Problems associated with mairitenance are: of time on unpaved dirt roads. This observation was

1. Accessibility made in the case of school buses operating in urban
2. Complexity and rural environments. Their respective mainte-
3. Durability nance requirements showed significant differences. In
4. Diagnosis. general, basic mechanical engineering considerations
While accessibility and complexity are not ad- may be utilized in assessing the safety criticality of

dressed directly in physical formulations of the de- different brake system components. One such appli-
celerating mechanisms, they certainly are of impor- cation is the prediction of the life expectancy of
tance. Critical performance limits of components as honed versus rolled master cylinder sliding surfaces
well as systems obtained in the braking analysis may as a function of primary seal friction. Furthermore,
be used in assessing critical aspects of durability and fixed-in-place or periodically introduced sensors may
diagnosis. be used Afficiently to obtain information on the

Methods I'or detecting component defects or degra- expected safety terformance of components, infor-
dation that affects brake system performance can be mnation for maintenance purposes, and other related
devised. Such techniques use the results of laboratory aspects of vehicle inspection. It should be emphasized
type brake dynamometers or performance data ub- that this must be done in connection with a proper
tained in actual road tests. These performance related combination of analysis and parameter evaluation of
degradations and defects include system gain, system the braking system. For example, it appears rather
response, front-to-rear brake force distribution, side- useless to measure brake line pressure versus torque
to-side brake balance, brake fade, and pedal travel. in order to determine the safety performance of the
Some brake system components can be efficiently brake shoe applicator (wheel cylinder piston, cam, or
and objectively inspected, visually or manually. wedgc) without accurate knowledge of the brzke fac-
These components include linkages, brake lines and tor or internal gain of the foundation brake. Also, a
hoses, and other related mechanisms. Although a dc.ermination must be made if a brake factor
diagnosis indicating partial loss of system gain clearly decrease is caused by a drop in lining friction, or
means a loss in braking performance capability, pres- geometry change of the brake drum or shoe due to
ent diagnostic techniques do not identify the soui :e permanent drum distortion.
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Yý; CHAPTER 13

TESTING OF VEHICLE BRAKE SYSTEMS
In this chapter important consideiatior~s for brake system testing are discussed. The basic

elements of a braking standard are introduced and the effects of brake inspection and
maintenance on brake testing are discussed. Major elements of test procedures used for
wheeled and track vehicles are presented.

13-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS In general, testing serves the purpose of either veri-
a deceleration of truck-trailer combination, fying theoretically predi'zted performance and de-

g-units termining presently unknown functional relation-
a, = deceleration of truck or tractor, g-units ships among certain variables or estaLlishing com-
a2 = deceleration of trailer (if considered alone) pliance with existing braking standards, such as

Em,,=g-units Federal Motor Safety Standard 105 or 121.
E, = minimum braking efficiency, d'less*

W, = truck or tractor weight, lb 13-2 GENERAL OUTLINE OF A
9` = trailer weight, lb

A = tite-road friction coefficient, d'less BRAKE TEST STANDARD
4•ma. = maximum brake force distribution, d'less The braking system of a motor vehicle must pcr-
0.1, = minimum brake force distribution, d'less form acceptably both during a service brake applica-

x = vehicle center of gravity height divided by tion and during partial failure conditions. Per-I wheel base, d'less formance requirements and compliance test pro-
0 vehicle rear axic load divided by vehicle cedures must be objective, practical, and safety re-

weight, d'less lated.
Statistics indicate that most passenger vehicles

13- v BASIC TESTING carry less than two occupants over a large per-
REQUIREMENTS centage of their operational life. Accident statistics

The testing of the vehicle brake system and its per- show that most automobiles involved in accidents are
formance is essential for safe vehicle .)peration. The lightly loaded. Based on this information it appears
braking system should be capable of stopping the ve- desirable to design a motor vehicle brahing system so
hicle when loaded and unloaded, on slippery and dry that it achieves maximum braking prformance, i.e.,
roads without skidding and losing directional sta- shortest stopping distance, when the vehicle is lightly
bility. The brakes must show no or little loss of ef- loaded. Consequently, in either designing a braking
fectiveness after severe usage, i.e., the linings end system or in developing test procedures, braking per-
drums should not fade. If fade has occurred, the formance achieved in the lightly loaded condition
lining friction should return to the design per- receives first priority. Testing vehicles in the lightly
formance level quickly. Linings shouid not show ex- loaded condition is generally done by an effective-
cessive wear, drums and disc brake rotors should not ness stop where the vehicle is required to stop in a
"become distorted. Other factors relating to the per- specified distance from a given speed.
formance of brake systems include safe and gradual A justifiable case can be made for assigning brake
pedal force modulation of power assisted or full fade performance the second priority. Consequently,
power brake systems, pedal force and pedal travel re- tht performance requirements of a brake test stand-
quirements based on human factors consideration, ard must be such that:
and air brakes that do not freeze at cold tempera- I. Effectiveness stopping performancu on both
tures. Although this list of factors relating to the per- low- and high-friction road surfaces is not degraded.
formance of braking systems is not complete, it 2. Reasonable fade performance is achieved.
points to the complex and comprehensive pro- Accident statistics reveal little about the accidents
cedures required for testing motor vehicle brake precipitated by partial brake system failure. Basic en-
systems. gineering and safety considerations, however, suggest

that braking performance with partial brike failure
*d'less = dimensionless should be assigned third priority,. The performance
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requirements of this element of the brake test stan- 13-3 MEASUREMENT OF BRAKING
dard must be designed such that: PERFORMANCE

1. Effectiveness stopping performance on both 13-3.1 EFFECTVENESS
low- and high-friction road surfacv- is not degraded.

2. Fade performance is not affected significantly. Dynamometer testing for purposes of determining
S3. Reasonable braking performance is achieved braking effectiveness is straightforward and done

with partial failure of the brake system. routinely for vehicles-in-usc evaluation. In this case,
each axle may be tested individually. The effective-If, for example, the partial failure performance re-

quirements were designed such that the requirements brake force distribution or f,'ont-to-res brake

i only could be met by a vehicle with the brakes de- balance. A number of tests may be conoucted with in-•!•'•'i~ isigned for this particu4_: ¢clv,,ent of ,he standard,sncreasing levels of pedal force to determine the sensi-
then the braking perfor, ance in the effectiveness g pe
stopping category very likely would nut be thc opti- tii/of the sperdke facrease t u
mum possible. Consequently, a brake test standard ad vespeed is i eaed.Road tests may be used to determine braking efmust be designed such that a ,,ehicle which complies fectiveness. Since effectiveness as defined earlier is
with the standard ethibits performance priorities that not affected by brake application and response times,
.are safety oriented, only deceleration measurements as functions of in-

SThe parking brake performance should b - duced pedal forces are required for effectiveness
signed fourth priority. The test standard require- evaluations. Deceleration seves as effectiveness per-
menti for the parking brake should be such that the Sformancc nicaure, Furthermore, deceleration levels
particular design of the pc:king brake - which meets must stay sufficiently below wheel lockup conditions
the test requirements - does not cause a, to prevent any complicatioi of test data intcrpre-

1. Decrease in effectiveness stopping performance tation.
2. Significant decrease in fade peiformance Pedal force/deceleration gains for passenger cars
3. Significant decrease in partial fadure perfor- equipped with disc brakes are usually not subject to

mance. significar, fade during an effectiveness stop. Conse-
The list of priorities may be extended to include all quently. pedal force/deceleration gain values are

elements of the braking standard. For each element, nearly constant for one set of conditions. Of course,
due consideration must be paid to such things as as indicated earlier, performance requirements on
lining wear, brake noise caused by vibrations, pedal pedal force/deceleration gain must be based to some
effort in terms of force and displacemen,. brake ,nsi- extent on the more severe conditioni to challenge the
tivity, braking stability, effect of driver skill on test brake system capability to produce sufficient gain.
results, manufacturing tolerances. and braking-i-a- The heat generation at the interface between lining
turn performance. and drum or pad and rotor is proportional to the

Test procedures used for compliance testing need product of (lining friction coefficient) X (mechanical
to be practical, simple, and as inexpensive as pos- pres.s-,re between shoe and drum) X (sliding velocity
sible. It is desirable for increasing traffic safety that between both friction partners). Thus, thermal ef-
the entire or major elements of a braking standard be fects can be evaluated in terms of high mechanical
applied to hoth new and vehicles-in-use. Further- pressure and hence deceleration and low or high
more, the elements of a braking standard should al- levels of speed. This may lead t9 a special require-
low both hydraulic and pneumatic brake actuation to ment on vehicles capable of traveling in excess of cer-
be included in a consolidated standard. tain upper speeds.

As discussed in Chapter 7, there are five measur,:s Brake fade is defined as a decrease in effectiveness
of braking performance - namely, effectiveness, ef- relative to a specified pedal force, The effect of speed
ficiency, response, controlLhility, and thermal ef- on fade can be determined on the dynamometer or in
fectiveness. All five m.asurcs iust be addressed in a road test by measuring the change in baseline ef-
the brake test standard for each element of the stand- fcctiveness. A requirement may state that vehicles
ard. For example, in a stopping distance test signifi- capable of traveling in excc,,s of 70 mph may not ex-
cant measures are effectiveness, vfficiency, response. perience a decrease in baseline effectiveness of more
and controllability. Thermal effectiveness normally is than 20% when tested at maximum speed.
of little concern in an effectiveness stcp. For the
parking brake, for example, effectiveness and con- 13-3.2 FFFICIENCY
trollability art important measures of performance. Braking efficiency involves the capability of ve-
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hide braking system to use a portion of a certain level amount of computation to determine vehicle braking
of tire road friction. This level may be specified in efficiency.
terms of a tire-road friction characteristic or in terms The equations determining the allowable brake
of a stopping distance. It appears that in light of the force distribution for articulated vehicles are more
great number of variables involved in assessing a co- lengthy and are not presented here. A detailed dis-
efficient of friction between tire and road, practi- cussion is given in Chapter 8 in connection with Eq.
cality and usefulness should be the guiding factors in 8-78.
developing a braking efficiency measure. I

The braking efficiency measure differs from 13-3.3 RE.3PONSE TIME
braking effectiveness t,) the extent that now the Application and buildup times are defined as the
braking process occurs near the limit of tire-road fric- time required for a brake to reach a given level of ef-
tion associated with either the front or rear axle(s). It fectiveness from the time that the brake control or 4
is solely a brake force distribution or brake balance pedal is activated. The effects of application and
problemi buildup tirres on stopping distance are discussed in

porsoblem. ram buildlep Eq. on1 stopin ditac usre dicssdioChapter 1. Empirical relationships for determining
develop a limiting relationship on the upper level of the response times of pneumatic brake systems are
brake force distribution 0,Aa shown in Chapter 1. A major contributor to time de-

lays of the hydraulic brake system is associated with

<n -x e 1 the vacuum-assist unit. The distances traveled during•) d~ax <Emi--"• /•X d'lss (3-1) response and application time are a significant pa•-

rameter in accident avoidarce. Response times yave
where been measured (Ref. 1). The results indicate a re-

SE,,, - minimum value of braking efficiency, d'less action time including movement of foot from ac-
u = tire-road friction coefficient, d'less celerator pedal to brake pedal for the 90th percentile
X - vehicle center of gravity height divided by .-ale between 25 and 40 years of age, of 0,67 s. The

wheel base, d'less pedal force buildup times for severe, moderate, and
, = vehicle rear axle load divided by vehicle soft" application are 0,36, 0.35, and 0.36 s, re.

weight, d'less spectively. The corresponding values for the 10th per-
The value for E,, would be specified in the centile male ate 0.06, 0.05, and 0.065. It is apparent

standard. Furthermore, since the lightly loaded ve- that large increases in stoppinf, distance arc as-
hicle condition is most challenging relative to rear sociated with the 90th percentile driver. In order to
wheel lockup, 0 and X values for the empty con- eliminate the influence of test driver on L.'aking per-
dition must be used for determining the allowable formance, an objective brake system response time
rear brake balance. For the loaded condition and low ,neasure, both in terms of application as well as de-
friction surface, the requir.ment for the lower level of celeration buildup, becomes necessary. No useful
brake force distribution , is purpose is served by exceeding pedal force a,)-

plication rates of 0.1 s to achieve maximum pedal
- -- fforce as repeated application may result it, damage to

,k > I - A, d'less (13-2) the brake system. Brake systemn response times ideally
may be measured in dytuamo.neter tests. In road tests

The brake force distribution actually installed may the longitudinal dynamte and suspension effects may
be determined easily by conducting partial system, significantly complicate the interpretation of test
i.e, rear or front axle, effectiveness tests. These tests data. A response time performance measure could in-
inay be conducted on a dynamometer which prod., elude wheel angular velocity-ti.ne histories or de.

ably is a preferred procedure since ambient con- celeration-time histories.
ditions and effects are easily controlled, or by means
of actual road tests. Since for many motor vehicles 13-3.4 CONTROLLABILITY
the design brake force distribution can oe computed Brake controllability is the ability of thz driver to
within certain sr ,All tolerances, braking elficiency modulate brake iorce under a t di variety of load-
may be d.termined analytically. However, for com- ing and road surface conditions to mWnimize stopping
pliance testing purpos.s a dynamometer test may distance while preventing wheel lockup, Four-wheel
prove to be more desirable since it requires only ef- antiskid brake systems automatically provide a high
fectiveness type tests in addition to a minimumn measure of controllability not provided by manual
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brakes. For standard brakes, controllability require- on heavy trucks seem to correlate well with earlier re-
ments are vehicle stability and sufficient modulating suits obtained for passenger cars. Other investi-
performance in terms of brake system sensitivity. gations -how that on flat roads only few de-

System controllability will be established auto- celerations exceed 0.35g. A public service vehicle.
matically if the design brake force distribution is aept e.g., rarely exceeds 0.25g in city traffic; however, it
between the ranges established by Eqs. 13-1 and 13.2. has a large number of decelerations at values below
Values within this range will yield a front brake force 0.2g.
balance sufficiently large to cause front-before-rear For passenger cars it appears that the decel-
wheel lockup. A compliance test is simply carried out erations during routine drivirng depend on the driver
in the form of a road test. and the top speed performance of the car. For com-

Brake system sensitivity is established auto- mercial vehicles the four-main controlling variables
matically in the brake effectiveness tests by the slope on biake usage seem to be engine horsepower out-
of the curve relating deceleration to pedal force (-ar. put, driver and route type, and energy transfer - a
12-8). factor determined experimentally on the brakes of the

vehicle.
13-3.5 THERMAL EFFECTrIVENESS

Before testing a vehicle, the brake system in-
The thermal effectiveness of a brake can be eluding tires should be brought to a mechanical con-

characterized by the ability of the brake to absorb dition corresponding to the manufacturer's speci-
heat generated in a single stop and to conduct, con- fications. Even small factors such as balancing shoe
vect, and/or radiate heat generated in a series of return springs may have a pronounced effect when
stops. Thermal capacity or resistance to fade is braking at relatively low line pressures on slippery
measured in terms of the level of braking effective- road surfaces.
ness that can be maintained during a series of rapidly A brief description of the more important main-
repeated snubs or the number of snubs which can be tenance requirements follows:
accomplished in a given time interval, or the de- 1. The brakes should be relined with the lining
crease in tow bar force in a towing test, material specified by the vehicle or brake manu-

facturer, Complete sets of brake blocks should he in.
134 BRAKE USAGE AND stalled even when one lining does not show any ap-

MAINTENANCE parent wear.
The usage and maintenance of a vehicular braking 2. The brake drum or disc brake rotor surface

system affect, to a large extent, its performance. should be smooth and concentric. If the drum or
Testing procedures should be directed at deter- rotor is scarred or worn unevenly, it should be re-
mining any undesirable effects of previous use or conditioned by reboring the friction surface, Re-
maintenance upon the braking performance of a boring should be a proferred practice at each brake
vehicle. Testing procedures should reveal if too large relining.
stopping distances are caused by faded brakes, long 3. Shot. return springs should be balanced to in-
time delays due to poor maintenance, or if the basic sure specified distributi,:,n of braking forces at low
stepping ability designed into the vehicle is unsatis- b ,e line pressures.
factory. 4. Brake chambers and wheel cylinders should be

The brake usage of passenger cars has been studied in good mechanical condition in order to guarantee
by several investigators. Only recently have these good brake balancing.
studies been extended to investigation of brake usage 5. Worn or loose slack adjusters should be re-
of trucks and trai', i (Ref. 2). European studies of placed since they may affect unfavorably time lag and
Alpine descents indicte a maximum deceleration of, force transmission.
0.14g (Ref. 3). The brakes were applied for a longer 6. With all brake components in good mechanical
time and more frequently than during driving on a condition, a carefully conducted brake balancing test
flat road. In general, the results indicate that a heavy should be carried out. It will reveal if the individual
vehicle travels descents at. nearly uniform speed with axles produce the brake force levels specified by the
the speed determined by factors such as type of road manufacturer.
and size of vehicle. The work done by the brakes de-
pends on the slope of the descent and the gear used. 13-5 BRAKE SYSTEM INSPECTION
For a particular Alpine route, the mean value of the AND DIAGNOSIS
work done by the brakes was 41% of the total energy The intent of an inspection program is to de-
dissipated.The results of brake usage investigations termine if a brake system has the ability to perform in
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a safe manner for a reasonable length of time. Fun- pressure of full power hydraulic brake systems
damental to the successful 'development of any in- 3. Adjustment of belts which are used to drive
spection program is a clear definition of the criteria hydraulic pumps or air compressors
by which items will be inspected and the rationale by 4. Pressure regulators which control the maxi-
which these criteria are developed. The program must mum pressure in air or full hydraulic brake systems
be able to establish immediate brake system per- 5. Reservoir tanks of pneumatic brake systems
formance capabilities and determine if there are any should contain no moisture
defects or degradation that will lead to near-future 6. Brake application valve; brake pressure gauge
failure or sublevol performance. must reach reservoir pressure within one second after

As goals, the inspection system developed should brake pedal application
have the following capabilities (Refs. 4 and 5): 7. Valves such as quick release valves, pro-

I. Ascertaining brake system performance capa- portioning valves, trailer emergency control valves
bilities in severe, safety-related maneuvers, and duty must be checked and, if required, tested in special
cycles tests specified by the manufacturer.

2. Detecting defects and states of deterioration Special sensors are used to aid in the inspection
that will lead to eventual sublevel performance or and diagnosis process. Brake line failures are in-
catastrophic failure dicated by lamps that are lit when the brake fluid3. Identifying components or areas of the brake level in the reservoir falls below a certain level, and by
system which are defective when brake system out- a differential switch that actuates an indicator lamp
ages "c.ur when the difference in brake line pressure of a dual

4. Displaying inspection results in a manner com- circuit exceeds a certain value. An electrical failure in
mensurate with capabilities of personnel manning the the antilock system is indicated by a lamp. Wear in-
system dicators are used to warn the driver when excessive

5. Sufficient flexibility to allow for changes in pad or lining wear exists, These indicators are
veh~cle design and the incorporation of new mechanical causing a squealing noise when the pads
techniques of inspection as they occur. should be replaced, or electrical with a warning lamp.

Effective vehicle brake system inspection will in- Other sensors are used on air brake systems which in-
volve a combination of component inspection and dicate low reservoir air pressure by means of a
system performance testing. Component inspection Luzzer.
should be directed toward critical modes of brake de-
gradation that do not affact current system perfor-
mance. Based on current technology, component in- 13-6 BRAKE SYSTEM TFSTING
spection must be performed visually to identify items With the brake system in guod mechanical con-
such as missing or broken parts or small hydraulic dition, the vehicle may be tested. Testing of the en-
leaks; and, with the aid of appropriate gauges, in- tire braking system and its braking performance are
spect for items such as oversize drums, undersize essential from a safety viewpoint, Vehicle braking
discs, and thin friction material, tests may be conducted with the vehicle stationary as

The large number of brake degradation modes can in the case of roller dynamometers and platformbe grouped into the four basic brake subsystems testers, or nonstationary as in the case of road test-
where they originate. Thc subsystems zre brake pedal ing.
linkage, power booster hydraulic system, antiskid
brake control, and wheel brakes. A summary of all
the major modes of hydraulic brake degradation is 13-6.1 ROLLER DYNAMOMETER
presented in Chapter 12 in connection with dis- Roller dynamometers permit the measurement of
cussion on brake failure development, the brake torque produced by individual wheels or

In addition to the component inspection required axles. Roller dynamometers do not require a large
for safety such as leaking wheel cylinders and broken test facility. The vehicle is driven onto a pair of
return springs, components must be inspected to en- rollers, which either are powered by an electric motor
sure adequate performance. The componer.;s that Or have a mass moment of inertia corresponding to
follow must be inspected and performance measured the vehicle weight carried by the braked wheel. The
(if necessary): rollers replace the function of the road and as such at-

1. Engine vacuum to determine the effectiveness of tempt to rotate the wheel against the braking action
vacuum assist unit of the brakes. In the case of the electric motor driven

2. Hydraulic pump pressure and accumulator rollers, the torque produced by the motor is a direct
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measure of the brake force. The brake force measure- United States were established by the Society of
ment is slightly affected by the tire-to-roller rolling Automotive Engiiers with the automotive industry
resistance. In the case of the inertia dynamometer, and are used to sk me degree in Federal Braking
commonly called inertia wheel brake dynamometer. Standards. Federal Motei Vehicle Safety Standard
the brake torque is meascmd by load cells. (FMVSS) 105 contains test procedures and perform-

Advantages of roller dynamometers are: ance requirements for motor vehicles equipped with
1. Measurement of brake force as a function of hydraulic brake system. FMVSS 121 contains test

time procedures and performance requirements for motor
2. Measurement of brake force as a function of vehicles equipped with pneumatic brake systems in-

"pedal force cluding air-over-hydruulic brake systems. Brake
3. Out-of-round drums are detected, systems that use compressed air or vacuum only to
Disadvantages are: assist the driver in applying muscular force to pro-
I. Dynamic load transfer from rear to front is not duce brake line pressure are not included in FMVSS

evaluated 121 but arc regulated by FMVSS 105, The discussion
2. Actual tire-road friction coefficients are not that follows constitutes a synopsis of the Federal

easily represented, Braking Standards FMVSS 10S and 121,
I. FMVSS 105. This standard appliAs to pas-

13-6.2 PLATFORM TESTER senger cars and trucks equipped with hydraulic brake

The platform tester serves as a device to determine systems. The major requirements are:
brake forcc of passenger cars and motorcycles. Only a. Vehicles must be equipped with a dual cir-: cula. Vehicles mustk e equippedt wirthai duroralncir
ir, rare cases are platform testers used for brake test- cuit service brake which meets certain performance

requirements contained in the standard.
ing of heavy vehicles. The platform tester consists o re b, Service brake syite st be capable offour movable plates located a distance equal to thetrack width apart and long enough so that each platc stopping the vehicle in four effectiveness tests within

supports one wheel, The vehicle is driven on the specified distances and from specified speeds under ai plates at low to moderate spced and the brakes are variety of test conditions. The most stringent stop-
applied. The four plates are restrained in their Iongi- ping distance requirements for passenger cars aretuinplmotion b fou rcpre rstrainsdc. Their f - from a speed of 60 mph: (I) 216 ft in the first and
Studinal motion by force transduicers, The forces fourth effectiveness stop; (2) 204 ft in the second ef-
measured or. nach plate are equal to the brake forces fectivencss stop, (3) 194 ft in the third effectiveness
between tire a:nd plate and are a direct indic!ation of
the braking performance of the vehicle, stop.

c, Brake system mus", stop the vehicle within!',Advantages of the platform tester are: spt,.ified distances in the event a partial system

I, Short test duration with little or no preparation failure dtces i
2. Dynamic load transfer effects can be con- d. Brake system must stop the vehicle within.•.,,,, :sidered,

Disadvantages are: sp,:cified distances in the event a power assist failure• ,. occurs.
I, Brake force data are affected by the speed at Brake system must be capable of producing

which the vehicle is driven onto the platforms c.Crksytm utbecpleopodin
2 wIncorrecth mehicleasudreent of brake patfoes dspecified deceleration levels during ten fade stops andi!,2. Incorrect measurement of brake fo .es due to ftercorytps

wheel lockup fifteen recovery stops.

wheel ockupf. Brake system must be capable of producing3. Only one value of braking force is obtained f rk ytmms ecpbeo rdcn
3. OnlyDnegvalued of kngt pformnce inobteasind specified deceleration levels within specified pedal
4. Degraded component performance not easily force limits after the vehicle was driven through water

Sdetermined, having a depth of 6 in.
g. Brake system must be capable rf making ten

13-6.3 BRAKE ROAD TESTING spike stops iii -.,' ich a rapid pedal force application
In brake road testing, the vehicle is tested under occurs.

conditions which are close to the conditions en- h. Parking brake system must be cipable of
countered during braking on the highway. Usually, holding the vehicle on a specified slope within
detailed test ,,chedules are arranged so as to test the specified application forces.
brakes according to their expected usage. The i. Brake system must be equipped with severai
"amount and type of experimental data desired de- indicators which indicate: (1) hydraulic leaks; (2) low
terminis the amount of instrumentation required. brake fluid level in the reservoir: (3) a total functional
"Test and rating procedures in current usage in the electrical failure in a wheel-antilock or variable pro-
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portioning sys4 .a; and (4) parking brake appli- a2 = computed deceleration of trailer (if con-
cation. sidered alone), p.- nits

2. FMVSS 121. This standard applies to motor ve- W, - tractor weight, lb
hides equipped with air brakes. Each vehicle must b. W2 - trailer weight, lb
equipped with:

a. Air compressor of specified capacity
b. One or more service brake reservoirs of a size MILITA RY VE HICES

which is twelve times the combined volume of all ser-
vice brake chambers at maximum travel of the pis- Brake road test procedures developed for military
tons or diaphragms. vehicles differ from those for civilian vehicles. The

c. Towing vehicle protection system to protect discussion that f'ollowg presents the important elc-
a tractor brake system fr.)m air loss in the event the ments of the test procedures applicable to wheeled
trailer has a defective brake system. and tracked vehicles.

d. Pressure gauge that indicates the service
reservoir air pressure. 13-7.1 ROAD TEST PROCEDURES FOR

e. Warning system in addition to pressure WHEELED VEHICLES

gauge to indicate a low air pressure in the service The major procedures and requirements are (Ref.
reservoir. 6):

f. Wheel-antilock warning signal to indicate I. Preparation of test vehicle and instrumentation
total electrical failure of the antilock system. consist of:

g. Service brake lamp switch to actuate stop a. The vehicle power troiin, braking, steering,
lights in the event brake line pressure reaches 6 psi. and electrical systems are prepared for optimum

h. Service brake system of trucks and buses operation.
musi be capable of stopping vehicle within specified b. Proper vehicle weight distribution, lubri-
distances for different conditions, cation, and tire inflation pressures are assured,

i. Trailer brakes must be capable of stopping c. For mountain highway brake tests a yellow
the tractor-trailer ,ombination without the help of and black diagonally striped signboard is mounted at
the brake of the tractor without leaving a 12-ft wide the rear of the vehicle, displaying 6-in. diameter stop-
lane. lights and turning signals.

j. Brake actuation times must be within d. All instruments are calibrated before and

k. Brake release times must be within a speci- 2. Restrictions. Tests are not conducted at night.

fled range for specified conditions. during inclement wuather, in congested affic, or
1, Service brake assembly must be certified by when the road suriace may introduce a hazard to the

dynamometer testing. test vehicle or other traffic on the road. Dry, unob-
m. Parking brake sy;tem must hold vehicle on structed surfaces are used unless the test plan in-

specified slope under specified conditions. troduces a specific requirement.
n. Brake system must be capable of stopping 3. Safety evaluation. Prior to the conduct of other

vehicle under a variety of emergency conditions. wheeled vehicle braking system tests, tests will be
Although not part of FMVSS 121, frequently it be- conducted to accumulate data on which to base a

comes necessary to determine the brakir,g perform- recommendation for tle issuance of a safety release.
ince of a trailer brake system from road test lata. 4. Performance tests. Brake perfor-iwi,'ce will be
The deceleration of the trailer a2, if it wrere bi,.ked evaluated in terms of adequacy of the vh,,cle braking

alone, can b,- computed by system to perform at the required level for each test
phase.

a. Brake Burnish, Friction material burnishing

a( W1 + W2) - Wial is accomplished by specified procedures. The cri-
a2 = , g-units (13-3) terion for friction material burnishing is that not less

,W2 than 90% of the friction material surface area be in
contact with the swept area of the rotating brak,.

where member (drum or disc).
a = measured deceleration of tractor-trailer b. Brake Holding Ability. The vehicle is parked

combination, g-units on dry, paved, longitudinal slopes in both ascending
a, memured deceleration of tractor, g-units and descending attitudes. Service and parking brake
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systems are engaged individually to assure their in- 8. Brake Actuation and Release Time. The time
dividual capability to hold the vehicle s:ationary. lapse between brake application, actuation, and re-

c. Brake Stopping Ability. Brake stopping dis- lease will be determined by means of a recording de-
tances are obtained from 20 to 40 mph and from ad- vice triggered by switches installed at the application
ditional road speeds if specifically requested. Stop- mechanism and at the point where the brake friction
ping distances are measured over the input pressure materia' contacts the rotating member. Brake input
range up to the point of wheel locking. The criteria pressure will be measured at the input source and at
for brake stopping ability airg au follows: (I) Wheeled the brake location farthest from the input source
vehicles of gros, vehicle weights up to aw: ( including 9. Low Temperature Effects. This test is con-
50,000 lb will be capable of making a straight line full ducted to assure satisfactory operation of the moving
stop from a road speed of 20 mph within a distance of components of the braking system under extreme
30 ft; they will be capable of making a full stop from a cold environmental conditions. Testing is accom-
vehicle speed of not less than 40 mph at an average plished by actuating the brake system while the ye-
deceleration rate of 14.4 ft/s 2; (2) wheeled vehic-ss of hicle is stationary. The criterion for this test is that.
gross vehicle weights exceeding 50,000 !', will be braking system components function satisfactorily at
capable of making a straight line f,..i stop from a ambient air temperature designated in the plan of test
road speed of 20 mph within a d'stanc- of 40 ft; they for each specific vehicle without damage to seals, gas-
wfil be capable of making t full stop from a vehicle kets, or moving parts. In the absence of a specific
speed of not less tha,. 40 mph at an average decelera- standard, -50°1F will be used.
tior rate of I I fW's'; (3) during all braking stops, vehi- 10. Brake Fade Test. Brake fade characteristics
cle slew shii not exceed the limits of a roadway lane will be determined during repeated braking operation
width equal to 1-1/2 times the overall width of the over a downhill roadway of approximately 9 to 11%
t.•st vehicle. grade over a distance of approximately 2 mi and a 40

5. drake Recovery After Immersion in Water. mph full stop at the bottom of the grade, The tests are
Wheeled vehicle braking systems will be completely designed to be conducted over a 25-mi section of US
submerged in water for a period of 15 to 30 min. Route 30 in the Jennerstown area of western Pennsyl-
After immersion, recovery is determined by making vania. The criteria for brake fade are:
brake applications from a vehicle speed of 20 mph at a. Immediately following the downgrade brake
a pre-selected input pressure at I-min intervals. The snubbing procedure, the test %.hicle must demon-
criterion for brake recovery is that after immersion in strate the capability of ma;.ing a full stop at the bot-
water for a period of 15 to 30 min, brake stoppinf tom of the grade as indicated in the table that follows
ability shall have achieved complete recovery after 10
brake applications over . period of 12 min. Gross Vehicle Deceleration Initial Braking

6. Traitcr Breakaway Holding Ability. This test Weight, lb Rate, ft/s '  Speed, mph
phase will be performed in both ascending and de- Up to 12,000 14.4 40
scending attitudes on paved, longitudinal slopes. The 12,000-50,000 14.4 40
trailers will be parked on the grade and brake lines Over 50,000 11.0 30
disconnected to actuate the breakaway feature. The
criterion for trailer breakaway holding ability is that b. Vehicle slew shall not exceed roadway lane
the safrty brake fea.ure be capable of holding the % Adth limits equal to 1-1/2 times the overall wid h of
vehicle svionary in both ascending and descending the test vehicle,
attitudes on the maximum slope over which the vehi- I I. High Temperature Endurance Test. A high
tc is desig.,ed to operate for a period of 30 min. temperature highway brake test is conducted for the

7. Maximum Pdal Effort Breking. Maximum purpose of evaluating the performance, fade, wear,
pedal effort brake stops will be made in the forward and endurance characteri.;tics of wheeled vehicle
vehicle direction on a dry, level, paved surface at 5- braking systems under cowiitions where elevated
mph road speed increments over a speed ran•ic span brake system temperatures and trak'ng torques are a
of 20 mph to maximum vehicle speed (or to the factor. The criteria are:
highest speed where safe maximii'n pedal effort a. After the complete brakt fade test, brakebraking can be achieved). The criturion fov' mixi- component deterioration shall not have reduced vehi-
mum safe speed at maximum pedal effort is that vehi- tie stopping ability.
cle slew shall not exceed the limits of a roadway lane b. Damage to brake, wheel, and suspension
width equal to 1-1/2 times the overall width of the system components, such as bending, twisting, or
test vehicle, breakage, shall not occur as a result of test operation.
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12. Brake Endurance Test. The mileages ac- tribution is taken with and without the prescribed
cumulated during specified tests will be used for towed load.
brake endurance evaluation as applicable fc," off- 6, Dimensions. Dimensional checks are made on
highway and general operation. The crite~ia for off- the braking system for comparison before and after
highway braking systm endurance are: the tests. Name of manufacturer and chara fteristics

a. Brako component wear attributable to of critical components are recorded.
abrasives accumulated during normal vehicle en- 7. Adjustments. Susp~ension and braking systems
durance testing shall not reduce vehicle stopping are carefully checked and adjusted in accordance
ability over an accumulated span of 500 mi when test with technical manuals, manufacturer's specifi-
course surfaces are in a wet, muddy condition. cations, or standard practice. All components are re-

b. Damage to brake, wheel, and suspension quired to be in new, near perfect condition.
system components such as bending, twisting, or 8. Wear Measurements. If stipulated in the test
breakage, shall not occur as a result of test operation, plan, all friction surfaces are measured before and

after the endurance test to determine rates of wear.
9. Free Roll Deceleration. The normal fre,; roll de-

13-7.2 ROAD TEST PROCEDURES FOR celeration of a tracked vehicle is determined by allow-
TRACKED VEHICLES ;ng the vehicle to coast to a stop without steering,

The major procedures and requirements are (Ref. with the transmission in neutral and in highest gear,
7): and with the engine idling.

I. Operation Safety, The dangers of operational 10. Human Application Force vs Braking System
hazards during the various phases of the braking tests Pressure. The input of hurian force versus resultant
must be identified and understood to assure that the braking system pressure is measured and a char-
dangers to rsonnel and equipment are kept to a acteristic curve defined.
minimum. Tile operational details to survey include II. Burnishing. Break-in operation is conducted to
vehicle stability, braking and steering control, brake burnish the brake surfaces. If the brake surfaces are
sensiti ity, course conditions, vehicle condition, use accessible, they are inspected to assure that properof safety cables, and the imposing of operational limi. burnishing has been accomplished.

tations. 12. Slope Tests of Parking Brakes. Parking brakes
2. Safety Evaluation. Every phase of the brake test are tested for stopping cffectiveness and for holding

is a safety test and therefore considered to be part of ability on longitudinm slopes. These tests are con-
the safety evaluation of the vehicle, Those factors ducted progressively up to 60% slope, operating the
considered most oritical are: vehicle up and down the slope. Parking brakes must

"a. Holding ability of parking and service brakes hold for a 15-min period without creep.
on 60% slope 13. Wet and Freezing Effects. For vehicles not

- b. Stopping ability from 20 mph having internal power train braking (usually only
"c. Stability and control when braking, foreign vehicles), tests are performed to determine

, 3. Test Instrumentation. Adequate measurements whether wet and freezing conditions will affect the
* depend upon the use of appropriate instrumen- functioning of the service and parking brake systems,

tation, calibrated before and after a test and, if neces- Degradation of braking is determined by measuring
sary, during the test. Calibrations are required on all the input pressure required to maintain a de-
instrumentation. celeration rate of 6 to 8 ft/sl during successive stops

4. Test Procedure. The collection of valid test data from specified speeds. Effects of frost and ice fornJing
;equires that an individual test be repeated a suf- on vital parts of the service and parking brake
ficient number of times to provide a reliable average systems are evaluated in cold chamber testing.
value. A suitable time must elapse between measure- 14. High Temperature Effects. lnflucri<e of high
ments to assure stable conditions. Any failed parts temperatures is tested during the service brake ef..
are reported. Samples of expendable supplies used fectiveness test and the fade and recovery test,
during brake testing, such as lubricants, hydraulic 15. Stopping Distance. Specified stopping distance
fluid, and worn lining materials, are retained until should be obtained at even 10 mph increments at an.-
completion of the vehicle test project. proximately 50, 75, and 100% of maximum speed,

5. Weight. The tracked vehicle is loaded with starting at a speed of not less than 20 tnph.
properly distributed test weight, and the vehicle 16. Braking Potential. Parking brake potential is
weight at each road wheel position is recorded. If a determined by measuring the breakaway towing
towed load is prescribed for the vehicle, weight dis- force, using a towing dyuamometer, wher brake lever
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forces ranging from 75 to 150 lb are applied. Braking 19. Steering brakes. The vehicle is operated over a
potential of service and steering brakes is determined sine wave steering course consisting of a roadway 30
as follows: ft wide with center stakes placed 100 ft apart. Opera-

a. The application force required to provide tion is conducted at progressively increasing ap-
the necessary brake force is measured under both proach speeds, continuing at wide open throttle for a
static and dynamic conditions over the range of mini- distance of 2,000 ft. A maximum-effort brake stop is
mum to maximum apply effort, made from a speed of 20 mph at the end of the

b. With friction material at ý`cold lining" course.
temperature (under 200°F) the breakaway force is 20. Service Brake System Endurance Test. If speci-
measured over the brake apply force range by means fications do not exist for the vehicle to be tested, the
of a towing dynamometer. endurance teat will consist of making 400 brake ap-

17. Service Brake Effectiveness. The effectiveness plications (snubs) from 20 to 10 mph (or two-thirds
defines the relationship between input force ap!ied to one-third maximum speed) at 8 ft/s2 . Ten appli-
to the hydraulic system through the pedal linkage and cations constitute a series, and a full stop is mado on
vehicle deceleration fioom a coasting condition to a the tenth. In the series an attempt is made to main.,

If point of track lock:tp. The following tests are con- tain 30 s intervals between snubs. Deceleration is
"ducted: measured throughout the test while temperatures,

a. An effectiveiess spot check is made at 20 stopping distance, input force and pressure, and ped-
mph, 30 mph, and at 5 mph below maximum vehicle al or level travel are recorded during full stops only.
speed, utilizing maximotror pedal input force. 21. Human Factors Evaluation. All of the obser-

b. Effectiveness tests are conducted with the vations on the human factors involved in brake ap-
hottest brake under 200°F over the pedal input force plications are recorded. These include: effort re-
range of the braking system up to the point where a quired in brake application, accessibility of brakes to

+ track locking condition occurs, men of all sizes, danger to crew from sudden brake
U c. Effectiveness test; are conducted with the applications, and ease with which emergency brake

brake friction material at 3500F or an oil tempera- applications can be made.
ture of 230°F at the hottest brake over the pedal in-
put force range of the braking system up to the point
where a track locking condition occurs. 13-8 COMPONENT TESTING

18. Fade and Recovery Test. The purpose of fade Brake system components may be tested in road
and recovery tests is to evaluate service and steering tests or laboratory tests. When evaluated in road test
brakes during multiple applications. These tests may procedures, effects from, e.g., ambient conditions,
require modifications for certain braking systems be- and othcr vehicle and brake system components may
cause of the variety of tracked vehicle configu- affect significantly the performance of a component.
rations. The service brake is evaluated according to Consequently, specific brake system components
the tests that follow: such as brake linings, switches, and brake ap-

a. A base line check is performed at 20 mph plication valves are certified or tested under iabora-
and,.two-thirds maximum speed or a specified speed tory conditions. Frequently, the application and re-
with an initial temperature as specified using a nor- lease times of pneumatic brake systems are de-
mal deceleration of 8 ft/s2. teimined under laboratory conditions.

b. Immediately after the base line check, 10 Of special importance to the brake engineer is the
stops are made from the base line speed under the information on brake lining friction coefficients.
same conditions, attempting to maintain 30 s be- Drum brake linings may be evaluated on inertia
tween stops. Input pressnre, stopping distance, and dynamometers in which a large flywheel - turning at
final friction material temperatures are recorded for speeds equivalent to the rotational speed of the wheel
the final (tenth) stop. of the motor vehicle - is braked. Although this

c. With the initial brake temperature the same method provdes torque vs application force data, the
as after the tenth stop, the vehicle is operated two ad- lining friction coefficient only can be computed by
ditional miles after which a recovery test is made. the brake factor equations presented in Chapter 2.
Temperatures of the energy-absorbing components Frequently, the coefficient of friction of a segment of
are recorded bMIore trnd after operations. The base brake lining is evaluated in a simp!e friction test in
line check (a) is repeated after the brakes have cooled which the small lining segment is pressed against the
to less than 2000 F. The fade and recovery tests are re- drum friction surface. Although this test method does
peated if incipient or actual failures are detected. not represent actual conditions, good correlation of
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results is obtained from machines that evaluate lining 2. R. T. Spurr and T. P. Newcomb, Testing of Corn-
segments only ana test data obtained from complete mercial Vehicle Brakes, 12th International Con-
brake tests. For practical purposes a lining or pad gress, FISITA, Barcelona, Spain, 19-28 May,
friction coefficient may be stated in terms of an 1968.
average friction value together with minimum and 3. D. M. Frood, D. K. Mackenzie, and T. P. New-
maximum values corresponding to low and high comb, Brake Usage in a Heavy Vehicle, Inst.
brake temperatures or sliding speeds. Good linings Mech. Engrs. Auto. Div., December 28, 1961.
have limits of - 15 - 20% of the base line friction 4. M. Cardon, Development of Brake Inspection Cri-
value. Excellent linings may assume limits as high as teria and Equipment, Bendix Research Labor's-

1l0%. tories, Southfield, Michigan, 1973.
Test procedures and performance requirements for 5. G. L. Parker, T. W. Keranen, and M. H. Cardon,

nearly all brake system components such as brake Determining the Effects of Brake D,'radation,
base, brake tubing, lining materials, and wheel- SAE Paper No. 730190.
antiskid controls have been developed by the Society 6. Material Test Procedure 2-2-608, US Army Test
of Automotive Engineers (Ref, 8). and Evaluation Command, 15 January 1971.[ 7. Material Test Procedure 2-2-627, US Army Testand Evaluation Comma A, I July 1971,

8. Motor Vehicle Braking System aa4 Components,
1. M. Mitschke, "Dynamics of Motor Vehicles", Handbook Supplement 1-S24, Society of Auto-

Spring Pub"'her, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, motive Engineers, Inc., Two Pennsy Ivania Plaza.,
1972, New York, New York, November 1974.
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CHAPTER 14

DESIGN APPLICATIONS
In his chapter major concepts presented in previous chapters are applied to specijic design

examples. A design check list is presented at the end oJ this chapter.

14-C LIST OF SYMBOLS 'e,Rlor equi,'alent mass moment of rotational
A, = lining or pad rubbing area of leading or inertia at the brake rotor, lb'in.'s2

secondary shoe, or brake pad, ft2  k, = thermal conductivity of air, BTU/h' 0 F'ft
A,,,, - projected lining area, in? I = vane length, in
As = swept area of rotor or drum, ft2  I, = pedal level ratio, d'less

A - wheel cylinder area, in.' Me = engine retarding torque, lbft
Awc,: = front wheel cylinder a,'a, in.' tk. = number of vanes per rotor, d'less
Aw(-'R = rear wheel cylinder area, in.' o = brake dimension, in.

a = deceleration, g-units P = pressure ratio, d'less
ab = brake dimension, in. Pr = Prandtl number, d'less
a' = brake dimension, in. p• = accumlator pressure, psi

BF = brake factor, d'less* = .3as charge pressure of accumulator, psi
BF, = brake factor of primary o d'less Pt• = front brake line pr-ssure, psi
BIF2 = brake factor of secondary sh,)e, d'Iess PIe= rear brake line prcssLre, psi

c = brake dimension, in. Pt = brake line pressure, psi
D, - outer diameter of rotor, ft p,,, = mean pressure between lining and drum, psi
1), inner diameter of rotor, ft p,, = pushout pressure, psi
d = wheel-cylinder piston displacement, in. q, = braking energy, BTU/h

4, hydraulic diameter, in. q(,,) = braking energy at onset of braking, BTU/h
.= front axle braking efficiency, d'less q'i. = horsepower absorbed by lining or pad,

ER rear axle braking efficiency, d'less hp/ft2

E-. kinetic energy, ft'lb q'R = heat flux absorbed by rotor, BTU/ft2 's
Sbrake shioe application force, lb R = effective tire radius, in.

F,, = application force of secondary shoe, lb Re = Reynolds number, d'less
Fd I drag force due to ptimary shoe, lb r = effective drum or rotor radius, in.
Fd2 = drag force due to secoi~dary shoe, lb SR = brake sensitivity, d'less
F11 - hand lever force, lb T = temperature, OF
Fp - pedal force, lb TB, = brake torque, lb-ft

-F,, retarding force, lb 4 = braking time, s
F, brake force, lb u = effective width of brake drum swept area,

front axle brake force, lb in.
F,,,,= total brake force, lb v,. = engine displacement, in.'

. normalized dynamic front axle brake force, V,, = inlet velocity, ft/s
d'less = outlet velocity, ft/s

'FRdn= normalized dytarnic rear axle brake force, = master cylindei volume, in?
d'less VRai,, = volume ratio, d'less

G = road gradient, d'lcss v = ratiu of hose expansion to master cylinder
h = brake dimension, i. volumc, d'less

h, - heat transfer coefficient of rotor, W = vehicle weight, lb
fU/h.°F-ft2 ,,, = empty vehicle weight, lb

IC = booster input characteristic, d'less Y = pedal travel, in.
IR - mass moment of rotational inertia, a = road slope angle, deg

lb-in..s2  a,, = lining angle, deg
ti,, = arcof a,, rad"**dXlcss - dHm:.nsic aless a, = angular brake dimension, deg
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a2  angular brake dimension, deg located inboard near the differential. In most prac-
a, + x,, deg tical cases, economic considerations require the use ,
angular brake dimension, dog of mass production sheif items, and it is not possible

- = angular brake dimension, deg always to optimize a braking system by using exist- ..
ABF = brake force change, d'less ing hardware. On the other hand, if the anticipated

AT = temperature increase per brake application, cost-benefit relationship is favorable, the production
= dog of an additional component size may be justified.

AjA. = lining friction coefficient change, d'less
n,. = wheel cylinder efficiency, d'less 14-2 SPECIFIC DESIGN MEASURES

t;11 = relative portion of braking energy Several specific design measures have been de-
absorbed by an individual brake shoe, d'less veloped that allow a proper d.sign of major elements

n, = mechanical efficiency of the pedal, "Pless of a braking system. These design measures are
ilr = efficiency of transmission, d'less related to thc thermal and safety performance of a
X = relative portion of braking energy absorbed brake system.

by an individual brake shoe, d'less In general, thermal cracking of the brake drum or
S= tire-road friction coefficient. d'less rotor has not been observed when the heat fluA qR

= lining or pad friction coefficient, d'less into the swept a.ea of the rotor or drum is kept be-
K = coefficient of friction between brake shoe low a certain value as defined by Eq. 14-1.

and abutment, d'less
p = transmission ratio between engine and

wheels, d'less --------- < 150 BTU/ft2's (14-1)
pl= -;ain of emergency brake, d'less 3600 As
pl = displacement gain of emergency brake,

d'less where
rear axle brake force divided by total hra.e .s = swept area of rotor or drum, ft2

force, d'less q,, = braking energy, BTU/h (determined by
= brake force of ith brake divided by total Eq. 3-1)" brake force, d'less 0i = brake force of ith brake divided by total
= center of gravity height divided by wheel brake force, d'less

base, d'less The brakes generally do not exhibit significant fade ii
X, = center of gravity height divided by wheel the horsepower q",, absorbed by the lining or rad is

base for empty vehicle, d'less kept below a certain value as defined by Eq. 14-2.
= static rear axle load divided by vehicle

weight, d'less {460hp/f, r
= static rear axle load divided by empty q= 1.41 q, 0, X/(3600 A ) < drum0 hp/ft, dru

vehicle weight, d'less p
(1•4-2)

14-1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
In most cases when the brake engineer is asked to hc

determine the brake system layout, the data that 4,. lining or pad rubbing area of leading or
secondary shoe, or brake pad, ft'

fclow are available:,. aEmpt aniloaded vehic i = relative portion of the braking energy ab-I . Empty and loaded vehicle weight 44
•2. Vehicle whe base sorbed by an indi'idual bKake shoe, d'less .1

w~eX =0.5 for two-leading shoo brake
3. Statir weight distribution among axles 0.7 for leading shoe ordoe ro
4. Center of gravity h-ight b0.7 for leadkig-trailiengshoe or duo-serve

5. Tire and rim size = bt for dis e rake pad
6. intended vehicle function 1. o i-ýrk a
7. ntended vehie f nExcessivc wear generally has not been observed if the
7. rakximum percd product of the mean pressure p,, etween lining and
8. Braking performance thiat must be met such as drum, and lining fric':on coefficient At, is kept below

Federal or European standards.
In many cases additional restrictions are piaced a certain value as defined by Eq. 14-3.

upon the design in terms of what specific broke
system components must be used such as drum < 95 psi, drum
brakcs, low assist braking units, or disc brakes A An X IVa 0, (R r)/Ap, 350 psi, disc (14-3)

14-2
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where spring stiffness consists of that associated with the
App projected lining area of leading or spring connecting body and axle, and of the tires. For

secondary shoe vehicles equipped with tandem axles, the load
= 1.62 ru, in.' transfer among individual axles mubi be considered

a = deczleration, g.units as discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. The braking
R = ef'ective tire radiub, in. analysis provides force and moment data required for
r -• ffcctive drum or rotor radius, in. the design of suspension members and frame attach-
u = effective width of brake 4rum swept area, in. ments, An important consideration is that the os-

W =vehicle weight, lb cillating frequency of an antiskid system is such that
A,, = lining or pad friction coefficient, d'less it does not operate near or at the wheel hop or sus-

If no specific inform,.iion is available on the coef- pension natural frequency. The proper analysis andLficient of friction AL for the brake linings or pads, the design of an antiskid system require tire brake forcevalues that follow may be used for design purposes: and side force data as a function of tire slip. Steady-
Leaoing - trailing shoe brake A,. = 0.35 state braking analyses require only tire size data, such
Two-leading shoe brakepl = 0.45 as tire diameter and tire width. An increase in tire
Duo-servo b:ake 1, - 0.35 diameter, e.g., by 10% with otherwise unchanged con-
D)isc brak,'p, = 0.40 ditions, will cause a 10% decrease in braking ef-
Safety considerations require that the wheel- fectiveness. A wider tire may result in decreased

cylinder piston displacement d produced by the mas- coolikg capacity of the brake because of the ob-
ýer cylinder exce.eds certain values. This condition struction of air flow to the rotor or drum.
may be expressed by an approximate relationship. iKim data are essential in determining the maxi-

mum rotor or drum diameter that can be used in a
d = BF/25 ill. (14-4) particular wheel. Special passages in the rim may be

used to increase the cooling of a wheel brake. Nor-
where mally, these openings must be of elaborate design to

BF - brake factor, d'less produce a significant effect on the thermal capacity of
Eq. 14-4 applies to drum and disc brakes, the wheel brake.

Basic considerations of pedal force transmission
yield the work output F. Y from the master cylinder
and hence pedal force Fp for a manual brake system 14-4 BRAKE SYSTEM DESIGN CHECK
as The objective of a design check is to ensure that

braking performance levels and safety specifications
F, Y = 0.53 a W r/R , in.-lb (14-5) aire met. Furthermore, economic considerations must

Oe included ,* a design check in form of optimum
where component size.

F1, = pedal forc.., lb A design check can be divided into the tasks that
Y = pedal travel, in. follow:

I. Braking effectiveness analysis:
a. D'termination of brake factors from brake

geometry and lining friction coefficient
14-3 DESIG;N OF RELATED b. Deterr-h;ation of braking effectiveness, i.e.,

COMPONENTS SUCH AS bra&• ,me pressure/deceleration character-
SUSPENSION, TIRES, AND RIMS istic

The limiting brake forces are determined by the c. Determination of pedal force/brake line
"normal forces between the tire and road, and the tire- pressure, and hence pedal force/deceleration
road friction coefficient. The normal ferces are a characteristic
function of the load transfer occurring during d. Vf appropriate, determination of vacuum
braking. Transient dynamic forces caused by road assist characteristic and increased braking ef-
surface roughness, oscillating pedal force appli- fectiveness
cations, or cycling brake force modulations of anti- e. If appropriate, determination of full power
skid systems also affect the instantaneous tire normal characteristic.
force. The vertical dynamics of the suspension 2. Braking efficiency analysis:
systems is a function of the unsprung weight, spring a. Determination of maximum straight line
stiffness, and damping characterist;es. The vertical wheels unlocked deceleration for low and

14-3
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high roadway friction 14-5 BRAKE FACTOR CALCULATION
b. If appropriate, determination of maximum The objective is the computation of the brake fac-

curved line wheels unlocked deceleration for tor and brake sensitivity of a duo-servo drum brake
low and high roadway friction. with sliding abutment on the primary shoe and pivot

3. Response lag: For air brake systems, determina- support on the secondary shoe. The schematic and
tio,, of time lags. geometrical information are illustrated in Fig. 2-16.

4. Emergency or parking brake: The brake data that follow were measured on the
a. Determination of maximum deceleration by brake:

application of emergency brake on level andsloed oadaysPrimary shoe: Secondary shoe:
sloped roadways a = 4 in. a = 4 in.

4. b. Determination of maximum grade holding a = 4 in. a = 4 in.
capacity.

5. Partial failure analysis: o 1.5 in. h = 8 in.
a. Determination of braking effectiveness with r = 5in, o 0 in.

service system circtit failure c,, = 126 deg r = 5 in.

b. Determination of braking effectiveness with a) = 2.2 rad ao- 126 deg
partial or complete assist failure 3 deg &o= 2.2 rad

c. Determination of braking efficiency with ser- js= 0.2 (steel on steel) a, = 24 deg
vice system circuit failure a2,= 150 deg

d. Determination of braking effectiveness with
service brakes in faded condition The total brake force BF may be computed by Eqs.

e. Determin:tioi of increased pedal travels for 2-27, 2-29a, and 2-30 with the brake factor BFL of the
circuit failu primary shoc given by Eq. 2-29a and the shoe factor

6 Thermal analy-,is' F, 2/1F,, of the secondary shoe given by Eq. 2-27.
a. Determination of heat transfer coefficients Substitution of the appropriate data of the primary
b. Determination of brake temperatures during shoe into Eq. 2-29a yields

continued braking, repeated braking, and
maximum effectiveness stop FdI

c. Determination of thermal surface stresses. 1F, = -

7, Volume analysis: F,
a. Determination of wheel cylinder piston dis-

placements 1 .(1,67) 4 A' (0,073) ,d'less (14-6)
b, Determination of master cylinder bore and 0.726 - JUL (l.0l) + p/. (0.57 9)

mastei cylinder piston travel
c. Determination of pedal travel, where

8. Specific design measures: F, = brake shoe application force, Ib
a. Determination of heat flux absorbed by F,, = brak e s o plicato foe, lbF,1= drag force due to primary shoe, lbrotor in an effectiveness stoproDtorinaton ef s sorepob by to. = friction coefficient between lining and
h. Dermination of horsepower absorbed bydrum, d'less

brake lining or pad Eq. 14-6 presents the variation of the brake factor
c. Determination of wear measure expressed as BF, of the primary shoe with lining friction coef-

product of lining friction coefficient and ficient ml,. Eq. 2-29a is used to derive Eq. 14-6 since
mean pressure between lining and drum the primary shoe of the brake to be analyzed is sup-

d. Determination of wheel cylinder piston ported by a parallel sliding abutment.
,ravel limit value. Eq. 14-6 may be evaluated for different values ofpm.

9. Brake force distribution: giving the values listed in Table 14-1.
a. Determination of optimum brake force dis-

tribution for straight line braking
b. If appropriate, determination of optimum TABLE 1-1

brake force distribution 'or curved line
braking BF, VS pl.

10. Safety regulations: If appropriate and required,
determination of level of compliance with . M 0.1 0.2 (.3 0.4 (.5 0(.6

existing safety standards. BF I bn/b, 0.266 0.616 1.068 1.639 2.332 3.131

14-4
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The secondary shoe is actuated by the support The total brake force BF is obtained by adding the
force between primary and secondary shoes. Since individual shoe brake factors, yielding the data in
the brake factor is defined by the ratio of drum drag Table 14-5.
to application force produced by the wheel cylinder, The brake factor characteristic is illustrated in Fig.
the brake factor of the secondary shoe must be com- 14-1. Inspection of the brake factor curves for the in-
puted in two steps. First the shoe factor is de- dividual shoes indicates that bcth shoes produce
termined by Eq. 2-27 with the support force of the nearly equal amounts of brake torque for friction co-
primary shoe used as actuation force of the secondary efficients below 0.3. For higher values of p the
shoe. Then the shoe factor is modified by means of secondary shoe is heavier loaded than the primary

1< Eq. 2-30 to yield the brake factor of the secondary shoe indicated 1- y a higher brake factor BF2 .
shoe, Substitution of the appropriate data into Eq. 2- Brake sensitivity S8 is defined as the ratio of a
"27 with a 3 = al + C2 = 174 deg yields change in brake factor to the associated change in

lining friction coefficient. In some cases the brake
&1. 'l6)067535-'09) d sensitivity may be expressed by a mathematical equa-
..... ds tion (Eq. 2-24). Most drum brakes in use today re-

S(14-7) quire complicated relationships for the computation

where of brake sensitivity. For these cases, an approximate
F,, = application force of secondary shoe, lb value of brake sensitivity may be obtained from the
F.2 = drag force due to secondary shoe, lb brake factor curve.

The minus sign is used to determine the shoe factor of For the sample problem, the approximate slope of
the secondary (or leading) shoe. Eq. 14-7 may be tt.z brake factor curve at various values of lining-
evaluated for different values of PL, yielding the drum friction coefficient can be determined from Fig.
values given in Table 14-2. 14' I. For example, for jul = 0.15

Since the brake factcr is defined as the ratio of
total drum drag to the application force F, at the ABF 1.818 -0.637
"wheel cylinder, the shoe factor of the secondary shoe S= = 11.8 , d'less
must be modified to yield the brake factor of the A0.2 -- 0.1

secondary shoe (Eq. 2-30) where

ABF = brake factor change, d'less

BF 2 = (Fd.2/F) (F0/.F.) , d'less (14-8) AAL = lining friction coefficient change, d'less

The ratio I /F, is determined by Eq. 2-31.
TABLE 14-3

PaI1F = (c/a) + (Fd,/lF)(r/a) F FA s 14L3

= 1.0 + (Fdl!F.)(1.25) ,d'less (14-9)
JAI 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

w b . F,,,/F0  1.333 1.770 2.335 3.049 3.915 4.914

a = brake dimension, in.
c = brake dimension, in,

The ratio F,•I/F0 assumes different values for various
values of AL.- Using the values of Fdt /F, from Table TABLE 14-4
14-1 i~n Eq. 14-9 gives the values of FI/F, listed in BF2 VS PL
Table 14-3.

The brake factor BF2 of the secondary shoe can At. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

now be determined by Eq. 14-8. Values of BF2 for (Fdl 03 1,.
various values ofuL are given in Table 14-4. B -,v/ 0.

TABLE 14-2 TABLE 14-5
Fd2/F., VS AL BFVS PL

Al. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 Al 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Fd2/F., 0.279 0.679 1.239 2.390 4.824 15.012 BF 0.638 1i81 4.103 8.926 21.202 76.890
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The brake sensitivities of Table 14-6 may be ob- weight range from 2740-7200 lb for the empty and.
tained by the same procedure. The S8 values for p = loaded case for the lightest and heaviest vehicle, re.-
0.5 and 0.6 are too large to be determined from the spectively. The maximum pedal travel Y for the ser-
brake factor curve shown in Fig. 14-1. vice brake is 8.25 in,, the pedal lever ratio ý, is 5 to 1,

A graphical representation of the data from Table the hand lever travel for the emergency or secondary
14-6 is shown in Fig. 14-2. Brake sensitivity values brake is 8 in., and the hand lever ratio pH is 5.6 to I.
normally should not exceed 30. Higher values could The pedal force F. should not exceed 150 lb for all six
lead to severe side-to-side brake unbalance. Lower vehicles for a deceleration of 0.5g. The hand lever
values of brake sensitivity are obtained by lowering force F,1 -s limited to 90 lb for a deceleration of 0.25.
the lining friction coefficient AL with a correspond- Maximum speed is 60 mph.
ing decrease in brake factor. The b,,! .; factor de- The investigation resulted in two brake systems,
crease causes the gain of the brake system to be one for vehicles 1 through 3 and one for vchnicCs A
lowered. The gain ef the brake system can be in- through 6. The component dimensions and perform-
creased again by increasing the drum or rotor radius ance measures of the brake systems of vehicles 3 and
or by installing (or increasing) an assist unit. 6 arc shown in Table 14-8. The brake system design

and performance data were determined from the
14-6 DESIGN OF LIGHT TRUCK equations of previous chapters. A two-leading shoe

BRAKE SYSTEM
The objective is the design of a brake system for a

series of six vans using as many identical brakeil TABLE 14-6
system cc.,oponents as possible. The loading and geo-
metrical data are presented in Table 14-7, indicating a

At. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6

Sfi 8 14 32 80 - -

7 1 0/

/BF 2  60

S~/

5 50

S4 W2 4

(3 1 301

S201

0 0.1 0.2... . 0.3 0.. .o . 4- o 0.... . 0 .6 lot . . . . . . . .. . ... .. . .. .. . . .
0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.6

LINING-DRUMLINING-DRUM FRICTION COEFICINT DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 14-1. Brake Factor Characteristic of a

Duo-Serno Brake Figure 14-2. Brake Sensitivity
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TA BLE 14-7
LOADING AND GEOMETRICAL DATA

Empty Loaded

Vehicle No. ,.'Pight W0, 4b yo Weight W, lb X I Effective
Tire Radius

R, in.

1 2740 0.393 0.293 4050 0.546 0.353 12.2
2 2748 0,296 0.317 4600 0.583 0.359 12.5
3 2770 0.298 0,325 5200 0.614 0.364 12.8
4 3250 0,265 0.308 6000 0,663 0.328 12.2
5 3260 0.269 0,317 6600 0.684 0.335 12.56 3320 0,272 10.325 7200 0.702 0,337 12.8

TABLE 14-8BRAKE SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE DATA

Vehicle No. 3 6

Axle Front Rear Front R -ar

Brake Diameter &
Width, in. 10 X 2-5/8 1W X 1-3/8 10 X 2-3/4 10 X 2-5/8

Wheel Cylinder
Diameter, in. 13/16 9/16 7/8 3/4
Brake Factor,
d'less 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.35

Brake Force
Distribution, % 67.5 32.5 58 42

Swept Drum
Area, ft' 0.94 0.60 1.20 0.94

Lining Area,
ft2  0.52 0.33 0.67 0.52

Heat flux into
Drum, BTU/ft2's 1i2 84 103 98

Horsepower into
Lining, hp/ft2  326 244 200 285
Product of
Lining Friction
Coefficient &
Mechanical
Pressure, psi 75 56.5 69 65

Master Cylinder 11/16 in. diamettr; 1-21/32 in. stroke
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drum brake with a brake factor equal to 4.35 was ar- specified tire-road friction coefficient. Similarly,
bitrarily chosen. The drum brakes are identical. for when the emergency brake is acting c n the front axle,
each vehicle except for the shoe width. the corresponding deceleration may be obtained by

The important aspects of the brake system design Eq. 12-4.
are discussed in the paragraphs that follow. The results of Eqs. 12-3 and 12-4 arc illustrated in

Figs. 14-3 through 14-6 for vehicles 1, 3, 4, and 6,
14-6.1 EMERGENCY BRAKE ANALYSIS respectively. Inspection of the-curves indicates that

Emergency or hand brakes may be designed to act the lighter vehicles produce larger decelerations with
on the rear or front axle. The braking analysis is iden- the emorgency brake acting on the front axle. For
tical to that of a front or rear axle brake circuit failure example, Fig. 14-3 shows that a tire-road friction
of the service brake. coefficient ju = 0.7 produces deceleration of approx-

The wheels unlocked deceleration achievable on a itnately 0.55g for the empty vehicle I with the emer-
horizontal roadway with the emergency brake acting gency brake on the front axle and only ap-
on the rear axle may be obtained by Eq. 12-3 for a proximately 0.25g with the emergency brake on the

0.4 04.

Em< 
Empty

S0.3 W 0.3
Ij Lmergency Brake od t Axle

uO.0.2
, EmEnwg ncy Srake on Rear Aol•

0 . , 0 .

0 0.1 0 ,2 0.3 0.4 0'. 0.6 o.7 0o. 0.9 1.0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0., 0.6 0.7 0ý 0.'9 1.0

TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT i ,DIMENSIONLESS TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT I., DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 14-3. Emergency Brake Performance, Figure 14-5. Emergency Brake Performance,
Vehicle No. I Vehicle No. 4

0.8 
Empty

0.7 0.7 Empty

P2 Loaded
S0.6 02 .6 Emergeency Brake on Front Axle

Loaded
Emergency Brake on Front Axln 0

0.4 oade 0.4Loaded
0.3 <•0.3 Empty

LU Empty
... 0Lu 0.2

Eimergency Broke on Rear Aole
R.1 A0.1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0,9 1.0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 J.8 0.9 1.0

TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT Wi, UIMENSIONLESS TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT Iw, DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 14-4. Emergency Brake Performance, Figure 14-6. Emergency Brake Performance.
Vehicle No. 3 Vehicle No. 6
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rear axle. For the heavier vehicles front or rear axle wvhere
location of the emergency brake produces near equal a - road slope angle, deg
results when both the empty and loaded driving con- The re.jlts of Eq. 14-11 obtained for vehicle 6 in
ditions are considered. A mechanical (emergency) the empty condition are iflustrated in Fig, 14-8 with
brake located on the rear axle presents less problems the road slope angle a expressed in terms of road
for the installation of the cable with respect to the gridient G. Inspection of Fig. 14-8 indicates that a
relative motion of the wheel, Front axle location of deceleration of 0,20g on an 11% slope requires a tire-
the brakei requires special provisions to account for road friction coefficient of approximately 0.75.
the steering angle of the front wheels. The braking effectiveness or deceleration due to

In the paragraphs that follow the front and rear the emergency brake may be obtained by
axle location of the emergency brake is analyzed tor
different conditions with the vehicle operating on a
road gradient, a F /W ,g-units (4-12)

Of importance is the capability of an emergency wl",re
brake to hold a vehicle stationary on an inclined

roadway. Since the road gradient affects the static F,= braking force, lb (determined by Eq. 5-36)

axle load distribution, the effect of the change of axle
loading on the "parking" performance must be 34
analyzed. Only the most severe condition must be in-
vestigated. In general, for a vehicle with the emer- 28
g'ncy brake acting on the front axle, the condition in •
which the vehicle is facing uphill is more severe, The
road gradient G on which the vehicle can safely be
held stationary is

±G - , d'lcss (14-10)

where , __ ._-_--

A - tire-road friction coefficient, d'less 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.15 0. 0.1 0.1 0.9 1.0

x = center of gravity height divided by TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT t1, DIMESIONLESS
wheel base, d'less

Sstatic rear axle luad divided by vehicle Figure 14-7. Road Gradient on Which Vehicle
weight, d'less No. 3 Can Be Held Stationary

For a vehicle with the emergency brake acting on the
rear axle and the vehicle facing downhill, the road #
gradient may be determined by Eq. 14-10 with (I - Z
4 ,) rep la ced b y 4 ,. ./

The graphical represen.adon of Eq. 14-10 is pre- 0/ I0.
sented in Fig. 14-7 for vehicle 3 in the loaded con- n ,.,' /
dition. The loaded case is chosen since this condition U.
is associated with a larger weight concentration on 0.2 - - -
the rear axle than the empty case. Inspection of Fig. " 7' i
14-7 indicates that a road gradient G = 0.25 requires 0./' / / 1- C.

a tire-road friction coefficient p = 0.85, / / /
Finally, when applying the emergency brake to &10.0 M /2.8

stop a vehicle going downhill, a rear axle location ef - / / / /"
the emergency brake presents the more severe con- 0CP // 32."
dition. The wheels unlocked deceleration a for ve- ,7_/_,.. .
hicles equipped with a rear axle emergency brake M &2 0.3 OA U 0.8 0.17 08 U L1.0
when going downhill is

TINE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT P, DIMEM8IONLESS

S cosa g-units (14-11) Figure 14-8. Downhill Emergency Braking
I + p x Capability of Vehicle No. 6

14-9
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The gain pl, of the emergency brake determined by where
Sq. 5-35 is equal to 3.1; the mechanical efficiency nil rear axle brake force divided by total

is assumed to be equal to 0.7. Based on these data and brake force, d'less
a displacement gain ph, - 5.6, the braked wheels of Inspection of these values indicates that a braking ef-
vehicle 6 produce a braking force of (Eq. 5-36) ficiency of 0.75 requires a brake force distribution of

0.29 or less for the empty loading condition when
F, - 90 X 5.6 X 3.1 X -. 7 X 4.35 X 5/12.8 braking on a road surface having a tire-road frictionF 985.6 b 3coefficient of 0.8. Similarly, when braking on a low

k 15friction road surface in the loaded condition the

brake force distribution should not be less than 0.324,
The deceleration is a = 1858/7200 = 0.258 on a level It is apparent that the actual brake force distr.Lation
roadway. must assume a value between 0.29 and 0.324 since

The emergency brake analysis results in two this would satisfy the remaining requirements.
designs: for vehicles I through 3 front axle locadion, Application of Eq. 8-14 to vehicles 2 and 3 pro-
for vehicles 4 through 6 rear axle location of the duced similar brake force distribution data. The ac-
emergency brake in sedTis . an s sou- tual brake force distribution chosen for vehicles
tion follow, Inspection of Figsr 14-o and 14-4 in. through 3 is d n r 0,324.
dicates that a front axle location of the emergency A graphical representation of the normalized dy-
brake yields larger decelerations for the empty and namic brake forces computed by Eqs. 8-3 and 8-4 and
loaded condition of vehicles I and 3. A rear axle loca- the actual brake force distribution is shown in Figs,
tion of the emergency brake would yield unneces- 14-9 and 14-10 for vehicles I and 3, respectively,
sarily low decelerations for vehicles I through 3. In- Inspection of Figs. 14-9 and 14-10 indicates that the
spection of Fig. 14-7 indicates that a tire.-7oad friction line of actual brake force intercepts with the dy-
coefficient of 0,8 yields a slope holding of G equal to namic brake force foc the empty case at a ap-
approximately 0.23 for a front axle location of the proximately equal to 0.25g. This condition hidicates
emergency brake. If this value is considered low, overbraking of the rear axle for decelerations greater
vehicle slope holding capacity may be increased by than 0.25g (also see Fig. 8-3). Conversely, lockup of
use of the transmission pawl or engine friction, pro-
vided the rear wheels are the driven wheels. If retar-
dation due to pawl or engine friction is not per-
missible, the emergency brakes of vehicles I through
3 must be located on the rear axle. However., the level ,
road wheels unlocked deceleration of vehicle I in the 0
empty condition is then less than 0.25g. An inspec- X 0.6 Lo..,.

tion of Figs. 14-5 and 14-6 indicates similar or better a . -W

braking performance with an etr..rgency brake to- 0.o. Actu.I.,•,k0c. t -•32.4-

cated on the rear axle for vehicles 4 through 6 as comr-
pared to a front axle location.

14-6.2 DYNAMIC BRAKE FORCES \ O,

An optimum distribution of the brake forces " 0-

among the axles is obtained by bringing the actual \
brake forces close to the dynamic brake forces over a , C.] * "\ . "
wide range of loading and roadway conditions. The • 0".o " \\ '

condition expressed by Eq. 8-14 may be used to ob- \ .

tain a range of values for the brake force distribution • *.

0 that may be used for design evaluation. Substi- \
tution of the data for 'vchicle I for a minimum ___•____•

0.2 03 dbraking efficiency of 0.75 yields the following upper
and lower limits on the brake force distribution:

0.132 < € < 0.465, = 0.2, empty N(,RMALIZO UYNAMIC IRkAi AXLE BIRAKE FOFICE F:•., Ij,,OIMENSIONLESS

0.0 - (b 0.290, u = 0,8, empty
0.324 •5. • 0.657, A = 0.2, loaded Figure 14-9. Normalized Dynamic and Actial Brake
0.113 < ki < 0.446, u = 0.8, loaded Forces, Vehicle No. I

14-10
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the rear wheels before the front wheels is avoided for -
decelerations less than 0,25g. This lockup condition is
designed into the vehicle-braking system to decrease
the danger of premature rear wheel lockup and heice E-v

decrease the probability of loss of directional braking . "
stability for the empty case.

The brake foice distribution for vehicles 4 through
6 may be obtained in a si~nilar manner. The actual • 0 .,3.
brake force distribution chosen for the heavier
vehicles is 0 = 0.42. The graphical representation of
dynamic and actual brake forces for vehicles 4
through 6 is illustrated in Figs. 14-11 and 14-12. re- \ ,\ .
spectively.

14-6.3 BRAKING EFFICIENCY
The braking efficiency is defined as the ratio of

wheels unlocked deceleration to existing tire-road
friction coefficient, With the design brake force dis-
tribution established, braking efficiency may be ob- 0 02 02 03 04 0$ 00

tained by Eqs. 8-10 and 8-11, The results are pre-
sented in Figs. 14-13 and 14-14 for vehicles I and 3, NUHI'ALIZEUDYNAMIC REAR AXLi BRAKI FORC , d-'k a, IMLN$IONLESS

respectively, Inspection of Fig. 14-14 indicates a
tbraking efficiency of approximately 0.70 for the emp- Figure 14-11. Normalized Dynamic and Actual Brake
t ty case and u - 0.8. It is apparent that a brake force Forces, Vehicle No. 4

distribution q) - 0.324 is too large to produce a
braking efficiency of 0,75. A% the previous analysis

[ r,
.0O 1.0

Empty0.

0.9 o4•11.

4.. f1324%40

QA 0A01.3

0.5 0

04

0 0.1 02 0.3 04 Q.S 0.B 0 0 0.2 U3 0A 0S

NORMALIZED DYNAMIC REAR AXLE BRAKE FORCE Fj./v IE$OLFSNRAIE YAI ERAL r~,dFR; :R • DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 14-10. Normalized Dynamic a\nd Actual Brake Figure 14-12. No:malized Dynamic and Actual Brake
Forces, Vehicle No. 3 Forces, Vehicle No. 6

14-11
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showed. the 0-value for the empty vehicle must be braking efficiency) and a 0-value of 0.446 yields a
less than 0.29 to yield a braking efficiency of 0.75. A braking efficiency of 0.75 (with the rear W~xe limiting
braking efficicncy larger than 0.70 can be obtained by any further increase in braking efficitncy). The same
reducing the brake force distribution to a level below conditions had been obtained previously by the
0.324. Inspection of Fig. 14-14 indicates abraking ef- application of Eq. 8-14. As Fig. 14-15 shows, values
ficiency of vehicle 3 of 0.65 associated with the loaded of 0 less than 0.26 concentrate too much brake force
case and the low friction road surface. Lower levels of on the front axle and cause a decrease in braking ef-
brake force distribution -- as desired for vehicle I - ficiency of vehicle 1. Since the normalized geo-
would have increased the brake force concentrated metrical and loading data of vehicles I and 3 (for the
on the front axle and hence would have further de- loaded case) are not much different (Table 14-7),
ereased the braking etficienlcy of vehicle 3 on the low similar conditions exist for vehicle 3.friction surface due to premature front wheel lock- The braking efficiencies computed for vehicles 4
up. The variation of braking efficiency as a function and 6 are illustrat!:d in Fig. 14-16, The minimum
of brake force distribution for the loaded vehicle I for
dry road surfaces (p - 0,8) is illustrated in Fig. 14-15
The curves are obtained by Eqs. 8-10 and 8-Il. 0,5
Inspection of Fig. 14-15 indicates that a 0.value of
0,26 yields a braking efficiency of unity. A 0-value of
0. 113 (par. 14-5.2) yields a braking efficiency of 0.75 0.8
(with the front axle limiting any furthcr increase in CmutdbE.81

20.7

or'Front Axle L~cks First Rest Axle
1~ 0.8Locks First

C,: . Computed by Eq. 8.10

Br RAKE FORCE DISTIBIIUTION DIESMS

Figure 14-15. Braking Efficiency of Loaded Vehicle I
as a Fuactlon of Brake Force Distribution 4o for a

Figure 14-13. Braking Efficiency, Vehicle No, ITieod rconoficntf0.

0.6
11RfROAU AICTONC MICINT i,01M IOW

. ~ r r n -; Z~ r' ý_lo r io lR I C I O C O E F F I C I E N T , , O rMttS ISorO ,* , r.

tj 0.1 0.2'. 03, 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
0
*NO.1,,09 

t
1

Vehicle No.4

N(1. a ' Vehircle .4

Figure 14-16. Braking Efficiency,
lFlgisro 14-14. Braking Efficiency, Vehicle No. 3 Vehicles No. 4 and 6
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values of braking efficiency are associated with the means of Eq. 5-12 under consideration of Eq. 14-4.
loaded cases and a low friction road surface. Use a volume loss v = 10-30%.

4. Compute deceleration from Eq. 5-I1 with brake
14-6.4 BRAKING PERFORMANCE DIAGRAM line pressure obtained in step 2,

The braking performance of the brake system for 5. Compute tire-road friction coefficient as fune-
vehicles 3 and 6 is illustrated in Figs. 14-17 and 14-18, tion of deceleration by Eqs. 8-8 and 8-9.
respectively. The pedal force/brake line pressure re- The tire-road friction utilization of the rear and
lationship is obtained by Eq. 5-1. Typical value of front axle are computed by Eqs. 8-8 and 8-9, re-
mechanical efficiency iTp of the pedal is 0.80. Eq. 5-11 specoikely, and are illustrated in Figs. 14-17 and 14-
is used to determine the relationship between brake 18. Inspection of Fig. 14-18 indicates that for the fully
line pressure and deceleration. A typical value of loaded vehicle 6 a pedal force of 125 lb produces a
wheel cylinder efficiency 1,. is 0.96. Generally, the de- brake line pressure of approximately 1260 psi, i-esult-
termination of brake system component size is ob- ing in a deceleration of 0.61g. A deceleration of 0.61
tained by a trial and error solution, Since both pedal requires a tire-road friction coefficient of 0.74 or
force/deceleration relationships and safety require- more to prevent front wheel lockup in the loaded
ments such as expressed by Eq. 14-4 must be met, the case, or 0.90 or more to prevent rear wheel lockup in
selection of component size may involve several the empty case.. Also, inspection of Figs. 14-17 and
iterations before a braking performance diagram can 14-18 indicates nearly identical relationships be-
be constructed that satisfies pedal force, decel- tween brake line pressure and deceleration in spite of
fration, and friction untsization reforiremens, the different wheel cylinder sizeln for the light and
Generally, the procedure that follows may be used heavy vehicles in the loaded condition. The reason
for determining component size: for this is that the ratio of wheel cylinder area to vehi-

1. Determine an approximate master cylinder tie weight of vehicles 3 and 6 is nearly identical.
diameter and stroke from Eq. 5-17 for a maximum
brake line pressure of 1500 psi. 14.6.5 BRAKE FLUID VOLUME ANALYSIS

2. Determine the brake line pressure for a given 'Tlhe master cylinder volume VMI( may be deter-
pedal force from Eq. 5-1. mined by Eqs. 5.12 and 14-4. The wheel cylinder

3. Pick wheel cylinder sizes for front and rear piston displacement required for an adequate braking
brakes and check brake fluid volume requirement by operation is determined by Eq. 14-4 as 0,174 in, A

1od, 0 .9iAl#(48$-~ ... ....1 ol. . ....... 9 ,,A.I. 8 T •. a ;•. 4t. ~ ,I0S

/s Ad. Tf.4 0 U I l

-• , , 10 8.• •

..0.. A'•0

14-1

TAll. '.,

TT l 911111 1" lb 0 011.11 RATION V9 ANT IA f MAL ll ICE fl, .10 ITT 0CELEATION .8 UNITS

$1W0TO 10 M0 05 0 0.1 TIQI 0 4 050 00 AT 08 00 TO 1 TAO10 IS t) 1i 0,02 10a-1 aS0006 a1 00 00 9TO

Vehcl No 1 VeilIo

1110 0 ~ I 100 14-13~
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value as low as 0.14 in. may be accepted if automatic 14-7.1 FIXED RATION BRAKING -
brake shoe adjustment is provided. With the vehicle 3 DRUM BRAKES
wheel cylinder data of Table 14-8, d - 0.14 in. and v The normelized dynamic brake force front and

11% - the volume required by the master cylinder rear are computed by Eqs. 8-3 and 8-4 and are illus-
to overcome hose expansion - Eq. 5-12 yields a trated in Fig. 14-19 for the empty and loaded case.
master cylinder volume of 0.45 in.' The maximum The use of Eq. 8-14 for the empty and loaded cases
volume delivered by a master cylinder having a bore and low and high tire-road friction coefficients with a
of 11/16 in. and a stroke of 1-21/32 in. is 0.615 in.' value of the minimum braking efficiency of 0.75
which indicates sufficient size. For vehicle 6, the resulted in the 4'-range that follows.
wheel cylinder areas are laeger than those of vehicle 3, 0.289 ! 9 < 0.623, u - 0.2, empty
The required master cylinder volume determined by 0.157 < 4 < 0.491, M - 0.8, empty
Eq. 5-12 is 0.613 in.' Since the required volume is less 0.538 < 4 < 0.871, a - 0.2, loaded
than the volume produced by the master cylinder, 0.352 < 4' • 0.685, A = 0.S, loaded
i.e., 0.613 < 0.615, the proposed master cylinder is Inspection of the 0-values indicates that a 0-value
adequate for vehicles I through 3 and vehicles 4 g-;ater thai 0.491 and smaller than 0.538 would best
through 6, If the wheel cylinder piston travel of 0.14
in. is considered too small, the stroke of the master
cylinder piston must be increased. However, such a
change would require increased pedal travels. TABLE 14-9

A final check on the brake shoe displacement as- GEOMETRICAL AND LOADING DATA
sociated with the emergency brake must be carried
out. The displacement gain py - 3,1 was determined Empty Loaded
from detailed geometrical data by use of Eq. 5-35.
Upon substituting the appropriate brake system data WI, - 3500 lb IV = 8000 lb

into Eq. 5-37, a shoe displacement of d equal to 0.46 ,, 0.50 0.70
Iin. is obtained. The brake shoe displacement pro- X,-- 0 .2 2  X - 0. 3 1
vided by the emergency brake exceeds that produced
by the service brake, indicating an adequate emer-
gency braking capacity in the event of a service brake
failure caused by excessive wheel cylinder piston
travel due to lining wear or drum distortion. Under
these conditions the emergency brake is still capable
of applying the brake shoes when the service brake 1.0
fails. '..

14-6.6 SPECIFIC DESIGN MEASURES 0.8
The specific design measures obtained by Eqs. 14-1 Empty

through 14-3 are shown in Table 14-8. Inspection of
the values indicates that the actual measures arc .s 0./

below maximum allowable values. I-W

14-7 DESIGN OF TRUCK * 0.4
PROPORTIONAL *. I

BRAKE SYSTEM
The objective is the design of a truck brake system • 0.2

for either drum or disc brakes. The brake system is to
be designed for fixed ratio and variable ratio braking. = ",,
The geometrical and loading data are presented in . 5:

Table 14-9. The maximum pedal force is 100 lb for a 0 0,2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0

deceleration of 0.75g. The maximum pedal travel is 5 NORMALIZEU DYNAMIC REAR AXLE BRAKE FORCE F;.dy,
ill. The rim size permits 13-in. diameter drums to be DIMENSIONLESS
installed. Two-leading shoe drum brakes with a brake
force of 4.15 are to be used. The brake factor of the Figure 14-19. Normalized Dynamic and Actual
disc brake is 0.8; the effective disc radius is 4.75 in. Brake Forces

14-14
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satisfy the requirements. A value 0 - 0.52 is chosen, eter and 1.53 in. stroke may be used. Tht brake line
The maximum wheels unlocked decelerations may pressure required to decelerate the loaded vehicle at
now be determined by Eq;i. 8-8 and 8-9. For a dry 0.75g obtained by Eq. 5-11 is 1630 psi, A wheel
road surface with/p - 0.8 the empty case presents the cylinder efficiency of 0.96 is used. The pedal force re-
liriting condition for maximum wheels unlocked de- quired to produce a brake line pressure of 1630 psi
celeration. The use of Eq. 8-8 yields a deceleration of computed by Eq. 5-1 is equal to 234 lb. A pedal ratio
0.575g prior to rear wheel lockup, For a low friction of 5/1.53 = 3.27 and a pedal efficiency of 0.8 arc
road surface the loaded case is the limiting con- used. A pedal force of 234 lb is greater than the maxi-
dition. Eq. 8-9 yields a deceleration of 0.144g prior to mum allowable pedal 4force. It becomes necessary to
front wheel lockup. The braking efficiencies as a install a vacuum "'.. unit to reduce pedal force. By
function of tire-road friction coefficient are corn- the use of the boos.- design chart (Fig, 5-5) the pedal
puted as Eqs. 8-10 and 8-11 and are illustrated in Fig. force required for a 0.75g stop is reduced to ap-
14-20. Inspection of Fig. 14-20 indicates a braking ef- proximately 75 lb. The assist unit cylinder diainetf.r is
ficiency of 0.72 for a tire-road friction coefficient of 7 in, with a relative vacuum of 0.8, i.e., 80% of the
0.8 and 0.2. ambient pressure is used for the assist effort, The

The piston area of the wheel cylinder can now be assist characteristic is equal to approximately 2.5.
determined from Eq. 8-7 in a trial and error ap-
proach. Upon assuming a front wheel cylinder 14-7.2 FIXED RATIO BRAKING -
diameter of 13/16 in., the rear wheel cylinder area DISC BRAKES
becomes The basic parameters such as .naximum pedal

force requirement, and pedal travel remain un-
, _ (0,52)(0,518) changed, The sizes of the wheel cylinders are again

Aa'C,R -- _ 0.562 in.' obtained by Eq. 8-.7, Generally, several trial and er-
1-04 0.48 ror runs must be made before a final wheel cylinder

; , can be selected, For a front wheel cylinder diameter
Thus, the rear wheel cylinder diameter is 27/32 in. of 2-1/4 in., Eq. 8-7 yields a rear wheel cylinder

Th'- master cylinder volume may be obtained by Eq. diameter of 2-11/32 in.
5-12 as 0,572 in.) A volume loss v - 0,05 in,•' and a The master cylinder volume as determined by Eq,
minimum wheel cylinder piston travel of 0,126 in, are 5-12 is 0,869 in.' for a wheel cylinder piston travel of
used, A master cylinder piston area of 0,375 in) and 0.025 ii, The master cylinder diameter is 13/16 in. for
an effective master cylinder piston stroke of 1.53 in, a master cylinder piston stroke of 1,6 in. The fluid
satisfy the 0,572 in.) volume requirement. Conse- volume delivered by the master cylinder is 0.829 in,)
quently, a master cylinder having an 11/16 in. diam- and hence is slightly less than that required for a

wheel cylinder piston displacement of 0.025 in, For
common disc brakes with automatic adjustment, the
master cylinder size yielding a slightly lower fluid
volume is acceptable. The brake line pressure
required for a 0.75g deceleration of the loaded vehicle

o0.6. is 1507 psi as determined by Eq. 5-11. A pedal force
of 313 lb is computed by Eq. 5-1, A pedal lever ratio
of 3,12 is used as determined by the ratio of pedal

• 0.8 I travel to master cylinder piston stroke (5/1.6 = 3.12).
By the use of the vacuum booster design chart (Fig, 5-

T O I CC,.N 5) a pedal force of 80 lb is obtained for a vacuum- ~TIRERA FR GINCEFFICIENT IJ DIMENSIONLEU

1o ...... --.-------- booster diameter of 8.5 in., a relative vacuum of 0.8,• .0. 0.4 0.8 1.0 and a booster characteristic of 3.0.

0. I = 14-7.3 VARIABLE RATIO BRAKING --
• -0.12-------------y DRUM BRAKES

Examination of the braking efficiency curves of
0.6t Fig. 14-20 indicates that the braking efficiencies for

the empty vehicle are always less than 80% for
Figure 14-20. Braking Efficiency for Fixed medium to high friction road surfaces. The rear axle

Ratio Braking, 4 -. 0.52 of the empty vehicle tends to overbrake for all road

14-15
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conditions increasing the danger of vehic!e skid and Eqs. 9-7 and 9-8. A wheel cy!inder efficiency of 0.96 is
loss of directional stability during brakin6, used in this analysis. The results obtained while

A variable ratio distribution is shown in ,,. 14-21. neglecting the individual pushout pressures to over-
The bilinear distribution may be obtairned iu ni Eqs. come brake shoe return springs are presented in Fig.
9-5 and 9-6 for a specified minimum value of b-aking 14-2'. The pressure ratio P - front to rear - is 2.6
efficiency or various C-values by trial and error solu- to I .nd the shift point pressure is 430 psi. The shift
tion. In a graphical procedure, a variable brake force
distribution line may be drawn in the normalized dy-
namic brake force diagram such that the actual and
dynamic brake force are as close as possible over a a U
wide range of deceleration values as illustrated in Fig. g

14-21, The empty and loaded vehicle braking ef-
ficiencies for the condition represented by Fig. 14-21 4.6obtained by Eqs. 9-1 to 9-4 are illusirated in Fig. 14- Ir 1" " r"

2V. The braking efficiencies associated with the P ------
variable brake force distribution are a. 'ys greater 14TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT p0OIMEN$IONLESS
than 85% for most loading and roadw, . )nditiogs. 4 , .. 2 0.4 6.0
A comparison of the curves of Figs. 14-20 and 14-22 ..

demonstrates clearly the significant improvement in -- Era' tv
braking performance resulting from proportioning C -
valves, especially for vehicles having a large change in a
center of gravity location caused by loading,

The wheel cylinder diameters for the base line dis-
tribution 0 = 62% rnay be obtained by means of the
same procedures used in the fixed ratio braking-drum Figure i4.22. Braking BraIncegcy for Variable
brake analysis. The results are a 13/16 in. diameter RatIo Braking
wheel cylinder on the front axle and a 1-1/32 in, dia-
meter wheel cylinder on the rear axle.

With the wheel cylinder sizes established, the 2 ///
dynamic brake line pressures may be obtainod by 2400

. DOymmic, Lndwd

2200

/Actual, Loaded

W to/

d'0.69 0
0, w 1600 LUni of Conrtant OcMir '.,on•,, • as ,,,"
C3 iOtyDyamic, Empty /

.Z Vi o 1400a /,

SAct ,I ".&

>- . I "

X EMIpMIM
6000

a 0.2 4.. / Of -Shift Point at 430 psi 0-0.25 if

N• ,, ,2(iO
:26

0.2 0.4 06 0.6 1.0 200 400 SO0 600 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

NORMALIZED DYNAMIC REAR AXLE BNAKE FORCE 'XK. dW I'REAR BRAKE LINE FRESURE , ,

O CMENSIONLE 

BS

Figure 14-21. Normalized Dynamic and Actual Figure 14-23. Dynamic and Actual

Braking Forces for Variable Ratio Braking Brake Line Pressures
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point pressure may be obtained from Eqs. 8-I and 5- s,,sturn for a tank. The following vehicle data are
10. If the vat iable ratio braking system is designed as specified:
shown ;a Fig. 14-23, the braking efficiency curves as I. Weight 66,000 lb
presented in Fig. 14-22 are obtained. 2. Maximum speed 45 mph

The master cylinder volume determined by Eq. 5- 3. Maximum deceleration 0.6g
12 is 0.72 in.' An effective master cylinder piston 4. Gear ratio between brake shaft and track drive
stroke of 1.50 in. yields a master cylinder area of 0,48 sprocket 1:11
in.' or a diameter of 13/16 in. The brake line pres- 5. Track drive sprocket radius 16 in.
sure required for a 0.75g deceleration is determined 6. Track rolling resistance coefficient 0.045 for
by Eq. 5-10 by trial and error or from Fig. 14-23. The operation on smooth dirt road, 0.075 for operati3n
lines in Fig, 14-23 drawn at 45 dtg represent lines of on off road surface
constant deceleration. One point is identified as a - 7. Mass moment of inertia per track 1000 lb'iq.'s'.
0.69g or approximately 0.7g for the loaded vehicle Tile following disc brake data are specified:
condition. If the scale between the origin and 0.7g is I, Brake rotor weight 175 lb (ventilated rotor)
extended to 0.75g, brake line pressures on the front 2. Outer brake rotor diameter 22.5 in,
and rear axle of approximately 1430 and 1000 psi, 3. Inner brake rotor diameter 12 in.
respectively, are obtained. A pedal force of 258 lb is 4. Maximum brake rotor revolutions, 0X750 rpm at
computed by Eq. 5-1 with a pedal lever ratio of 5/1.5 a vehicle speed of 45 mph.
= 3.33, a mechanical efficiency of 0.8, and a brake 5. Brake rotor revolutions, 1,825 rpm at 17 mph
line pressure of 1430 psi, By the use of the booster during continued downhill operation.
design chart, Fig. 5-5, the pedal force may be re- 6. Effective brake rotor radius 8.5 in. (Eq. 2-22)
duced to 65 lb when a vacuum booster with a 7. Number of wheel cylinders per rotor 2
diameter of 8.5 in. and a relative vacuum of 0.8 is 8. Wheel cylinder diameter 2 in.
used, The booster characteristic is approximately 3,0. 9. Brake factor 0,50,

14-7.4 VARIABLE RATIO BRAKING -
DiSC BRAKES 14-8.1 MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

If the disc brake parameters are chosen in such a The maximum brake force 1, y o
manner that the product of (BF) (Aw,,) (r) on the front may be obtained

and rtiAr axle are identical to those of the drum brake from Eq. 7-4c as

system, then the dynamic brake line pressure curves
of Fig. 14-23 are applicable directly. Application of F.,total (66,000) (0,6) 39,600 lb
this condition results in wheel cylinder areas of 3.68
in2 and 5.92 in.2 on the front and rear axle, re- One track has to produce a braking force of 19,800
spectively. The corresponding wheel cylinder dia- lb. Rolling resistance opposes vehicle motion (pat. 6-
meters are 2-5/32 in. on the front and 2-3/4 in. on the 4). Under consideration of the rolling resistance, the
rear wheels. The master cylinder volume as de- braking force per track becomes
termined by Eq. 5-12 is equal to 0.98 in)., yielding a
master cylinder cross-sectional area of c0.56 in,2 for a
stroke of 1.75 in, The vacuum assist parameters ob-
tained from Fig. 5-5 are a booster diameter of 10 in. , 19,800 =(004) (66.0). 18,315 lb
with a relative vacuum of 0.8. The reduced pedal 2
force is approximately 85 lb. The booster design chart
shown in Fig. 5-5 must be expanded by an extension
of the appropriate lines to determine the booster The brake torque TO at the rotor may be obtained
parameters and pedal force. by Eq. 4-2 where

A comparison of the sizes of the vacuum assist
units for all four braking systems indicates that larger U, = "T1, F., F,, R 16 in., t= 0.95, p I I
assist units must be provided for vehiclcs with disc is usedR
brakes and brake systems using variable ratio
braking,

14-8 DESIGN OF TANK DISC BRAKES Q(8315)(16)(0.95) 21091b'ft (14-13)
The obiective is the design check of a disc brake (11)(12)

1'0-17
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The kinetic energy ET produced in the effective- The biaking force per track becomes
ness stop by both rotors may be obtained by Eq. 8-
121,F, = (W/2) sin a - (W11) (0.075)

66,000 (2)(44.36) (497)2 = (33,000) (0,625) - 2475 = 18,150 lb (14-15)
(2)(322) (2)(12)

= 4,464,223 + 911,052 = 5,375,275 ft'lb The brake torque per rotor is

The equivalent mass moment of rotational inertia (18,150) (16) (0 95)
I.tR,,w, at the brake rotor was obtained by Eq. 8-118 as TB (1 1)(2) 2,090 lb'ft

1000 The hydraulic pressure required tot the pro-
= IR + -- 36 + 8.26 duction of this brake torque is(Ii)'

= 44.26 lb'in'sl (14-14) (2,090) (12)
At = ., 851 psi

(8.5) (0.60) (2) (3.14) (0.92)
In Eq. 14-14 the track mass moment of inertia of

1000 lb'in-s' and the mass moment of inertia of the
For the secondary brake a slightly larger brake fac-brake rotor of 36 Ib'ins's, estimated from rotor

tor was assumed. The reason for this is the largerstatic pad-rotor friction coefficient as compared to
The kinetic energy absorbed by the rotor is equalto the kinetic energy of the vehicle minus the work the smaller ,liding value. The secondary zystem uses

to te kneti enrgy f te vhicl mius te wrk the same %-,neel cylinder and brake pads for the brake
due to rolling resistance. The total rolling resistance
work is equal to the product of rolling resistance e~nd force production, The actuation mechanisms are dif-

ferent from those of the service brake.stopping distance, giving 335,610 lb'ft when a stop-
ping distance of 113 ft is used. Consequently, the 14-8.2 THERMAL ANALYSIS
kinetic energy absorbed by one brake rotor becomes The temperature response of the brake during a
2,519,832 lb'ft.

Use the value of brake torque from Eq. 14-13 in continued downhill brake operation must be dc-
Eq. 5-12 to determine brake line pressure required for termined for a vehicle speed of 17 mph, 10% slope,
an effectiveness stop without consideration of the and travel distance of 6 mi. The thermal energy to be

absorbed and dissipated by one brake rotor may bepushout pressure as obtained by Eq. 4-3 as

p (2109)(12) : 1031 psi
P (8.5) (0.5) (2) (3.14) (0.92) = (33.000) (24.9) (0.10 - 0.045) (3600)

(778)
The "2" in the deiominator indicates that two
separate wheel cylinders ale used in the caliper, each = 209,122 BTU/h
having a wheel cylinder aieca of 3.14 in.' A brake fac-
tor of 0.50 and a wheel cylinder efficiency of 0.92 are The time required for the continued braking
used, process is 0.35 h or 1270.6 s.

The pad friction area may be obtained from Eq. The heat transfer coefficient of a ventilated rotor
14-2. Eq. 14-2 requires the use of Eq. 3-1. The tire slip may be obtained by Eq. 3-26. The number of cooling
is replaced by the track slip which is assumed to be vanes ti. may be determined by the approximate re-
zero. Eq. 3-1 yields a braking energy per rotor fric- lationship
tion surface of 1,511,722 BTU/h. The minimum pad
area A,, per rotor friction surface - determined by 4rD
Eq. 14-2 wik.h q, = 2300 hp/ft' and 01 = I - is 37 in.2 n ± ,--D d'lkss (14-16)

The requirement of the secondary brake system is
to hold the vehicle on an 80% slope on off-road sur- whore
faces. The track rolling resistance coefficient is ap- D,, = outer rotor diameter, ft
proximately 0.075. Di = inner rotor diameter, ft

14-18
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Substitution of the rotor data into Eq. 14-16 yields The rotor temperature may be obt'ined by Eq. 3-
27 vanes. 21. The rotor surface is i,.67 ft2, the rotor volume is

Tho hydraulic diameter 4, is determirnd by the. ) 3.o5 ftW, the rotor density is 455 Ibm/ft3 . the rotor
ratio of four times the cross-sectional flow area of specific heat is 0.10 BTU/ibm'OF, the ambient
one cooling passage divided by the wetted perimeter temperature is 500F, the duration of the brake app~i-
of one cooling passage (Fig. 3-3). By the ise of a cation is 0.35 h, and the initial temperature is 50°F.
rotor width of 3.5 in., a flange thickness of 0.5 in., The rotor temperature T is determined as
and a fin thickness of 0.5 in., dh is determined as

(4) (3.768) 1.8in. T 50 + 209,12249)
dh=__ - 1.8 9n ý.67 124.9dh= 8.014

The hydraulic diameter is based on the vane ( 24.9 × 9.67 X 0,35'\
dimensions existing at the average rotor diamoter, X exp - 4.5 × 0.10 × 0.385
i.e., 17,25 in, The cross-sectional area is determined /

from the product of vane width and vane circum-
ferential dimension. For the example, the area is +50+ 209,122
given by (3.5 - 1.0) X [17,25 X w/(27) - 0,51 = 3.768 9.67 X 24.9
in. The wetted perimeter is determined from the sum
of twice the vane width and twice the circumfeiential = 925"F
dimension, i.e., (3.5 - 1.0) X 2 + [17.25 X wr/(27) -
0.51 X 2 = 8.01 in.

The Reynolds number for Eq. 3-26 can be de- Inspection of Fig. 3-4 indicates a heat transfer co-
termined from the hydraulic diameter, the density efficient due to radiation of approximately 4
and viscosity of the cooling air, and the average BTU/h'°F'ft2 at a rotor temperature of 925"F. By
velocity of the cooling air through the vanes. The the use of a total heat transfer coefficient of 28,9
average velocity may be determined by Eq. 3-28. The BTU/h'°F'ft2 in Eq. 3-21, a rotor temperature of
inlet velocity is determined by the nuter and inner 801 OF is determined at the end of the downhill brake
rotor diameter, and the revolutions per minute of the application. In this analysis, it was assumed that the
rotor as (Eq. 3-28) entire surface area of the rotor contributed to con-

vective and radiative cooling. In order to accomplish
V1, = (0,052) (1825) [(1.875)2 - (1)2]1/2 the cooling of the swept areas of the rotor, cooling air

-- 150.5 ft/s must be blown against the rotor in addition to the
self-ventilating effect of the rotor.

The rotor temperature attained in an effectiveness
The outlet velocity is determined by the inlet velocity stop from 45 mph at 0.6g drceleration may be ob-
and the inlet and outlet areas. By the use of a ratio of tained by Eq. 3-15 as
inlet area to outlet area of 0.534, the outlet velocity is

., = (150.5) (0.534) = 80.38 ft/s 7T = (0.52) (3,023,445) (3.42/3600)1/2 + 500
[(455) (0.10) (28)]'/ +

The average velocity uctermined by Eq. 3-28 is 115.45 - 1408OF
ft/s.

The convective heat transfer coefficient obtained A stopping time of 3.42 s is determined by dividing
by Eq. 3-26 is 24.9 BTU/h'*F'ft,2 The thermal vehicle speed by vehicle deceleration. The thermal
properties of the air were evaluated at an assumed ex- conductiv,, f the rotor = 28 BTU/h'°F'ft.
pected meani temperature of 5000F, The parameters The energy dusorbed by one friction surface of one
used in Eq. 3-26 are 4 1.88 in.,! = 5.25 in., Re rotor for zero slip is obtained by Eq. 3-I, modified to
48,069, Pr = 0.683, k0 = 0.0231 BTU/h'°F-ft. The yield
Reynolds number is computed for an air density of
0.0412 Ibmn/ft', air viscosity of 1.89 x 10-1 lbm/ft's,
hydraulic diameter of 0.191 ft, and an average veloci- (66,000) (66) (0.6) (360) = 3,023,445 BTU/h
ty of 115.45 ft/s. (4) (778)
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If engine drag is considered in the braking anaiysit A speed of 44.1 ft/s, tire slip of 0.05, and a de-
acco-ding to Eqs. 4-1 and 4-2, the braking energy ab- celeration of 0.25 arc assumed.
sorbed per rotor friction surface is decreased to ap- The brake drum data follow: volume 0.28 ft,
proximately 2,437,233 BTU/h. An engine retarding cooling area 4 ft', density 455 Ibm/ft3 , and specific
moment M, - 546 lb'ft is computed by Eq. 4-! by the heat 0.11 BTU/lbm*'F. The temperature increase of
use of an engine displacement V, - 1000 in.' and an a rear drum per cycle may be determined by Eq. 3-16
average retarding pressure p6 - 84 psi. Eq. 4-2 yields modified to represent one rear brake (mult;nly by 0
a retarding force F,,, at the track of 7678 lb due to and divide by 2) as
engine drag. The retarding force due to the brake-,
and the engine for a deceleration of 0.6g must be (0,6) (635372) (5.5/3600) (0.66)
x (66,000) - 39,600 lb and, consequently, the brakes IT = (635,372)(5.5/3 ) 22.9 deg F
arc required to produce only 31,922 lb, Hence, the (455) (0.11) (0.28) (2)
engine retarding effect reduces the braking energy ab-
sorbed by one rotor friction surface to approxi- A braking time t, - 5.5 s is used,
mately 2,437,233 BTU/h. Based on this reduced A brake force distribution of 0.66 was determined
braking energy a brake rotor temperature of ap- by Eq. 8-7 with identical brake factors a.aumcd to
proximately 1145'F is determined by Eq. 3-15. exist on front and rear brakes. Eq. 8-7 must be modi-

fied for air brake systems to yield

14-9 TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS OF
A DRUM BRAKE SYSTEM (30) (6.5) = 0.66, d'less

The objective is the temperature analysis of a bus (20) (5) + (30) (6.5)
operating in city traffic, The following data are
available: Tie brake chamber areas of 20 in,2 front and 30 in.2

I. Vehicle weight 26,220 lb rear, and the slack adjuster lengths 5 in. front and 6.5
2. Leading-tfailing shoe front brakes in. rear, qre used in computation of brake force dis-

a. 16.5 in, diameter tribution,
b. 4 in. wide A convective heat transfer coefficient for the rear
c. Brake chamber area 20 in.' brakes may be determined by Eq. 3-31 as
d. Semi-metallic linings
e. Slack adjuster length 5 in. e (44.1) Wý

3. Leading-trailing shoe rear brakes
a. 16.5 in. diameter 22,49 BTU/h-0 F'ft2

b. 8 in. wide
c. Drake chamber area 30 in. The brake drum temperature after the 19th cycle
d. Semi-metallic linings may now be determined for a cycle time of 27.9 s and
4. Slack adjuster length 6.5 i an ambient tempeiature of 60°F by Eq. 3-20 as

4. Cycle
a. 5.5 s braking T - 60 22,9 (1--exp (27 9/3600)
b. 17.6 s acceleration
c. 4.8 s constant speed. X [(19)(!2.49)n(4)] [(455)-(0.114)(0428)1]1)

After 19 c.ycles the brakes began to fade on a 7% X/I-x 2./6)(24)()
downhill grade after 29 s of operation on the down-
hill grade. X [(455) (0.11) (0.28)1-' 1>'

The temperature of the brake drum after the 19th
stop may be obtained by Eq. 3-20. The paragraphs T 403 deg F
tha' follow p-esent the details. The average braking The energy to be absorbed by one rear brake
energy of the vehicle is determined by Eq. 3-1 as during the downhill brake application is determined

by Eq. 4-3 modified for one rear brake as
(1 -0.05) (26,220) (44.1) (0.25) (3600) (26,220) (22) (0.07-0.01) (3600) (0.66)

(2) (778) q,, = (26220)(22)(0.0-0.0) (300) 0.66
(778) (2)

= 635,372 BTU/h = 52,850 BTU/h
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A rolling resistance coefficient of 0.01 and a down- a brake force portion = 0.28, thatif the tandem rear
hill speed of 15 mph (22 ft/s) are used in the analysis. axle is 2-3/16 in. using a brake force portion = 0.39.

The rear brake drum temperature at the end of the
downhill brake application may be determined by 14-10.2 DETERMINATION OF BOOSTER
Eq. 3-21 as AND ACCUMULATOR SIUZE

The master cylinder volume required for safer 52,850 operation of the brake system may be obtained by
T T3 + 4 .49) Eq. 5-12 extended to include the third axle. A wheel

cylinder piston displacement of 0.13 in. is used in the

29 (2.49) (4) analysis. Thr. minimum wheel cylinder piston dis-
X exp placement of approximately 0.11 in. may be ob-

p -(455) (0.11) (0.28) tained by Eq. 14-4. Substitution of d = C1.13 in. and
the wheel cylinder area data into Eq. 5-12 yields a

5,60+ 0master cylinder volume of 6.6 in,3 A relative volume
(4) (12.49) increase due to hose expansion of 30% was assumed.

The volume ratio VRaIIo required for a deter-r in puto characc uteristic my bhe obtaige by

9 can be obtained by Eqs. 5-28 through 5-30, The14-10 DESIGN OF FULL POWER booster input characteristic IC may be obtained by
HYDRAULIC'BRAKES FOR Eq. 5-28. The dimensions of hydraulic boosters are
HEAVY TRUCK specified by the manufacturers. Typical ratios of

The objective is the design of a full power by- booster piston diameter to push rod diameter range
Sdraulic brake system for the tandem axle truck between 1.5 to 2.5 resulting in booster ratios of 2,24-

having the geometrical and loading data specified in 6.25. Similarly, typical values for the pressure ratio
Table 8-1. The accumulator design chart (Fig. 5-9) is are 1-4. Typical volume ratios may assume values
to be used for component selection. An optimum between 0.5 and 3.0, For VRUo = 2.0, the ac-
brake force distribution front to rear of 0.33, 0.28, curnulator size of approximately 60 in.' required for
and 0.39 is to be used resulting in a tire-road friction safe braking of the vehicle may be obtained from Fig,
utilization as illustrated in Fig. 8-26. A gas-charged 5-9. A ratio of gas charge pressure PC to maximum
accumulator capable of five successive stops is to be accumulator pressure PA of 0.30 was assumed, Since
used. the accumulator design chart. in Fig. 5-9 was de-

veloped for vehicles lighter than 46,000 lb, the lines
14-10.1 DETERMINATION OF imust be extended for the solutir , of this problem,

WHEEL CYLINDER AREAS For example, the intercept of VMc. - 6.6 in.' with the
The wheel cylinder sizes are necessary to de- number of stops equal to 5 line lies below the hori-

termine the master cylinder volume, a parameter re- zontal axis, Also, the V,,,,,, line equal to 2 must be ex-
quired in the accumulator design chart. tended to the left to yield the intercept with the line

The brake force produced by the front axle in 0.7g drawn horizontally through the point found pre-
deceleration may be determined as viously (6.6 in.' and 5 stops). Finally, the pressure

ratio line of 0,30 must be extended to the left to yield
thc intercept with a line drawn vertically through the

= (0.33) (46,000) (0.7) = 10.626 lb point found last, The accumulator size is obtained at
the vertical axis on the right-hand side of the chart,

where 0.33 is used to compute the front axle portion The master cylinder area is determined from the
of the total brake force. booster and pressure ratios. If a booster ratio of 10 to

For a drum diameter of 15 in., a typical brake fac- I is assumed, then Eq. 5-30 yields a pressure ratio p
tor BF of 2.9 for a leading-trailing shoe brake, a tire 2.22 for a volume rat.o of 2.0. Since the pushrod
radius of 20,25 in., and a brake line pressure Pt of diameter is specified and normally equal !o 0,75 in.,
1550 psi, Eq. 5-10 yields a front brake wheel cylinder the requived master cylinder diameter *s 1-19/32 in.
area of 3.48 in.' or 2-3/32 in. diameter. A wheel as determined by Eqs. 5-28 and 5-29. Eq, 5-29 is used
cylinder efficiency of 0.96 was used. A pushout pres- to determine thl. master cylinder bore. In order io
sure of 70 psi was assumed in the preceding analysis. meet the volume displacement of 6.6 in., a master cy-
By use of the same analysis, the wheel cylinder linder piston stroke of 3 in, is required. The booster
diameter of the tandem forward axle is 1-7/8 in. using diameter is 2.37 in. as determined by Eq. 5-28.
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CHAPTER 15
BRAKE SYSTEMS AND THEIR COMPONENTS

In this chapter various brake systems and their components are described, The objective is
to provide the reader unfamiliar with brake system details with a physical description oj
various braking systems.

15-1 PEDAL FORCE TRANSMISSION cross sections are identical. However, the stroke of
H- YDRAULIC BRAKES each of the eight pistons is only one-eighth of the

15-1.1 BJ.SIC PRINCIPLES OF stroke at the left piston. The schematic of Fig. 15-
HYDRAULIC BRAKES I(A) may be changed to that of an actual brake

system by replacing the application force of the leftHydraulic brakes use the physical principle of piston by the pedal force, the left piston and cylinder
equal pressure at all locations, The schematic of this by the master cylinder, and the eight pistons and
principle is illustrated in Fig. 15-1(A). The piston to cylinders by the wheel cylinders located in the wheel
the left pressurizes the fluid with a given force. The brakes as illustrated in Fig. 15-1(B). Fig. 15-1(B)
"forces exerted on each of the eight pistons to the right r
is equal to the force on the left piston since all piston

15-1.2 SINGLE CIRCUIT BRAKE SYSTEM
800 lb A single circuit brake system consists of one brAke

(.1800lb u'ral line for pressure transmission between master
.cylinder and wheel cylinders as illustrated in Fig. 15-

I (B). If a brake fluid leak develops at any point of theBil._- brake line, the entire service brake fails,

____15-1.3 DUAL CIRCUIT BRAKE SYSTEM

A dual brake system consists of two brake circuits
(A) that are hydraulically separated. The individual

brake systems may be designed to divide the system
front to rear, diagonally, or in various other fashions.
If a brake fluid leak develops in one circuit, the other
circuit still provides emergency stopping capability.
A dual brake system is illustrated in Fig. 15-11.

15-1.4 STANDARD MASTER CYLINDER
The ma::ter cylinder governs the braking operation.

It is controlled by foot application. A master cyl-
aster, Cylinder inder used for a single circuit brake system is il-

lustrated in Fig. 15-2. The essential elements of any
master cylinder are:

Pea Foal I. Reservoir
2. Pistoni
3. Secondary seal
4. Feed port
5. Compensation port
6. Breather hole
7. Stop-light switch (optional)

0M 8. Primary seal
9. Seal protector

10. Residual- pressure check valve
Figure 15-1. Hydraulic Brake System I1, Pressure chamber.

15-1
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2"; 4 5 To Brake Line

7
39 8 11 10

Figure 15-2. Master Cylinder

The functions of a master cylinder are as follows, have residual brake line pressure: otherwise brake
The master cylinder has a self-regulating fluid supply pads constantly drag on the brake rotors. The pri-
which ensures that the brake system is always full of mary seal illustrated in Fig. 15-4 serves three func-
brake fluid and that for drum brakes a slight residual tions. It seals off the pressure chamber, closes off the
pressure remains in the brake lines. The fluid en- compensation port, and allows reserve flow of fluid
closed in the master cylinder, brake lines, and wheel upon releasing the brakes. Behind the primary seal a
cylinders is constantly subjected to pressure and space is provided which is always full of brake fluid
volume variations. When the brakes are released, the and sealed off by the second'iry seal. When the brake
brake system fluid is connected directly to the reser- pedal is released after a brake application, the fluid in
voir by the compensating port. The residual check the space behind the primary seal is forced through
valve operation is illustrated in Fig. 15-3. The check the holes in the forward flange of the piston and the
valve is used in connection with all drum brake depressed primary seal into the pressure cha~nber
systems and provides for a slight pressure (7-20 psi) (Fig. 14-4(B) ). Consequently, no air can be drawn
to remain in the brake system after the brakes are re- into the system due to the return flow of brake fluid
leased. The residual pressure keeps the pedal free- past the primary seal and 1'rom the reservoir through
travel to a minimum, forces the wheel-cylinder-seal the feed port. The reservoir is connected to the master
lips lightly against the cylinder bore to avoid entry of cylinder pressure chamber by the compensation port.
air, and enables bleeding of the brake systems by the The reservoir may be at integral part of the master
use of the brake pedal. Disc brake systems must not cylinder or connected by a pipe or hose.

15-2
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Residual
-.- ' To Brake Line

Brakes in Released Position Applied Position-Broke Fluid Return Stroke- Brake Fluid

Flows to Brake Lines Flows Beck into Master Cylinder

Figure 15-3. Residual-Pressure Check Valve Operation

SPrimary Seal Feed Port Compensating Port

Applied Return

Piston

(A) Brake Application (B) Return Stroke-Brake Fluid Flows
From Behind Piston into Pressure Chamber

Figure 15-4. Primary Seal Operation

15-1.5 TANDEM MASTER CYLINDER pressure production begins. Details on brake circuit
A typical tandem master cylinder is illustrated in failure are discussed in par. 12-4.1.

Fig. 12-2. A tandem master cylinder basically con..
sists of two master cylinders, behind one another in a
common housing. The operation in principle is the 15-1.6 STEPPED MASTER CYLINDER
same as a single circuit master cylinder. When the A stepped master cylinder illustrated in Fig. 15-5
push rod piston is moved toward the floating piston, functions similar to a tandem master cylinder. The
the compensation port (I in Fig. 12-2) is closed and smaller diameter pressure chamber produces higher
the resulting pressure build up in chamber (2) is operating pressures than the larger diameter cham-
transmitted by means of the floating piston to ber. Frequently, the smaller diameter chamber is con-
chamber (4). The floating piston moves forward and nected to the front disc brakes which require a higher
closes off compensation port (5) and the brake line brake line pressure than the rear drum brakes.
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To Reservoir To Reservoir
To Brake Lines

S• • •..To Brake Lines

Push Rod Piston Stop Floating Piston

Figure 15-5. Sto.pped Master Cylinder

15-1.7 STEPPED BORE TANDEM 152.1.2 Wheel Cylinder
MASTER CYLINDER The wheel cylinders transmit the hydraulic brake

A schematic of a stepped bore tandem master cyl- lint pressure to the brake shoes. The wheel cylinders
inder is illustrated in Fig. 12-7. It basically functions are bolted to the back plate and consist of housing,
like a normal tandem master cylinder. In the event of seals, piston or pistons, and tappets which link the
a brake circuit failure it provides better pedal pistons with the brake shoe. A single-acting wheel
force/deceleration characteristics than the normal cylinder is illustrated in Fig, 15-6, A retainer spring
"tandem master cylinder. Operation details are cx- between seal and housing is used to preload the seal
plained in par. 12-4.1. by means of a spreader. A double-acting wheel cyl-

K inder is illustrated in Fig. 15-7, Wheel cylinders may
be designed to have stepped bore cylinders to pro-
duce different brakeý shoe actuating forces for the

15-2 BRAKE TORQUE PRODUCTION same brake line pressare input. Long strong wheel
15-2.1 DRUM BRAKES cylinders are used for applications requiring long

strokes that cannot be produced by wheel cylinders15-2.1.1 Basic Brake Shoe Configuration mounted inside the brake.

Basic drum brakes are illustrated in Fig. 2-1.

Shown are the leading-trailing shoe brake, two- 15-2.1.3 Wedge Brake
leading shoe brake, and duo-servo brake, Sliding and Wedge brakes are, illustrated in Fig. 15-8, used
pivot abutments are identified. Both eccentric and mostly in heavy trucks and trailers iiý connection with
ratchet type brake shoe adjustments are marked. Al- air brake systems. The brake shoe coofiguration can
though the brakes shown in Fig. 2-1 are of hydraulic be either of the leading-trailing or two-eading shoe
brake systems, each of th. ,,hoe configurations shown type. However, the two-leading shoe wedge brake is
can be used in connection with mechanical brake used most frequently. In a wedge brake the shoc ac-
shoe actuation as in the case of mechanical brakes, tuation is accomplished by a wedge which is forced
and "S" cam and wedge brakes. The configurations between the ends of the brake shoes. The wedge i, ac-
of different drum brakes using pivots, parallel abut- tuated ýy an air brake chamber - in the case of in
ment, or sliding abutment are illustrated in Fig. 2-1. air brake system - or an externally mcanted wheel
The shoe configuration of a duo-servo bt'ake where cylinder - in the case of a hydraulic biuke system.
the secondary shoe is supported by a parallel sliding The entire assembly consists of the air ch4amber push
abutment is illustrated in Fig. 2-15. The shoe con- rod, rollers, and plungers, Rollers are usod to reduce
figuration of a duo-servo brake where the secondary friction between wedge surfaces, The air chamber
shoe is supportcj. by a pivot is illustrated in Fig. 2-16. may be operated strictly by air pressure or in a dif-
A moic detailed view of a parallel sliding abutment is ferent design by a preloaded spring in the event the
illustrated in Fig. 15-9. air pressure is reduced below a certain level.
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, From Brake Line -,I1I.kt-

Adjuster, SealA

"Retainer Spring

Figure 15-6. Single Acting Wheel Cylinder

f' Bleeder Valve .

t-.

Figure 15-7. Double Acting Wheel Cylinder Figurv 15-8. "S" COnm and Wedge Brake

15-2.1.4 "S" CAM BRAKE justcd when the brakes are cold and the parking
"S" cam brakes are used In heavy trucks and brake is in the fully released position, Frequently, ad-

trailers equipped with air brakes. The brake shoe justing mechanisms consist of a screw which is turned
configuration most frequently is of the leading- in or out to move the position of the tappet relative to
trailing shoe type as illustrated in Fig. 15-8. A cam - the brake shoe (Figs. 15-6 and 15-7). Manual ad-
commonly referred to as "S" cam due to its letter "S" justers may be located at the wheel cylinder or at the
shape - is located between the movable ends of the abutment as illustrated in Fig. 15-9(A), Automatic
brake shoes. Rollers are installed at each movable adjusters mo-. frequently use a mechanism con-
end of each brake shoe to reduce friction between sisting of a threated eye boat and a split sleeve with
cam and shoe. The rotation of the cam is ac:- corresponding thread fixed to the brake shoe. After
complished by a lever arm - commonly referred to initial installation a basic play is provided, if the play
as slack adjuster - connected between cam and increases because of lining wear to the level of basic
brake chamber. Although less frequently, different play plus one thread, the split sleeve will snap into the
cam geometrics are used, next thread and thereby reestablishing the basic play

(Fig. 15-9(B) ). Split sleeve type adjusters may be de-
signed to fit in a wheel cylinder.

15-2.1.5 Brake Shoe Adjustment Adjustment of "S" cam brakes can be accom-
Brake shoe adjustment is required to compensate plished manually by rotating the slack adjuster on the

for lining wear. Manual adjusters should only be ad- camshaft to compensate for lining wear, In some
15-5
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are forced against the rotor friction surfaces. The fric-
tion force between the stationary pads and rotating
rotors causes a further wedging and hence pressing
force produced by the balls. A disc brake of this type

CP exhibits a self-energizing behavior not found in com-
mon caliper disc brakes.

The adjustment of caliper disc brakes is always
II \automatic as illustrated in Fig. 2-5.

Disc brake rotors may be solid or self-ventilated.
"Solid rotors frequently are found on lght weight ve-P,.11.1S.0.... A .0..... A ' .,,. hicles.

_A,"Ml I.N.11 15-2.2.2 Parking Brake
Parking or secondary brake systems have been de-

signed for disc brakes, The actuation is accom-
plished by forcing the brake pad against the rotor by
means of wedges or cams, In designing the system

.t'* She. care must be taken that the entire parking brake as-
sembly is as rigid as possible to avoid elastic distor-
tions which reduce the design application force be-
low levels generally required for acceptable parking
brake performance. Since hand application force and

S• displacement are limited by human factors, parking
disc brakes generally are not found on hewvy vehicles

--- , ..". .. because of their low brake factor.

Ml AM.l Adl.Ij~l 15-3 BRAKE FORCE
DISTRIBUTION VALVE

Figure 15-9. Brake Shoe Adjustment A detailed discussion is presented in par. 9-1.5,

cases automatic slack adjustern are provided. Wedge 15-4 HYDRAULIC BRAKE LINE
brakes generally are equipped with automatic ad- Brake lines transmit the brake line pressure from
justers. the master cylinder to the wheel brakes, Brake lines
15-2.2 DISC BRAKES are made of coated steel tubing. The pipe lines are

connected by flared end sections and, "T" and other
15-2.2.1 BasIc Conflguratlon special fittings. Fittings should be mounted as ac-

Disc brakes use calipers which press the brake pads cessible as possible to provide for proper brake sys-
against the brake rotor (Fig. 2-2), Common disc tern inspection. Pipes should be installed such that
brakes are of the fixed caliper or floating caliper protection against grit and stones is maximized,
design as illustrated in Fig. 2-3. The floating caliper Loops that might trap air must be avoided. Brake
disc brake is used when space limitations between lines must be installed such that heat from the
caliper and rim do not permit the installation of a exhaust system will not cause fluid overheating and
fixed caliptr disc brake. Floating calipers tend to possibly brake fluid vaporization.
operate at lower temperatures during severe braking Brake hoses are used to connect a movable corn-
with reduced danger of brake fluid vaporization due ponent of the brake system to the rigid chassis or
to a greater exposure of the wheel cylinder to the body unit. Brake hoses must be as short as possible
cooling air stream. In some design applications the while still providing sufficient length to allow all
brake pad is extended to form a complete circular movement as, e.g., wheel vertical displacement and
ring. In this case the pad application and pressing ac- front wheel steering rotation. Torsio.al and tensile
tion between rotor and pad ring are accomplished by stress must be excluded in the installation. When
means of a ball and ramp mechanism as illustrated in undercoatings are applied to the bottom side of the
Fig. 2-24. The ring section holdiag the balls is rotated car, extreme care must be taken to protect brakt;
by the actuation force and, consequently, the pads hoses otom exposure to sprays and paints.

15-6
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15-5 VACUUM ASSIST SYSTEMS ducted in the following manner: with the engine not
The two basic assist units in use in motor vehicles running apply the brakes several times to deplete

are discussed in par. 5-3. The hydraulically controlled vacuum; apply a small pedal force and hold pedal in
vacuum unit - commonly referred to as hydrovac - place; start the engine. If the vacuum assist is func-
is illustrated in Fig. 5-2. A single circuit hydraulic ti'aing properly, the brake pedal will move auto-
brake system with hydrovac is illustrated in Fig. 15- inatically forward toward the floor board caus.d by
10. The system uses two master cylinders, one the additional brake line pressure proditced by the as-
operated by the foot pedal and one directly attached sist device.
to the hydrovac and controlled by the hydraulic
brake line pressure produced by the other master cy- 15-6 COMPRESSED AIR-OVER-
linder. HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEM

The mechanically controlled vacuum assist unit - The fundamentals associated with compressed air-
commonly referred to as mastervac - is illustrated in over-hydraulic brake systems are discussed in par. 5-
Fig. 5-3. A dual circuit hydraulic brake system with 6. Air-over-hydrauhc brakes ar-m designed so that in
mastervac is illustrated in Fig. 15-11. A simp!.i func- the event of an air pressure failure a manual brake
tion check of the vacuum assist ur it may be con- application can be a.'hieved. The -whematic of a

typical air-over-hydraulic booster unit is illustrated in
Hydrovac Fig. 15-12. The released position of the brakes is~shown in Fig. 15-12(A). ,'7ompressed air is separated

from the booster section. 3oth sides of the diaphragm

(1) are exhausted to ambient air and the return spring
(2) forces the piston to the far left position. The maxi-
mum braking application is illustrated in Fig. 15-

Maar cylinder •12(B. A brake pedal displacement causes the
chambers located to the left and right side of the dia-

tfI phragm (I) to be separated by the small valve (3).
0 Further movement o•" the brake pedal causes the

compressed air to be applied to the diaphragm by
opening of the compressed air valve (4). The result is
0 a booster application to the master cylinder. If a

0medio, brake application is desired, the compressed
air valve (4) closes and a constant air pressure is
applied to the booster piston (5). In the event of a full

Figure 15-10. Hydrovac Brake System application the compressed air valve always remains
open as illustrated in Fig. 15-12 (B).

M.,tervc 15-7 COMPRESSED AIR BRAKES
Uual Master Cylinder The air brake system produces compressed air,

stores the air, and makes its use possible by con-
verting its energy into mechanical work used to ac-
tuate the wheel brakes of the vehicle.

Proporttionkig Volvo A schematic diagram of a tractor-semitrailer air
brake system is illustrated in Fig. 15-13. The com-
pressor (I) takes air trom the atmosphere, comn-
presses it, and pumps it into the reservoirs (2) where it0 is stored for use. The governor, mounted on or near
the compressor, controls the compressor so that
when maximum reservoir air pressure is obtained no

0 further air is pumped to the reservoir, The reservoir
0 capacity should be no less than 12 times the com-

o bined volume of all brake chambers used on t-;e vehi-
cle, Through the compression process, the humidity

Figure 15-11. Dudl Circuit Mastervac Brake System in the air liquefies and collects in the reservoir. To

I;. 15-7
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5 1 2 Ambient Air

Master Cylinder

Compressed Air

~ (A) Released

Pedal Force

Compressed Air

(B) Applied

Figure 15-12. Air-Over-H-y-iraullc Brake Operation
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Tractor Brakes Trailer Brakes

12 F

Front '4,.

Figure 15-13. Tractor-Sema itraoler Air Broke System

keep tmie brake system in good condition, d aily drain- air only when the brakes are applied, and then only its
ing of the reservoirs is required o To overcome the the pressure demandtd by the dogiver, A schematic of'
water vapor problem, standard air brakes use two a brake application valve is illustrated in Fig. 15-14,

reservoirss The first one in line is called the wet (or From the push rod, pedal force is transferred to the
supply) reservoir, The second one is ctlled the service metering spring, which strokes the piston against its
reservoir and stores the air which is used fvr brake ac- return spring. During this stroke ooinlet-exhaust
tuation, In Fig o 15-13 a singt e reservoir with two cot - valve cartridge closes off the exhaust port. The con-
partments is illustrated, A reservoir mounted mois- tinuing stroke unsaats the inlet poppet, permittinc g
ture ejector is sometimes used which aun to fallo bore. ake pedalow through the valve delivery
ejects moisture with each brake application. F:rvoly, ports into tie brake system, Compressed air also is
an air dryer may be used which removes watk i from bypassed to (lie piston thiough an equalization ore.s
the compressed air before it gets into the reservoir, up ce and pressure beneath the piston forces it to move
To protect the air fin the reservoir in case of com- to compress thc metering spring, The piston reachesai
pressor or supply f'ailure, a one-way check valve (3) ii balanced positlon between thlese opposed forces.
installed in front of the reservoir which it protects, Further movement of' the push rod unbalances tihe

The brake application valve (4) is used to Lontrol forces and admits higher air pressure to itJog'ase
the flow ol' air to the wheel brakes• and to allow brake force. Brake pedal release exhausts the system.
modulation of the braking process. Air at reservoir Air brake systems are equipped with one or more
pressure is constantly supplied to the brake appli- quick release valves to achieve a f'aster brake release.
cation valve, Brake lines, running frorm the brake ap- The valve exhutists brake Hine pressure ait the point of'

plication valve to the front and rear brakes, contain installation, thus supplementing the exhaust at tl~e

15.9
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Push Rod

Exhaust Port

Metorhig Spring

S • ----- Piston

Return Spring

Delivery Port Inlot-Exhaust Valve Cartridge

'4 
I 1l1t Poppet l-

Figure 15-14. Brake Application Valve

brake application valve. A quick release valve is il- brakes, During release the pressure above the 6ia-
lustrated in Fig. 15-15, Air pressure from the brake phragni is released quickly and brake line pressure
application valve enters the quick release valve coming from the wheel brakes raises the center of the
through the port aoovc the diaphragm and forces the diaphragm from the exhaust port and permits direct
ccntter of the diaphragm to seat tightly against the cx air escape to the atmosphere.
haust port. Air pressure also overcome,; diaphragm The relay quick release valve (6) is connected into
cup tension to deflect the outer edges of the dia- the line leading to the rear brakes as shown in Fig. 15-
phragrn and air flows through the side ports to the 13. The valve helps speed brake application and re-

15-!0
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From Brake Application Valve
A.,

To Brake To Brake

Exhaust

Figure 15-15. Quick-Release Valve

lease. A relay quick-release valve schematic is il- plib-ation force are presented in par, 5-5. A typikal air
lustrated in Fig. 15-16. Until the brake application braKe corobired with a spring brake (8) is illustrated
cycle starts, the relay-inlet valve is closed and the in Fig. 15-18, During normal operation the sprin- is
exhaust valve is open to the atmosphere. When pressed together by compressed air. Only during an
brakes are applied, the metered air pressure. from the emergency when the system pressure falls below a
brake application valve forces the relay pirton down, certain level, or when the brake system is exhausted
closing the exhaust port. Further movement of the as in a paiking application, does the spring force ac-
piston opens the inlet valve, allowing air pressure tuate the pushrod and the brake shoes,
from the auxiliary reservoir to enter the valve, pass When a trailer is added to the tractor, special pro-
through the delivery ports, and ort to the brake visions are made to apply the trailer brakes, A trailer
application lines. As braking pressure underneath the reservoir (9) as shown in Fig. 15-13 is used to store
piston equals controlling preasure above, the piston the compressed air for the trailer brakcs. A relay-
balances and allows the inlet valve return spring to emergency valve (10) installed on the trailh: is used to
close the inlet exhaust valve. When the brakes are re- supply the trailer reervoir with compressed air from
!eased, the decrease in controlling pressure un- the tractor reservoir and to control the brake line
balances the relay piston and permits the exhaust pressure and hence the brake force of the trailer-- as
port to open, thus releasing braking pressure directly demanded by the driver, The control line conies from
to the atmosphere. the brake application valve and, when the driver de-

The compressed air at the wheel brakes is con- presses the foot pedal, pressure equal to the tractor
verted into mechanical energy by the brake chamber brake line pressure opens a port in the relay-
(7) and slack adjuster (or wedge). Movement of the emergency valve and allows air at the same pressure
slack adjuster arm causes it to rotate a cam shaft level to leave the trailer reservoir and go through the
which forces the brake shoes to contact the brake relay-emergency valve to the trailer brake chambers.
drum. An air brake chamber with slack adjuster is The relay-emergency valve also acts as an emergency
shown in Fig. 15-17. Details on brake chamber ap- device in case of severe air loss or trailer breakaway.

I.-1
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Brake Application Valve

I , Service Port

(Control Line)

Relay Piston

Q0

Delivery Port Inlet Valve

Inlet Valve Return Spring

Brake Chamber Reservoir Port

Exhaust

(A) RELEASED Reservoir

:+,~7 ý i 0*e a mi 0i

(B) HOLDING

Figure 15-16. Relay Quick-Release Valve
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Ir case of a trailer breakaway the trailer brakes will operate the control, the tractor protection valve auto-
be applied automatically because the emergency sec- matically will apply the trailer brakes - when the
tion of the relay-emergency valve will use full trailer trailer brake line pressure has decreased to between
reservoir pressure to apply the trailer brakes. If a se- 20 and 45 psi - by venting the supply or emergency
vere trailer brake leak or trailer breakaway occurs, line and thereby triggering the emeig, icy section of
the tractor brake system is protected by the tractor the relay-emergency valve. The relay-emergency
"protection valve (II) as illustrated in Fig, 15-13. It is valve is comoincd with a quick-release valve to allow
designed to control the service and supply lines to the a quick release of the air from the brake chambers
trailer. It is both automatic and manual. In an emer- when the brakes are released.
gency the driver can activate it by use of the manual Since the tractor-protection valve is easy to use by
control (12) located in the cab. If the driver does not the driver by means of the control lev'-r in the cab, it

is frequently used to apply the trailer brahes for
parking the tractor-semitrailer, Howeve,', this should
not be done. If a leak develops, no more air can be

Brake Chlamber supplied to the trailer reservoir from the tractor since
the tractor protection valve has vented the supply or
emergency line between the tractor protection valve
and relay-emergency valve.

The most widely used parking brake system on air
0 braked vehicles is the ,pring brake (Fig. 15-18). Itageoperates the vehicle snrvice brakes (tractor rear axle

brakes) by the energy stored in compressed coil
Slack Adjuster springs. When the parking is not applied, the r,-ser-

voir pressure is used to compress the coil springs and
hold the brakes in the released position. A ,*,parate
reservoir (13) as illustrated in Fig, 15-13 is u,-. for
this purpose, A tractor parking valve (14) is used to
apply the parking brakes. A quick-release valve (15)
is used to exhaust the air of the "parking" chamber in
case of a parking brake application.

Frequently, a dash mounted tripping control valve
Figure 15-17. Air Brake Chamber (16) is used to apply the trailer service brake through

/Brake Chamber

Compressed Spring

Push Rod

Figure 15-18. Brake Chamber With Spring Brake

15-13
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the action of the relay-emergency valve when the In the case of heavy trucks and tractor-semitrailer
tractor reservoir pressure drops to 55-60 psi. combinations various secondary systems have been

designed. If air brakes are used, the entire system can
be duplicated and multi-diaphragm chambers can be
used. More commonly, spring brakes are used which

15-8 SECONDARY BRAKE SYSTEMS use a compressed spring as actuator of the wheel
In the case of passenger cars secondary brake brakes in the event of a malfunctioning of the service

systems are provided in form of the hand or parking brake. Recently, spring brakes have been installed on
brake. Although the parking brake may use the fric- both tractor and semitrailers to provide increased
tion surface of the service brake, i.e., the same brake parking brake performance. Light to medium weight
shoes and drums, an independent application is pro- trucks frequently use a band brake - mounted on
vided, Partial failure performance of the service the propeller shaft behind the transmission - as a
brake is not considered a secondiary brake system. secondary brake system.

15-14
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INDEX

A Band force, 2-15
Bias ply tire, 6-4

inctmne, 2Bilinear brake force distribution, 9-3
parallel, 2-2 Booster force, 5-9
pivoted, 2-2 Booster input characteristics, 5-12

siding, 2Booster pressure ratio, 5-13
Accumulator, 5-12, 14-21 Brake application valve, 15-9
Accumulator, desi3, 14-21 Brake burnish, 2-9, 13-7, 13-9
Accumulator design chart, 5-13, 14-21 Brake chamber, 15-'I
Actuating mechanismdefect, 12-2

ball-and-ramp type, 2-16 Brake fct, 2-2
oam peraion,15-5Brake factor, 2-9, 74, 14-4

an operation, 15-5 Brake fade, 3-13, 7-4, 12-17
electric operation, 5-18 Brake fluid volume analysis, 5-3, 5-4, 14-13
wedge operation, 5-15, 15.4 Brake fluid volume loss, 5.4, 5-6Swheel cylinder, 15-4 Brake force, 5-3, 5-15, 5-17. 7-4, 8.4, 8-26, 8-28

Adjustment, brake shoe Brake force distribution
automatic, 2-3, 15-5 actual, 8-6
manual, 2-3, 15-5 optimum, 8-9, 8-10, 8-30, 14-10, 14-14

Aerodynamic drag, 7-7 Brake inspection, 13-4
Air brake system, 5-14, 15-7
Air brake wheel-antilock analysis, 104 Brake line 1a6, 15-9

Air ompessr, 5-7Brake line failure, 12-5, 12-7Air compressor, 15-7 Brake line prensure, 5-2, 5-5, 5-6, 5-15, 10-4
10.5, 14-15, 14-17, 14-18Air-over-hydraulic brake system, 5-15 Brake maintenance, 13-4

Air reservoir, 15-11 Brake road testing, 13-6
Air suspension, 8.25 Brake rotor
Antijackknifing device, 8-31 solid, 3-9
Antiskid (antilock) systems ventilated, 3-10

discussion of, 10-1, 10-1Svntltd,31 Brake sensitivity, 2-10, 7-4, 14-15experimental data, 10-13 Brake shoe adjustment, 2-3
hydraulic pump pressurized, 10-9 Brake shoe clearance, 2-3

hydraulic vacuum powered, 10-6 Brake shoe displacement, 2-2, 5-4

pneumatic, 10.11 Brake system deterioration, 12-2, 12-18
Area Brake sys tem failure

inlet, 3-11 causes of, 12-2
master cylinder, 5-2 development of, 12-1
outlet, 3-11 Brake system gain, 5-4
pad, 14-18 Brake system design check, 14-3
radiator, 4-3 Brake system diagnosis, 13-5
rotor surface, 3-5 Brake testing, 13.5

Assist characteristic, 5.10 Brake torque, 14-17
Auxiliary brakes, 4-I Brake type
Axle loads, 7-4, 8-4, 8-19, 8-22, duo-servo, 2-2

8-25, 8-28, 8-32, 8-34, 8-36 external hand, 2-15
B leading-trailing, 2-2

two-leading, 2-2
Back plate, 15-4 Brake usage, 13-4
Band angle, 2-15 Bra'.ing efficiency
Band brake, 2-15 braking in-a-turn, 8-12, 8-16

I-I
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INDEX (Condinued)

Braking efficiency (continued) surge brake, 5-18
fixed ratio braking system, 8-8, 13-3, 14-11 wheels unlocked, 8-9, 8-29partial failure, 12-7 Densit i

straight line braking, 8-8, 14-11 lining 3-7
variable ratio braking system, 9-3 pad, 3.7

Braking energy, 3-3, 14-2, 14-18, 14-20 rotor, 3..7
Braking in-a-turn analysis, 8-12 Disc, mean effective radius, 2-9
Braking of combat vehicles, 8-38, 14-13 Drag forces, 7-7
Braking performance diagram, 7..5 Drive shaft mounted brake, 2-15, 5-17
Braking performance measures Drum failure, 12.4

controllability, 7.2, 13-3 Drum stiffness, 2-13
effectiveness, 7-1, 13-2 Dual brake system, 12-5, 12-11, 15-1
efficiency, 7-2, 13-2 Duhamel's theorem, 3-6
response time, 7-2, 7-3 Dynamic analysis
thermal effectiveness, 7-2, 13-4 hydraulic brake system, I1-1

Braking standard, 13-6 pneumatic brake system, 11-3
Breather hole, 15-1 Dynamic axle load, 7-4

[. I)ynamic brake force, 8-4, 8-26, 9-2, 9-8
Dynamic brake line pressure, 9-4, 9-12, 9-15

Caliper Dynamometers
disc brake, 2-2 for testing brake assemblies, 11-10
fixed, 2-2 for testing vehicles, 13-5, 13-6
floating, 2-2 ECam radius, 5-15

Check valve, 12-2, 15-1 Effectiveness stop, 7-1, 7-2, 7-6
Circuit failure, 12-9 Efficiency
Coefficient pedal lever, 5-2, 12-7

aerodynamic drag, 7-7 "S" cam, 5-15, 15-5
damping, 1-8 wedge, 5-15
heat transfer, 3-5, 3-8, 3-11, 14-18 wheel cylinder, 5-3, 9-4, 12-7, 14-13
lining friction, 2-4, 2-10 E.lastic brake shoe, 2-13
self-locking, 2-6 Elastic modulus of lining, 2-8
thermal expansion, 3-17 Electric brakes, 5-18
tire-road friction, 6-2, 7-5, 8-7, 8-16, 8-28 Electric retarders, 4-3
tire-rolling resistance, 6-3, 6-4 F-mergency brake, 5-16, 14-8

Compensation port, 15-1 E-missivity, 3-13
Component testing, 13-10 Engine brake, 4-1, 14-20
Computer programs Equivalent rotational mass moment of irtrtia, 8-39

braking performance calculation, 7-3 Exhaust brake, 4. I
dynamic braking, 7-6
temperature, 3-12
tractor-trailer braking and handling, 7-6 Fade factor, disc brake, 3-13

Consequences of brake failure, 12-18 lFade factor, drum brake, 7-4
Controller (antiskid), 10-24 Fail-safe monitor unit (antiskid), 10-12
Cooling time, 3-8 Failure of brake assembly, 12-17
Cycle time, 3-8 Failure of full power hydraulic brake system, 12-16

Failure of pneumatic brake system, 12-16
D lFederal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard

Deceleration FMVSS 105, 13-6
maximum, I-I FMVSS 121, 13-7
mean, I-I Feed port, 15-1
partial failure, 12-2 Finite difference method, 3-13
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INDEX (Continued)

Force Lining
actuation, 5-15 angle, 2-7, 2-8, 2-1I
aerodynamic drag, 7-8 compression, 2-7
drag, 7-7 properties, 3-7
normal, 8-15 semi-metallic, 14-20
side, 8-16 wear, 2-8, 4-5, 14-2
turning resistance, 7-8
viscous damping drag, 7-8

Fourier's conduction law, 3-12 Maintenance
Front wheel steering angle, 12-18 effect on brake failure, 12-20
Full power hydraulic brake system, 5-11 effect on test results, 13.4
Full-track vehicle, 8-39 Master cylinder, 12-7, 15-1

G Mastervac, 5-8
Mechanical brake system, 5-16, 14-9

General braking efficiency, 8-15 Military test proceduresSH tracked vehicles, 13-9
wheeled vehicles, 13-7

Half-track vehicle, 8-39 Modulator assembies (antiskid), 10-12
Handbrake, 5-16, 14-8, 15-14 N
Heat flux

allowable, 14-2 Normal tire force, 6-4, 8-15
analysis, 3-4 Normalized dynamic brake force, 8-5
instantaneous, 3-14 Normalized roll stiffness, 8-15

Heat generation, 3-3 Nusselt number, 3-9
Horsepower rating, 14-2
Human factors - effects during brake failure, 12-19 0
Hydraulic booster, 5-12, 14-21 Optimum brake force distribution
Hydraulic brake fluid, 12-15 braking-in-a-turn, 8-13
Hydraulic brakes fixed ratio braking system, 8-9

full powered, 5-11 straight-line braking, 8-9
nonpowered, 5-2 variable ratio braking, 9-3
vacuum Assisted, 5-6 Overbraking, 8-5

Hydraulic diameter, 3-10, 14-19
Hydraulic pump, 5-13 P
Ilydrodynamic retarder, 4-2 Parking brake, 5-16, 15-6
Hydroplaning, 6-1 Pedal force, 5-2
Hydrovac, 5-7 Pedal lever ratio, 5-2

Pedal travel, 12-7, 12-10
Performance tests, 13-7

Ideal braking force, 8-5 Piston
Idealized deceleration diagram, 1-I floating, 12-8
hltegrated retarder/foundation brake system, 4-4 push rod, 12-8

Platform tester, 13-6
P1randtl number, 3.9, 3-11

Jackknifing, 8-31, 9-18 Pressure

K distribution, 2-7
meai,, 14-2

Kingpin force, 8-33, 8-35 ratio, 5-13
Pressure limiting valve, 9-6

L Pressure regulating valve, 9-5
Lateral acceleration, 8-15, 8-16 Proportional braking, 9-2, 9-18
Leading-trailing shoe brake, 2-2 Proportioning valve, 9-6, 9-7
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INDEX (Continued)

Push out pressure, 5-3 Single circuit brake system, 15-1
Slack adjuster, 5-15, 15-11
Sliding friction, 6-5

Quick-release valve, 15-10 Skid resistance, 6-1, 6-5
Skid trailer, 6-1

R Specific design measures, 14-2, 14-14
Radial ply tires, 6-4 Spring brake, 15-11, 15.13
Radiation heat transfer coefficient, 3-11 Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 3-1I, 3-13
Radius of curvature, 8-12 Stepped bore tandem master cylinder, 12-11, 15-4
Relay emergency valve, 15-11 Stepped master cylinder, 15-3
Relay quick-release valve, 15-11 Stopping distance
Reservoir, 15-1 actual, 1-1, 8-9
Rcsponse time minimum, 1-1, 8-9

hydraulic systems, 11-1 Surge brake, 5-18
pneumatic systems, 11-3 T

Retarders
electric, 4-3 Tandem master cylinder, 12-8, 15-3
hydrodynamic, 4-2 Tank disc brakes, 14-17

Reynolds number, 3-9, 3-10, 14-19 Temperature analysis
Road gradient, 1-3, 14..9 continued braking, 3-5, 14-20
Road friction measurement, 6-1 repeated braking, 3-7, 14-20
Road testing See: Brake road testing single application, 3-6
Roll center, 8-15 Test results
Roller dynamometer, 13-5 air brake response time, 11-5
Roll stiffness, 8-15 wheel-antilock systems, 10-13
Rolling resistance, 6-3 Testing requirements, 13-1
Rotational inertia, 8-38, 14-18 Thermal
Rotor failure, 12-4 conductivity, 3-6

crack, 12-4, 14-2
diffusivity, 3-5

"S" cam brake, 5-15, 15-5 expansion coefficienL, 3-17

Scrub radios, 8-18 resistance, 3-4
Seal shock, 3-16

primary, 15-1 stress, 3-17, 3-18
secondary, 15-1 Time

Seal protector, 15-1 application, 1-i, 8-9
Scalcd brakes, 3-14 buildup, I-I, 8-9
Secondary brake system, 15-14 lag, 11-4
Self-energizing, 2-4 Tire force
Self-energizing disc brake, 2-16 lateral, 8-16
Self-locking, 2-4 normal, 8-15
Shift point, 9-2, 9-4 Tire radius, 5-3
Shoe Tire-road friction utilization, 8-1, 9-16, 14-3

abutment. 2-2 Tire slip, 6-2
adjustment, 2-3, 15-5 Tongue force, 5-18
elastic, 2-13 Torque, 5-3
factor, 14-5 Total energy, 8-39
leading, 2-2, 2-10 Track rolling resistance, 8-39, 14-17
primary, 2-2, 2-13 Track width, 8-15
rigid, 2-13 Tractor protection valve, 15-13
secondary, 2-2, 2-13 Tractor-semitrailer
trailing, 2-6, 2-10 dynamic brake line pressure, 9-12
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INDEX (Continued)

Tractor-semitrailer (continued) Vehicle stability, 8-171, 8-31, 9-7, 12-19
fixed ratio braking, 8-25 Viscosity of brake fluid, 11-3
optimum brake force distribution, 8-29 Viscous damping drag, 7-8
variable ratio braking, 9-7 Volume loss See: Brake fluid volume loss

Trailer parking brake, 15-13 Volume ratio, 5-13
Trailer swing, 8-31, 9-18
Trailer, unbraked, 8-40
Turning drag, 7-8 Walking beam suspension, 8-19, 8-34
Two-elliptic leaf spring suspension, 8-21, 8-31, 8-34 Water recovery, 13-8, 13-9

V Wedge angle, 5-15
Wedge brake, 5-15, 15-4

Vacuum assist failure, 12-16 Wheel-antilock systems See: antiskid (antilock)
Vacuum-assisted hydraulic brake, 5-6, 14-15, 14-17 systems
Vacuum booster design chart, 5-10, 14-15, 14-17 Wheel cylinder
"Vaporization of brake fluid, 12-15, 12-19 area, 5-3, 8-6, 14-15, 14-21
Variable ratio braking system, 9-2, 9-7 double acting, 15-4
Vehicle braking stability single acting, 15-4

solid-frame vehicle, 8-17 Whtel lock analysis, 10.3
tractor-semitrailer, 8-31 Wheel lock mechanisms, 10-1

Vehicle drag, 7-7 Wheel speed sensor (antiskid), 10-12
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